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A. $ST1 ACT

An investigation

into the local placehad
name sources of Lancashire of a time when the vernacular
a low status isolated the Whalley Coucher Book as the one that
That book therefore
most seemed to deserve further scrutiny.
forms

by G.P. Cubbin

the basis of the present

study.

The Coucher Boook is a mediaeval
work of monastic
of deeds received by Whalley
and is a compilation
provenance
Abbey over the period. The interest of the source lies in its
be
by
who
writers
may
many
place-names
of
representation
supposed to have been familiar with them. Whalley's placethat is
of variation
name corpus affords scope for examination
of dialectal significance.
A searching analysis is undertaken
of the evidence
that the Whalley Coucher Book offers. Questions of dating, of
location of place-names, of the elements that compose them,
and of the status of the text have to be examined with a view
the significance for phonology of this evidence.
to elucidating
is carried out at length, and it is hoped that
Such examination
these aspects of the present work may be found to have
both for the
in linguistic and historical inquiry
application
relative to the Whalley
demonstration.
methodological
actual results

Coucher Book and for the

A considerable
amount of dialectal phonological
from the source is presented in this thesis. It is
information
critically
examined and collated and the attempt is made to
On
and period concerned.
actual usage in the territory
the whole the conclusion is that most of the evidence does
distribution
reflect the dialect and that it produces a believable
derive

of forms.
thus acquired
Some of the dialectal information
appears as new. More commonly, however, this study confirms
the existing picture or makes it somewhat more precise. The

evidence
expected

does not escape the uneven coverage that is to be
in place-name evidence for dialect.

the amount of the evidence of the Whalley
Coucher Book and its general consistency are comparatively
to
is
that
they
this
the
finding
enough
are
not
work
of
good,
Book
Coucher
the
that
might
the
suggestion
original
establish
deserve reliance without reference to, and even in total
Although

of, other local sources. The present study concludes
that the best evidence consists of a select group of sources
amongst which Whalley may be taken as pre-eminent.
defiance
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1. The

is Cubbin's
starting-point
of this investigation
discovery of a particular local source that raises the hope of consistent
His
developments.
and reliable information
on ME phonological
that is
study of the evidence for Lancashire place-names
preliminary
Book also suggests that information
this kind can yield an unexpected degree of detail in time and place.
found

in the Whalley

Coucher

of

has long existed but Cubbin was
of scholarship
1
dissatisfied
failure
its
to
with
produce
on phonology.
agreement
Brandl2 and Kristensson, 3 for instance, seemed to him to be content
with conflicting
evidence for the same territory without asking which
A corpus

forms

Again, Mary Serjeantson4 does not
might be right or wrong.
Ekwall5 draws on many sources with scant
give her documentation.
discrimination.
Cubbin is suspicious
of mixed results that suggest

"genuine

in real life in the language"

confusion

and warns

of "the

danger

in the phonetic
of scribal interference
representation
of the
language".
It is in the hope of undoing the effects of such scribally
confused results that his study and, in its wake, the present one, have
been undertaken.
2. Working
Cubbin
internally

enquired

against

whether

consistent

such

a background

certain

sources might
even if they did not contribute

1 Cubbin §3-5
2 Brandl §79
3 SMED I 119-20
4 Serjeantson: "Dialectal Distribution"
5 Ekwall: "Ortsnamenforschung

§6

ein Hilfsmittel" 602

of scholarship,
not be found to be
to any consensus
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2

of local material as a whole. This entailed selection of evidence
disregarding of some evidence that had been used in the past.
Cubbin

sought

and a

to supply the lack of tests for reliability
of
La PN-material
to three tests regarding
the

sources by subjecting
development
of OE y. The first of these had to do with how often a
PN might
forms
in the
occur in phonologically
contradictory
1
Sources that had elsewhere been used in evidence
immediate
context.
for the same linguistic point failed at even this elementary
hurdle.
test sought out discrepancies in the form of the same el in the
names of different places that were near each other and therefore
might on the face of it be presumed to have similar dialects. 2 The most
Another

the phonological
subtle compared
different
els in neighbouring
phonological

inconsistency

as shown in
reflexes in question
PNs. 3
In each case capricious

was seen as telling against the reliability

of

the source.
3. Cubbin

distinguishes

the

foregoing

tests

as gauging

consistency.

Another

test that he uses is that of accuracy, meaning an
absence of stark blunders that would betray unfamiliarity
with the
name on the part of the scribe. The third is as to whether the text was
composed at or near the locality indicated by PNs of which the form is
in question.

It is WCB that arouses interest by its uniquely
in the tests to which Cubbin put it.

performance

4. A recent

in
ambitious
geographical
scope than that relating to WCB, is that of Kristensson in
his Survey of Middle English Dialects.
That work, using mainly the
study,

and

one

that

strong

Lay Subsidy
period

is more

Rolls, is framed to plot the phonology
1290-1350. It deserves special consideration

and extensive
5.

account of the early ME phonology
There

of all England in the
as the most recent
of La and Ch.

for
grounds
some
reservation
over
Kristensson's
direct use of Lay Subsidy Rolls to map out the dialectal
The question arises as to
phonology
of English sounds and words.

1 Cubbin §8
2 Cubbin §9
3 Cubbin §10

are
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whether

the apparent

example

SM ED I maps

in

forms;

spelt

boundaries.
the

clarity

but

of some

3-5 offer well delineated
the

distribution

The differences

dialectal

respective

of his results

between
traits

or orthographical

3

topographical

variation

coincides

with

the

La and Yorks

may

simply

of the

For

is trustworthy.

scribes

that

countyreflect

copied

the

county-rolls.

6. A counter-argument
to this objection may be built upon
SMED I map 17, in which both YoW and La show an isogloss passing
Indeed, it seems likely that this map shows some
within a shire.
awareness of dialect on the part of scribes functioning
at some stage in
the business; though the pattern is less strong than in those maps cited
distribution
to support county-related
of forms. But dialectal accuracy
by different
and coverage
scribes
are not mutually
exclusive
explanations
of local variation within the SMED material as a whole.
It is an ambiguity that cannot easily be eliminated from Kristensson's
findings.
Attention

is further

drawn

to the untested status of the Lay
Subsidy Rolls by the ease with which Kristensson resorts to a medley of
other sources to do duty for those shires, namely Ch and Co. Durham,
for which no Lay Subsidy was raised.
7. It may be useful to summarize the objections
that led to
Cubbin's
dismissal of various local sources from consideration
for
dialectal
His inquiry relates to evidence for OE y as
phonology.
regards the whole corpus of sources; for the evidence for it is both fairly
frequent and clear in its expression on one side or the other. The last is
in Middle
Eastern

English as between
/i,

respectively

i/,
without

these

West Midland

being

generally

/y,
spelt

y/

and Northern

<u, uy> and

and

<i,

y>

as a paradigm
he finds them to

of
be

regard for quantity.

8. The Assize

Rolls are used by Cubbin

infringement

of his three tests as above;
extensively unreliable for the purpose. He shows the same complex of
faults as prominent
in some other documents
in his §13-4. But La is
PN sources, and not all
comparatively
rich in such thirteenth-century
lend themselves
to such complete
Some infringe one
arraignment.
test but not another; others are merely ambiguous
owing to the
sparseness

of their evidence.

A summary

follows,

with references

to

I: INTRODUCTION
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Cubbin, of his assessment of these sources.
9. Cubbin
standards

of

consistency.

is as to

question

discounts

whether

forms

contradictory

Inquests

Cowhill

a single

document

first

the

same

local

sources

test

designed

PN

as failing
by

form

in Lacy

This is used

Cubbin's

Compoti:

for

this

in phonologically

occurs

context.

to meet

him

(see his §19-22); the Lay Subsidy

by Whitaker

reproduced

10.

The

in the immediate

the Lancashire
(§25);

various

to discredit
Roll:

Buersill

Brindle,

(§27);

and

a

(§35).

test,

the occurrence
concerning
of
forms of an el in neighbouring
PNs, is used to discredit
contradictory
the La Inquests (§19-22), strongly, for example Foulridge by comparison
second

with other PNs containing OE hyl 1 (§20). Doubt is likewise cast on the
Lacy Compoti
(§27); Lay Subsidy Roll (§25); Pipe Rolls (§24); and on a
single form in the Court Rolls containing

(§28).

hyrst

11. The third test of consistency, appealing to freedom from
between different elements in PNs in a neighbourhood,
contradiction
is infringed
by the Calendar of Inquisitions
(§26); the La Inquests:
Stakehill

(§20); the Pipe Rolls (§24); and the Lay Subsidy

Roll (§25).

12. Some forms are condemned because they occur in texts
in which another PN infringes one of the criteria.
The La Inquests
contain an instance of Little Mitton that is not counted for OE jemgte
because of a dialectal clash between the forms hill
in
and hull
PN in the same deed (§20).

another

13. Some sources, however,

by Cubbin as
are commended
The Court Rolls are said to be the
showing phonological
consistency.
best source for /i /< OE y (§28). The Lacy Compoti also show general
consistency (§27), especially for the /i /-form of OE hyl 1.
14.
forms.

Cubbin

Calendar
Pendlebury,
Pilkington;

of

Questions
notes

mutilated

Inquisitions
Sidebeet

1 the

Red

have

of accuracy
forms
(§26);
(§20);
Book:

Pipe

from

more
various
Rolls

(§39);

Rolls

(§24):

Melling,

etc.

(§55);

La

Testa

isolated

as follows:

sources

Close

Pendlebury

to

regard

Inquests:

Pendlebury,
de

Nevill:

1 Cubbin
also lists Gaherstengfor Garston; but the form suggests Garstang. See forms of
both PNs in the Concordant Gazetteer in Chapter IV of the present work

5
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Anglezark

(§49).
By contrast

avoidance

of mutilated
15.

the Lacy Compoti

are commended

for their

forms (§27).

The third

in a source was its local
Of sources already dismissed by him on other grounds
composition.
Cubbin remarks: "It is important
to observe that the forms we have
been considering
were never written down locally in the place where
the pronunciation
to the evidence
(§15). Evidence

criterion

for trust

could actually be heard. " Relative to SLa he objects
even of texts composed at localities as near as Lancaster
from that town and places further

afield he discounts

as follows.
Lay Subsidy Roll (§25)

Lancaster:

Ripon neighbourhood:
York

Lancaster

London:

a deed from Wardle

(§37).

Church (§32).

Close Rolls (§39); Lancashire

Inquests:

Pendlebury

(the

same as the mutilated form above) (§20); Final Concords:
only one deed is local to SLa (§23); of the Pipe Rolls (§24),
in Cubbin's
tests
mentioned
second
and third
of
for
he
here,
consistency
and
mutilation,
says
"nevertheless,

had been written locally, this
to be
might not have been sufficient for their testimony
rejected"; Rotuli Originali (§51).
Not located:

if the deeds

a document

given by Whitaker

which

"may not be

local" (§35).
Of a London

Pipe Roll he says there is "only one form which
we are obliged to condemn on the exclusive grounds that it is not
local" (§17). This fault derives, in Cubbin's analysis, much of its force
from its association
The Feudal

observes

with others.

Aids were compiled
in London
La dialect in some forms, e.g. OE hy11, rysc,

but this source
(§4O).
1a
we1

16. Some SLa PNs are found in non-local forms in sources
local, the forms bringing
that are apparently
a broad phonological
Such are the Dunkenhalgh
into consideration.
Deeds:
presupposition
Dunnockschae
form (§30); Lacy Compoti:
(§27, although the
well
looks local to SLa); La Inquests: Myerscough
document
(§20). Also

6
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WCB 14.60 has a form in well (§71); Cubbin concludes
was written by scribe from elsewhere and his phonology
the compiler of the cartulary.
17. Besides the foregoing

tests Cubbin

that the deed
preserved

by

also raises various

objections to various sources. One of these relates to
scribal caprice; for the orthography of the Domesday Book is not trusted
The other questions
(§38).
will find an echo in the essay "On

miscellaneous

Circumstances
18.

of Production"
Another

in Chapter

II of the present

work.

texts that are not the
concerns
of
original document but are a copy. This is necessarily the condition
More serious doubts
including WCB.
sources that are compilations,
arise where the extant document is itself a copy of an earlier compiled
objection

This concern with copying is related to the possibility
of the stages will be due to a scribe who spoke another dialect.
has studied the importance of this factor in transmission.
version.

that one
McClure

SLa sources possibly copied in London include the Calendar
(§26); likewise the Nonarum
Inquisitiones
in Curia
of Inquisitions
Scaccarii, originally
written at Preston (§41); and the Placita de quo
Warranto,

it observes many <u>-forms (§50). The Cockersand
Chartulary is a copy by a Cheshire man (§31). The Dunkenhalgh
Deeds
are a late copy (§30).
though

Cubbin

says that the consistency of WCB and the Court Rolls
by their being the work of several scribes (§61), as such

is enhanced
discrete in transmission

(§61-2).

This, however,

entails

their

being

copies as sources.
19. A document

given by Whitaker is suspected on grounds
in that it is a judicial document from the records of the
of provenances
King's Remembrancer
(§35).

main

Some texts in WCB are by hands that are extraneous
document. 2
20. Some forms

occur in documents

that are too short

I Chapter II: "On Circumstances
of Production" §12
2 Cubbin

§§72,91; Chapter II: "On Circumstances

to the

of Production"

§5

for
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These are from the La
evaluation by criteria of internal consistency.
Inquests: Braddyll, Byrewath (§20); Final Concords
(all deeds) (§23);
Furness

Coucher

Church

Book (§42); Lancaster

(§32); Rotuli

Originali

(§51); a document given by Whitaker (§48); various other forms (£30-1).
Cubbin finds WCB rich in material for some PN els,
And although
certain others are said, as might be expected, to yield too little material
in that source for evaluation (§64-5).
21. The summary of Cubbin's objections to various sources
He finds a few "forms that are difficult to discredit" but
is complete.
which he is unwilling to accept. These exhibit no conflicts within the
document

but come from

a generally

suspect

the La

source, namely

Inquests. 1

Calendar

Some sources
of Inquisitions

a more

receive

give a more

The
encouraging
character.
favourable
impression
overall

than do precedingly examined sources (§26). Charters appended by the
They are,
/u/-forms.
editor to the Pipe Rolls afford several good
however, less extensive than WCB, the source that is pre-eminent
in
Cubbin's

assessment.

22. WCB is the main focus of study of the present work. A
description
of it and its composition
will be found in Chapter II. The
work is set in the context of the history of the monastery that produced
it in Chapter

III: Catalogue

Following
inquiry

his survey

into the information

dialectal
points

of External Information,

phonology

of ME

of the field, Cubbin

that may be obtained

entry

WhaAb.

turns to a deeper
from WCB for the

A summary is offered here of the
of WCB as a candidate for the trust of

/y/.

that he makes in favour

enquirers into the phonology.
1. The deeds of WCB are locally composed, consistent, accurate,
(§66-8). The last point is
and discrete in transmission
to Mary Serjeantson's
that the
opposed
assumption2
forms date from c1350.
2. Places outside

La show the national

I Cubbin §21
2 Serjeantson: "Dialectal Distribution"

§120

isophone

of /y/

and

/i /

I: INTRODUCTION
Background
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as they appear in WCB (§73).
3. The cartularist
observing

copies spelling from originals as in OE byriý;,
the Cheshire and Shropshire convention (§84).

4. WCB exhibits dialect-boundaries
5. WCB exhibits

dialectal

within

its material

(§73-84).

changes over time (§86-97). This point

4 are unmotivated
phonological
patterns
appearing to speak for accurate copying by the compiler of
the cartulary. "It seems inconceivable
that a copy showing
and

no.

such unmistakable
patterns
of the original deeds" (§98).

can have altered

6. Some phonologically
inconsistent
be mistranscriptions
by Hulton

very much

forms

in WCB turn out to
(§91,98).

A few anomalies are acknowledged
(§98) to be found in WCB.
These are dialectally
forms from the testimony
unexpected
of the
byriý-, in the PNs Bury (3.35), Biron (13.34,18.20), Dewsbury, 1
element
Sanesbery (7.33).
23.
discounted

Several

of the documents
as evidence because their testimony

This yet allows

here
mentioned
are
for OE y is too slender.
for dialectal questions
on

that they may be reliable
which they offer more data. 2 However OE y is no doubt among those
features that are more blessed with testimony and it is on the face of it
unlikely that a source that has little to show for the reflexes of this
sound
have

will perform better for most other phonological
questions that
for dialectology.
Therefore
both in
a decisive
significance

for its positive
with other sources and by recommendation
merits WCB emerges from the foregoing
analysis with by far the
This conclusion
strongest character for reliability.
justifies the course
of devoting
a special inquiry to WCB as undertaken
in the present
comparison

work.

Dewsbury, Yorks, is the lone case in WCB of a PN showing an intrusive West Midland
form of this el. All instances of the name do so. They are at 4.14,5.34,13.12-3,
15.21.
2 Cubbin §12
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Purpose an
1. The main

extent

by

him,

knowledge

that

by Cubbin

WCB

may

of chronological

dialectal

phonology

phonological

and
La

of

questions
in as much

elucidated

An important

of this work

concern

so far advanced

proposition,

will
detail

is to examine

detail

and

Ch

during

form

the

target

study

respecting

the

Certain
and

will

be

allows.

of such an investigation

the worth

in

advance

1175-1350.
of

the

to a limited

a substantial

topographical

as that book

in detail

and documented

afford

implication

may serve to demonstrate

etIo4

is that it

of the inquiry

after comparative
to extensive deduction

of sources for a region as preparatory
Some assessment will in due course be offered of how
of phonology.
far that inquiry has been confirmed by the examination
of WCB.
reliability

2. Questions

of dialect

demand

considerable
precision
information
may often

in

for which satisfactory
be
matters
It will therefore be necessary to attempt extensive exercises
wanting.
that are ancillary to exact phonological
The construction
inquiry.
of
methods for these tasks and the use of them for the provision
of new
various

information

is itself a secondary purpose of this work.
Accordingly
some part of the thesis is dedicated to the dating of deeds that have
date.
In another
come down to us without
part is collected
a
considerable
amount of new information
relative to the location and
derivation
of PNs. Perhaps the thesis as a whole also represents
a
considerable
on diplomatic

point

for existing
relative to WCB.

of reference

questions

information

on these and

3. Seven phonological
features have been chosen for study.
Six are known phonological
is a PN el
variables; the seventh, pal,
that exhibits a definite pattern of dialectal variation.
The phonological
results are presented in Chapter V, and some additional
material on
p5 l is presented in Appendix B.
The material

as it is presented

in WCB

is largely

undated;

texts of more and less reliable origin are set down one after the other;
PNs conceal
and a large collection
of unidentified
and unrecorded
much of the evidence within their constituent
els. Much space will be

I: INTRODUCTION - Purpose
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& Method

In effect the present
here to a remedy for these deficiencies.
departs
from
inquiry
in not being
practice
purely
previous
though it is fundamentally
so.
phonological,
devoted

4. One important

difference

from

earlier

writers

is that

they

have devoted

no systematic attention to dating. Kristensson has had in
the Lay Subsidy Rolls evidence that came to him already dated and that
Mary Serjeantson was not aware of the
over no very long period.
phonological
significance of the varying epoch of the deeds
collected in WCB, though some of these are dated in the text. Some
points of dating were ventured by Cubbin as the need arose with
possible

deeds; but he offers no systematic
chapter, the third, is devoted here.

individual
a whole

study of the matter.

To it

5. As well as to dating, a large amount of PN evidence from
WCB has to be subjected to other exercises designed for its location and
derivation
and for an assessment of the merits as evidence of the
various

of the book within which they severally occur. The
goals having been chosen, it will be possible to exclude

passages

phonological

material and to concentrate
on that which pertains to this
Even so, such concentration
phonology.
yet entails, especially in the
III, comparison
chronological
study of Chapter
of relevant
with
irrelevant material for the better specification of the former.
very much

6. The subsidiary fields of inquiry concern the scribal history
of WCB and its parts, the dates of original composition
of these parts,
The first or
and the identity
of the PNs that occur within them.
diplomatic

inquiry

involves

of various traits of the texts
historical
information
is
contemporary

the noting

For. chronology,

concerned.

presented for the sake of points where it touches characters and events
The
of WCB. Information
on these from WCB itself is also presented.
the identification
study of the PNs requires
and location
of the
for the phonological

testimony
other

works

internal

items;

as well as some location

this necessitates
recourse to
of minor PNs from WCB from

evidence.
7. Relative

grading

of the evidence

and the dating

of it, the

of the next two chapters, apply to pieces of text; in these
respects the PNs that form the phonological
evidence partake of the
attributes of the passages of WCB in which they occur. By contrast, in
Chapter IV the analysis bears on the individual
PNs, each of which
concerns

I: INTRODUCTION - Purpose

& Method

Thus the fifth and
receives its own qualities of location and etymology.
culminating chapter has at its disposal at the outset a body of evidence
in the form of els for which graded, dated and located forms are ready
for comparison for dialectal phonology.
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1. Standard

forms and abbreviations
that apply to the thesis
Some
here.
sections use peculiar notation
are
explained
as a whole
which is explained as it arises. In particular, the more tersely tabular
sections
designed

have
to

compartments

is
foot
the
the
which
page
of
at
a running prompt
the significance
of the lettered
recall conveniently
Key
the
in
the
table
of
section
explained
of a
as

chapter.

appropriate

In this section topics are treated under the following

headings

in order.

Typography
Personal Names
Dates
Texts
Notes on the Abbreviations
TYPOGRAPHY
notation is observed and may be
Departures
discursive
the
thesis.
in
in
parts
of
all
general
and
assumed
from this standard are adopted in some tabular sections as and for
2. A standard

reasons explained
A distinctive

typographical

where appropriate.
typeface

is used for cited forms

ME or ON and also in the representation
out of necessity, for within
employed

of sounds.

or spellings in OE,
This special font is

the word-processor

used

to

this thesis non-standard characters such as b and ä were not
length is
Following
in the main font.
normal
practice,
available
forms.
by
ON
OE
forms
in
by
in
an
acute
accent
and
marked
a macron
produce

3. OE and ON sounds

are indicated

by traditional

philological

are adequate to identify the els in
question and are therefore sufficient for an inquiry of which the aim is
to investigate the phonology of ME rather than that of OE. ME sounds,
however, receive phonemic representation,
set between oblique lines.
The practice followed here is like that of Kristensson in SMED.
symbols,

e.g. go, ä; these symbols

Cited

mediaeval

forms,

where

normalization

is not intended,

13
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of common vocabulary
or of proper names, are given
within angular brackets. This generally applies to ME forms, especially
to instances of PNs.
and whether

4. Those

PNs that

form are
a normal post-mediaeval
by this form in plain type whether the place or the
usually mentioned
forms are denoted by a
name is meant. PNs lacking post-mediaeval
normative
mediaeval form selected from their testimony in WCB and
have

given in italics. (This select form is used in such cases as the headword
Gazetteer. ) In these conventions for current and lost
in the Concordant
PNs SMED is followed.
Mostly there is a distinction more conceptual
than practical between normal and cited forms of a lost PN as these
tend to have scanty and therefore little variant testimony.
As
latter

an example

is the

PN Twofoldhee

taken

in evidence

being

/ä/.

is a reflex

such evidence

<Twafaldh>

in Rochdale,

for phonology,

This sound

PN as yielding

in

<a> appears

the

the vowel

contemporary

in deed

twä

The

an extract

from

sound

deduced

of OE ä. The el identified

is OE

5.42.

within

it

the

.

5. All Latin cited from printed matter is so in our standard type,
Thus the ancient text of Hulton's edition of
within inverted commas.
Coucher Book is quoted in the same manner as any
the Whalley
PNs appearing in such a Latin quotation
modern book.
are in those
as fully a part of the phrase. Printed French is
in the same way as Latin in the case of the cited text,
represented
whereas French PN els are given in the special type as vernacular
circumstances

treated

material.
PERSONAL

NAMES

6. In alphabetical
standardized

lists it is desirable

and readily understood

form.

for names to be in a
Therefore proper names in

this work

are reformed in accordance
with modern standard usage,
this exists. Whalley's "Henricus de Wordehull",
for example,

where
will here be "Henry

Patronymics

Wuerdle".
not

here

remodelled
after
modern,
anglicized, heritable surnames. This is because of the need to isolate
the parental Christian name. The need arises partly from demands of
ease of reference

are

and partly because these names in WCB are normally

14
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strict

patronymics

heritable

and not

and

may

even

with

a heritable

SN, as in the case of one John Whitworth,

son

of Richard,

son of Swain

rendered

on

"Willelmus

the

filius

Norman
Henrici"

(15.94).
plan:

Therefore

thus

become

"Adam

"Adam

fitz

in pairs

come

described

Johannis"

John"

as

are here

patronymics
filius

or

and

and

"William

fitz Henry", not Johnson or Harrison.
7. In this work individuals
of the same XN and SN are
distinguished
by familial numerals awarded on the basis of apparent
And although
in our modernization
we
chronological
precedence.
drop

"de" between

the plain XN and SN, we retain it for sound's
in the case of interposition
of a familial numeral or a patronymic:
the aforesaid John fitz Richard is John III de Whitworth.

sake
thus

DATES
8. Dates, where unqualified, are given AD and are exact. An
date is preceded by "c" merely. The plain letters "a" and
approximate
"p" placed before a date mean "before" and "after" respectively.
They
precede
Directory
Likewise
Directory),

"c".

Thus the birth

of Adam I de Elswick is dated in the
"ac1225", meaning that he was born before about 1225.
"pc1283", used of the time of activity of John Holt (see the
means that he was active only after that date.
9. Two

such dates joined by a hyphen signify the whole
period so defined. So for example Geoffrey is given as Abbot of Chester
"1194-1208", 1 meaning that he took office in 1194 and ceased to hold
within a
office in 1208. The first two digits are not repeated
periodic dating: thus Abbot Geoffrey's successor Hugh Grylle held office
1208-26. But two dates joined by "x" indicate a period that encloses an
that

event or stretch of time. Thus deed 11 of WCB Title 14 is dated in the
Schedule 1274x83, meaning that it was composed
at some time within
Again, the active life of Andrew Faling is given
that nine-year period.
in the Directory

of Individuals
as c1227xc1327,
activity can be placed between those dates.

most

meaning

that

all his

10. A probable date may be preceded by '? ". This may be the
dating available.
For example, Hugh I de Eiland is
trustworthy

I Chapter II: ExCheAb
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given in the Directory,
simply on the authority
of VL, as occurring
?c1160. But the question-mark
a reference to a
usually accompanies
more certain and broader dating, to be found elsewhere in the thesis,
guidance being supplied in its place.
Otherwise

dating may be given, unqueried,
the probable
together with the certain one. This entails a reserve date as given in
square brackets next to an unadorned, corresponding,
probable date.
For instance
for deed
13.17 the dating
the Schedule
gives
[1259]c74xc85[96].
between

This means that the deed was certainly drawn up
1259 and 1296, and probably between about 1274 and about

1285.

TEXTS
11. Abbreviated
this

thesis.

immediately

bibliographical

references

appear

often

in

If the

of a ref. is given, it may
author or beginning
However some often
be looked up in the Bibliography.
are represented in the text by only a letter or two. If a ref.

cited works
does not appear in the Bibliography the abbreviation
should be sought
under the list that follows here, where a direction to the Bibliography
may be found.
12. In default

of other indication,
reference to a passage
within the cited work, whether in our main text or in the Bibliography,
Roman numerals
for volumes,
is as follows:
upper-case
modern
numerals for pages, with a space between the two. Otherwise the code
is given here or in the Bibliography

in square brackets.

Bare numerical

further
references as 1.1 etc. cited without
explanation are to title and deed of WCB. A ref. to another deed of the
same title may be made in continuous
context by the deed-number
preceded by the dot, the title-number being left out.
13. The various sections of the four
may be broadly classified as either discursive or
In passages of the former class abbreviation
Some of these sections each consist
shunned.

chapters
tabular

of this thesis
in presentation.

of personal names is
of a single discourse of
connected prose: such are the whole of Chapter I (excluding footnotes)
of Chapter II. Other discursive parts consist of a
and the Argument

parallel

arrangement

of entries

along the lines of an encyclopaedia:

I: INTRODUCTION - Key
are the Genealogical
Elements.

Catalogue

examples
Name
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and the Glossary

of Place-

Each of the tabular sections has its own formal structure
for each entry and explained
In these even
in its place.
repeated
personal names are abbreviated (except that they are given in full for
the headwords of entries in the Directory of Individuals in Chapter III).
The tabular
(Chapter

the Directory,

include

sections

IV) and the Catalogue

of Material

the Concordant

Gazetteer

(V).

NOTES ON THE ABBREVIATIONS
14. Abbreviations

in common

use and employed
such as "ed, MS, Staffs", are not explained here.

in our text,

An abbreviation
one XN, two XNs.

of "s": thus

Explanations
themselves

indicated

employ

may be made plural

of abbreviations

abbreviations,

A peculiar manner
in square brackets.

necessary

by the first three
for distinction.

in the

following

which may further

of reference

References to the Catalogue
concerned,

by addition

letters

list

be looked

may

up.

to the passage for a work is

of Title may be under the locality
of its name,

or by four

where

17
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1. The format

of this chapter following

the present section is
The
of two discursive
sections interspersed
with tabular
ones.
discussion and conclusions occupy the two essays "On Circumstances
These have frequent
of Production"
and "On Extant Versions".
here.
The present
sections as explained
may seem fairly abstract and hard to grasp at the

to the tabular

reference
remarks

on notation
outset but it is perhaps ultimately
useful to place all such material
together. The design is that the reasons for the notational technicalities
will become clear following acquaintance with the discursive sections.
The Synopsis

of Versions

consists

of a series of numbered
verbal form as occurring at

entries, each of which shows a particular
The order
some point in the WCB text and given in parallel versions.
of entries has been arranged for convenience
of reference from "On
Extant Versions".
Information
in lettered
is codified
as entered

compartments.
Reference

is normally

to Hulton,

therefore

his version

of the

form

in question
is always given and occupies
(a).
compartment
Compartment
(b) gives the corresponding
form from the WCB MS and
(c) that from the original document, if any. Where the forms of one
compartment
and the next are exactly the same they are amalgamated.

The number

of the WCB deed in which the form is located is given in
(d). If the same sequence of versions of a form occurs
compartment
more than once, the relevant deeds, or the number of instances in the
same deed, are enumerated.
2. The Register

of Texts is a critical

list of the contents

of

WCB drawn up in the light of the analysis of the structure of that work
The Coucher Book
in "On Circumstances
undertaken
of Production".

II: DIPLOMATIC
itself is a neatly
a few rules.

arranged

work which can be followed

form

writes

composed
short introductions

otherwise
in the MS. Hulton

indent,

with the help of

1
deeds.
text
called
of pieces of
at the heads of deeds, which

WCB is essentially
The compiler
he underlines;

18
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in
are not distinguished
in italics and in hanging
Irregular inserts by the scribe,

these scribal inserts
gives these headings

with

wide paragraph-spacing.
some of them as long as a deed, are usually also given by Hulton in
hanging indent. Some are not distinguished by Hulton but are pointed
being marginal in the
are prominent,
out in this work. Deed-numbers
MS and at the start of headings in Hulton.
Mediaeval
numbers are
used in the MS and Roman ones by Hulton.
3. In the present work reference to WCB uses the terms of
RT and deals generally in deeds rather than pages. Entries in RT are in
the layout of the Book. Each bold entry
numerical
order following
if possible, by
correspondence
given with that found in WCB.
WCB textual numbering
Pagein this work is all in modem figures.
refs to Hulton are given at the heads of the bigger sections, or "titles",
for ease of use. Some pieces of the text lack clear notation; it is supplied

instances

a piece

of the WCB text.
of the deed-number

This is defined,

in these cases in RT with the explanatory

WCB.
WCB

4. Two small complications
Some of them are duplicates
gives

the

text

note "n. n. "

affect the passage of deeds into
having the same text. For these

once and allots it two
deeds. These duplicate

or more

numbers

to

represent the original
numbers are given by
Hulton parted by an oblique, and so they appear in RT; but elsewhere
in this work reference is normally to the first number and recourse
may be had to RT for clarification.
Another

is that one original deed may recite
part or all of an earlier deed also registered in WCB. In these cases the
complication

often skips the repeated material, inserting a cross-ref. A few
cases in "On Extant Versions" and SV involve comparison
of forms
in original
deeds that do recite earlier deeds with the
occurring
cartularist

equivalent

form as found in the lost earlier deed as registered

1 "On Circumstances

of Production"§4

in WCB.

II: DIPLOMATIC
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S. The information

given in RT about each segment of the
WCB text is presented,
These are
as with SV, in compartments.
designed for reference from "On Circumstances
of Production" but the
has

arrangement
information.

regard

to tidiness

and

to

the

salience

of the

Definition

of the piece of text allotted to the entry, if not
obvious from WCB numbering, is offered in terms of Hulton's pagenumbering
and, where necessary, of beginning and ending quotations.
Mostly

is absent, and where it occurs it is of variable
it is an
Therefore
unschematic
aspect.
although
preliminary
where it occurs, this definitive information

this explanation

length

and
indispensable

(g) of RT
at the end of the entry and forms compartment
Also included here is notice of duplication
entries.
or recitation,
as
expounded in §4.

is given

6. Provenance

(a)
in compartment
of the text is indicated
and is given for all entries. A code is used for the different kinds of
§19. It
provenance
as listed in "On Circumstances
of Production"
follows.
L- Local
C- County

EE - Extra-Diocesan
M- Extra-Diocesan

Officials

E- Diocesan Clergy

J- Royal Judiciary

N- Nobility

R- Royal Court

Clergy
Monks

7. Three

compartments
of an RT entry have to do with
The Locality of Reference is named in (d) in all cases but a
location.
few for which this cannot be identified or the deed does not relate to
land. The Locality of Composition
is not universally
given in the text
but where it is so it occupies compartment
is deducible
given the Local Coefficient

(c) of RT. Where the CL is

and comes alongside it in
(b).
The LC is expressed in miles; and any notable
compartment
obstacle of physical geography is mentioned additionally.
8. For some of the deeds of WCB, original documents
are
In such cases the archive-ref is given in compartment
(f) of RT.

extant.
A full list of this archival
Miscellaneous
Production"
compartment

material

is given in "On Extant Versions"

§5.

of
of in "On Circumstances
§20-3 as affecting
to in
some deeds
are referred
Status of a deed,
(e) of RT. These are the Instrumental
matters

treated

II: DIPLOMATIC
likewise
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its Formal

Status and Copy Status, and the language used. In
each case one alternative is assumed as normal; if this applies, the
information
is not given in RT. Abnormal
status in any of these
matters is given by a code. Codes described here are independent of the
Abbreviations
generally used in the present work. The one used for
RT (e) follows.
C- Close (FS)
F- French (language)
R- Report (IS)
Roman

numerals:

CS
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On (trcunt
1. It would

tataneo of i0ro4uetton

be surprising

if extensive evidence of dialectal
from
phonology
emerged
of
consistently
a discrete
collection
documents
among which sundry original texts of related import had
It
come down to us by routes of palpably various scribal character.
would bespeak a general soundness in the process of transmission that
is not the finding of the history of the subject.
Any conclusions
that
from
from this inquiry
an
may result
stand to gain firmness
from which
they are drawn.
understanding
of the documents
Therefore
furnish
coheres

here to illuminate

the potential
of WCB to
information
it
that we seek. The question
is whether
a document and hence how far Cubbin's findings about it
book.
The task of this chapter
is the
the whole
of
of the circumstances of composition
and transmission

we set out
the
as

characterize
examination
WCB.

2. This study is concerned with WCB and tangentially
with
because they are its analogues.
WCB is a
certain other documents
monastic cartulary compiled from the muniments
of Whalley Abbey. l
The primary

impulse

for such works

of reference,
for
though they were also accepted in evidence in court, substituting
deeds. This was once done with WCB, which was
their constituent
exhibited for its text of deed 4.21.2 This last point offers on the face of it
some grounds

for trust in our source.

The original
1340s entailing

was convenience

compilation

the copying-out
the

of WCB was an undertaking
by one scribe

in partially

of the

schematic

Abbey's

muniments
as gathered
since its
3 The MS is BL Egerton 3126; it is a single volume
foundation.
The writing is
measuring 230 x 150 mm. The pages are of parchment.
mainly of the original production,
with additions, mainly of a similar
design, appearing
down to the late fifteenth century on the original
arrangement

flyleaves

I
2H

and on inserted

Davis §1028
xiii

of

leaves.

The binding

is late but no suggestion
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of the pages; mediaeval pastedowns

appears of rearrangement
place. 1

are in

WCB has been printed, the editor being Hulton. Reference in
this work is normally to Hulton for convenience sake. The question of
the reliability of Hulton's edition as a copy of the PN-forms of the MS
is pertinent

and is tackled in the essay "On Extant Versions".
Three

other books of record produced
at Stanlow
and
Whalley
Abbeys
during the period covered
by WCB have been
described2 along with a later antiquarian compilation. 3 Examination of
the PN-phonology
offer meaningful

of these is beyond
comparison

the scope of this work but would
with our inquiry.

3. The text of WCB is of various origins to be distinguished
throughout.
In the first place there are Hulton's notes in his edition,
which, though they are in English and not likely to be confused with
mediaeval material, require some clear form of reference.
The whole
copies

for the existence of the book is in the
made by the 1340s scribe, which account for

motive

of the muniments
of it. These muniments

drawn up to the
were legal instruments
Interspersed
or in a few cases to the liability, of the Abbey.
among them are some copies of court proceedings and inquisitions that
have bearing on the conveyancing.
most
benefit,

4. WCB is divided

by the compiler into twenty numbered
In
sections called "tituli" or titles, which he lists in a Table of Contents.
each is collected material relating to one locality, or to two or more
localities

not too far apart, as named in the heading of the title. Each
title has its own numbered
sequence of short texts, which exemplify
The word
various types of record, mainly copies of the muniments.
used by the cartularist for one of these copies (or, indeed, its original) is
"carta" and here they are mostly called "deeds"; we also use this simple
term more loosely for the short texts of WCB in general.

There is some

3 Chapter III: ExWhaAb
I BL MS Cat 316-7. The belief
that Eg 3126 was an antiquarian
Whitaker

and rejected

2 Davis §1026-7,1029
3 Davis §1030

by Hulton

(H)di).

copy was held by

BL MS Cat confirms

Hulton.
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of deeds within a title according to the story of
descent of title that they tell. In other places the title is tangled or
comprises discrete grants.
grouping

and ordering

5. Among

the deeds that the compiler
presents are to be
found his own comments.
These serve especially to introduce each of
the deeds. Also various passages occur in which he expounds the sense
of a sequence of deeds, makes an internal cross-ref or notes a deed's
absence. His discrete comments, if taken as a whole, constitute in effect
His own
text.
a unitary editorial
essay and an original autograph
contributions
body.

are here called

At various

the Running

Text and referred

to as a

times

after the original composition
of WCB,
deeds and other texts were added by other hands.
Some of this
interpolated
texts and comment
material, including both independent
Only texts deriving
from the epoch
on deeds copied, is original.
covered by the original compilation of the 1340s are considered at all in
Therefore everything from p. 1136 of Hulton to the end is
this work.
ignored; in this Cubbin (n10) is followed.
6.

Our

for

(though
phonological
not
chronological)
purposes
a group of Papal Bulls (as will be seen in
discussion
of provenance
and LC). This leaves a text (H1-1135)
1177 separate documents.
The original documents
have
comprising
text

excludes

113 have been
presumably
mostly perished but some are known.
found in the course of the research presented here (as will be seen from
RT). This is nearly one tenth of the total, a hopeful
sample for
with their WCB versions.

comparison

There is one case of a deed, 15.3, of which the original is not
known to us but seems to have been so to an earlier antiquary.
Whitaker's
transcript'
constitutes
a transmission
of the deed
independent

of that of WCB.

7. To assessment of the likely linguistic authenticity
of a text
found in WCB various diplomatic
Cubbin
questions
are pertinent.
(§61) suggests
for present
three criteria
of reliability
purposes:

I

Whitaker

II

412: "Robtus

de Hwall

...

Wlstanhwlm,

&c. "
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"consistency,
these

general

his particular

and have been

attention

on all three

counts

Hulton

not

(p. xi),

easy to read.
rendering

a single
"Few

in §§8-10 have

we have

name

parts

Our scribe

of a PN.

For the first

compilation".

to it as a whole.

applied

accuracy

is justified

observation

as given
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brought

WCB

He praises

of

to our

the source

(§63).

On general
of Whalley

and local

accuracy
tests
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is even

Cubbin's
slightly

obliterated

by the 1340s scribe's
does, however,

Instances

of the kind

stoop

remark,

"In the whole

mutilated"
or

illegible".

product,

that

and

which

to the occasional

The
is neat

of

latter
and

aberrant

follow.

1. <Toxton> (12.13) seems from the context to refer to Toxteth, of
Ekwall (L115) gives no
which it is a surprising version.
form; his evidence
ON star
similar
supports
or
suchlike as second el. The cartularist must have known
the PN as the monks had nearly moved there forty years
earlier. 1
2. <Stodton>

(18.49) is a strange name, and the Robert on whom
it is bestowed as a SN is perhaps the Robert "de Stocton"
of (23).

3. One case of Lightollers
(14.5).
4.

with

a missing

<t> is <L i gho l res>

<B1aksl ade> (15.16) is a case of Bagslate with intrusive
This form and <Bacsl ate> area double occurrence.

<1>.

8. In such a large source the foregoing
do not contradict
Cubbin's
belief in the accuracy with which names are recorded
in
WCB. 2 There is even evidence (if perhaps slightly suspect of a twothat the cartularist faithfully reproduced
the blunders
The La PN Dunnishbooth
occurs in <su-> in WCB
more accurate renderings. This aberration is in the 1340s MS.

edged character)
of his originals.

alongside
But it is significant

that the deed in which this form occurs is no typical
part of the work but has on the face of it a poor diplomatic
profile, as
The compiler is, it seems, preserving
will be seen from what follows.

1 H: Introduction
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of the royal scribe , writing

at York, with obscure

La

9. The question of local compilation
concerns in the first
place the distances between the site where WCB was written and the
Discussion
of
places that figure in its pages.
of the association
in such
diminishing
phonological
with the increase
reliability
Nearly all individual
appears in Chapter IV: Argument.
deeds can be tied to a particular named locality (some to more than
one); this locality is ascertained by the sense and purport of the deed
in some such formula
and usually
summarized
as "Sciatis me
distances

de Stan]. totam terram meam quarr habui in
reddidisse... Conuentui
Staneya" (in the case of a grant of land in Stanney, 1.5). The place so
named may be termed the Locality of Reference (henceforth RL) of the
deed in question and the distance between it and the place where the
document

was compiled

reflects on the phonological

reliability

of the

latter.
10. Not

only the distance between the RL and Whalley is
relevant but also that between the same RL and the place where the
original deed itself was composed. This last, or Locality of Composition
(henceforth
CL) of the deed, is not usually stated in the text, but, where
it is so, may be supposed to require
raised for the distance from Whalley.

a consideration

similar

to that

The performance
of the WCB scribe in the copying of PNs
from the fringes of his geographical
remit is a unitary subject having
close relation to that scribe. However the personal accuracy of the
writers of the original deeds is imponderable
since they are largely
Therefore the criterion of local
and presumably
numerous.
compilation
must be assessed anew for each deed by reference to the
separation between RL and CL, which may be called the
geographical
unknown

Local

Coefficient,

a factor

mainly of distance though in
constructed
To illustrate:
deed 3.8 was
some cases also on physical barriers.
it
originally
composed
at Tarvin and is about land at Blackburn;
therefore

has a LC corresponding

to the distance by road between

those

2 Chapter I: Background §22 item 1
1 For the details of the case see Chapter III: Schedule of Deeds (a, b) Chapter IV:
;
Concordant Gazetteer.
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two places.
11. Although

assessment

of the

of individual

standards

is ruled out, some approach
to the pre-cartularial
credentials
of the material may be made by comparison
of the very
features that contribute to the diversity in origin of the corpus. There
original

scribes

is little

to be gained from

each deed renders

asking whether

its PNs

consistently,
since there is seldom enough evidence within a deed to
form a judgement. ' But there is more hope of finding diplomatic
categories of document that seem worthy of more or less trust. In this
can be posed of a document,

way certain

questions

the answer

in each case within

some

which is placed by
from its
class and excluded

alternatives.
The

ranking

for

phonological

reliability

of

the

various

by each mode of classification can be achieved in
The better is the empirical
either
method: that is, to
examine each rival class within WCB as Cubbin did his La sources.
That might carry the present inquiry too far out of its way. The other
alternatives

presented
of two ways.

is to posit the categories, to ask which on the face of it promises
more, which less of credibility regarding PN transmission, and to assess
the deeds by these assumptions
The
their features.
as concerning

method

argument

rests on the nature,

measures

of credibility

proper

as to a degree

self-suggesting,

to these categories

and proceeds

of the
in the

same manner.
12. Of the questions

circumstances
other than
local that surround production
of deeds, our first is as to provenance,
that is, what party perpetrated
the muniment
as an act in law.
Provenance may be expected to yield classes according to a scribe's
concerning

familiarity

with the PNs and his mindfulness
of some pre-existing
house-style.
Yet the scribe is not the generally known perpetrator,
and
his relationship
to the deedmaker must be scanned for the clue as to
the credentials

of the former.

13. Most WCB deeds were made at the behest of local small
landholders.
These people
did not have their own scribes but

1 Chapter I: Background §20
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presumably
relied on the provision of one by the recipient, where this
was the Abbey, or perhaps the local priest, where the transaction was
between laymen.
Good local knowledge
to such
may be imputed
scribes and hence the associated simple agricultural deedmaker seems
to promise

most as a class of provenance.

14. Where the deed is, as just described, of local compilation,
The case of a
the scribe is not subordinate
to the deedmaker.
deedmaker
who is a bishop or other diocesan official presents the
in that the supervision
opposite
relationship
of the scribe by the
deedmaker
is strong. The Bishop, if indeed he did not actually write
the deed himself, was literate, was attuned to transactions
of our type,
and may be supposed to have had a fair interest in such events within
his diocese.
face

On the other hand a diocesan

of it susceptible

to a standardizing

estab'ishment
was on the
house-style
which, while

regarding regional peculiarities prevalent in the cathedral city, may yet
have been no more sensitive to dialectal boundaries within the diocese
than might obtain in documents emanating from further away.
15. A third category of provenance is that represented by the
In general this would seem a source more remote from
nobility.
knowledge
and
of obscure tracts of land than were local deedmakers
That these documents

for our
may also be less trustworthy
that the
purposes than diocesan ones is suggested by the consideration
nobleman may have found it less to his taste or within his competence
scribes.

of a deed that
about the wording
either drew up. Another point of like tendency is that a diocesan scribe
is most likely to have come from the parish clergy of the diocese, with

than

the bishop

would

the feeling

of the latter

choose his chaplain
16.

to bother

for local dialect,

from a possibly

On the other

hand

whereas a nobleman
far-flung social circle.

the higher

learning,

might

are affected by
as any of his tenants

clergy

whereas a nobleman may be as rustic
Nor can the circumstance
and surround himself with local stalwarts.
be overlooked
that WCB deeds relating to La and Ch are most
from west Ch in the case of those of noble provenance,
commonly
whereas
Lichfield
bearing
different

diocesan

documents

are mainly from such further purlieus as
The foregoing considerations
and Coventry.
may have some
on future comparison
of the relative merits of documents
of
provenance

but

diocesan

and

noble

classes

will

here
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alike for reliability.

17. The least reliable class of provenance
is that of the royal
The assumption
is that the king always had his own scribe.
court.
Such a functionary
might sit in London writing documents
relating to
districts in which he never had set foot and of which the PNs reflected
That the royal family took
a dialect with which he was unfamiliar.
their own scribes with them when abroad
is suggested
by the
unexpected
<o>-form of pöl at Liverpool. 1 If that happened in that
case

it provides

suspicion

some

empirical

in support

evidence

of general

of royal provenance.

judiciary,

Another

category

most

to a particular
district but
to the royal establishment.
There may have been

of whom

must be reckoned
some continuity

is that

of documents

by the

produced

were not attached

of personnel

with the royal scribes.

18. County

officials such as sheriffs contribute to the pages of
WCB, though not as granters of land. These also were royal employees;
but they were probably local men as a rule and perhaps more valuable
for their grasp of local affairs than for their letters. Knowledge
of the
scribes that they employed is not professed here but it may be supposed
that, lacking in general the independent
resources of the nobility and
the diocese, while not having access to the regular royal establishment,
they relied

either

on their own learning

or on the help of the parish

clergy.
A few deeds emanating
and from other dioceses promise

from the Archbishop
to moderate

a remoteness

that of the royal court with the conscientiousness
19.

The foregoing

examination

of classes of provenance as follows:
best, the county class; third, the documents
ranking

of Canterbury
equal to

of the episcopate.

of the matter
suggests a
as best, the local class; next
from

the diocesan

clergy
by the clergy in other dioceses

and the nobility; fourth, those produced
than that containing
the RL; least reliable,
court and royal judiciary.

the products

The Papal Bulls of Ti 4a were drawn

1 Chapter

V: Analysis,

Group 7

of the royal

up by clergymen

who
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were even less well acquainted with local affairs than the Archbishop
of Canterbury
and probably for the most part could not even speak
English. The LC is also too high in these cases. Therefore the evidence
of Ti 4a is left out of consideration for phonology.
The

deedmakers

documents

are the inmates
of
religious houses. In cases where these treat of the houses' own lands,
the scribes are presumably the same people as provided deeds of our
local class, with which such deeds are therefore identified.
Monastic
documents

of some

coming from a diocese distant from the RL are accounted

of the fourth

as

class.

20. Certain

other aspects of production
are salient. Most of
the short texts of WCB are grants of land money or homage to a named
recipient; in other words, by their very existence they make a difference
to the law.

A few

are injunctions
of temporary
significance,
yet
All these are "deeds" in a strict sense, contrasting
requiring obedience.
that report an existing state of
with a few texts such as inquisitions,
affairs, perhaps with a view to subsequent action. In essence texts of
the former type afford control of the future, the latter a grasp of the
Status; the
past. This facet of a text may be called its Instrumental
implication
is that the deed is more reliable phonologically
than the
because

for the former of communication
of the importance
with others, the report being for the owner's use and having no force
report

between parties.
21. Our next consideration
is that of the addressee of the
text. Most deeds offer greetings "omnib3
Cristi fidelib3" or suchlike
This is much the more common type.
and are thus patent documents.
The alternative

is the close document, which is addressed to a single
This distinction,
here called Formal
person or a limited company.
Status, favours the patent text as more admissive of care in copying of
PNs.
22. Most of our deeds are in Latin but some are in French. It
seems right to attach more credence to PNs appearing in Latin texts.
The tradition
in Latin was far more
of writing solemn muniments
during

our period than the use of French for the same
French has suspect associations, as with the Nobility rather
practice.
than the Clergy, lower IS and FS of documents in which it is used, and
substantial
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considerations

of

by an empirical
to us as
case available
This name as it occurs in Latin texts is
the authentic
English form; but the more deviant

are strengthened
by the PN Lincoln.

from
unchanged
French version is <NichoIe>

(5.51,19.5,9).

23. The last circumstance
here is that of
to be considered
The degree of trust reposing in a text on this count may
transmission.
be called its Copy Status and depends on the remoteness
of the
The best CS attaches
cartularist's version from the original document.
to a holograph
It is most economical
to suppose that
composition.
most of the WCB material was copied into the book from the original
documents,

The third
nor does any evidence appear to the contrary.
and lowest grade is that in which the MS that we see is at least two
copies removed from the original, the former having been made from
a model that was itself a copy. These cases are noted by the cartularist.
24. The single question that faces the linguistic inquirer is
how far a given text can be trusted and the ideal arrangement would be
to award points for each diplomatic feature, totalling these for each text.
Not only would
little pre-existing
texts.

What

that be too great a task for the present study but too
knowledge
is available for such judgement
of our
is presented here is an order of preference of features in

aberrations from the preferred
in the discussion of phonology.

each category,
appropriate

being pointed

out where
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63-4

Brandwood

(g) 127

(g) WCB MS has

"22"

(a) L (d) Wilpshire

22 (a) N (d) Rossendale

65 (a) L (b) 24 (c) Lancaster

(d)

23 (a) L (d) Haworth

Wilpshire
66-8

(a) N (d) Rochdale,

(f)

LRO/ DDTo27P

(a) L (d) Bil

24 (a) L (d) Wuerdle,
25-6

*********

Haworth

(a) L (d) Haworth

27 (a) L (d) Hundersfield

Ti 4 (p. 135)
1 (a) N (d) Rochdale

28-9 (a) L (d) Chew

(f)

BL/ Add40015

30 (a) L (d) Newbold

2 (a) N (d) Rochdale
3 (a) N (d) Rochdale

31 (a) L (d) Wardleworth
(f)

32-5

(a) L (d) Gartside

LRO /D DTo27ST
36 (a) L (d) Harsenden
4 (a) E (d) Rochdale
5 (a) E (b) 118 (c) ?Coventry

(d)

Rochdale

Ti 4a

6 (a) E (d) Rochdale

Avignon

(d) North

of

England

(f)

LRO /D DTo27ST
11-2

167)

1-15 (a) EE (b) too far (c) Italy or

7-9 (a) L (d) Rochdale
10 (a) E (d) Rochdale

(n. n. "de Bullis"

****+++

(a) L (d) Rochdale
Ti 5 (p. 186)

13 (a) E (d) Rochdale
14-7

1 (a) R (b) 86 + linguistic bd
(d) Wha
Rhuddlan

(a) L (d) Saddleworth

18 (g) duplicates

2.41: tx not given

here
19 (a) EE (b) 25 (c) Wakefield

(a) provenance

(d)

(c)

2 (a) R (b) 86 + linguistic bd (c)
(d) Wha (f)
Rhuddlan
LRO/DDTo27H

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

(f) CS, archive

(g) duplicates

(g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC

(d) Wha

Gazetteer

1
3 (a) N (b) 54 (c) Pomfret

to "tricesimo

(d)

Wha

4 (a) N (d) Wh a (e) C
5 (a) E (b) 50 (c) Tarvin

(d)

viro... tenore"

(d) Wha
16c (a) E (b) 106 (c) Lichfield
(d)

Wha

(f) LRO/ DDTo27ST

(e) C

bd

13 (a) N (b) 86 + linguistic
(d) Wha
Rhuddlan

bd

(a) E (b) 106 (c) Lichfield
Wha

10 (a) E (c) n.1.Lee (d) Wha

12 (a) N (b) 86 + linguistic
Rhuddlan
(d) Wha

(e) C (g) 202-3 "Offic.

nonag. sexto"
16d

11 (a) E (c) n. l. Lee (d) Wha
Keele / M72 / 46 / 11

(d)

Couentr. " to 203 "momccm

(a) E (b) 75 (c) Prees (d)
Wha

202

octauo"

(e) C (g) 202

"Venerabili

6 (a) EE (b) 50 (c) Willington
Wha

(e) C (g)

16b (a) E (b) 22 (c) Burscogh

Wha

7/8/9

35
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(d)

(e) C (g) 204

(f)

in Cristo... recepi
in hec verba" and 204 "Cuius
auctoritate mandati" to 205

(c)

"m0 ccm nonagesimo

"Reuerendo

(c)

(f)

LRO/ DDTo27ST
p. 199-201 deed numbered 14 by
cartularist, here divided

sexto"

16e (a) EE (b) 282 + R. Thames (c)
(d) Wha (e) C (g)
Aldington
204 "Robertus

permissione
diuina... Consecrationis
nostre
secundo"
16f (a) M (d) Wha

(e) R (g) 205

facta die veneris"
to 206 "sumptib3 necessarijs. "
"Inquisitio

14a (a) R (c) Westminster
Wha

(d)

(g) to "anno regni nostri

xxiijo"

16g (a) M (d) Wha

201

Significant"

"Suggestio.
14b

(a) R (b) 64 (c) York

(d) Wha

(g) 201 "Hec est finalis
concordia"

(e) C (g) 207

"seu reuocatione
retinere. "

to 208

hijs

to end
No deed 17 or 18

No deed 15
p. 202-8 deed numbered 16 by
cartularist, here divided

p. 208-11 deed numbered 19 by
cartularist, here divided
19a (a) E (b) 224; 133; 102 (c)

16a (a) E (b) for the nearest: 32 (c)
Crook: OS Gazetteer has
several; for the nearest see
Chapter IV: Concordant

(a) provenance

London;

Coventry;

(d) Wha

Lichfield

(g) frame: recites

4a. 15,5.19b

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

(f) CS, archive

(g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC
19b (a) EE (b) too far (c) Rome

36
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(d)

Wha

(e) C (f) III (rct in 19a)
.
(g) 209 "Bonifacius episcopus"
to 211 "pontificatus
nostre

p. 223-4 deed numbered 28 by
cartularist, here divided

anno tertio"

28a (a) E (c) Wha

Wha

Edwardi
20 (a) E (b) 54 (c) Chester

(d)

vicesimo

tarnen"

p. 212-7 deed numbered 21 by
cartularist, here divided

to end

p. 225

21a (a) E (b) 102 (c) Lichfield

(d)

(g) to 213 "quarr

inquisitionis

sexto"
(g) 224 "Nos

28b (a) E (c) Lichfield

Wh a (g) 212

Wha

(g) to 224 "regis

29 (a) E (c) York
30 (a) R (b) 163 (c) Northampton

sequuntur"

215 "Nos commissarij"
"anno dni supradicto. "

and
to 216

(d) Clitheroe
31 (a) R (b) 135 (c) Coventry

(d)

Clitheroe
21b

(a) E (b) 224 (c) London
Wha

(d)

(e) C (g) 213 "Walterus,

Clitheroe

diuina... anno

permissione
secundo"

32a (a) M (c) Wha

21 c (a) E (d) Wh a (e) R (g) 213
facta" to 215
"Inquisitio
"recipiendis

32 (a) E (b) 104 (c) Sawley I (d)

et alijs. "

21 d (a) M (d) Wha

33 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha
Clitheroe

(d)

to end

p. 217

Clitheroe
35 (a) R (c)

Folkingham

36 (a) E (b) 104 (c) Lichfield

22 (a) E (b) 26 (c) Manchester
Wha

(d)

(d)

Clitheroe

(f) LRO/DDTo27R
37 (a) E (b) 96 (c) Lichfield

23 (a) E (b) 133 (c) Coventry
Wha

(d)

34 (a) R (b) 178 (c) Woodstock

(e) C (g) 216

"Iste sunt petitiones"

(f) III

(d)

Church

(d)

(f) LRO /D DTo27R

(f) LRO/DDTo27R
38 (a) E (b) 96 (c) Lichfield

24 (a) E (b) 102 (c) Lichfield

(d)

Church

(d)

(f) LRO/ DDTo27F

Wha
39 (a) E (b) 96 (c) Lichfield
25/6

(a) E (b) 64 (c) York

(d)

Church

(d)

(f) LRO/ DDTo27R

Wha
40 (a) E (b) 96 (c) Lichfield

27 (a) E (b) 133 (c) Coventry

(a) provenance

(d)

(d)

Church

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

(f) CS, archive

(g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC
41 (a) R (b) 194; 223 (c)
Westminster
Wha
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43 (a) R (c) York

(d) various
LRO/ DDTo27Q (g)

(d) Stanlow;

(f) BL/Addl06O

mentioning

p. 248-65 deed numbered 42 by
cartularist, here divided
42 (a) R (c) York

(d) various (f) III
(g) frame, R248 "Confirmatio

(f)

grants

many

p. 274-8
44 (a) R (c) York
45 (a) R (b) ? (c) n. l. NewardthJan
(d) Wha

regis Edwardi tertij":
to 248 "constab. Cestrie fecit in

46 (a) L (d) Snelleshou

hec verba"

47 (a) N (d) Snelleshou

domini

and "Inspeximus
etiam... auus poster fecit in
hec verba" and perhaps,
otherwise .42b, 249
"Inspeximus
etiam cartam... in
hec verba", then recites 5.12,

p. 279-81 deed numbered 49 by
cartularist, here divided

and "Inspeximus et quandam
cartam... in hec verba" and 250
"Nos autem constructionem"

49b (a) C (c) Clitheroe

to end, mentioning

many

grants

49a (a) L (d) Snelleshou

capta" to end

52 (a) L (c) Wha

(g) R248 "de aduocatione
ecclesie de Whalleye": 248
"Edwardus

51 (a) N (b) ? (c) Donington
Snelleshou

sancte maths... hoc
habuerunt"

dei gratia rex

Anglie

(d) Snelleshou

(f) LRO/ DDTo24A
53 (a) L (c) Wha

(d) Snelleshou

(f) LRO/ DDTo27ST
54 (a) J (b) 64 (c) York

then recites 5.3, and see. 42b

55 (a) L (d) Wha

42c (c) Kenilworth

(g) R248 "de
de

medietate manerij
Bilyngton":
249 "Sciant
presentes" to 250 "Regis Edw.
filij Regis Edw. undecimo. "

(a) provenance

(d)

(e) CF

&c. archiepiscopis"
to
249 "Stanlawe in hec verba",

p. 265-74

(d)

(e) R (g) 280

Snelleshou
"Inquisitio

(g) 279

No deed 50: 281-303

42a (g) R248 "de situ Abbathie de
Stanlawe": 248 "Uniuersis

42b

48 (a) E (d) Snelleshou

56 (a) N (d) Wha

(d) Wha

(f)

LRO/ DDTo27ST

57 (a) E (d) Wha
58 (a) M (d) Wha
59 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Wha

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

(f) CS, archive

(g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC
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60 (a) J (b) 64 (c) York (d) Wha

74 (a) E (b) 0 (cd) Wha

61 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Wha

75 (a) E (b) 21; 38; 29; 35 (c) Prescot

62 (a) N (d) Wha

(d) Eccles; Rochdale;

(e) C (f)

Blackburn;

LRO/ DDTo27ST
63 (a) E (b) 51 (c) Stanlow
Wha

Wha

76 (a) E (b) 21; 38; 29; 35 (c) Prescot

(d)

(d) Eccles; Rochdale;

(e) C

Wha

Blackburn;
64 (a) L (d) Altham

(g) 295-6

65 (a) L (d) Altham

(g) 296

66 (a) E (d)

LRO / DDTo27ST
77 (a) E (b) 38; 47; 57; 63 (c)
Wybunbury

Altham

Rochdale;
67 (a) EE (d) Altham

(f)

(d) Eccles;
Blackburn;

(e) C
78 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

68 (a) EE (d) Altham

(d) Wha

parish

69 (a) EE (b) 176 (c) Oxford

(d)

Altharn
70-1 (a) EE (b) 176 (c) Oxford
Altham

Wha

(d)

79 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha
Clitheroe

(d)

80 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Wha

(f)

(e) C

LRO/ DDTo27ST

72 (a) J (b) 220 (c) Westminster

81 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Wha

(d) Aitham
82 (a) N (d) Wha
p. 303-5 deed numbered 73 by
cartularist, here divided

(e) CF

83 (a) E (b) 19 (c) Heywood

(d)

Wha
73a (a) E (b) ? (c) Crokesle
Altharn

(g) frame: to 303 "qui

sequitur

continentes"

"Quod

quidem...
supradicto. "
73b

(d)

and 305
anno dni

(g) 303 "Venerabili

Cristo patri" to 305
"nonagesimo

quinto. "

IT305-7fn (a) L (d) Altham
p. 306-332

(a) provenance

85-8

(a) L (d)

Downham

89 (a) L (d) Birtwisle

(f)

LRO/ DDTo27ST

(a) EE (b) 264 + R. Thames (c)
Boughton under Blean (d)
Altham

84 (a) L (d) Wha

in

90 (a) L (d) Read
91 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Worston
92 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha
Worston
93-4

(a) L (b) 0 (cd)

(d)

Burnley

(f)

LRO/ DDTo27ST

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

(f) CS, archive

(g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC
95 (a) N (d) Burnley
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9 (a) L (d) Chester
"Quietaclamatio

96 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Burnley

pictoris...
97 (a) L (b) 8 (c) Wha

(f) III (R362
Willi
Cestrie")

in villa

(d) Burnley
10 (a) L (d) Chester

98 (a) EE (b) 224 + R. Thames
Lambeth
(d) Wha

(c)

99 (a) R (b) 224 (c) Westminster

"Carta

Willi

(f) III (R362

Harald...

Castelli

Cestrie")
11-21

(a) L (d) Chester

(d) Clitheroe
22 (a) L (d) Chester
IT333-8

(n. n. )

(f)

LRO/ DDTo27ST

1 (a) L (d) Wha

(f) I (g) 333-4

2 (a) R (c) Westminster
337 "Francie

(g) 335 to

quarto"

3 (a) R (d) gen tax (g) 337-8 headed
"Alia exemplificatio"

23-6 (a) L (d) Chester
27 (a) L (d) n. l. Eaton
28 (a) L (d) n. l. Esseby
IT363-84

(n. n. )

1 (f) III

(g) 363-7

2 (f) III

(g) 367-8

*********

Ti 6 (p.339)

3 (g) 369-70

1-4 (a) L (d) Chester
5 (a) L (d) Chester

4 (f) III
(f) III (R362

(g) 370-2

5 (a) J (g) 373-4

"Quietaclamatio

eiusdem
de eadem domo")

Stephani

6 (a) L (d) Chester

(f) III (R362

"Carta Stephani de Woderoue
de domo versus portam
orientalem")

6 (a) J (g) frame: 374-7
6a (g) 374 "Johannes
Moreton"

Comes

to 375 "Testib3

&c. "

7 (a) R (g) 377-81)
8 (a) R (g) 382-4

7 (a) L (d) Chester

(f) III (R362

"Quietaclamatio

Stephani de

Woderoue

de domo versus
Glouerstanes")

8 (a) L (d) Chester
"Quietaclam
Woderoue
portam

(a) provenance

(f) III (R362
atio Beatricie

Ti 7 (p. 385)
1-7 (a) L (d) Acton

8-10 (a) N (d) Acton

de domo versus

orientalem")

11 (a) N (d) Moremersch

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS,language (f) CS, archive (g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC
12 (a) N (d) Moremersch
LRO/ DDTo27ST
duplicates
insertion

(f)

6 (a) L (d) Little Carleton

(g)

7 (a) L (d) Staining

11 except for
of "Comes

Lincoln"

after granter received that title

20 (a) L (d) n. l. Hurstebrok
LRO /D DTo27ST

(f)

Walton

24-7

Walton

Walton

I

I/

14 (a) E (b) 19 (c) Lancaster

(d)

Higher
15 (a) E (d) Staining
16 (a) L (d) Staining
(d)

17 (a) E (b) 19 (c) Lancaster

(d)

Staining

(f)

LRO /D DTo27ST

18 (a) E (b) 89 (c) York

31 (a) L (b) 12 (c) Stanlow

(d)

Daresbury bd

32 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Acton I (d)
Acton I/ Moore (e) ?R
(a) L (d)

(d)

Staining

30 (a) L (b) 15 (c) Chester

33-4

(d)

13 (a) E (d) Staining

I

29 (a) L (d) Latchford

Acton I/

(d)

Staining

I bd

Moremersch

10 (a) E (d) Staining

12 (a) E (b) 236 (c) London

Higher

(a) L (d) Higher

28 (a) L (d) Acton

Mere

Staining

I bd

23 (a) L (d) Acton

8 as. 5

11 (a) E (c) Seys, Normandy

21 (a) L (d) n. l. Hurstebrok
I/

/ Great Layton

bd

9 (a) L (d) Marton

13-19 (a) L (d) Acton I

22 (a) L (d) Acton

40
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(d)

Staining
19 (a) E (b) 89 (c) York
Staining

(d)

(f) LRO/DDTo27R

20 (a) E (b) 19 (c) Lancaster

(d)

Staining

Warrington

21 (a) EE (c) Seys (d) Staining

(g)

#*#*##*##

recites 20, but not 18-19 as is
claimed R441

Ti 8 (p. 419)
1/2,3

(a) N (d) Staining

(d)

22 (a) E (b) 63 (c) Chester
Staining

(d)

(g) recites 12

4 (a) L (d) Staining
23 (a) L (d) Staining;
5 (a) L (d) Staining
Ud

(a) provenance

Little

Carleton

/ Little Layton
24 (a) L (d) Great Marton

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

(f) CS, archive

(g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC
25-7

(a) L (d) Little Carleton

28-33

(a) L (d) Great Marton

34 (a) L (b) 58 (c) Stanlow

41

Register
19,20-1

(a) L (d)

Willington

22 (a) ?L (d) ?
(d)

*********

Great Marton
Ti 10 (p. 489)

35 (a) L (d) Great Marton
36 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Poulton
Great Marton

V (d)

4 (a) L (d) Ince I (f)
LRO/ DDM34/ 1

37-8 (a) L (d) Warton
39-51

5-10 (a) L (d) Ince I

Elswick

(a) L (d)

(a) L (d) Ince I

1/ 2,3

12 (a) L (d) Ince I (f)

52 (a) L (d) Preston

LRO/ DDM34/ 2
IT464-5fn

(d) Elswick

(e) mostly

in

English

13 (a) L (d) Ince I (f)
LRO/ DDM34/ 3

Ti 9
1-2
3-5
6-8

*********

14-5 (a) L (d) Ince I

(p. 467)

18 (a) L (d) Ince I (f)

(a) L (d)

LRO/ DDM34/ 5

Willington

(a) N (d)

20 (a) L (d) Ince I

Willington

21 (a) L (b) 95 (c) Conway

Willington

(a) L (d)

I

p. 475-7 deed numbered 9 by
cartularist, here divided
9 (a) EE (b) 147 (c) Oxford
Tarvin,

Willington

9a (a) EE (c) Rome

22 (a) L (b) 10 (c) Liverpool

(d)

Ince I
(d)

(g) frame

(d) Tarvin,

Willington

(g) 475 "Honorius

episcopus"

to 476 "pontificatus

nostri

(d) Ince

23-4,25/6

(a) L (d) Ince I

27 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Ince I (e) C
28 (a) E (d) Ince I
29 (a) E (d) Ince I

anno nono"
30 (a) L (b) 30 (c) Warrington

p. 477

Ince I

10-1

(a) L (d)

Willington

12-4

(a) L (d)

Nantwich

15-8

(d)

(a) L (d)

(a) provenance

Northwich

31 (a) L (b) 38 (c) Wha
(f) LRO/DDM34/7

(d) Ince I
(g) recites

11,4

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

(f) CS, archive

(g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC
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32 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Alt (d) Ince I

42

Stanlow

33 (a) N (d) Cadishead

(g) 519-20

34 (a) N (d) Cadishead

(g) 520-1

11 (a) L (b) 42 (c) Wha

(d) Aston

+**+

35 (a) L (d) Cadishead
Ti 12 (p. 549)
36 (a) L (g) 522-3
1-7
37 (a) L (d)

(a) L (d)

Childwall

(f) LRO / DD M34 /4
8-12

(a) L (d)

Aigburth

38 (a) L (d)
13 (a) L (d) Garston

39 / 40 (a)L

(d) Ince I

BL/Add51668

41 (a) L (d) Larbrick

14 (a) L (d) Garston

42 (a) L (d) Raven Meols

14a (a) L (d) Garston

43 (a) N (b) 42 (c) Wha

(d)

15- 7 (a) L (d) Garston

p. 530-1 deed numbered by cartularist
43/ 4, here renumbered
44 (a) R (b) 106 (c) York

18 (a) L (d) Woolton;
19 (a) L (d) Garston
20 (a) L (d) Garston

(g) 569-70

21 (a) L (d) Garston

(f)

******+

BL/ Add51666

Ti 11 (p. 532)

22 (a) L (d) Garston

1 (a) L (d) Stanney

23 (a) L (d) Garston

24-5

3 (a) EE (d) Stanney, Aston

(a) L (b) 6 (c) Chester

27 (a) L (d) Aigburth

(d)

28-30

Stanlow
/ Whitby

LRO/ DDTo27ST

(a) provenance

bd

(f)

(a) L (d) Garston

31 (a) L (d) Garston

(f)

BL/ Add51670
32 (a) L (d) Garston

9 (a) L (d) Stanlow
10 (a) L (b) 6 (c) Chester

(a) L (d) Garston

26 (a) L

Stanlow

8 (a) L (d) Stanney

(f)

BL/Add51665

2 (a) L (d) Stanney, Aston

6/7

Otterspool

(d)

Toxteth

(a) L (d)

(f)

BL/ Add51682

To xteth

4-5

(f)

(d)

33 (a) L (d) Garston

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

(f) CS, archive

(f)

(g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC
BL/ Add51667
34-6

43

22 (a) L (d) Moseley

[cf. 15.7] (f)

LRO/ DDTo24A

(a) L (d) Garston

23 (a) L (d) Ro

37 (a) L (d) Aigburth
38-43

Register
-

No deed 24 (see R607)

(a) L (d) Garston

25 (a) L (d) Ro

44 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Garston
45 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Garston
Aigburth

(d)

No deed 26 (see R607)
27-8

(a) L (d) Castleton

29 (a) L (d) Castleton

46 (a) L (d) Aigburth

(f)

BL/ Add40013

47 (a) L

30 (a) L (d) Castleton
###*###

31 (a) L (d) Butterworth
bd

Ti 13 (p. 590)
I

32-3

(a) N (d) Marland

2 (a) N (d) Marland

(f) BL/ Harley

52H43A
3-4 (a) N (d)

Marland

5-6 (a) L (d) Marland
7/8

(a) L (d) Castleton

34 (a) L (d) Ro
35-6

(a) L (d) Castleton

37-8

(a) L (d) Healey

39-40 (a) L

(a) N (d) Castleton

41-2

(a) L (d) Marland

43 (a) L (d) Chadwick

(a) N (d) Castleton

14 (a) L (d) Sp; Ww

44 (a) L (d) Butterworth

15 (a) L (d) Castleton

No deed 45 (see R623)

16 (a) L (d) Castleton

(f)

BL/Add40016

17 (a) L (d) Sp
18 (a) L (d)
19-20

46 (a) L (d) Wardleworth;

Twofoldhee

21 (a) L (f) LRO/DDTo24A

Healey

47 (a) L (d) Crompton
48 (a) L

(a) L (d) Castleton

(a) provenance

/ Thornton

bd

9-11 (a) L (d) Castleton
12-3

/ Gartside

(d) Wuerdle

49 (a) L (d) Todmorden
50 (a) L (d) Wardleworth;

Healey

51 (a) L (d) Wardleworth;

Healey

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

(f) CS, archive

(g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC
(f) III (R627 "non habetur

sub

44

Register
22 (a) L (d) Ww

(f)

LRO / DDTo24A

sigillo")
52 (a) L (d) Wardleworth;

Healey

23-34 (a) L (d) Ww

53 (a) L

35 (a) L (d) Chadwick

54 (a) L (d) Castleton

36 (a) L (d) Ww (d)

55 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Rochdale
Castleton
56-7

(d)

37 (a) L (d) Healey
38-42 (a) L (d) Ww

(a) L (d) Castleton

43 (a) L (d) Ww(f)

58 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Rochdale
Castleton, Marland

(d)

59 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Castleton
Castleton

(d)

LRO/ DDTo27ST
44-8

(a) L (d) Ww

49 (a) L (d) Ww; Sp
50 (a) L (d) Sp

60-1

(d)

(a) L (b) <5 (c) Rochdale
Castleton

62 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Marland
Castleton

51 (a) L (d) Sp (f) LRO/DDTo27D

(d)

63 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Rochdale
Castleton

52 (a) L (d) Haworth
53 (a) L (d) Wardleworth;

(d)

p. 683-4 two deeds both numbered
by cartularist, here

54a (a) L (d) Wardleworth;

Ti 14 (p.637)

IT637-8fn

54b (a) L (d) Wardleworth;

2 (a) L (d) Ww, Sp

p. 693

3-7

55 (a) L (d) Wardleworth;

(a) L (d) Ww
(f) LRO/ DDTo24A

17 (a) M (d) Ww

(f)

LRO/ DDTo27ST

Healey

Healey

56 (a) L (d) Wyteleye
57-63

(a) L (d) Ww

Healey:

but with Cheshire witnesses
(f) LRO/ DDTo24A

1 (a) L (d) Ww; Healey; Faling

9-16

54

renumbered

*********

8 (a) L (d) Ww

Healey

(a) L (d) Ww

64 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Ro (d) Ww; Sp

65 (a) L (d) Ww

18-21 (a) L (d) Ww

(a) provenance

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language (f) CS, archive (g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC
66/7

(a) L (b) 0 (cd) Ww

68/9

(a) L (b) 0 (cd) Ww

92ab
(f) 69:
.

LRO /D DTo27ST

71-4

(d)

(f) LRO/DDTo24E

Ww

(f) III
(f)III

93 (a) R (b) 50; 47; 47; 72 (c) York
(d) Ww; Faling; Castleton;
Swinton

(f)

94 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Ww

LRO/ DDTo24E

95-6

76-8 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Rochdale
Ww
79 (a) R (b) 50 (c) York

(d)

(d) Ww

80 (a) C (b) <5 (c) Rochdale

(d)

Ww
81 (a) M (b) 25 (c) Sawley

(a) L (d) Ww

97 (a) L (b) 17 (c) Wha
98 (a) L (d) Ww

(d) Ww

(f)

LRO/ DDTo27D
p. 726

(n. n. )

99 (f) III

(g) duplicates

92

(d) Ww

82 (a) M (b) 41 (c) Harnpole
Ww

(a) N (d) Ww

92c (a) M(d)

(a) L (d) Ww

75 (a) L (d) Ww

45

p. 721-5

70 (a) M (b) 41 (c) Hampole
Ww

Register
-

(d)

*****++

(f) LRO/ DDTo27ST

Ti 15 (p. 727)
83 / 4,85 /6 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Ww
87 (a) M (d) Ww

1 (a) L (d) Sp (f) Whitaker

(f)

LRO/DDTo27D

"Omnibus,
(g) 713 recites

83,85
88 (a) M (b) 41 (c) Hampole
Ww

(d)

&c... multis

2 (a) L (d) Sp (f) Whitaker

aliis. "
II 412

(partial)

"Test. Galfr. de

Bukell...

multis

aliis. "

(f) LRO/DDTo27ST
3 (a) L (d) Sp (f) Whitaker

89 (a) L (d) Ww

(f)

"Rob'tus

LRO/ DDTo24A
(d)

92 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Marland
(d)
Ww (g) duplicates 99, though
the cartularist
to have noticed
(n. n. )

(a) provenance

does not seem

according

&c. ", CS II

to Whitaker

4 (a) L (d) Sp (f) Whitaker
(partial)

II 412

de H'wall... Andrea

de Wlstanhwlm,

90-1 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Rochdale
Ww

p. 719-21

II 412

II 412

"Test. Dno Willmo...

Ad. fil suo, et al. "
5 (a) L (d) Sp (f) Whitaker
(partial)
Nicho

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

II 412

"Test. Joh. fil. Gib...
de Clegg

(f) CS, archive

&c. "

(g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC

46

Register
60-1 (a) L (d) Broadhalgh

6 (a) L (d) Sp
7 (a) L (d) Mosileye

62-3 (a) L (d) Faling

(f)

LRO/ DDTo24E
8 (a) L (d) Mosileye

64 (a) L (d) Chadwick;
(f)

LRO/ DDTo27ST

LRO / DDTo24E

65 (a) L (d) Healey

9-31 (a) L (d) Sp

66 (a) L (d) Healey

32 (a) L (d) Chadwick
67-9

34 (a) L (d) Chadwick

70 (a) L

35-6 (a) L (d) Sp

71 (a) L (d) Healey

37-8 (a) L (d) Twofoldhee

72 (a) L (d) Healey

42 (a) L (d) Sp (f) LRO/DDTo24A

(f)

73-4 (a) L (d) Healey
75 (a) L (d) Wardle

43-5 (a) L (d) Sp

76 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Ro (d) Sp

46 (a) L (d) Sp; Dunnisbooth

77-9 (a) L (d) Chadwick

47 (a) L (d) Coptrod

80 (a) L (d) Twofoldhee

48-9 (a) L
50 (a) L (d) n.l. ffardanclogh;
Thurneschagh

n.l.

81 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Ro (d)
Chadwick
82-3 (a) L (d) Chadwick

51 (a) L (d) Sp
52 (a) L (f) L RO/DDTo24A
53 (a) L (d) Healey

84 (a) L (d) Sp
85-7 (a) L (d) Healey
88 (a) L

54 (a) L (d) Sp
55 (a) L (d) Faling

89 (a) L (d) Faling
90 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Sp

56 (a) L (d) Sp
57 (a) L (d) Faling

(a) provenance

(a) L (d) Healey

LRO / DDTo27D

39-41 (a) L (d) Sp

59 (a) L (d) Sp

(f)

LRO/ DDTo24A

33 (a) L

58 (a) L

Stonlegh

91 (a) L (d) Chadwick

92 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Ro (d) Sp
93 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Faling

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

(f) CS, archive

(g) definition

(f)

II: DIPLOMATIC

94 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Rochdale
Faling

47

Register
-

(d)

"anno

17c (a) C (d) Cronton
818 "Honurs"

#**###*+
Ti 16

decimo. "

regni nostri

(e) CF (g)

to 819 "secular

seruices. "

(p. 801)

1 (a) N (d) Little Woolton

17d (a) R (b) 200 + R. Mersey (c)
Westminster
(d) Cronton
(e)

(f)

C (g) 819 "Rex dilecto"

LRO/ DDTo27H

to 821

"anno

regni nostri
undecimo. "

2 (a) N
3 (a) N (d) Woolton

IT815-6fn

4 (a) N (d) Widnes

(a) N (c) London

p. 821-9

5 (a) R (d) Woolton

18-9

6 (a) L (d) Woolton

(a) L (d) Denton

20 (a) N (d) Backford
LRO / DDTo27ST

7 (a) L (d) Hasaliswallehurst
8-9 (a) L (d) Brettargh

21 (a) N (d) Backford

10-2

22 (a) N (d) Backford

(a) L (d) Woolton

12a (a) J (d) Woolton

(f)

LRO/ DDTo24A

(g) n. n. 810

23-5 (a) N (d) Backford

13 (a) N (d) Cronton
14 (a) N (d) Cronton

(f)

26 (a) L (d) Kirby

(f)

LRO /D DTo27ST
+**++

15 (a) L (d) Cronton

Ti 17 (p. 830)
16 (a) L (b) 31 (c) Blackburn

(d)
1 (a) R (d)

Cronton

2-5 (a) L (d)

p. 815-21 deed numbered 17 by
cartularist, here divided
17a (a) C (b) 0 (cd) Cronton

(g)

capta" to 817
de ffarnword. "

815 "Inquisitio
"capellam

17b (a) R (b) c120 (c) Newcastle
upon Tyne (d) Cronton (e) C
(g) 817 "Rex dilecto"

(a) provenance

Stanworth

to 818

Stanworth

6 (a) L (d) Stanworth

(g) 835

7 (a) L (d) Wheelton

(g) 835-6

8-9 (a) L (d) Routhelesden
10-1

(a) L (d)

Stanworth;

Wheelton
12-20

(a) L (d)

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

Wheelton

(f) CS, archive

(g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC
20a (a) M (d) Wheelton

(f) III

(g)

n. n. 844-5
21 (a) L (d)

26/7

Wheelton

Stanworth;

(a) L (d)
(a) L (d)

28 (a) L (d)

50-6 (a) L (d) Ribchester
57 (a) L (d) Ribchester

(f) LRO/DDTo24A
22-5

48

Register
-

(f)

LRO/ DDTo24A

Wheelton;

Withnell

58 (a) L (b) c4 RR + R. Ribble
Wha (d) Ribchester

Wheelton;

Withnell

59 (a) L (d) Ribchester

(c)

(f) III

Withnell

Wheelton;

*******+

29,30

(d)

(a )L

Withnell
Ti 18 (p. 877)

31 (a) L (d) Stanworth
1 (a) L (d)
32 (a) L (d)

Wheelton;

Withnell

33 (a) M (d) Stanworth

Montan;

Westewod

Swinton;

(g) 877

2 (a) L (d) Westewod

34 (a) L (d) Stanworth

(f)

3 (a) L (d) Monton

LRO/ DDTo24A
4 (a) L (d) Westewod

35-6 (a) L (d) Stanworth
IT881-2fn
37 (a) L (b) 9 (c) Blackburn
Wheelton

(d)
5 (a) N (d) Monton

(f)

LRO/ DDTo27ST
38 (a) L (b) 9 (c) Blackburn

(d)

Wheelton

39 (a) L (d) Stanworth;
Routhelesden
40 (a) L (d) Withnell

(f)

(a) L (d)
(d)

(a) M

47b

(a) L (b) 40 (c) Stanlow

Withnell

Withnell

Swinton

8 (a) L (d)

Monton;

Swinton

9 (a) C (d)

Monton;

Swinton

(d)

Monton;

Swinton

(d)

14 / 5,16

(a) L (d)

Monton

17 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Eccles (d)
Monton;
Swinton

48 (a) L (c) Blackburn

(a) provenance

Monton;

13 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Eccles (d)
Monton;
Swinton

47a

LRO/ DDTo24D

7 (a) R (d)

12 (a)L

Withnell

49 (a) L (d) Ribchester

6 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Eccles (d)
(g) 884
Monton; Swinton

10 -1 (a) L (d) Worsley

LRO/ DDTo24A
41-6

(a) L (d) Barton I (f) III

(f)

18-9

(a) L (d)

Swinton

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language (f) CS, archive (g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC

45 (a) L (d) Westewod;

20 (a) L (d) Monton
21 (a) L (d)
Little

46 (a) L (d) Westewod

Houghton
(d)

22 (a) L (b) 29 (c) Stanlow
Swinton

23 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Salford
Barton I
24 (a) L (d)
25-6

Monton;

(d)

47 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Monton
(d)
Monton; Swinton / Westewod
48-9 (a) L (d) Westewod
50 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Eccles (d)
Westewod

Swinton

51-2 (a) L (d) Monton

(a) L (d) Monton

p. 899-900 deed duplicatively
numbered 26 by cartularist
26a

53 (a) L (d)

(g) n. n. 9178 "Sancte... precedente. "

54-8

p. 90027 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Monton
Swinton
Monton;

(d)

(a) L (d)

Swinton

59 (a) L (d) Monithornes
60 (a) L (d)

(f)

Swinton

53a (a) M (d) Swinton

(a) L (d) Monton

28 (a) L (d) Monton

I; Eccles

Withington

Swinton;

Monton;

Monton;

49

Register
-

Swinton

61 (a) L (d) Worsley

LRO/ DDTo24E
62 (a) L (c) Eccles
29 (a) L (d) Little Houghton
63 (a) L (b) 25 (c) Wha

30-2 (a) L (d) Monton
33-5

(a) L (d)

Monton;

64 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Eccles (d)
Worsley

36 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Eccles (d)
Swinton
37 (a) L (b) 42 (c) Lancaster

(d)

65 (a) L (c) Eccles (d) Worsley

Monton

38-41 (a) L (d) Westewod
42 (a) L (b) 29 (c) Stanlow

(d)

66-8
69,70

Westewod
43 (a) L (d) Eccles (g) 910

(a) provenance

Little

Houghton

Swinton

44 (a) N (d) Withington

Swinton;

(d)

I

71-2

forshortened

by cartularist,

being mostly

as. 64

(a) L (b) 0 (cd)
(a) L (d)

(g)

Swinton

Swinton

(a) L (b) 0 (cd)

Swinton

73 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Worsley
Swinton

(d)

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language (f) CS, archive (g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC
74/5

(a) L (b) 0 (cd) Swinton

76 (a) L (b) ?c6 (c) Bolton
Swinton

Register
-

50

17 (a) L (d) Bil (g) 953-4

(d)

18 (a) L (d) Bil (g) 954
19 (a) L (d) Bil (f) LRO/DDTo24E

77 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Swinton

20 (a) L (d) Bil (f) LRO/DDTo27ST

78 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Eccles (d)
Swinton

21-7

(a) L (d) Bil

28 (a) L (b) 10 (c) Preston

79 (a) L (d) n.1. Hodrefeld

(d) Bil

29- 34 (a) L (d) Bil
*#t##*###

35 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil

Ti 19 (p. 937)

36- 7 (a) L (d) Bil

1 (a) R (b) c4 (c) Clitheroe
(e) R
2 (a) R (b) 64 (c) York

(d) Bil

38 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil (f)
LRO/ DDTo24E

(d) Bil

3 (a) N (b) 138 (c) Kenilworth

39- 40 (a) L (d) Bil
(d)

41 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil

Bil (f) LRO/DDTo27ST
42 (a) L (d) Bil (e) F
4 (a) N (b) ? (c) Donington

(d) Bil
43 (a) L (cd) Bil (e) F (g) 975-6

(e) CF
5 (a) N (b) 54 (c) Pomfret

(d) Bil

(e) CF

44- 5 (a) L (d) Bil
R977-80 "Mem. quod... per scripta

sequentia patebunt. "

6 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil

46- 7 (a) L (b) 28 (c) Upholland

7 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil

(d)

Bil (g) 980-1
8 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Chew Mill

(d) Bil

48 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil
9 (a) N (d) Bil (e) CF (f)
LRO/DDTo27C
10(a)N
11-2

(g) 944

(d)Bil(f)III

(a) L (cd) Bil

49 (a) C (d) Bil
50 (a) L (b) 44 (c) Hale

(d) Bil

51 (a) L (b) 49 (c) Altofts

(d) Bil &

Ranby

13 (a) L (d) Bil
52 (a) J (d) Bil

14-6 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil
53/4
R950-3 "Et memorand. quod...
hominib3
liberis tenentib3. "

(a) provenance

(a) L (b) <5 (c) Chew Mill
Bil (f) LRO/DDTo27ST

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (c) IS, FS, language

(f) CS, archive

(g) definition

(d)

II: DIPLOMATIC
55 (a) L (b) 64 (c) York

(d) Bil

79a (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha (d) Bil
(e) F (g) n. n. 1005-6

(d) Bil (f) LRO/DDTo24E
57 (a) L (b) 224 (c) Westminster

79b (a) J (b) 224 (c) Westminster

Bil

(d) Bil (g) n. n. 1006-7

58 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Chew Mill
Bil
59 (a) L (b) 224 (c) London

(d)

79c (a) J (d) Bil (g) n. n. 1007
79d

(d) Bil

60 (a) J (b) 224 (c) Westminster

(d)

Bil

80 (a) L (d) Bil
81 (a) L (c) Wha

(d)

63 (a) R (b) <5 (c) Clitheroe
Bil (e) R

2063 f. 95 or 2077 f. 170v
(g) n.n. 1012-5

(d)

(d) Bil

85 (a) L (d) Bil
86 (a) L

(d) Bil (f)

LRO/ DDTo27ST

(a) R (b) 178 (c) Woodstock

87-8 (a) L (d) Bil

(d) Bil
(a) R (b) 227 (c) Stratford
Bow

It BL/ Harl

82-4 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

Bil

(d)

atte

89 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil (f)
LRO/ DDTo24E

(d) Bil (f)

LRO/ DDTo24E

90-3 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

67/ 8 (a) L (b) 64 (c) York
69-70

(f)

81a (a) L (c) Altofts

62 (a) R (b) 224 (c) Westminster

66

(a) J (d) Bil (g) n. n. 1008

LRO/ DDTo24A;

61 (a) L (b) ? (c) n.l. Brakale
Bil

64/5

51

Bil

56 (a) L (b) 224 (c) Westminster

(d)

Register
-

(a) L (b) 64 (c) York

71 (a) L (b) 64 (c) York

(d) Bil
(d) Bil

(d) Bil (e)

94-7

(d) Bil

(a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil

98 (a) L (d) Bil
99 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil

CF

100-2 (a) L (d) Bil
72 (a) L (b) ?c15 (c) Clifton

(d) Bil

103 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil
73 (a) L (b) 45 + Pennines: RR half
the way
74,75 /6

(c) Coverham

(a) L (b) 64 (c) York

(d) Bil
(d)

Bil
77,78/9

104-6 (a) L (d) Bil
107-9

(a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil

110 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil (f)
(a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

(a) provenance

(d)

LRO/ DDTo24E

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

(f) CS, archive

(g) definition

II: DIPLOMATIC

Register
-

111 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil (f)

1063 "placitauit".

LRO/ DDTo24A
112-3

(a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil

114-9

(a) L (d) Bil

IT1063-6: with notes in hanging
indent evidently by same
hands

120 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil
121 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

52

(d) Bil

1 (a) N (b) <5 (c) Clitheroe
(d) Bil
(g) oddly numbered 138 in
MS, 14 by Hulton: ?C14 hand,
not R hand

122 (a) L (d) Bil

2 (a) L (c) Wha

(b) <5 (d) Bil (g)
n. n. ?C15-6 hand. ?C17 mgn
note in English: <boundary of

123 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil (f)
LRO/ DDTo24E

124-5 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil

Heading

tunworth>.

"Carta

Oliueri... " seems to be
Hulton's
invention.

126 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Clitheroe

127 (a) L (d) Bil
128/9

p. 1066 "Explicit

(a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil

supplied

titulus... ": Note
by Hulton.

130-1 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil
****+

132 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha (d) Bil

Ti 20 (p. 1067)

133 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil
134 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha (d) Bil
(g) n.n. 1054 "Omnib3
Cristi
fidelib3...

"

1-3 (a) L (d) Read
4 (a) L (d) Read

5-7 (a) L (d) Read

135 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil

8 (a) N (d) Read

136-7 (a) L (d) Bil
138/9,140/1
142-4

(f)

LRO/ DDTo27ST

(a) L (b) 0 (cd) Bil

(a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

(d) Bil

145 (a) N (d) Bil (g) deed so
numbered by us: oddly
numbered

(g) 1070-1

137 in MS. Not

by Hulton, who
assigns it to following IT, but

9 (a) L (d) Read
10 (a) E (b) 34 (c) Manchester

(d)

Read
11-2

(a) L (d) Read

13 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Read

numbered

the deed seems to this writer
to be in R hand, continuing to

(a) provenance

14 (a) J (b) 222 (c) Westminster
(d) Read

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS,language (f) CS, archive (g) definition
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Register
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14a (a) C (d) Read (e) C (g) 1070-1
15 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Read

53

altogether

left out by Hulton;

beginning

is evidently

detached

16 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Read (f)

from
`Ego

perhaps

LRO/ DDTo27ST

dedi

Ade

defective

18 (a) R (b) 222 (c) Westminster

cartularist.

(d) Read
19 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha
19a

(d) Read

WCB

(g) n.n.
MS f. 393, immediately

following.

[SN]

de Blakeburn

et":
as such by

text copied
Extant

terram

text is

<Homagium Robti

de

Knauescaste1...

Ad de

Hurstwod

(a) L (d) Worsthorne

Matheus

in Worsthorn

meam

17 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Read

original,

& aliis>

R1085-6 "Memorandum...

apparebit. "

19. This deed is

**+****+

The rest of the book is n.n. and here divided
WCB's Table of Contents.

into titles comparable

to

Ti 20a
1 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

(d) Wiswell

(g) 1086-7; MS f. 393v

2 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

(d) Wiswell

(e) F (g) 1087

3 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

(d) Wiswell

(e) CF (g) 1088

4 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

(d) Wiswell

(e) CF (g) 1088-9

5 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

(d) Wiswell

(g) 1089-90

6 (a) R (b) 178; 193; 197 (c) Berkhamsted

(d) Castleton;

Wiswell;

Worston

(g) 1090-2
7 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

(d) Wiswell

(g) 1092-3

8 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

(d) Wiswell

(g) 1093

9 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

(d) Wiswell

(e) CF (g) 1093-4

10 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

(a) provenance

(d) Wiswell

(g) 1094-5

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

(f) CS, archive

(g) definition
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Ti 20b (p. 1095)
1-16

(a) L (b) 0 (cd) Cli

17 (a) R (b) 201; 226 (c) Westminster

(d) Sp; Cli

***+

Ti 20c

(p. 1109)

1-3 (a) L (d) Woluetscoles
4-7 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Cli (d) Woluetscoles
8 (a) L (d) Woluetscoles

9 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Read (d) Woluetscoles
10 (a) L (b) ? (c) n.1. Mousterlegh
406v
11 (a) L (b) 91 (c) Shrewsbury

(d) Woluetscoles

(e) CF (g) 1117; MS f.

(d) Woluetscoles

12 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Cli (d) Woluetscoles
13 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

(d) Woluetscoles

14 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Cli (d) Woluetscoles
15-7

(f) LRO/ DDTo24F16

(a) L (b) <5 (c) Cli (d) Woluetscoles

18 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

(d) Woluetscoles
*********

Ti 20d
1 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Cli (d) Edisford

(g) 1124

2 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Cli (d) Edisford

(g) 1124-5

3 (a) L (d) Edisford

(g) 1125-6

4 (a) L (d) Edisford

(g) 1126

5 (a) L (d) Edisford

(g) 1127

6 (a) L (d) Edisford

(g) 1127-8

7 (a) L (d) Edisford

(g) 1128

(a) provenance

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language (f) CS, archive (g) definition
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8 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Cli (d) Edisford

(g) 1129

9 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Cli (d) Ed isford

(g) 1129-30

10 (a) L (d) Edisford

(g) 1130-1

11 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Edisford

(g) 1131-2

12 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Edisford

(g) 1132

13 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Edisford

(g) 1133

14 (a) L (b) 0 (cd) Edisford

(g) 1133-4

15 (a) L (b) <5 (c) Wha

(a) provenance
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(d) Edisford

(g) 1134-5

(b) LC (c) CL (d) RL (e) IS, FS, language

(f) CS, archive

(g) definition
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®n extant 1erztouz
1. WCB is most readily accessible in the Chetham Society's
Yet the information
for which these are under study here
volumes.
concerns phonological
usage that lies a number of recensions behind
The printed edition was presumably
The case is as follows.
them.
from a MS prepared by Hulton.
Hulton transcribed
the
composed
Coucher Book of the 1340s. The cartularist copied original deeds; and
From
the original scribes wrote down the names that they heard.
speech to type is thus four times a copy.

It is therefore

hard to avoid
to observe how the

the task of making some comparison
of versions
material fares in its passage and how far available text may be believed
for an account of pristine and mostly lost evidence.

2. Of course, the nearer a recension is to the object of study,
the more value attaches thereby to it as evidence;
and surviving
original deeds offer the nearest approach that can be made to our
source. They come to about 9% of the several deeds registered in WCB
and have therefore the drawback of silence on most of the PN corpus.
The next version
forward
is the first unitary
one, the MS of the
of WCB. That work is all extant but not well placed for ready
a feature that it shares with its contributory
original MSS.
consultation,
Hence our reliance on the Chetham Society: but there is enough of the
Therefore the
earlier versions to undertake the desired comparison.
compiler

versions that receive
of Hulton's labours;

attention here are three: the printed embodiment
the MS of WCB; and our collection
of original

deeds.
Detailed

of forms is presented here as from a
model version to its copy, that is, between one version and another
that was taken from it. This is done in two directions, namely between
Hulton's
edition and the WCB MS, and between the latter and its
original

deeds.

juxtaposition

For each direction

different

types

of variation

are

scrutinized.
3. The issue is in essence the orthographical
fidelity of a
copier to his model; yet this cannot be understood
as a simple, literal
One complication
is that, partly because of different
correspondence.
physical

conditions,

the copiers realize forms

on the page with varying
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degrees of fullness. One scribe may abbreviate where another writes at
length, or may extend a shortened model. He may render an identical
original PN now at length, now in contracted form. It is obvious that
idiosyncrasy
in this field can both remove
extensive
authentic
evidence and introduce worthless forms. Therefore the target of the
inquiry
is what may be called "essential spelling",
or the writer's
(not necessarily
might
conception
of how the form
explicit)
(not necessarily invariantly) be spelt at length.
satisfactorily
4. Another

is that variation not only falls into
complication
as to its
certain orthographical
classes but also requires interpretation
significance for the attitude of the copier to the spelling of his model.
Representation
is a rational function and should not be
of phonology
to vary between versions according
the copy as including aspects of transcription
have been more negligent.
assumed

5. Unlike

Hulton,

the cartularist

to the general accuracy
of which the copier

of

may

of the 1340s makes full use
However his alphabet, when

of the mediaeval system of abbreviation.
he writes at length, makes but gentle demands on the modern press, as
In native PNs as in Latin prose the
it is itself notably
modern.
like his models on the whole, dispenses with <P, ä, 3>,
cartularist,
being content with <th> and undifferentiated
<g>.
The known

original

for comparison.

good sample
by archive.

BL/ Harley

52. H43A;

deeds of WCB are enough to furnish a
There follows a full list of this material

Add1060,40013,40015-6,51665-8,51670,

51682
LRO/DDM34/1-5,7;
Keele/ M72/46/

DDTo24ADE,

27ABCDFHPQRST1

11

6. This study now turns to an examination

of the credentials
as a reliable copy of the text that is normally
used for the Whalley
material,
namely Hulton's, through comparison
with the 1340s MS
that lies behind it. Nothing resembling a complete comparison
of PN
forms between

these two large texts can be undertaken

1 Reference to DDTo24,27

follows the classification

adopted

here. A sample

in Appendix

A.
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both versions, for which
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of the text, corresponding
is offered.
survey of variation

this is a portion
a thorough

Discrimination

is exercised as to the amount of evidence offered for
in different classes, as befits our expressed interest in such
comparison
Therefore
types of variation
as bear on phonology.
voluminous,
analogous matter of plain import is merely exemplified, adequately as
is hoped, whereas cases of more consequence for our theme are dealt
with as near exhaustively

as practical

conditions

have allowed.

7. The sample selected for comparison
between Hulton and
The preponderant
the WCB MS comprises three groups of forms.
group consists potentially
of all forms found within two portions
of
WCB

for their large yet manageable size, their distance from
one another within the WCB text and their separate geographical
coverage. These are Title 1 and the first fifty deeds, or two thirds, of Ti
chosen

18, amounting

together

deeds.

to eighty-six

The second group is selected on a different plan. It consists of
WCB that contain the el p51
The same sample
all forms throughout
.
will be extended in another direction in comparison
of the 1340s MS
deeds, thus affording
with original
a complete
synopsis
of this el
within

the Whalley

tradition.

by a few forms
of the sample is concluded
throughout
the Coucher Book that are chosen as salient
scattered
illustrations
of certain points, where these beg a single instance rather
The account

than proof

of prevalence.
Reference

direct interest;
support

to PNs as these form the object of our
XNs, phrases and Latin text may be adduced in

is mainly

though

of the assessment of copying.

8. The types of variation between model and copy may be
in six categories
schematized
with the end of evaluation
of the
differences from the point of view of phonology.
An account of all our
categories and evidence for them will first, however, be given as for an
assessment

of variation

this exposition,
together

based purely

consideration

with relevant

the

of phonology

cases.

The first category
is, as it were,

On the basis of
will then be introduced

on letter-form.

control,

of points
that

of comparison

is, where

there

between
is no

the texts
difference.
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the licence of exact equivalence of letters between Hulton's
type and the mediaeval handwriting
of his model, most instances of
PNs in our sample are of this kind.
Assuming

9. The next category is of what might be called subliteral
differences, that is, those in which the copy offers the same letters as
the model and in the same order but there is variation
of a lesser
degree affecting the word. One such is that between upper and lower
case. Hulton sometimes supplies a capital first letter where the WCB
Two
has lower case, for example in SV17,24.
scribe, less rationally,
habitually
The cartularist
cause complications.
dispenses with capital H, as in SV14,40-2, though he sometimes uses
an elaborate version of the lower-case form, as in 44. Also his usual
this, as
version of capital F is <f f> ; Hulton inconsistently
modernizes
individual

letters

in 38-9.
The other kind of subliteral variation occurs when some sign
appears in the MS but seems to us, and to Hulton, to be strictly
An instance of this is SV1.
ornamental.
10. Like other mediaeval
partially

regular

system

of

scribes, the WCB compiler

abbreviation

with

use

of

used a

signs

that

This system is explained
by
represented
particular
missing letters.
Hector in his numbered catalogue of signs (pp. 30-3) and by DenholmYoung and forms a third category of comparison
of versions. Some of
these signs belong to Latin writing and need not detain us. Those that
names in England include Hector's sign 1. This may be
merely ornamental,
as we have seen; or, where it stands for missing
letters, the abbreviation
may be arbitrary, as in SV13-4. Hector's sign 2,
affect proper

physically

the same, signifies a nasal consonant,

as in SV8,23.

11. Specific

for associated
signs do substitute
consonants,
from the context, even though the conventions
often recognizably
are
fluid. Denholm-Young
(p. 67) explains the origin and basic tendency of
in terms of the signs as superscript vowels. His
treatment
also shows the use of the same signs for the appropriate
In WCB this is reflected
in the use in the MS of
vowel
+ <r>.
Denholm-Young's
sign for <a> in such cases as SV7; while this sign's
such correspondence

occurrence

for

even occurs for

<ra> in WCB is also common,
<na> in the Latin text (SV29).

as seen in 28,34-5.

It
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A similar sign in concept, substituting
in our evidence for
is Hector's sign 3. This is also common and appears in SV18,21

and elsewhere.
Cubbin

namely

(§84) points
out
<bur> for a final el <bury>.

known
a convention
This is found in SV22.

to

WCB,

Our evidence for extension by Hulton of abbreviated
forms in
the WCB MS is given at length in SV2-28. Similar phenomena
are
found in the Latin text, as exemplified in 29-32.
12. The fourth

category

of comparison

of forms

between

is the truly orthographical,
in which one scheme of letters for
a name in the model has been replaced by another in the copy. The
category is as such ambiguous
as to whether instances are due to

versions

or to a conscious disrespect of the copier for his model's
that favoured carelessness would
choice of spelling. An interpretation
cast doubt on the general trustworthiness
of the copy, whereas a policy
of conscious independence
on the part of the copier in matters of strict
carelessness

orthography

bode

would

less ill for reliance on other aspects of his
for variation of this kind is set out at length in

Our evidence
work.
SV33-69.
13. Next

the category of apparent
in
misreadings,
which, if the readings of the MS offered here be accepted, the change in
the copy cannot be justified by extension or alternative spelling. Some
of these blunders may be attributed to Hulton: for instance, the party
comes

that misread German (SV76) thought he recognized the other old XN
Gervais. A lower level of erudition is perhaps signalled by the garbling
of the established
old XN Anselm as (Ansel ino> (SV70) with false
analysis
printer.
reliability

and may be an imposition
on Hulton's draft by his
between the two does not affect the question of the
Our evidence for seeming
of the edition that we have.

of minims,
Distinction

in the printed copy is set out in SV70-90. Comparable
in the Latin text are 91-2, though it is hard to know whether

mistakes
blunders

or deliberate
14.

The

changes
they are

emendations.

last

is that in which
of comparison
evidence is left out of the copy. Such cases are presumably blunders but
they bode less ill than the fifth category in that forms are at least not
misrepresented,

which

category

might

lead to false

conclusions.

Instances
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are SV93-9.
15. The categories

of variation
as seen from the point of
fidelity have now been reviewed.
The
view of general orthographic
first category, that of the unchanged copy, is the most numerous, and
the second, or subliteral, may be added to its weight as unlikely to
In those classes for which the evidence is presented
tallies of occurrences
those taken
so far listed, overlooking
Latin text, are as follows: differences of extension, sixty-three
mislead.

essential

fifty-five;

spelling,

apparent

including

and six omissions,
These

misreadings

one marginal

exact figures

in detail,
from

the

cases; of
of the model, fifteen;

note several times repeated.

be allowed
to obscure the
somewhat
approximate
quality of the sample but the latter is large
enough to stand trial and this account does prompt certain conclusions
need

not

as now offered.
16.

Our

fourth

that of spelling, so
category
of variation,
decisively
the fifth, that of apparent misreadings,
outnumbers
as to
suggest a generous interpretation
of the former, namely that Hulton
did not think
that the effort
of exact transcription
of WCB's
orthography
was necessary for justice to be done to the text. The
apparent blunders of the fifth category remain fairly few, and it would
discrepancies to them.
perhaps be rash to assimilate the orthographic
The six omissions are probably mostly
not mislead as to form, and, again, they are few.

mistakes,

but they do

17. The numerous
third category, that of extension in the
following
Hulton's
copy, was bound to be prominent
perhaps not
surprising decision, effective for most of his work, to use this practice
1.
His general familiarity
as a matter
of course
with the system
described

by

discussion.

But many of these cases are ambiguous
and required
on Hulton's part. His extensions are therefore not easy to

Hector

guesswork
assess for reliability

and

Denholm-Young

is suggested

1H

xvii. This policy

our

as copies.

The prevalence
and the paucity

by

of the first two categories in our comparison
of the real blunders of the fifth strongly commend the

seems to be fully in force by H52 (ti 2 deed 22).
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The largest

copy.

difficulty

in reliance

on

comparison
of orthographic
his
by
is
third,
conscious policy and
the
affected
which
versions, our
of
be
to
reliability.
as
will
made
assumptions
concerning which no
on a particular

category

18. Having

established the general sense of our categories of
they
discussion
affect
the
as
phonology
next
consider
must
comparison,
of the foregoing
it. The evidence that follows affords a recapitulation
scheme

accompanied

evidence

as aberrant

by interpretation
from the phonology

of the

of the

significance

of the model.

First may be noted those instances from our sample in which
to our
Hulton extends a form abbreviated in the MS. This corresponds
insofar as
third category above. This is of significance for phonology
the extensions put in spellings that would constitute evidence for live
in our
issues. This evidence is of course spurious and is disregarded
But
editorial extensions are not
possible.
where
analysis
phonological
that
by
to
be
text
reference
in
the
segregated
and cannot
printed
marked
to depend

upon

it. The

work alone, though we are practically obliged
this
spurious
the
is
reveals
study
under
sample
whether
question
the
impair
to
be
to
greatly
as
prevalent
so
evidence
phonological
MS.
the
the
in
the
of
phonology
relaying
edition
reliability of
cases seeming to include
for
discussed
the next
OE hl äw and the possibly
as
<e>
syllabic
Hulton
the
features
in
These
cartularist
where
appear
category.
himself gives no information,
as shown in SV100-7.
19. Evidence

The
Fortunately

of this sort comprises

to the

relates
the evidence for both
evidence

Stanlow

and

Worsley.

is abundant
and these doubtful
Nevertheless they do deceptively strengthen

may be ignored.
for their forms.
evidence

instances

PNs

that greatly
The case is, however,
frequently
MS
found
PNs
in
the
forms
occurring
of
are
as
of
shortened
for
in
the
is
that
One
names
evidence
genuine
consequence
ones.
for
Hulton's
be
found
is
to
a
model
as
serving
as well,
question

the
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extensions. 1 The other is that PNs for which evidence is less
and therefore the more valuable on each occasion, are likely

surmised

common,
to be given at length in the MS.

20. The next list is of differences
in spelling and as such
demonstrate
recalls the fourth category above. But the following
a
certain unconcern on Hulton's part as to the presence or absence of <e>
as noted for forms of Worsley above. In some cases Hulton supplies
the vowel; in others he suppresses it. The present forms belong to the
PNs Hallestudes,
Manchester, Stockton, Westwood,
Worsley and are
set out in SV108-15.
In early ME texts this <e> may generally be taken as syllabic.
The onset of Syncope in the C13 removed this letter's original purpose
but did not rid the texts of it, as it was retained as a flourish, in final
into

early modern times, without
regard to etymological
Most likely Hulton was aware of this and was perhaps
propriety2.
It would therefore
in his transmission
over-capricious
of this feature.
not be proper to account this evidence against his overall reliability, but

position

be

for his strictly
orthographical
added to the evidence
It seems best on this showing, however, to refrain from
inexactitude.
feature from Hulton's text.
analysis of this particular phonological

it may

21.

Our

last

group

of forms

in the

present

comparison

belongs

with the one just reviewed among the cases of orthographical
by
Alarm is, however, raised by seeming misrepresentation
variation.
Hulton of definite phonological
evidence in the original. A number of
possible

matters
Hulton

are affected, as follows.

of phonology
misrepresents

the vowel

in OE 1and in two instances

(SV116-7).
OE ea
raised in the C12 to

appears

to have become

a monophthong

t8: 1,

before the cluster stt might be
expected in the PN Aston (< east + tün)4. The question as to whether
latter
the earlier
this
sound-change
overtook
or the later
te: ]3. Shortening

1 Chapter IV: Concordant Gazetteer
2 Jordan §141-2
3 Jordan §81
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in this case would govern the form yielded; this would
monophthong
be /x-/
if the earlier monophthong
was overtaken by shortening but
if shortening
/,d-/
occurred
after a change in the quality
of the
It appears that both forms existed and hence that a
monophthong.
but
vowel arose and supplemented,
did not
the long vowel, in
a form retaining
by awareness of its
which latter the first el was perhaps reinforced
Hulton
has perhaps
this phonological
meaning.
misrepresented
(SV118).
variation

form

having

an early shortened
displace,
immediately

22. In SV119 Hulton

to instances of the
may, by assimilation
Northern
lengthening
name found elsewhere in WCB, have removed
and lowering of /i / in open syllablesl. As misreadings these two cases
to a
would be surprising.
<Lyrne> may be a conscious emendation
more usual form.
Hulton's renderings

This

does

of more

justify
necessarily
common forms containing
not

It will, however, perhaps
that he recognized.
these alternations
in our phonological
analysis.
variants

suspicion

of

phonological
be best to avoid

Post-tonic

loss of /w/ following
/r/ is known to occur in the
PN York2. It is not, however, recorded in the earlier form of the name,
OE Eoforwic,
and Hulton's form in SV120 appears as a phantom
hybrid.
23. A greater matter
containing
La is /i/
persistently

than the foregoing

nine forms
unstressed medial /a/ (SV121-7). The reflex expected for
(cf. §32), strongly present in the WCB MS. But Hulton
<e>. It is hard to see what
changes it to the standard
concerns

he can have had to this feature, which he must have come to
For we have uncovered no comparable
standardization
of
recognize.
OE ä, which
local variants
less prestigious
of, for example,
are
common enough in WCB (see Chapter V). Certainly any phonological
objection

study

of this fairly

significant

feature

must have recourse

to the MS

evidence.
24. Also best considered

namely

here is one point of PN derivation,
the first el of Salford (SV128). Ekwall (L32) has one other case

4 Jordan §23: cf. 1sstte
I Jordan §26
2 Jordan §162.3
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If the
dated 1257: he derives from OE sash "willow".
<Sal tford>,
minority form was a true dialectal variant, perhaps it embodies
sal t,
"salt". Hulton may have meant to emend an error; the case does not
of

inspire

confidence.
25. This discussion

MS of WCB

with

turns now to comparison
of forms of the
from which it was
those of the original documents

compiled.
The sample on which this latter comparison
is based is, like
the former
of a stated el
partly of the testimony
one, composed
WCB, namely that of p51. In this way a complete synopsis
throughout
As before, however,
is provided.
most of the evidence is found in a sample defined as portions of the
text. This selection can only include such constituent
texts as have
The texts so chosen are enumerated
as
extant original
versions.
follows.
of pöi

within

the Whalley

tradition

BL/ Add40015,51665
LRO/ DDM34/1-5,7
DDTo / 27: WCB 1.7,14-5,2.41,3.16,22,5.2,6,13,53,80,6.22,7.12,
14.43,51,69,87-8,98,15.72,16.1,14,17.37,19.9,20,20.8,161
26. Some forms

are exactly copied by the cartularist, as in
Exact
SV129-30. These are simple and frequently
occurring names.
copying of Latin is exemplified in SV131. On identical renderings by
Hulton §8 may be compared.
SV134-6 show subliteral changes as effected by the cartularist
that are similar to those discussed for Hulton in §9. A comparable
between
doublethe ascendant,
change is variation
graphological
form
single-compartment
in WCB and associated MSS, in SV132-3,184.

compartment
common

<a> and

Contraction

the

of a form

in WCB

<a>,

less

is found

disposition

as to allow accurate prediction
Hector's sign 2, §10 may be compared.

in SV137-8 in such
On
of the original forms.

1 These DDTo deeds were selected
as conveniently placed together on a microfilm. The
following

deeds would

have similarly

film: 1.2,9-11,3.15,5.38,56,94.

qualified

but are too hard to read on the
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of the models are lost in WCB in SV139-41,
174, which is of no consequence for English phonology.
endings

In SV142-3 an original

<e> has been shed, as the cartularist
meaning of which has not surprisingly

shows by a sign, the intended
Signs of abbreviation
been lost on Hulton.
can imply, however
difference
No conceptual
is
essential spelling.
partially,
a withheld
suggested by the WCB contraction.
27. SV144 does not prove any difference

in essential

spelling

but the contraction
is sizeable and not subject to a regular scheme.
Thus potentially
variable orthographical
matter is left out, at the form
of which the reader who has not seen the model can only guess from
the copy. The consequence is that the further copier, Hulton, with his
of extension, was liable to apply this inaccurately,
in the similar instances, SV145-51.

policy

as can be seen

PNs are not a rich source of morphological
variation, but our
Cartularist's
truncation
of Rochdale eliminates
an earlier form of the
name in SV152-4. In 155 Hufton extends and substitutes the wrong el.
Phonologically
similar
OE ä.

significant

case of 158 Hulton

matter

is cut off in SV156-7.

extends and substitutes

the wrong

In the

reflex of

28. A thorough

search of our sample portions of WCB has
been made for changes effected by the cartularist in essential spelling.
As with our comparison
of the WCB MS with Hulton, these changes,
by the letters that they involve, are here classified
as understood
to whether the copy misrepresents by them the phonology
of
the model. Many types of change are hard to judge as of phonological
follow by
significance
or not so. Enumeration
and interpretation
according

by the cartularist of spellings
significance from the original.

classes of alteration
comparable
29.

Certain

trends

Alteration

are discernible
of <i> to

in changes

that

of

do not

1
<y> shows up strongly in the
in our sample (SV165,188-210,

affect phonology.
WCB MS, with thirty-nine
instances
222) against only five of the reverse movement

I Bourcier 85

of PNs or forms

(SV211-3).

A fortieth
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<y> is in SV277. Another evident tendency is for the use of
i
become
Eight
defection
to
in
the
instances
to
rarer
copy.
of
<k>
<c>
are in SV249-54, against a single new <c> from
<k> (SV257). Three
other losses of <c> are SV255-6,263.

intrusive

30. Changes that are less widespread

among the PN corpus
include
intrusion
of <s> in
<Lascy>
as in SV268, perhaps
Others show no shift, as
our observation on elaboration.
strengthening
with three instances of loss of <I> in SV264 against the same number
of intrusion in 265-7. These letters may be taken as superfluous
as so
used in these

PNs.

Possibly

in the same case are three instances of
intrusive
<h> in SV237-9 offsetting three of loss of that letter in 235-6.
SV237 may enclose a phonetic use of <h> but in the others the letter
seems to have orthographical

rather than phonological

significance.

31. By contrast, certain classes of change in essential spelling
of original documents.
constitute alteration in WCB of the phonology
One instance, SV240, is disruptive of the evidence for the change of
final /d/ to /t/
in Lae. A comparable
case is that of elimination
of
that
<o> in favour
of <e> in various
spellings
development
of OE eo, this being to /0/ in the
/e/ further
east3. This occurs four times in our
though in 214 the influence of /w/ may be relevant.
32. A third

early ME unstressed

concerns

in a northern
remains

such case of phonologically

territory,

elsewhere5.

/u/

sample
4

/a/,

in the NW Midlands
changes

West

on the ME
Midlands, to

significant

interconsonantal

The cartularist

bear

(SV214-7);

alteration

which yields

/i/

and, as <e>, perhaps
<i> to

<e> in five such

SV183-6, with one instance of the reverse, 182. A further
form, 187, has omission of (i > of the same sort. This tendency may be
in Hulton (cf. §23) as constituting
added to the same phenomenon
an

instances,

appreciable

suppression

of original phonology.

33. The foregoing

review yields

twelve

instances

I Bourcier 100
2 L21
3 Jordan §84
4 Jordan §66n3
5 Luick, §460.2a,
allows that this regional variation may be phonological.

of changes
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in essential spelling that do frustrate
form from the copy where phonological
nine that do not impinge on phonology.

discernment

of the authentic

variation is expected and sixtyOur sample contains a greater
between the
of material that is not so readily apportioned
collection
two classes; and this material must next be examined.
The change in SV218 suggests a deliberate substitution
of the
English for the outmoded
French form of a SN of English derivation 1
and should not affect questions

of strictly

variation.

phonological

Intrusive

<n> in SV247-8 is hard to explain unless the
cartularist
correctly divined a faulty omission of the nasal sign in his
original, as seems likely from the phonetics of Tarvin.
Carelessness

a Welsh

with

form seems the most plausible
Metathesis
is comparable

name

explanation

unfamiliar
of thoroughly
of the changes in SV277.

in 278. No other form in our sample
and this one is therefore hard to assess.
is imposed

34. SV260-63 seem to represent

by the
a rational adoption
for the velar fricatives. A
cartularist of <gh> as a regular correspondent
259, but here it appears
similar
change is perhaps
much more
halfhearted from CG Healey. On the whole, evidence of this sort goes
aimed at a degree of regularity of spelling
to sounds rather than to words. This does not itself
as corresponding
imply that the sounds to be represented were dialectally those intended
by the writers of the original documents.
to suggest that the cartularist

35. The cartularist

is partial to

<word> as representing

the el

final
in
work

(SV241-4). This may show a shift of the final
position
2
from
fricative
to
in its
a voiced plosive,
consonant
an unvoiced
voicing contrasting uneasily with the opposite development
as regards
the dental
unusual

plosive

convention

(cf. §31); otherwise
characteristic

Contradictory

I DSN
s.n. Harper
2 SMED 11193

we may

have

to do with

an

of this scribe.

loss (SV245) and intrusion

(246) of

<th> in
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on our scribe's part with distant

PNs. 1

eME /v/ is left out by the
cartularist in SV269 and changed to <f> in 270. The changes appear to
but are not enough
to establish
affect
a definite
phonology
to those in §§31-2. The reason for
overlay comparable
phonological
Original

<u> standing

these discrepancies
cartularist

for

for

may even be a slight

<u> as a spellingfor

disdain

on the part

of the

/v/.

36. Examination

is
of changes to initial labial semi-vowels
Ten original deeds offer <wh> for both /w, hw/ as well as
instructive.
This confusion is reduced to rule in
variously
<U, Qu, Qw> for /hw /.
WCB. Here /w/ becomes
<U> (SV271) and all nine instances of /hw/
(272-6) are rendered
<Wh>. Where the cartularist breaks this rule of his
This treatment
own, as in 262, it is in preserving the original spelling.
of his models suggests that the cartularist was alive to the desirability of
a degree

to these sounds
spelling and that his alterations
were not capricious; but the question of whether he was competent to
of
regulate the phonetics of a bygone age depends on the assumption
2
in
these
constancy
sounds.
of phonetic

37. Orthography

in vowels is perhaps even more fluid than
Some such doubtful phenomena
of our sample are

for consonants.
discussed next.
WCB

of <e> in
shows a certain unconcern
as to inclusion
These
be syllabic.
it might
are mainly
positions
where
final positions.
There is
interconsonantal
medial and postconsonantal
of the PN3
also one change of <o> to <oe> (SV174) but the phonology
makes the original
suggests a syllabic <e> here too. This interpretation
spelling an eccentric one corrected in WCB, on which compare §36.
SV174-81,231

<e> as against the
of intrusive
same number of omission of the same letter in 167-73. Addition
of
these changes to similar ones made by Hulton (see §20) indicates the
danger of attributing
of <e> in syllabically
significance to distribution
decisive

yield

positions

twelve

instances

in WCB.

Chapter IV: Concordant Gazetteer s.nn. Norbury, Northampton
2 Chapter IV: Concordant

Gazetteer s.nn. Whalley, Wheelton, Whitworth,

Withnell
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38. Change
preferred

of <a> to <e> in SV162-4 may be due only to
for the frequent
PN, though
the reverse
convention
for the same ME diphthong
/ai / may be noted in 165.

substitution
Two instances
phonology

of alteration
of <e> to <a> in 155,166 affect the
of Rochdalel, while the reverse change in 161 seems likely

It is not clear that these cases
to have some phonetic
significance.
beyond that of the PNs in question, although they
concern phonology
The case of
do not increase general reliance on WCB phonology.
Rochdale

may involve conventional
representation
the relevant forms out of assessment of that work's
dialect.

in WCB, so lifting
fidelity to original

39. There are two instances of a substitution
of <a> for <o>
between the original documents
and WCB (SV159), and one of the
between
/a/ and
variation
reverse (160). These affect phonological
/o/ as found in the el 1and.2 These may be interchangeable
symbols of
interpretation
is
phonetically
close variants; but such a hypothetical
than the supposition
that these forms were
perhaps less satisfactory
In this case the three
indeed miscopied
and the phonology traduced.
instances concerned from our sample, affecting a single PN, 3 amount to
a low rate of falsification
common in WCB PNs.

of an el and of an original

40. Substitution

sound

that are

<u> for <o> occurs in SV219-22 and
omission of <o> adjacent to <u> in 223, which comes to preference by
Replacement
for <u> in six instances.
in the reverse
the cartularist
direction occurs in 226-32; together with intrusion of <o> next to <u>
in 224-5 and
instances

digraph

omission

of preference

of

of <u> next to <o> in 233, this yields ten
for <o>. In 234 <u> is also dropped from the

<au>.
Alternation

between

in various
<o> and
<u> occurs
Preference for <u> is shown in stressed positions before
circumstances.
diverse consonants
in SV219-21. All instances of a change of <u> to
<o>,

however,

are found

in unstressed

3 ibid s.n. Cronton
1 Chapter IV: Concordant Gazetteer
s.n. Rochdale
2 Chapter V Group 2f
3 Chapter

IV: Concordant

Gazetteer s.n. Upholland

positions.

This

may

be
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The
219-21
of
originals
reflect a tendency
of
explained
Norman scribes to represent OE u as <o>. This practice the compiler
of regular, phonetic
undoes with imposition
of WCB sometimes
spelling (cf. §36). In the unstressed position /u/ was perhaps no longer
as follows.

distinct

and our Cartularist normalizes
being possibly yet distinct from /a/.

from

/q/

the sound
attempt by the compiler
similar

to relate number

phonetically
as <o>,
SV223-5 suggest an

of letters to vowel-quantity,

a

endeavour.

regularizing

41. The most interesting case of <o/u> alternation
is that of
SV222, which belongs to that part of our sample that is selected for a
WCB, namely
linguistic
from the whole
the
variable
particular
of which follows.
evidence for pal, examination
OE p51 occurs 155 times in WCB together with its alternative
form pull and even one case of <pol 1um> (SV23). Of these
occurrences thirty-one, or one-fifth of the Whalley testimony, may be
checked against eleven original documents, which correspond to 1.10,
Hulton

8.19,10.4,12.23,12.33,14.17,70,82,87-8,16.20.
cases reliable for the phonology

is in all present

of the MS.

In WCB we find both

pal

and pull

accurately

transcribed.

faithful
In all but two instances the cartulary gives a phonologically
copy of the forms of pal found in extant original deeds. This leaves a
failure-rate of less than one in fifteen and offers some encouragement
for a search for a dialectally
itself. WCB has twenty-nine

significant

pattern

within

accurate transcriptions
in extant original deeds.

of forms of pal

42. WCB's

the cartulary
of thirty-one

text
cases

affect the PN Skippool in Liverpool
In both cases the cartulary
has <Skyppul > for original
(SV222).
The same body of
substitution.
<scippol >, suggesting a phonological
in the same deed denoted
water is elsewhere
simply <pul >, this
spelling

obtaining

two

errors

in the original

and surviving

in WCB.

with faithful
a course of events, when combined
of variant forms elsewhere, imputes to the copier a high
However,
double
this
of dialectal
consciousness.
Such

rendition
degree

interpreted.
it

is best

and as such cannot really be
to the internal disposition
of forms in Whalley

is a unique

mistranscription

In turning
to

be

content

case

with

the

book's

twenty-nine

accurate
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original cases of forms of pal.

43. This study prompts

certain observations
on the concerns
for information
reliance is necessary
on

of the copiers on whom
dialectal phonology within the area and period
It has been noted
in matters
his model.
greatly

of Hulton

covered

by WCB.

in §16 that few of his deviations

of
of essential spelling seem to involve actual misreadings
The figure of fifty-five strictly orthographical
changes also

outnumbers

those

changes

that

apparently

information
of phonological
as given
which come to fifteen (see §§21-4). The difference perhaps
measure of credence for the view that Hulton recognized

misrepresentation

constitute
in the MS,
permits a
dialectal

in his material and sought on the whole to preserve it.
phonology
However this credence is firmly limited by the consideration
that only
could
affect phonology.
a certain
proportion
of likely changes
Knowledge of this proportion
is not professed here but perhaps it is less
than

half.
44. The

same

expectation

of a bias

at random

against

significance in changes in spelling in the copy applies to
the compiler of WCB with respect to his original deeds. It is borne out
in the figures for his changes, which, in our sample, and using decided

phonological

causes

only,

orthographical

are twelve

and sixty-nine
of phonological
significance (see §33, first paragraph).

Differences

of merely

between

classes of change within each version
are, as stated, subject to caution, but those differences notable between
for either class of change are, though
of lesser amount,
versions
Changes to phonology
form a
perhaps of more definite significance.
lower

changes than of
proportion
of the total of the compiler's
This tends to confirm what might have been supposed, that
Hulton's.

in accordance with dialectal phonology
was more meaningful
in principle and in detail to the compiler than to Hulton, and that the
former might therefore be expected to preserve more of it from careless
spelling

alteration.
The cartularist's

deviation
from his originals
orthographical
in amount and striking in detail. It may be fair to infer
is substantial
that he felt less bound than Hulton did in this regard.
45.

One phenomenon

found

in the WCB

MS but

not

in

Extant
Versions
-
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in our sample of the PN Whalley
and eleven of the SN Lacy (194,268). In these,
divergent forms are substituted
by <Whal 1eye> and

affects thirteen
(SV141,162-4,206,272-4)
markedly

various

instances

(Actually

<Lascy>

respectively.

showing

the same tendency

of standard

policy

46.
contrast
spelling

73

for its extant

representation

Features

with Hulton's
of his originals,

272 is in WCB

form
an abbreviated
length. ) This bespeaks a

of these common

names.

work by
emerge for the cartularist's
of the essential
neglect
are a far-reaching
of certain familiar names and
standardization
that

These
of his model.
a somewhat
greater regard for the phonology
features are together consistent with the possibility that WCB itself was
be that
for this investigation
dictated.
The implication
would
divergence
extensive
orthographical
of the 1340s MS from original
deeds furnished
to
no cause for doubt of the scribe's faithfulness
phonology as relayed by his reader.
did obtain, the MS offers no clue to the
number or allotment
of the readers to set beside the relation of the
handwriting
to the main and additional scribes. Indirect study of such
If this arrangement

through
as variant within the
allotment
phonological
peculiarities
main hand would be an interesting line to pursue and one germane to

our inquiry.
47. The present

to accomplish
two tasks.
dependability
One is to probe methods of assessing phonological
of
texts. The other is to produce an initial expectation
of WCB that will
confirm, qualify or explain such findings as emerge from Chapter V. It
is suggested
fairly

chapter

that the character
It is further
encouraging.

an assessment

aspires

that this chapter bestows
hoped that those findings

of the value of the inquiry

undertaken

here.

on WCB is
will lead to
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ftuop, 5is of loerSio g
1 (a) Moston

(b) Mostsn (d) 18.29

84§4

2 (a) Amaric-

(b) Amar' (d) 1.26x2

22 (a) Penhulbury

3 (a) Amarice

(b) Amar'

4 (a) Badelismere

(d) 1.27

(b) Badet isms

24 (a) Praers

(b) Bura (d) 18.20
(b) Cat deb' k (d)

18.44
7 (a) Chetham

(b) Chethm (d) 18.14,

24-6,29,33-5,44
8 (a) Cokersond

(d)

(b) Cokersöd

(b) Ct berm ' (d) 1.3

10 (a) Cübermere

(b) Cübermer'

(b) Stani

(c)

(d) 1.7

(bc) S (d) 14.43,51,

27 (a) Stanlawe

28 (a) Trafford

(b) 'If ford

29 (a) assignatis
18.30,39

(b) Den (d) 18.33

12 (a) Frodesham

(b) f frodesh'

m

(d)

18.13-4,

(b) assi"gtis

30 (a) Loci Benedicti

(d)

(d)

(b) 1o. be.

1.25

1.11

13 (a) Hambe

(b) him (d) 1.11
(b) hop (d) 18.12,17

15 (a) Hug. [Dutton]

(b) h.

(d) 1.34

(b) Hyd (d) 18.30

17 (a) Joscerano

18 (a) Kamerulla

(b) Jose' ano (d)

20 (a) Lyuerpul

32 (a) Thom [Dispens]

(b) Kam' ul 1a (d)

(d) 11.9

(b) Lyu' pul

(d)

12.33

(b)

Bcebrug

18.17,38
36 (a) Chaumbrlayn

(d) IT363-

(a) Hulton

(b) Bcebruge

(d)

18.39-40,48-9

Chaumbreleyn

(b) of pol

(b) Bracebruge

(d) 18.11,41

35 (a) Bracebrugge
(b) Lädpul

(b) T. (but

21: Thom) (d) 1.19
.

34 (a) Bracebrugge

1.16
19 (a) Landpul

31 (a) presenti carta mea (b) p. c. m.
(d) 1.27

33 (a) Bracebrugge

1.12

21 (a) Oterpol

26 (a) Stanlawe

16-7,24-6,28-30,39-40,43,46,49

(d) 1.14

16 (a) Hyde

(b) pul 1ä (d) 12.23,

16.1

9 (a) Ctibermer

14 (a) Hope

(b) p' er ' (d) 1.8

25 (a) pullam
R572

Stanl.

18.32

(d)

(b) po 11a (d) 16.8

23 (a) pollum

6 (a) Caldebrok

11 (a) Dene

(d) 18.1,5-6,10,12x2,13,17,19,
50

(d) 1.30
5 (a) Buron

(b) Penhul bur'

(b) WCB MS (c) original

(d) tx

(b)
(d)

1.28

(d)

(b) Coudrey (d) 1.32

37 (a) Coudray

Rughschagh-

(d)

1.21

(b)

Schol müdesl ey (d) 1.29

18.22

(b) Sk i ppu l (d)

56 (a) Skyppul

(d)

(b) ffrechet

39 (a) ffrechat

10.1x2,5

18.26a
(d)

(b) hanepol

40 (a) Hanepole

14.70x2,78,80
(d)

(b) hanepole

41 (a) Hanepol

57 (a) Starkey

(b) Starky

58 (a) Stuthen

(b) S tu thou

(d)

(b) hathamon

1.13

60 (a) Whiteby

(b) Wyteby

(d)

(d)

(b) Hawerdyn

43 (a) Hawyrdyn

(d)

1.30

11.10

x2 (b)

20a. 1
(d)

Heleysclogh

Heylesclogh,

(d)
(d)

1.26

18.38, R910
(b) Wyth i ng ton

64 (a) Wythyngton

(d)

(b) Lyu' pul

46 (a) Lyuerpull

(b) Wythyngton

63 (a) Wythington

15.16
(b) ? -wynk

(d)

12.16

R909

(b) Wyth i ng ton

65 (a) Wythinton

(b) Meurik,

(d)

(d) 18.44

18.11

(b) Wythynton

66 (a) Wythyngton
(d)

(b) Pi l kyngton

48 (a) Pilkynton
18.10

(d)

18.45-6

67 (a) Yarwirth
(b) Pil kyng ton

49 (a) Pylkyngton
(d) 18.13

(b) Portwey

(d)

(d)

(b) Prudhome

(d)

(b) Yarw i rd ' (d)

18.33

70 (a) Anselino
(d)

(b) Radeclyue

18.5
(b) Rongehaye

(d)
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(a) Hulton

(b) Alynton

(a) Aynolnesdale
Aynoluesdal

x2 (b)

(b) Anselmo

(d)

1.16
71 (a) Aylnton

1.25
54 (a) Rughschag-

(b) yarwyrth

69 (a) Yarwyrdus

1.15

53 (a) Rongehay

(d)

18.47

1.30x4

52 (a) Radecliue

(b) yarwirdh

18.30

68 (a) Yarwirth

51 (a) Prudholm

(d)

(b) Hors torn

62 (a) Worsthorn

44 (a) Helesclogh

(d) 1.30

(b) Whytebypu l

61 (a) Whitebypul

50 (a) Portway

18.12

(d)

1.14

42 (a) Hathemon

47 (a) Meurich

(d) 1.24

(b) Ti 11 ebur '

59 (a) Tilebur

14.80, R714

45 (a) Ilwink

x2

55 (a) Scholumdesley

(d)

(b) ffrechet

38 (a) Frechat

75
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73 (a) Boudon

(b) WCB MS (c) original

(d) tx

(d)

(b) -olues(d) 10.37

1.1
(c)

(b) Bondon (d) 18.30

74 (a) de Chappeman

75 (a) Geruas

95

(b) 1e

(a)

(d) 20a. 1

Chappeman

Gul denal

eford

78 (a) Hausard

96 (b) T Rog.

97

18.1

(b) haunsard

(d)

de Penhulbur'

1.24 mgn

(d) 1.26 mgn &

98 (b) Staneya

(d)

(d)

elsewhere

79 (a) Hendone

99

(d)

(bC) Heudone

(a)

Walton...

[Wm
Moton]

4.1
80 (a) Hereford

(d)

(bc) Hertford

(b) s tan i (d) 1.25,

18.22,26a, 48

[? Herneys]

(b) hneys

101 (a) Stanlawe

(d) 1.28
82 (a) Kyrkelanton

(b) Lyu'sege

17,22-3,36,42-3,45,49

(d)

103 (a) Stanl (b) s tä 1 (d) 1.7,23

15.3

84 (a) noesisme

(b) noefisme

104 (a) Workedelegh

(d)

85 (a) Norlegh

(bc)

105 (a) Workedlegh

(d)

Morlegh

45,50,34,

(b) 01 ke 1 (d) 1.27

87 (a) Orrehy

(b) Orreby

88 (a) Stretton

(d) 7.18

(b) stocton

90 (a) de Walleys

(bc)

(d) 7.25

107 (a) Workedley

108 (a) Cornhull
[illegible]

92 (a) thelonei

(b)

(b) tolnei

93 (a) [Rb Stockport...
[T Gf Cheadle]
R

...

109

(d) 18.10

(b)

(d) 18.8

(c)

(b) Hall estudes

20a. 1

110 (a) Mamecestr

(b) Mamcestr'

(d) 18.12
111 (a) Mamecestr

ha (d) 1.25 mgn

(a) Hulton

(b) work (d)

(b) -neh(d) 2.41

(a) Hallstudes
(d)

(d) 1.7

P. Heswall]

(d)

18.35, R904-5

(d) 10.31

Mokenes

(b) worker

18.6

1e Wal eys

Mokenes

R888,890,897,901

106 (a) Workedley

89 (a) Sutton (b) Dutton (d) 1.18

exceptis

(b) Worked

18.10x4,11x3,12,13,20,25,29,

14.87

91 (a) excepto

(b) Worked (d)

18.36-7

20c. 10

86 (a) Okkel

(d) 18.27,

(b) S. (d) 18.12,

102 (a) Stanlawe

(d) 5.80

83 (a) Lyuergegge

(b) stäi

42,47,50

(bc)

auton

(d)

(b) Wi 11 o venö

100 (a) Stanlawe

81 (a) Hueys

Walter

1.21

5.13

94 (b) Es ton,

de

(d) 1.16

(b) Rongehaye

1.35

Kyrkel

de

18.11

(b) de

(d)

(b) Petro

Gruencourt'

(b) G'mano (d) 1.28

77 (a) le Guldenaleleford

fr. eius... Hug

[Wm.
Dutton]

(b) Germ (d) 1.27

76 (a) Gervasio

76
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18.5,23

(b) WCB MS (c) original

(d) tx

(b) Mcestr'

(d)

(b) Stokk I ton (d)

112 (a) Stokketon
18.23

(b) Westwod (d)

1,4, R887,907
(a)

26,29,35,
115

(b)
(d)

(d)

18.10x2

116 (a) Holond
Holande

(b) Hol and (c)
(d) 14.88
(bc)

117 (a) Spotland

Spotl

and

118 (a) Aston

(b) Eston (d) R35

119 (a) Lyme

(b) 1eme (d) 1.22
(b) Euerwyk (d)

10.16

(d) 1.30
(b) nidiI

(b) MidiI t'

(d)

(c) tilebia

1.14
(d) 16.14

(c) Uptona

140

(ab)

Upton

141

(ab)

Whalleye

(C) Wha11 eya

(b) schor is

(c)

(b) Crauen

(a) Crauen
Crauene

(d) 2.41

(a) Sayntemariden
Sayntemaridene

145 (a) Lunguillers

(b)

(b) -den
(d) 2.41

146

(b) Sil kys ton (d)

1.36
(b)

(b) Sal tford

148

(d)

18.23

(d) 5.13,16.14,20.8
(d) 2.41

(a) Hulton

(a) Norreys
Norrause

149

130 (abc) Stanlawe

(a) Norrese
Norreuce

(d) 5.42 p. 260

Sunyngebothis

Lunguillers

Lungui 1er-s
147

(a) Sunyngebothes

(a)

(a) Spryng
(d)

(d) 3.22

(b) WCB MS (c) original

(b) L9-

(c)

(c)

(b) Lg(d) 4.1
(b) Nor'

(c)

(d) 16.14
(b) Nor'

(c)

(d) 10.37
(b) Sp' ng (c) Spring

19.9

150 (a) Whalleye

(d) tx

(c)

(d) 4.1

LunguiUis

(d) 18.41

Schorisworth
126 (a) Silkeston

(d) 18.5

(d)

5.53x2,14.69

144 (ab) Blak (c) Blakeburn

125 (a) Schoresworth

129 (abc) Lascy

(b)

139 (ab) Tilebur

(d)

18.1

(a) Saleford

(d) 10.18x2

(c)
lä
pul
(d)
12.23
ll
pu am

143

123 (a) Midelton

(b) Bl ade l (c)

138 (a) pullam

ton (d)

18.12,20,41

128

Pu11a (c) pu11 a (d) 12.23

142

122 (a) Midelton

127

136 (ab)

(b) Ces tr i sch ir

121 (a) Cestreschir

124 (a) Schores

Pul (c) pul

blundel
(d)

(d) 10.4

135 (ab)

137 (a) Blundel

14.51

120 (a) Eueryk

(c) bo til er (d)

10.18

(b) Workedel

(a) Workedlegh

(d) 17.37

134 (ab) Botiler

egh
R886,892

(c)

(b) Lay-

(a) Laylondeschir
Laylondeschir

18.10,17,23,

(d) 2.41

n'ri

p'decessoris
133

Workedlegh

Workedel

(d) 1.7,15

131 (abc) theloneo

132 (ab) Alex... (c) al ex.

113 (a) Westewod

114
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Versions
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Whal l eya (d) 14.87-8
151

(a) Whiteword

152
153

(ab)
(ab)

Rach

6.22x2

(b) whit '

Whi tewor th

(C)

(c) Rachedä

171

(d) 14.43

(ab)

(b) stanl

Osbaldeston

(c) Wal eton

(b) stank

(c) wal e«t (d) 2.41
(c) Crontona

175 (a) Heleye x2 (b) Hel eye,
(c) Hel ey (d) 14.51x2

(c)

(C) holond

(d)

176

10.12-3

(a) Hanepole
hanepol

(c) Hol ande (d)

(b)

(d)

(c) CUMbmara

(d) 1.14

178

(ab)

179

(a) Schireland

(c) Wal 1ay (d)

19.20

Rowell

Schirland

182

(c) Ein tr ' (d)

(ab)

183 (ab)

166 (ab) Rach (c) reched

(d) 15.72

(C) bacforde

Cestrishiria

(d)

(c)

(c) Sudmor (d)

(c) thorn t t6

(c)
(d) 5.6

Cestrechiria

10.18

(d) 20.8

(d) 10.37

(c) wha11a (d)

20.8x2

(b) Mök- (c)

(b) -1äd
(d) 19.9

181 (ab) Thorneton

164 (ab) Whalleye

(c)

10.13

(C) Whal 1ay (d)

10.31

hanepole

(C) Rowl1

180 (ab) Sudmore

163 (ab) Whalleye

Hel

(d) 17.37x2

Monkeshull

162 (ab) Whalleye

(d)

14.70x2

177 (a) Monkeshulles

14.87
161 (ab) Cübermere

(d)

16.14

S tan l owe (d) 5.2

160 (ab) Holond

20.15 (c)

174 (ab) Croenton

(c)

(d) 4.1x2

159 (ab) Holand

(c)
(d) 14.69

173 (ab) Walton

158 (a) Stanlawe

167 (ab) Bacford

Horewythnes

10.4x2,12

(c) CUMbma' 1 (d)

157 (a) Stanlawe

165 (ab) Ayntre

(d) 2.41

172 (ab) Walton

1.14

Stanlaue

(b) Heywod (c)

Oseba 1des ton 20.16

(b) Ract; (c)

156 (ab) Cüberm

(ab)

(c)

hanepol

(d) 14.87x3

Horewythenes

(c) Rachedha (d)

(a) Rachedal

(b)

(a) Heywood
Heywode

(d)

4.1

recheham

169

170

154 (ab) Rached

(a) Hanepol
hanepo le

2.41

155

168

(d) 14.88

(C) Rachedam (d) 3.22

Rached

78

Osbaldeston

Osebaldiston

184 (ab) Samlesbury

(c)
(d) 10.31

(c) Saml isbur'

(d) 2.41
185 (ab) Ynes
I for
<CUM> a conventional

(c) Hynis

sign

(a) Hulton

(b) WCB MS (c) original

(d) tx

(d) 10.4
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186 (ab) Ynes

(d) 10.4,12

(c) ynis

187 (ab) ffaleng

(c) falengis

(d)

(ab)
(d)

189

(ab)

4.1,16.1

(c) Bi1i ng ton

(c) B1 igton

Bilyngton

10.12

(d)

(c) Crossebi

209 (ab) Wynlaton

191 (ab) ffytun
192 (a) Haya

16.14

(d)

10.4,13

(c) haia

194 (ab) Lascy

210 (ab) Ynes

(d) 1.14
(d) 15.72

(C) heleia
(C) Lasci

211

(d) 4.1x3,

(c) gimme (d) 7.12

196 (a) Lyuerpul
Liu'pul

(c)

(b) Oyu 'pul

(c) Metheleia

(d)

Molyneus

(ab)

213

(a) Whiteword

(b) Whit'

Whytewor th

(d) 14.98x3

Molineux

(b) Molyneux

(d)

(c) noreis

(c)

215

(ab)

Siklynghale

Siklinghale

203 (ab) Sotyndon

217

(ab)

(c) Moeles

Rauenesmeles

(ab)

Harper

Blondel

(c)

(c) Sotindon

(d) 10.31
(d)

(b) BlUdel

(c)

(d) 10.4
(c) Bokeley

(d)

14.51

(d)
221

204 (ab) Staneya (c) Staneia (d)
1.14

(d)

(c)

(C) Harpour

220 (ab) Bukkel

(d) 5.53

(a) Hulton

(d)

6.21 (c) Moel ys 6.22

219 (a) Blundel

(b)

(c)

14.69

(d)

1.15

205 (a) Trumpington

Meeles

(a) Meles

(d)

10.13
202

(ab)

216

218

(C) Norreis

(d) 20.8

(c) Wordul

Rauenesmoeles

10.12
201 (ab) Norreys

(c) fyton

10.31

(d) 10.31

200 (ab) Norreys

(d)

14.69

(c) Mo1i neus

(a) Molyneus

ffiton

214 (ab) Werdul

10.4x2,12,16.14
199

de

(C) Bag de Oy lly

212

4.1
(ab)

(b) Rag'

1.15

(d) 12.33

(a) Metheleya

(c) I nes (d) 10.31x2

(a) Rog. de Cilly
Oilly

5.6,16.1,19.9
195 (ab) Lymme

(c) winla ton (d)

5.6

(c) fi tun (d) 19.20

193 (ab) Heleya

198

(c) wi ndu l (d)

208 (ab) Wyndhull

190 (ab) Crosseby

(d)

(c) Wi ndhu l

207 (ab) Wyndhull

19.9,20x3

20.8

197

(c) wa 11 ei e (d)

206 (ab) Whalleye

Bilyngton

(Cl)

(C) TrunpTgtön

Trüpyngton
19.9

14.51
188
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222 (ab)

Hudleston
19.9

Skyppul

10.4x2

(b) WCB MS (c) original

(C) Hodelston

(d) tx

(c) scippol

(d)
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223

(a) Blundel

(ab)

(c)

(b) B1 ade l

Proudefot

(C) Prudfot

(c)

(d)

243

227 (ab) Castelton

(c) Castel tun (d)

244

228 (ab) Hoton

(C) hotun (d) 10.4
(b)

229 (a) Lathom

245

(c)

La thöm

246

(b) Midel tön

(a) Middleton

(c)

(c) Uluetun

248

249
(b) Lathöm

(C)

(c) Staufford

uen

Teruen

6.21

(b)

terue

6.22

251

(ad)

(ab)

Blakeburn

(C) Blacburn

Chet!

254 (ab) Torbok

Mauriches

Maur i cas

Eston

estona

(d) 1.14

(c) Torboc

255

(ab)

Slak

(c) Si ack

(d)

256

(ab)

Stok

(c) Stock

(d) 14.98

257

(ab)

Merclesden

(d)

(a) Hulton

< '>

(b) WCB MS (c) original

14.98

(c) Merklesden

14.87

258 (a) Lunguillers
1 for "th"
a strange sign, not a real

(d)

10.12-3

(c)

(c)

(c) chadewyc (d)

14.51

(c) Al temers

(d) 10.12

(c)

(c) Cuu ' da 1e (d)

253 (ab) Chadewyk

(b) Chethfi

(c) 131
actin (d)

19.20

(C) hynes (d) 10.18,

238 (a) Chetham

(d)

(d) 14.43

252 (ab) Keuerdal

(d) 16.14

(d) 10.4

terve

Teruen

(b) Bukk

(a) Bukkel
bucke 1eye

(C) Heclestona

237 (ab) Altemersh

(C)

20.8

(d)

37

(b) -thha(d) 1.15

(b) T'

250 (ab) Blakeburn

2.41

236 (ab) Ynes

(a) Northampton

5.38x2

LaSoum 1 (d) 10.4

235 (ab) Eccleston

(C) Northburgh

5.80

(cd)

(d)

16.1

234 (ab) Stafford

Norburgh

(d) 3.16

(b) -home (c)
1.15
(d)
prüdüm

(a) Lathom

14.69x4,98

247 (a) Teruen

(d) 14.43

232 (ab) Wolueton

(ab)

(C) Whi tewor th

Whiteword

(C) Norhami

231 (a) Prudholm

(ab)

10.31

(d)

(d) 10.12

midel tü

239

(ab)

(C) Sotheworth

Sotheword

(d)

14.43

Lathe

(ab)
(d)

(d) 2.41

(c) Bretun

(C) Sade l wr th

(d) 2.41

(d)

Uauasur

19.9
226 (ab) Breton

(d) 15.72

(b) Butt ' wor d
(c) butt ' wr t1 e (d) 14.43

242 (ab) Sadelword

225 (ab) Vauasour

233

(c) E1ant

241 (a) Butterword

5.53

230

80

240 (ab) Eland

(d) 10.4

Bloundel
224
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lumuiU

(d) 16.1

259 (ab) Helegh

274

275

14.43

276

19.20x2

(ab)

(c) thirsecloyt
277

Wytelegh

278

14.51

(c) Pectishul

(b) Bl üdel

265

(ab)

Dompneuille

pew ile
266

267

280

281

(a) Douneuille

282

(b) same (c)

284

285

Eynol uesdal e (d) 10.4

272 (ab) Whall

(b) - th i nh(d) 17.37

(d)

(d)

ib3
Andrea

xpi

10.4

pouq

camerario

T... Mt ps Radecl iu ',

Mt ps

(d) 15.72

t'

[assartum

pertinente...
]&

husebote

(d)

cum
&

16.14

(d) 1.15
locü de Stanlawe"

(d) 1.14
(bd)

Brugges tre to

brugestrete

Wal 1ey (d) 5.13

(a) Hulton

(d) 10.4

matris]

sancte

287 (b) "ipsum

288

(b) Wha11 (c)

de Crosseby]

a diuisis

[Omnibus...

286 Staneya

(c) Wal 1ey (d)

5.13x2
273 (a) Whalleye

(c)

(b) <Rog' i de

(d) 2.41

fossatum...

haybote

(a) Wythenhull
Whythinhull

[infra

omnib3

15.72
271

(c) Ta tersa l (d)

(a) Rogi de Lascy

middel

(c)

(c) Radecl iu'

(d)

1.14

(c) Lacy (d) 2.41x2,

270 (ab) Radeclif

(C) Rowennok

(c) cal der

Caldre

283 T...

(d) 6.22

Aynolesdale

14.43x3

5.13

fidel

5.2,7.12,16.14
(ab)

(c)

Reweynnok

Incipiens

(b) -i 11 (c)
(d) 6.22

268 (ab) Lascy

269

(ab)

(c) Dam-

(a) Douneuille

donuile

(ab)

de Lascy>

(d) 7.12

donuile

(b) Whi t'

5.13

(c)

(d) 10.31x2,37

Blundell

(d)

(a) Whiteword

279 (ab) Tateshale

(a) Blundel

(c) Quel ton

19.20x2

(d) 16.14
264

Whelton

(d)

(c) Wyto l ey (d)

263 (ab) Peghteshull

(ab)

(d)
tewr
tt
wi
e

(d) 19.20x2
262

(c) Qwa11 ey (d)

Whalleye

17.37x2

(c) Ho1ec 1oy t (d)

261 (ab) Thirsclogh

(ab)

2.41

(c) hei eye (d)

260 (ab) Holclogh
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(b) WCB MS (c) original

(d) tx

6.22

6.21 (cd)

(d)
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(Oapter Zbree

cýýjronologp
t

argument
1.
composition.
is to elucidate

Some

date
deeds
bear
their
of the Whalley
of
Most, however, are undated, and the aim of this chapter
as far as may be the chronology of these deeds. This will

be of value for the phonological

investigation.

Since a deed was drawn

up on a single occasion, all those
dated in the text name the exact year. This may be the year of grace, or
it may be the regnal or even the episcopal year. Years AD are preferred
here; therefore other reckonings are transposed.
For example deed 61
of title 13 bears date the fifteenth year of King Edward II. This runs
from AD 1321 to 1322. We omit any use of the exact day, where given,
to inquire as to which year AD of the two, as our linguistic purpose has
no need of such precision. Instead the two dates are left as bounds of a
period

within

which the deed is understood

to have been drawn up.

2. Such a period
the name Deed-Penumbral,

dates under
as this, known by its bounding
must here serve in most cases instead of
Most DPs are unfortunately
the unknown exact year of composition.
far longer than the one offered for 13.61. Such length of course detracts
from the accuracy of the dating and the value
in proportion
deed's evidence for deductions about historical phonology.

of the

1 This transference of the word "penumbra" appeals to the analogy of the primary
sense of a shadow
period

round

an object with the relationship

to the actual composition

of unknown

year, and the shadow

may hide this event.

of the deed.

of our chronological

This last is a real event, though

that it seems to cast takes in any date that

III: CHRONOLOGY - Argument
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Where the date of a deed is not declared it must be sought by
use of such indirect evidence as the deed may afford. For instance 15.75
is attested by William, Vicar of Rochdale. This man is known to have
taken up this post at some time after 1224 and to have ceased in it by
1273. He thus affords a DP for the deed. In 15.70 recourse may be had to
For one, John is Vicar of Rochdale as
two such pieces of evidence.
William's
His tenure of it is known to have begun after
successor.
1259. He thus provides a terminus post quem for this deed. He was
by 1304, which is therefore
replaced
a later date than that of the
composition
of the deed. But it is superseded by further evidence. For
deed 70 is in favour
in 1296; therefore
Abbey

thus

completes

of Stanlow Abbey. The monks moved to Whalley
the deed belongs before that date. The history of the

furnishes

the penumbra

the

terminus

ante

quem

to the deed

as 1259x96.

3. The plan thus far described

points

to a certain

in procedure,
and even to the use of the same information,
deed to another.
If each deed were treated independently
prose account offered then the result would be excessively
repetitive;

therefore

and

the presentation

similarity
from one

and a full
long and
largely of the

adopted partakes
Some of these lists
nature of lists rather than of connected discourse.
comprise entries written in prose at length; others are codified in form.
This plan does not imply any reduction of all deed-chronologies
to a
of
calculated
regime but is rather a system of stereotyping
dating
deed
for
Each
the
its
justification
requires
own
argument.
are
comment
and reservation
and further
explanation,
offered;
strictly

supplied

where there is call.

of a deed has
suchlike attribute
dating:
been noted
on pertinent
with information
somewhere
have
been
that
termini
the
cited here
et
quern
are
post
ante
examples
for William and John, Vicars of Rochdale, and the terminus ante quem
4. Often

a witness

or

period. It has been seen that the termini derived
from William
tenures
and John confine the date of their respective
rather than defining it exactly: on the other hand 1296 was the very
Such precision
is
year that the Abbey ceased to be at Stanlow.
for the Stanlow

Abbey

available for the Lancashire clergy: for example, Peter of
sometimes
Chester is known to have become Rector of Whalley in 1235 and to
have died in that post in 1294. Not only office-holders

but also details
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may help to date deeds that they attest:
a witness to 8.5, died by 1271, so dating

concerning private individuals
for example, William Marton,
that deed to before that year.
5. The foregoing

information

is to be found

in the Victoria

of Lancashire. This and other sources are extensively used for
in the
Such information
is schematized
purposes.
our dating
following way. Some of it, generally concerning offices or institutions,
History

here,
is,
that
it
is
with
needed
given
Other
deeds.
to Whalley
termini
and applicable
readily apparent
be
has
to
individuals,
private
especially
concerning
evidence,
in the form

is often

in which

former
kind
The
is
dating.
for
in
places
use
assembled
and
gathered into consecutive lists, or brief accounts, of office-holders
Information.
the like; and these form our Catalogue
of External
Reference to that section is made in support of datings given for deeds.
from

various

6. Evidence

in the

category

of private

individuals

is of

This is partly
It is also more subject to ambiguity.
course skimpier.
because of the usual lack of attendant guidance as to the identity of the
by
be
for
successive
shared
name
may
one
mentioned;
people
in their
is the low proportion,
testimony, of good evidence, that is of narrowly dated occurrences, for
For
have
to
dated
folk.
Less
serve.
often
occurrences
narrowly
obscure
de
Clifton
in
William
I
is
the
evidently
of
earliest
occurrence
example,
generations.

A more notable

difficulty

WCB 8.44. This deed is to be dated 1213x26. Clifton's
must

have begun

by 1226 but we cannot

activity

therefore

give the exact year of his

The implication
is that additional
approaches
earliest attestation.
besides collection of occurrences and certification of death are needed to
for
individuals
the
testimony
satisfactory
really
of
private
render
Such supplementary
Whalley dating.
can be found if the
methods
following

assumptions

are adopted.

fifty years are taken as the maximum
an individual, that is, one during which
documents as a responsible adult.

1. About

active period for
he may occur in

2. A man does not occur in documents
as a responsible
before he is about twenty years old.

adult

3. A man is not less than about twenty years old when a child is
born to him.
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4. A man is not more than about sixty years old when a child is
born to him.
5. One name (XN+SN)

is taken to denote

one man if there is no
(such as the objection

reason to think otherwise
evidence given for such a name

positive
that

so contravening

period,

7. A further
individuals

of private
each other.

Kinships

spans
no. 1).

assumption

too wide

a

the value of the evidence
means of improving
lies in the observation
that some are related to
that imply restriction of the
can be reconstructed

more
and therefore
concerned
of activity of the individuals
This
is the purpose
dating
documents
in
they
occur.
which
of
precise
In that section whole pedigrees are
Catalogue.
of our Genealogical
of groups of
of the kinships
of discussion
consisting
constructed,

periods

Family
in
this
the
accompanying
of
summation
related people and
Trees. As well as refining the testimony
of persons of clear identity,
this operation serves to distinguish that of some related witnesses who
bear the same name.
8. Findings

the testimony
of private
especially
concerning
inferences,
dated occurrences
individuals,
are
or indirect
whether
for a given person.
brought together to provide complete information
There
This is the place in our inquiry of the Directory
of Witnesses.
listed are people who figure in Whalley deeds, whether as witnesses,
in being
mentioned.
or merely
of grants
recipients
granters,
Information
Directory

if it is available,

which,

an individual
is indicated by reference

concerning

applicable,
listed, to whom he is related,
Catalogue in which he occurs.
9. Dates

from the
expected
His pedigree, if
is as follows.
either to another witness there
be

may

or to the entry

are given

in the

in the

of occurrence
The idea in the case of superfluity

selective manner.
duplication
of such evidence
career for present purposes.
early and late occurrences
spaced dates in between,

Genealogical

Directory
or, more

in a
often,

of the witness's
for the extreme
frequent and evenly

is to give a good picture
This involves preference
and, if possible,
so as to confirm

fairly

the identification

over a well-defined
person by his regular occurrence
Such discrimination
is of limited application.

active

of the
period.
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10. Witnesses

are also subject to a process of limiting their
potential spans of activity by use of inferences. Under our assumption
no. 2, a witness must not be less than about twenty years old at his
Assumption
tells us that all his
earliest attestation.
no. 1 thereupon
subsequent
attestations
must belong within fifty years of the first, so
if the earliest date be known, a terminus ante quem for all of
these. In almost no case is the date of birth recorded, but has to be
worked out. A witness's earliest occurrence
ante
gives a terminus
quem for his birth of twenty years earlier. The terminus post quem is
yielding,

seventy years before his last dated occurrence.
within which a man must have been born,

Hence emerges a period
here termed his Birth-

Penumbra.
11. The most usual source of the BP is the dated testimony
But if his kinships are known they may have an effect
of the witness.
3 and 4 aforesaid.
A person cannot
in the light of our assumptions
have been born less than about twenty or more than about sixty years
after his (or her) father: therefore the terminus post quem of the BP
begins within those limits after the terminus post quem of the father's
BP. Likewise

no man is supposed to have been born more or less than
the same period before his son or daughter, if this should be known.
occurs in c1240 (Coucher Book
13.14) and again after c1259 (15.9). The terminus post quern for the BP
is c1189, taken from the later attestation; the terminus
ante quem is
For example

Henry II Haworth

c1220, from the earlier. But Henry's father, William II, also attests 15.9,
thereby receiving, like his son, a BP terminus post quern c1189. Henry
is assumed to have been born at least twenty years after his father, so
William
to c1209. Conversely
post quem is modified
derives from his son the birth terminus post quem c1200 rather than
the date of c1240 that his own evidence would indicate (when his own
his terminus

son was witnessing

a deed! ).

12. The BP itself is not of direct use since people occur as
adults. But it is an essential step towards fixing a period that does affect
deeds in which the apropriate witness occurs. This is a period within
the whole of his life as a potential witness is taken to fall, here
If the dates at which a man attained his
called his Witness-Penumbra.
majority and at which he died or became excused customary duties are
They are so in that the
inaccessible, at least they may be circumscribed.

which
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WP begins
occurrence

fifty years before

the subject's
first.
his
fifty
than
years
after
about
no
more
and
than about

no more

last

the
to
contribution
use
less
begin
WP.
The
latter
than
the
about
no
must
of
circumscription
twenty years after the former begins and end no more than about
links
is
in
in
BP.
Both
the
the
some
what
are
end
of
seventy years after
for
dating
to
one of our
establish
chain of reasoning
cases a complicated
The

of

the

BP

lies

in

its

deeds.
13. In separating
a period during which he was active at
been,
have
he
before
from
time
cannot
and after when
periods
some
he
deed
DP
that
from
latter
the
the
to
any
of
excise
we are enabled
15.84 is to be dated after c1204 because that is the
Marland.
Andrew
WP
the
the
witness
of
of
quem

For example

attests.
terminus

post
WP is derived

from his BP of pc1184. This is due in turn to
the BP of pc1164 of his father Alan. Both the elder Marland's BP and
of
his WP of pc1184 are alike obtained from Alan's latest attestation
be
but
it
Such
intricacy
is
the
will
(14.45).
method;
our
of
pc1234
Whalley
deeds
few
the
that
remain so
of
undated
of
very
observed
Marland's

altogether.
14.

The foregoing

amounts

to the

gathering

of isolated
of these to

and the application
date
the
to
of
conjectural
of
confinement
with a view
Isolative
This
DP.
we
call
which
proceedure,
within a
composition
Its
DP.
from
the
time
in
Chronology,
excluding
works negatively
(Such
long
be
are
made.
as no mistakes
safe as
should
conclusions
)
the
two
name.
include
same
of
witnesses
confusion of
mistakes might

pieces
deeds

of chronological

15. However

information

of Witnesses aff ords a second
This does not
Internal Chronology.

the Directory

of dating, here called
deed,
to
information
IsX
does,
a
of application of particles of
consist, as
but in examining
a deed by itself and collating profiles of witnesses
in
InX
found
it.
concentrating
positively
works
within
who are

method

attention

on the period most likely to be that of composition.
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The extremes of the positive, dated occurrences of a witness
t
Witness-Span
it,
throughout
the
which
call
as
we
period,
a
constitute
in
The
these,
especially
the witness
of
use
active.
was certainly
is the procedure of InX and can modify results arrived at
combination,
by isolative means. A good WS is that of Adam Belfield. He occurs in
WS
the
his
between,
in
combining
whence
c1300,1344 and occasions
two dates here given.
16. InX seeks a period of peak activity within a DP. In 14.63,
Roger II Buersill (WS
for instance, Adam Belfield occurs alongside
(1321-40) and John
1304-40), John Holden (1321-33), John Schofield
Shaw, who is known only from 1321. The DP resulting from IsX is
be
PA
But
to
Abbey.
the
Whalley
history
the
of
of
improvement.
1321-33,
is
from
a
considerable
our witnesses
extracted
Of course this busy period has to be translated for purposes of deedfor
the
"c1321xc33"
into
single event of
a
penumbra
chronology
both
be
to
InX
by
is
dating
A
of
necessity
understood
composition.

1296xc47, because

approximate
IsX.

and associated

with a definite

reserve

dating

such as of

does not offer the safety that we have
The method
imputed to IsX and for this reason its results are always to be qualified
isolatively).
(such
is
dating
by association
obtained
as
with a reserve
A
interpretation.
Furthermore
it allows more scope for subjective
17.

limited
its
is
its
to
more
usefulness
as
reservation
our researches as compared with the other.

third

application

in

Use of this internal investigation
may seem from the present
discussion to be a little bold. However it has already been a feature of
distinct
its
does
he
Webb's chronology,
and
on
remark
not
although
be
2
While
of
risk
may
some suggestion
status.
speculative
somewhat
InX
is
the
the
test
here
the
that
of
it
is
validity
of
argued
conceded,
degree of positivity
and coherence of its results and their compatibility
by
information
other means.
gained
with

1 The appropriateness

of "span" as a term rests on the stretching of the witness's

known activity over the whole of the indicated period.
2 Webb 74 for example.
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as a summary of IsInX. Both of
these are systems that take the dating of a single deed as a problem by
An independent
itself.
is to relate deeds to each other.
approach
18. The Directory

is designed

Through

reading of their stories and establishing of sequences evidence
dating may emerge, leading
for relative
to connected
narrative
concerning groups of deeds.
This method,

serves to confine
our Sequential Chronology,
the termini of certain deeds, not by use of pieces of evidence that each
one contains, but by reference to another deed to which it may be
This mostly
by
in sequence.
entails
reconstruction,
related
and comparison
of the texts of the deeds, of the history
For example John Spotland gives land to Andrew
that they represent.
Chadwick in deed 15.78 of pc1227. Chadwick afterwards
grants the
examination

in 79. This deed follows
.
sequence and is therefore to be dated from it pc1227.

same land

to Stanlow

78 in time.

Abbey

19. On its own this approach does not answer the question
It can,
as to the date of a deed that is important for linguistic purposes.
however,
DPs obtained
from IsInX to produce
satisfactory
modify
results.
other,

The alternative systems also provide
as SqX is carried out independently

a means of checking
of the

other

each
In
two.

InX finds a useful
of
speculative
source
It will perhaps be helpful to conduct here
confirmation
or confutation.
test of the harmony
that may exist between
a short, preliminary
Our material for this test
inquiry.
parallel parts of our chronological
the

particular,

more

consists of a cluster of five WCB deeds relating to Rochdale Church,
15.1-3,5-6. They will be subjected first to Sequential, then to Isolative
Chronology,
enterprise

the latter in the event adds nothing
for these five deeds.

20.

though

The attempt
in sequence

is first

made

to our dating

to place the deeds
to descent of title.

under
Adam

by reference
consideration
Spotland gives six acres in Spotland to Rochdale Church (15.1), later
repeating his grant (2). The parson grants the same to Alexander I, son
later grants to his brother John I (5). John
of Adam (3). Alexander
conveys

this land to Stanlow

Abbey

(6).

Dating

for these deeds has

next to be independently
gauged by IsX. Deed 1 is of c1180 according to
Deed 2 is dated c1190 in VL. Deed 3 is of p1183
a note by Hulton.
because

that

is when

Geoffrey,

Dean

of Whalley,

was

Rector

of
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as he appears in the deed. It is also placed a1193 by Whitaker.
No. 5 is of a1195 because Robert is Rector, and of pc1190 because of the
Finally no. 6 belongs to the
WP of the witness Alexander I Spotland.
Rochdale

as Vicar, p1224, and to the activity of the witness
of William
Hugh Wuerdle, whose WP ends c1230. The order of the deeds yielded
3; 6 last.
by both methods
5 following
is: 1; 2 and 3 indeterminately;

term

The validity of two methods
yield identical results.

is supported

by the observation

that they

21. The extensive use of SqX involves
inquiry
a difficult
A full application of this method to WCB would be
into local history.
beyond the scope of this work. Therefore the method in question is to
be applied to a limited selection of the material, unlike those of IsInX,
are to be in force for the whole book.
enough to show the use of SqX and to observe
findings to those of other methods.

which

This is meant

to be

the relationship

of its

The question arises as to how the selection for this analysis is
to be made. The main criterion used here favours those patches of the
of IsInX as
material that on the whole emerge after the application
Titles 14 and 15. The further
commends
illumination
of this difficult material is served by the choice of other
parts of WCB that refer to the same country as the groups already
most

intractable.

This

chosen, that is, to Rochdale parish.
22.

The remainder

studied includes considerable
hundreds.
and Amounderness
lower priority

Thus Ti 4,13 are selected.

of the material

for

which the title is
Leyland
for Blackburn,

representation
Such study in respect of Cheshire is a
from that county will be seen in general

in that evidence
to respond well to IsX. SqX is applied in the present work to a total of
some 340 deeds of WCB, constituting about three tenths of the source.
Dating for the rest of that work is also subject to any SqX that may in
time to come be performed on it but the need is less pressing than for
some of the parts that are so analyzed here.
in our
of the findings of SqX is undertaken
Catalogue of Title. As we have suggested, deeds can be grouped into
For
sequences, and these form the basis of reference in that catalogue.
the separate groups, discussion of ordering is undertaken through both
23. Presentation

descent

of title and incidental

clues, and the conclusions

are shown in
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the Sequential
diagrams

Diagram

are designed

each sequential entry. These
to show the place of a given deed in order of
accompanying

composition
and hence to provide a convenient
other deed that may be cited as confining its DP.
24.
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The findings

of our three

comparison

with any

of chronological
the sequential, as is seen

methods

investigation

are presented in two catalogues:
in the foregoing, in that of Title, and the internal and isolative in the
Directory of Witnesses.
However, this does not provide dates for the
deeds themselves, for which purpose the Schedule of Deeds is offered.
In that section all deeds are listed with our final verdict on their dates.
The dating,

not given in the text of the deed, is followed in the
Schedule by references in justification
to Ti and Dir. In this way the
Schedule may be used either simply to find out our dating for a deed or
where

as a key to the investigation

that has produced

it.

25. The considerable
into local history given
investigation
in the present chapter does not, of course, modify the entirely linguistic
length the chapter is
purpose of the thesis, and despite its unavoidable
in nature ancillary to other parts of the work, in particular to Chapter
V.

It is therefore

Attention

designed

for

ready

reference

from

elsewhere.
(a) of each deed-entry

is drawn in particular to compartment
in the Schedule of Deeds, in which the dating is given that is the whole
end of this chapter.
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tep

in general use in this thesis, this
of its own. These are to be found in

1. Apart

from the notation

chapter uses further conventions
is most repetitive, namely
the long tabular sections where procedure
In
Deeds.
Schedule
Individuals
the
particular
the Directory
of
and
of
by letters is used in different
introduced
the device of compartments
ways in both lists.
THE DIRECTORY

OF INDIVIDUALS

individuals
2. This list has a certain format and comprises
is
based
It
format.
is
details
this
as such
and
on
names
suit
whose
The aim is to present
for those of no high rank.
designed
such
bearing on dating as exists for the whole life of a person
information
and for his kinships
of BP and WP.

and make further

deductions

from

it in the shape

in
here
mentioned
are
who
people
WCB but do not appear in noble or official lists. By far the most are
WCB.
in
documents
beneficiaries
registered
or witnesses of
makers,
Others also appear whose evidence casts light on the active parties of
will be found

Broadly,

Some more eminent persons also appear whose details are not
tend
to
their
by
best
which
position,
public
of
accounts
represented
all
the
details
dated
isolation
to
in
public
of
only
give
and
only
events
give

WCB.

local
figures,
for
are not
connections
whom
such
career.
figure
For
)
is
is
that
this
a
public
of
an
example
required.
all
obvious,
Flamborough,
is
Constable
Robert,
WP
here,
the
included
of
of
usefully
elucidated here by reference to his father.
(For some

in alphabetical
are entered in the Directory
SNs
in
Patronymics
XN.
taken
SN,
the
then
that
as
only
are
of
order of
In such cases
default of any other, since they are not usually heritable.
3. Individuals

is to be found by his parent's
Henry is entered under Henry.

the person

XN: for example

Andrew

fitz

knight,
description,
or
of
clerk
as
a
entry
following the name and abstracted from the evidence in general. This
implies a strong individual integrity on the part of the evidence for the
entry. For example there seems to be only one Michael Clegg, active
An

may include
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He is in many places, though not
in all, referred to as a clerk; and so our entry for him begins "Clegg,
Michael cl". Otherwise such descriptions
may be given together with
the evidence in which they occur. For example Andrew Spotland is
during

the mid-thirteenth

century.

described

as in possession in 15.81 but may not have been in 13.22.
Therefore
in his evidence between "1274 (13.22)" and
we distinguish
"1277 to (15.81)".
4. Each entry comprises up to four standard compartments
These are designated thus: (a) (b) (c) (d).
as may be found expedient.
Compartment
(a) refers to the person's kinship. This is accomplished
by reference to either a related individual
the Genealogical Catalogue.
S. Compartment

or to an entry by codeword

in

in
gives evidence for the individual
by date, each dating being followed by its ref. in
order of occurrence
A dating cited may be a simple year or it may be a
round brackets.
period within which the individual is known to have occurred at some
As an example of the latter kind, Henry I de Butterworth
is
time.
known

(b)

to have been

active at some time between c1209 and c1246,
because those dates form the DP of 15.25, which he attests; but he may
have been a minor at the outset of that period, or dead by the end of it.
In some cases two refs. are cited for a combined, narrower dating of a
time within which the person must have been active: so Ralph Faling
occurs in 4.35 of 1259x88 and in 14.32 of 1224x73, so yielding
activity dating of 1259x73.

for him an

6. Compartments

(c, d) state, respectively, the BP and WP of
If no ref. is
As with (b), justifying refs. follow in brackets.
the person.
A hyphen in
given, it is to be taken as to the foregoing compartment.
is given on one of the pair
one of these refs. shows that no information
of dates.

A ref. specified

to another compartment
gives the bare letter
There can also be a ref. to another individual
in plain type.
in Dir.
Since these are usually related the SN may be the same and is therefore
left out and to be understood.
THE SCHEDULE

OF DEEDS

7. The other long list that has its own system of notation is
The
the Schedule of Deeds, a list of WCB deeds with key to dating.
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deeds are given in order as headwords
five possible standard compartments
These compartments

in bold type.
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The key consists of
to each deed-entry.

as assigned
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e). With

are designated
a very few
exceptions all entries have (a). this states our final dating for the deed.
Those that do not, such as 14.61, are found to be intractable.
Those
entries that are dated in the text end thus. Some of these also bear place
(e). Those of
this is recorded here in compartment
of composition:
which the scribe has not been so exact receive refs. to our chronological
analysis in justification
of the findings stated in (a).
8. Of the remaining

(b) summarizes
any IsX.
compartments
This is in some cases a ref. to an external source where a date is
specifically put to a deed. An example of this is 15.82, which is dated in
VL. As usual in that work, the deed is referred to only by page of
Hulton,

which may be checked.
Mostly,

however,

the chronology

has been

worked

out in

these pages and reference is made either to Ex, where so indicated, or to
by the simple personal name. Where a reserve dating
the Directory
dating
in (a), and a
and a more
estimated
are given together
corresponding
ref. is given in (b), this last applies to the reserve dating.
9. Compartment

(c) summarizes any InX for a deed. Here
that occur in the deed in question are recited in
names of individuals
alphabetical
order, each between commas together with his WS or sole
dated occurrence.
If either

terminus

of a WS

consists

of a DP, then

that

of the same DP that is less extreme from the standpoint
of the
whole WS is given as the terminus of the WS, a hyphen being placed
without it to show that the activity of the WS continues beyond that
date to an unknown
For example Michael Clegg is named
extent.
terminus

from deeds
under 14.46 in evidence for InX. His WS is constructed
15.23 of ac1230 and 13.53 of pc1268. Therefore we deduce his activity as
continuous not only between those dates but for some time before the
earlier and after the later.
Gains

in dating

by InX of much less than ten years are
For
since certainty is preferred at this point to exactitude.
overlooked
example 4.23, dated by IsX a1273, is not further refined to accord with
the last occurrence pc1268 of the witness Michael Clegg.
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10.

The

PA for
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to
is enough evidence
(c) before the names of
one, is given under compartment
produce
It is expressed with a
witnesses and divided from these by a colon.
hyphen, as a period covered, to suit the evidence for it. Use of InX in
(a) is specified

a deed,

by the inclusion

if there

of the PA in (c).

11. InX is always given if it has a distinct

enough character,
even if only one witness can offer a dating, and if the DP is not
it.
twenty
years, without
satisfactorily
narrow,
say well under
Sometimes it does not conduce to (a) but offers the chance of an overall
For
of the harmony of the various forms of chronology.
example 15.7 is dated pc1259 because of the witness He III Sp and a1273
it comes before 17 in sequence of title. The InX is given nevertheless,
.
because it is substantial enough. The witnesses cited seem to be merely
compatible
with the verdict in (a).
impression

12 Compartment

(d) of an entry offers conclusions
on SqX.
by the
These are referred to Ti by the local entry and, if applicable,
numbered
section thereof, so that, for example, 15.42 is referred to the
fourth
in Ti, where pertinent
section
of the entry for Spotland
discussion

will

be found.

Following

a colon

is the result

of that

which is expressed as a relation between two deeds. An
oblique is inserted, either between two other deeds of the relevant Ti
entry or between one such deed and a hyphen, this last representing
In each case the two deeds are given in
the deed under review.

investigation,

chronological
with some
order. A few deeds are dated by identification
other deed, of which they therefore take on the dating. The other deed
is given within
The
Spotland

angular

brackets

following

< >.

examples

and Broadhalgh

of

refs.

to

Ti are

drawn

from

titles.

1. Deed 15.42, already cited, is marked
subsequent to 15.7.

"7/ -'; this denotes

a dating

2. In the same title 39, given as "-/59", is dated earlier than 59.
.
.
3.

The

dating

composed

4.

32 means that that deed
.
later than 15.7 but earlier than 14.50.

"7/14.50"

for

By the note "<60>", 15.41 is identified
which is dated in its place.

as a version

was

of .60,
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(ta talogucof external Jfntormatiott
Bailiffs
Birk

Robert,

Bailiff of Manchester

The following

Gazetteer:

(Concordant

were Priors of Birkenhead

Stuthen)

(VC3.131).

Robert -c1190- / Ralph -c1200- / Robert -c1206- / Oliver -c1216The second Robert is identified (ib n71) as the one who occurs in
WCB (by reference to H729, recte 828, i.e. 16.26).
Burscough

The following

Benedict
CantAbp
CheAb

were Priors of Burscough

William
-1229-35-

Baldwin

-1245-

was Archbishop

The following

were Abbots

Nicholas

Thomas
Simon

1194-1208

Ormerod

Birchills

William

Marmion

1226-8

Pinchbeck

1228-40

The following

Whitchurch

Thomas

Hugh Grylle 1208-26

CheAdiac

Capenhurst

1265-91
1291-1323

Bebington

list of Archdeacons

Robert

Peche -1162
(Ormerod "Grosthead")

of Chester

is based

Walter

of Worcester

(1.13)-92
(2.7)-1182
Ralph of Maidstone -1222 (2.12)-32 (Webb §155)
Thomas of St. Nicholas -1235 (2.17)(3.27)-1240x9
Silvester de Eversdon 1246-

John Basing -c1250Adam Stafford -1257x8 (3.28)-71 (H148)-80Jordan de Winburn
Robert de Rodeswell

1323-

a52

1 114.

Richard

1249-

65

Robert de Hastings 1186-94

Walter

-1260x75-

of Chester (VC3.144-5).
Roger Frend 1240-9

Robert 111175-84

William

p. 17).

1184-90 (Fryde 232).

of Canterbury

Robert fitz Nigel 1157-75

Geoffrey

(Webb

1281-

(5.74)-1307
-1289-96
Walter Thorp -1297 (5.21b)John Marcell 1307-

on

III:

CHRONOLOGY - External

Richard

The following

baronial

Chester (Complete
John,

97

of Havering -1321-32 (5.25)fitz Ralph -1337

Richard
CheCon

Information

Peerage

family

was hereditary

Constables

of

676-82,686-8).

Baron

of Halton and Constable
of Chester, was the
Founder of Stanlow Abbey (cf. WhaAb). He succeeded his
father 1163x78. He begot Roger, his heir, and Robert,
Constable

of Flamborough,

and died in battle in 1190.

Roger succeeded his father as Baron and Constable. He took the
SN Lacy in 1194 (H3). He begot John and died in 1211.
John de Lacy, son of Roger, was born c1192. He had livery of his
lands in 1213, when he is described
as Constable
of
Chester. He married Margaret, Countess of Lincoln, and
was himself styled Earl of Lincoln by 1232. He became
Sheriff of Chester (cf. CheShfCiv) and died in 1240.
Edmund

de Lacy, son of John and Margaret, was born in 1230.
Two contemporary
mentions of him as Earl of Lincoln are
his mother.
presumably
mistaken
as he died before
Edmund begot Henry and died in 1258. Margaret died in
1265x6.

Henry

de Lacy, Earl of Lincoln, was born in 1251. He was
invested
He married
in 1272.
the
with his Earldom
Countess

of Salisbury.

Their child was Alice.

Henry

died

in 1311.
Alice

de Lacy, Countess

of Lincoln and Salisbury, was born in
1281. She married Thomas, Earl of Lancaster, who took
for her estates in succession to her father
responsibility
(5.82).

She died

Earldoms

CheE

The following

childless

in 1348, whereupon

both

her

became extinct.
were Earls of Chester (Tait p. iv).

Hugh of Cyveiliog succeeded 1153, was deprived
1174, restored 1177, and died 1181.

of his earldom

III:
Randall

CHRONOLOGY - External

Information

He married in 1188,
succeeded Hugh.
Earl of Richmond and Duke of
styling himself thenceforth
Brittany in right of his wife until deserted by her 1199. He
de Blundeville

died in 1232.
John le Scot was Earl 1232-7.
CheJ

The following

list of justices of Chester is based on Tait p. iv-v,
from Ormerod 1 61 marked with an asterisk.

with additions
.

Ralph de Mesnilwarin

-p1194(1.9)-p1190

John Orreby
Philip Orreby
William

-1208-291
Vernon 1229-33

Richard

Fitton 1233-7

Stephen

Segrave 1237

Richard Draycot

1237-

John Lexington

1240

John Lestrange

1240-5

John Grey 1245-50
*Henry

Tarbock

1248

Vernon

*Richard

1249

Alan de la Zouch 1250-5, *1264
Gilbert Talbot 1255-7
Roger de Mold 1257-9
*Wakelin

Ardern

Fulk Orreby

1259-61

Thomas

Orreby 1261-2-

William

de la Zouch 1263-4

Lucas de Tanai 1265
James Audley

1265-7

Thomas

Bolton

Reginald

Grey 1270-4,1281-99-

Guncelin

Badelismere

Robert

1 Dodgson

Holland

1267-70

1274-81

1307x20

seems to take 1208 as TPQ for Philip Orreby's

by his dating

of PN evidence

tenure of this office, to judge

(S47.192), but his authority

for this is not clear.
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The records of the Mayors
207) and are thenceforth

Information
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of Chester begin in 1257 (Ormerod I
The following
were
continuous.

Mayors.
William

the Clerk, before records
Richard the Clerk 1261-7

begin (1.27)

1268-76

John Arnewey

Hugh de Meles 1288
CheSen

The following

occur

of Chester

Seneschals

as hereditary

(H354; cf. Kings).
Robert

tmp King Stephen

de Montalt,

Ralph de Montalt,

tmp King Richard

I, son of the foregoing:

he

had no children.
Roger de Montalt

brother
Robert,
who
was
son
of
-1247-9-,

of the

foregoing

CheShfCiv

The following

were Sheriffs of the City of Chester

(Tait p.

xlix).
Gamberell

William

-c1190x1211William the Saracen a1220
Stephen Frenell
Deresbury

Matthew
Robert

Ernes 1281,1286-7,1291

CheShfCom

William

(Ormerod

Childwall

1269-72

Hawarden

John Cotty c1232x46-

Richard

Sheriff

of Cheshire

for

I 71).

The following

Cockersand

was

The following
-1240-

were Rectors

of Childwall

Herbert

were Abbots

(VL3.105).

Grelley 1260-

of Cockersand

Henry -1246-61-

(VL2.159)

1279
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III:
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Information
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The following

were Bishops of Coventry, styled of Coventry
and Lichfield after 1228 (Fryde 253). The year of consecration,
where different from that of election, follows it in brackets.
Richard

Peche 1161-82

Gerard Pucelle 1183-4
Hugh de Nonant
Geoffrey

1185(8)-98

Muschamp
Cornhill

1224-

38
1198-

1208
William

Stavensby

Alexander

1214(5)-

23

Hugh Pattishall

1239(40)-1

Roger Weseham

1245-56

Roger Meuland

1257(8)-95

Walter

Langton

1296-1321

Roger

Northburgh

1321(2)-

58
Eccles

The following

account

of the clergy

of Eccles is based

on

VL4.357-8.
The Lord of Manchester, probably
as guardian of the heir
of Barton, presented William the Clerk a1180 to a fourth part of
Eccles Church (2.8) as formerly held in turn by his father Haisolf
and brother

Matthew,

and which entailed

In 1192 the Bishop
Geoffrey

of Lichfield

Biron,

clerk, in succession
Barton presenting (.7). Biron disappears

the cure of souls.

gave another fourth to
to Swain the Clerk, Edith
by 1234.

and her husband Gilbert Notton presented
William the Clerk, son of the said William, to his father's
part (15).
Edith

a1220
fourth

clerk of Eccles was Thomas, chaplain of Flekho,
who resigned his share of the Church to William the Younger in
1222 (.12). The fourth was Hugh, who occurs as parson a1232 (9).
A third

The interest

of Stanlow

in Eccles Church

began

in 1234

when the Abbey received the advowson from the Earl of Lincoln
(1). Hugh the Clerk resigned in 1235 (.17), leaving William the
only

incumbent.

presumably
The
vicarage.

William

still disposing
hereditary
The following

was

parson

of the whole

revenue

were afterwards
were Vicars.

clergy

Roger -1262 (2.21) -77- / John -1284- /

of

William

Eccles

c1250,

of the church.
replaced

by

Parker -1294-

a

III:
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Escheators

John was Escheator
(Patent Rolls).

Hampole

Kings

Hampole

nunnery

of the King beyond

was founded

Richard

Kirkstall

The following

Lambert

Trent

in 1333

c1170 (VY3.163).

was Parson of Kirkham

The following

were Abbots

to

1213- (VL7.146+n40).

of Kirkstall

(VY3.145).

Helias de Rupe -1203x4-

Turgesius -c1196-

1191-

John de Alench

were Priors of Lancaster

(VL2.172).

William

de Reio -1253-6Ralph de Trun 1266-

-1207-30

Geoffrey -1241Garner -1250LaShf
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The regnal dates of the Kings of England are too well known
beg our space but relevant details are given in Fryde 36-9.

Kirkham

LaPr

Information

At most times during the Whalley period there was a single
Sheriff of Lancaster, but the records
indicate
some kind of
alternation

points.
at various
dates of being recorded

Our

list

gives

Sheriffs

with

as holding this office without
regard to possible
or deputy
status and without
superior
It is assumed that a sheriff
discrimination
among the sources.
extreme

held the office for a year from the date of appointment,
this last
alone being apparently used in the sources. Gaps in the record
are

included

within

time

or following
298-300; LRO Shrievalty).

immediately

before

the

to those
allotted
named
(List of Sheriffs 72; Gregson

NB: - Gregson effectively gives two conflicting
sets of dates for
part of his list, since his regnal dates do not always coincide with
the years of grace that he gives alongside them. Both sets are
regarded

in what follows.

Richard

Vernon

William

Vernon 1204-6

Adam

1200-5

fitz Roger 1206-16

John de Lacy, Earl of
Lincoln

1237-40

Robert I de Lathom
1263-5

1249-56,

III:
Geoffrey

CHRONOLOGY - External
Chetham

Montalt

Adam

1256-63

Information
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Robert II de Lathom 1284-5

1261-84

Henry Malton

1317-20

Henry Lea 1274-86

John Burghton

1323-7

Gilbert

Robert Foucher 1332-5

LichTreas

Clifton

1280-91

The following

were Treasurers

of Lichfield

Cathedral.

Ralph of Maidstone -1220 (H144)Thomas -p1224 (4.10; Directory: St. Nicholas)Richard Stavenby -1230 (H140)Ralph de Chaddesden c1259-c76 (VS3.144)
Alan le Breton

Middleton

1276-1306 (VL3.343n3)

of Middleton,
occurs in 1202 (VL5.157).
Peter, who occurs as Rector in WCB 13.41, is stated to have been
instituted c1230. It will appear that our evidence offers to amend
Thomas,

Rector

date to a1226, yielding for Peter's incumbency
this approximate
terminus ante quern ac1276 (cf. InX 13.41).
Norton

The following
in VC3.170.

list of Priors of Norton is based on that given
from Ormerod
I 682-3 are indicated, in
Additions

some cases with dating modified
data.

by accommodation

Peter -c1157x66Henry -c1170-94Roger ?1190s (Ormerod)
Giles -p1189- (Ormerod)
Randall -c1195-c1220John -1216x32- (Ormerod)1
Andrew -cl224-31-8Hugh of Donington -1238x49Roger of Manchester -1249x61Roger of Budworth or Lincoln -1285-6Acharius -1288Gilbert -1310John of Colton

I

a

-1314-22-

This Prior is said to attest Randall, Earl of Chester, & King Henry III.

to the VC

III: CHRONOLOGY - External
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(Ormerod)
-1315John -1318- (Ormerod)
Andrew

Robert Bernard -1329-46Prescot

Richard,

of Prescot, occurs c1245 (16.11).
Breton was Rector of Prescot 1266-1303 (VL3.343).

Prestwich
Ro

Parson

One Robert became

Rector of Prestwich

Alan

le

c1230 (VL5.71-2).

Dean of Whalley, had the patronage of Rochdale Church
and presented his son Robert to the living (Whitaker qd H136).
Robert died a1193 (Whitaker II 412) and Geoffrey took the living

Geoffrey,

over himself (H136). Geoffrey was Rector of Rochdale in 1195
(VL5.197). Roger de Lacy (ExCheCon) promised the patronage of
the Church to Stanlow Abbey on the death of Geoffrey (4.1). This
was effected in due course (.2). From this date the interest
Abbey in Rochdale lands may be dated.

of the

Stavenby, as Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield
(4.13;
Vicar of Rochdale
1228-38, made William
Dumplington
VL5.197). Dumplington
was still in place in 1259 (13.35). He had
Alexander

by 1273 by John Blackburn
(.40; Directory).
replaced
Blackburn was still in place in 1284 (4.30) but had been replaced
by 1304 by one Richard (13.58).

been

Sawley

The following
Walter

Sefton

Sen

-c1236-

The following

were Abbots
Warren

of Sawley II (VY3.158).

-1246-55-

Hugh -1265-

were Rectors of Sefton (VL3.62).

Richard

-1203-

Richard

William

Kirkdale

Gilbert Lee 1339-

The following
that

Adam

c1310-

list of Seneschals of Blackburnshire
is based
1 268.
Information
in Whitaker
seems to

given

continuous

-1288-

Molyneus

from c1274.

Dutton

-1211-

on
be

III:
Gilbert
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Notton

and
a1220: Whitaker
reads the SN "Hocton"
He was
assigns to the time of John de Lacy (cf. CheCon).
dead by 1220 (VL4.365).
is named as Seneschal tmp Gf Dean of Whalley
(19.17; WhaCi) and p1235 (20.9). This is possibly a single
tenure but the decanal history, the clustering of seneschals
around 1235 and the existence of various contemporary

Geoffrey

Dutton

Duttons

make it unwise to assume so.

Henry Wallace

(2.1,33)-1234

Alan the Clerk -1232x40 (5.58,7.11,17.12)Nicholas

Burton

(19.19)-:
though
-c1234xc46
before Notton

Whitaker

lists him

Henry Tarbock, WP c1212x83, WS 1240-62
John de Bosco
Henry

Kirby: between

Dutton

and Santon in Whitaker's

list

Peter Sancton
Gilbert

Clifton -c1274x5 (H737)-c1277 (19.104)Henry Clayton -c1277x84 (3.38,40)-

Adam

Blackburn

Henry

Keighley

-1283x4-1287x8-

Hugh de Biru
Robert Heppale -1293x4Simon Balderston -1303x4Robert de Sherburne -1305x6John de Midhope -1316x7-21x2 (H1043)William
Southwick

Walton

Tatham

-1323x4-

Guy was Prior of Southwick,

Hants. c1190-1217 (VH2.168).

That this living may
were Rectors of Walton.
in early times have been bestowed by local lords on their near
kin is suggested by the recurrent SN; and see William II. The
The following

default

dating ref. is VL3.6-7.

Stephen

(2.7)-1191
Robert Walton -1206William

I Walton

-c1206x16-

III:
William
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II Walton

He
have
his
to
seems
succeeded
-1240-61x3:
Henry in some lay tenure while already a parson

father

(Directory).
Robert -1272 (12.41)vacancy 1273; Thomas
Warrington

The following

James -c1220Jordan Hulton
WhaAb

Stanlow
(CheCon),
Abbey

Chorlton

1311-

were Rectors

William

(VL3.310).

Eybury

-c1265-

-c1250-

Abbey

was founded

by John, Constable

of Chester
it as 1172. The

in 1178, though

some accounts report
to Whalley in 1296. The Coucher

was translated

in c1347.1 The following

compiled

of Warrington

Book was

were Abbots.

Robert -a1182 (1.13)2
Ralph -1209
Osborn
Charles -1222 (17.59) -44Peter
Simon -1259-68
Richard Thornton

-1273
Robert Haworth: resigned a1292
Gregory Northbury
i.
the
translation
e.
at
-1292-1310:
WhaCi

The following

account

of the parish clergy of Whalley

is based

on VL6.355-6.
The
hereditary

Deans

of

Whalley

were

anciently

a powerful

of lay magnate and patron and recipient
of the income of the Church. Henry the Dean died in 1183 and
The last was
by William,
then Geoffrey.
was succeeded
succeeded by his son, another Geoffrey. One Geoffrey the Dean
occurs

combination

with his son William in 1199. The hereditary
is said to have been "stopped" by Pope Innocent III in

together

succession
1205, though

the Status de Blackburnshire

ascribes this action to

1 1.1; 5.16; BL MS Cat; VL2.131; VC3.152; Davis §1028
2 This Abbot

does not seem hitherto to have been noticed in any modem

work

III:
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Information

Council

of 1215, "and the abuse was certainly
corrected about that time" (VL6.356n41). However Geoffrey the
Dean appears still in office in 1218 (4a.2).

the

Geoffrey

the Younger

by a close relative,
Roger the Dean, a bachelor and an ordained priest. It might be
supposed that this could not have happened long after the acts
concerning
such succession, but all that can be said is that
Roger's

was followed

provides a terminus ante quem
for his accession.
the "rectory", or main right to the
income of the Church, to John de Lacy (cf. CheCon), retaining
the pastoral charge and a share of the revenue as a "vicarage".
resignation

obviously
He resigned

Lacy presented
still

Peter of Chester to the rectory
c1241, styled Dean (3.27). After

active

in 1235. Roger was
Roger's death his

share was merged into that of Peter of Chester.
Peter of Chester, Rector of Whalley, was a bastard (R280).
He was in earlier life clerk to John de Lacy (VL6.356). It has been
that he was nearly akin to his patrons (H94); and he
calls himself "Petrus de Lascy" (3.28). He is therefore susceptible
of confusion with Peter the Clerk of Chester (cf. Directory).
suggested

Henry de Lacy granted the advowson of Whalley Church
to Stanlow Abbey in 1284. On the death of Peter of Chester in
1294 the monks appropriated
the rectory into their own hands.
Vicars under the Abbey were Richard Chaddesden
1309-11 and
Richard Swinefleet from 1311.

VL2.194

William

de Ferrers, father

fief between
3.118 Stanlow

lost Little Woolton

in 1292.
of Eccles Church

4.365

sold the advowson
Lacy a1234 (2.33).

6.328

and Hadwisa his wife demised
Chester, Rector of Whalley, a1250, land as specified.

6.455

Barton

Geoffrey

WCB

Billington

5.89, attested

thirteenth

held the

Ribble and Mersey 1232-54.

Abbey

Gilbert

and son, Earls of Derby,

century.

by Matthew

Habergham,

to John de

to Peter of

is of the early
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(kuca logiýal 'atalogue
ADAM

Adam

2), begot

Alexander

I Spotland,

the early granter to Rochdale Church (15.1I the Clerk and John I (.5-6). John married Margery

(14.41)

Adam I Spotland

Alexander I,
Clerk of Spotland

ALRED

Hugh

John I= Margery
Spotland

(14.17) married Matilda
and had four sons. Three are Swain, Michael and Andrew (19).
fourth is Adam (15.52).
fitz Aired

de Whitworth

Swain Whitworth
(14.20). Richard

married
begot John (.94).

Agnes

(.21)
The

and their son was Richard

Michael
land

(.22).

fitz Hugh aquires Dunnisbooth
in an exchange of
A certain Michael Dunnisbooth
calls Andrew Whitworth

his uncle (38); the former is presumably
the son of Michael
who has inherited the new tenement and taken its name.
Andrew

fitz Hugh married

Golda (.32) and begot

fitz Hugh

Andrew

(. 58).

Aired
Hugh
Whitworth

Swain = Agnes

=
I

Michael
Whitworth
I

Matilda

I

Adam

Andrew IV = Golda

Richard
Michael
Dunnisbooth

John III

I
Andrew V

V
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(13.25),
the Clerk of Rochdale begot Alexander
father in turn of another Andrew the Clerk, called of Castleton (.23; cf.
Other sons of Andrew
Rochdale
title).
the elder and brothers
of
ANKETIL

Andrew

(The three brothers receive in
and Clement.
the nephew,
this book their father's SN "Rochdale". ) It is presumably
rather than the father, of Anketil who attests as "Andrea capellano" a
Alexander

were

grant by Anketil

Anketil

(15.72). Anketil begot Robert

I Healey (.71).

Andrew, Clerk of Rochdale

Anketil

I
Clement

Alexander
i
Andrew, Clerk
of Castleton

Robert I Healey

BILLINGTON

Efward

sons, Henry and Elias
(VL6.266). Elias was father of Adam I. Adam's child was Hadwisa, who
Chew,
married firstly Henry fitz Hugh de Billington,
also surnamed
Billington

had

two

but there were no children (p. 326). This second Henry had two sons by
Richard (19.19) and Thomas (R954). Thomas
a previous
marriage,
begot Henry III (19.104), whose own son was Richard V (.105).
her first husband's

After

death

Hadwisa

Billington

married
Geoffrey Whalley, grandson of Geoffrey the Elder, Dean of Whalley,
who took his bride's SN. Their sons were Adam II, Richard II, Roger,
Henry, Robert, Ralph and William (VL6.326). Richard married Cicely
and their son was Geoffrey II (19.88). This Geoffrey begot Richard IV
(.89-91), not to be confused with his grandfather as Cicely appears in an
earlier deed as a widow (.37).
Agnes (.45). His brother
married
III (.107-13). This Richard begot Mabel II (.134).

Roger
begot Richard

Billington

Ralph

III: CHRONOLOGY - Genealogy
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BLUNDEL

Lord of Ince I, was father of Sir William
Blundel.
Sir William begot Richard II, who married Rose. Their sons
were John Blundel (VL3.79-80) and Robert Goch (10.17; H489). 1 John
Richard

Blundel,

died before his father.

1 VL
appears

mistaken

Robert married

Margaret.

in making Robert Goch the brother

of William

II.

_c
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Richard
then under
(VL3.79-80).

age.

II was suceeded by his grandson William fitz John,
This William II maried Ellen and begot William III

II
V
0

N
N

rA
0

-4
lid

-4

W

II

46
N

ý+

-

.ý

VI

DOLFIN

Healey,
Dolfin.

O

The pedigree

of the family of Dolfin

Healey is given at H596.

No objection appears to the identification
of our lone Richard
father of Nicholas,
Richard
fitz Henry fitz
with Hulton's
But in his deed Richard

mentions

one Henry

Healey

without

from this
calling him father (15.86). This is in respect of a quit-claim
Henry's daughter Hadwisa, who had a sister Alice (.87). The evidence
for another Henry Healey is supplied elsewhere: he was son of William
and brother

of Adam

(13.37).

of dating identifies Hulton's Andrew fitz John
Kay (15.67). This
de Healey with Whalley's
Andrew
nicknamed
Andrew II has another son William II, also called Kay (14.37).
Consideration
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William

I Healey

Adam II

Henry II

Alice

Hadwisa I

(b)

Dolfin Healey

Henry I

Adam I

FIII
John

Andrew I

Henry = Margery
Marland

Richard

Adam III

Hadwisa = Andrew II

William

II

Robert II

Geoffrey

Thomas
Nicholas
Ogden
Hadwisa II = Adam

Alexander Ogden

ELSWICK
domination

Hugh Elswick had four sons. The eldest, to judge by his
of local title, seems to have been Robert (8.39-51), who had

a brother William (.40,49). Hugh also begot Adam I, who had a brother
Stephen (.41). Robert left perhaps no children, for his nephew Richard
fitz Adam succeeded (43).
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Hugh Eiswick

Robert

William

I

Stephen

Adam I

Richard
FALING

Orm Faling had a son Robert (4.23). Robert had a brother
Peter (3.59). This perhaps accounts for the descent of Henry fitz Peter
fitz Orm "de parua Wordehull"
(4.24). No Orm or Peter of Wuerdle
appears.
to Henry

This pedigree perhaps
(cf. Ti Haworth).

confirms

descent

of title as from Orm

Orrn Faling

Robert

Peter

Henry II Wuerdle

GA RSTON

He was
was Lord of Garston.
Adam married Margaret and
succeeded by his son Adam Garston.
begot Adam II and Richard. Adam II succeeded and begot John and
Adam III, who both succeeded in turn (VL3.122).
Richard

fitz

Multon

Multon
I
Richard

Adam Garston = Margaret

Adam II

John

Richard

Adam III
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HACKING
married
(VL6.328).

An

early Bernard Hacking
Christiana.
Their son was Bernard

had

a son William,
who
II; and he begot William II

Bernard I Hacking

William

I= Christiana

Bernard II

William

HAWORTH

Peter the Clerk begot

II

William

Haworth

Haworth
the same time, William and Alexander
There is no reason to suspect a second William.
Henry I Haworth (14.4).

(4.29).

About

were brothers (15.2).
A contemporary
is

Later another William Haworth and Henry II his son occur
(.45). Ten years later still occurs William,
together
whose father,
named as Henry, is therefore likely to have been our Henry II. This
third William is presumably the so-named father of a third Henry; and
Henry

III begot

William

IV (H617).

A numerically
contradictory
account (H148) of part of this
pedigree
can be resolved by reading "52" and "72" where Hulton
reckons Henry Haworth's age at 42 and 82. The details that emerge suit
our William III and Henry III.

(V

William I
Haworth

Peter the Clerk

Alexander I
Haworth
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ib) t
0
H
H

x
x

William

John in turn begot

x

Hesketh
William

H

1

40-

-HESKETH

FH-1

was father

Cd

of John and Adam

(19.81).

II (.93).

The name of John's mother has been given as Margaret,
I is stated to have earlier married
a daughter
of
whereas William
Richard Fitton called Matilda (VL6.339). But the early activity of John
does not allow time following death or divorce of Matilda for John to
appear from a second marriage by William and to grow up. This seems
to be the same woman, inconsistently named by VL.

Richard
Fitton
William I=
Hesketh

Matilda or
Margaret

John

William

MITTON
§2-3.

II

For the family of Jordan Mitton

In the latter

elucidation

Adam

of title.

passage the genealogy

see H680-1 and Ti Healey/
emerges

incidentally

B

to the
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Hugh Eiland

Jordan Mitton = Wymark

Hugh I Mitton

Robert

Hadwisa

Hugh II

Ralph

Mitton

OAKMAN

was the father of Henry I Spotland (15.51) and
William.
four sons. Henry II and John
This William had apparently
together (.23). Henry II appears alone in Whitworth
are mentioned
(.34).
(14.47) and, like his uncle, is called of Spotland
transactions
William

Oakman

fitz Oakman
Henry

"homagium
Andrew's

had also a son-in-law

II

filij

Ade
brother

Spotland

begot

Willmi

William

de

Alexander

Andrew
Spotlond

(15.22).

(14.35),
fratris

who
mei"

grants
(15.90).

appears in 13.22.

(14.6),
fitz Oakman was Andrew
son of William
(.25). He married Cicely (.16) and had two sons,
called of Whitworth
both called Henry (.31).
A third

Alan
Together

and

were brothers
(.60). The inheritance

(.42,59,60).
of Andrew's

by his son Henry (.28) shows that the same man
and that Alan, not otherwise named as such, is

also a son of the elder William.
Alan

Quenilda

Whitworth

Maxicroft

they acquired

share of this tenement
is Andrew I Whitworth
therefore

Andrew

II and Quenilda
John (.12) and bore Henry III (.13,15).

Whitworth

married

begot

Andrew

(.14,15).
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Oakman

F

-7

William

Henry I Spotland

female = Alexander
Alan
Whifvvorth

Andrew I
Cicely
=
Whitworth

I

JoIhn

Henry II
Spotland

Andrew II
Andrew
Spotland

John = Quenilda
Henry I

Henry III

RANDALL
Whitworth
Robert

Henry II

Adam II

of this house was Randall the White de
He appears to have had five children.
One was
(.70). Robert had in turn a son who bore the

The first
(14.46).

I Whitworth

alternative
names of Randall or Andrew (R702-3,715). Randall
Andrew married Agnes and their son was Robert II (14.75, R715).

elsewhere
Clement's

II or

Clement
Jarman (14.80 p. 707).
a brother
is called Robert's brother
and Randal's son (.24). He is
of
called son of Andrew the White (.19). A comparison
BP with that of Randall II shows him to have come too early

Robert
Whitworth

William
Spotland

I had

the striking nickname
son. This and more particularly
make Clement another brother of Robert I and indicate that
II's curious alternation of XNs was a family tradition deriving

to be the latter's
"White"
Randall
from

his fair-haired

grandfather.

is named as brother of Clement (96) and
might be that Clement fitz
as son of Robert (62). One interpretation
Randall had a half-brother
Geoffrey fitz Robert: another, that there
Geoffrey

Whitworth

were two Clements, the brother of Geoffrey being also son of Robert.
However there is nothing further to support the existence of a second
Clement.
The dating of the two occurrences makes it likely that there
one the brother, the
were two of the name of Geoffrey Whitworth,
other the son, of Robert I.

III: CHRONOLOGY - Genealogy
Jemima

Whitworth

William

fitz
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was a sister of Robert (.20,23). This was
Robert I, as she was born before either of the parents of Robert II.
Jemima bore Henry IV, who begot Robert III (.78).
Robert

de Whitworth

received
a grant from
Robert III, who does not call him his son (.61). Of the three of the name
only Robert I was born early enough to be William's father.

Randall I the White de Whitworth

Jarman

Geoffrey I
Clement

Robert I
Whitworth

Jemima

Henry IV
Geoffrey II
William

Randall II = Agnes

Robert III

Robert II
READ
Minstrel

A succession
beginning
with Luke the
of five generations
of Read is offered by Read Title. The last three descendants

are evidently younger sons, each granter
own heirs from the recipient (20.11-3).

in the title distinguishing

his

10
0
aý
G4
O
v-.

2

40

r

O
0

u)

REEVE
Alexander

o

o

o

had three sons, Michael,
of Spotland
11 (15.20) and John II (.78). Michael was evidently the eldest

Robert

the

Reeve
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as he himself is once styled
Diana (15.43).
including
Alexander

fitz Robert

Coterel

(Ti Broadhalgh)

Alexander
son Robert

Oakenrod

He had three

Reeve (13.14).

de Spotland

daughters,

is to be identified

and Alexander

Oakenrod,

with

having

a

(.37, VL5.208).

Henry Reeve (15.59), who seems to be the successor of John II
(Ti Broadhalgh),
his son. Henry fitz John de Spotland
is presumably
does appear as granter in 7; confusingly the granter in
is John I, but
.6
.
these two deeds do not seem to be in a sequence
of title (Ti
Spotland/ A), so there is no reason to suppose the two granters to be,
contrary

to our suggestion, father and son.

Robert the Reeve of Spotland

Michael

Alexander II

John II

Diana

Robert Oakenrod

Henry III

SINGLETON

Alan

I and
(VL7.331n7).
Alan was husband
married Maud (169n18).

Richard

Singleton

of Alice

were brothers
and father of Adam, who

Singleton (52n11). Alan
son of Alan was William
Singleton is also named as father of William Thornton (8.24). This may
explain the reference to Alan Singleton, husband of Alice, as father of
Another

two sons called

William

William
turn begot

Thomas

(VL7.208n12).

Singleton

begot

(8.35, VL7.118).

Alan

II (8.27, VL7.118n113).

Alan in
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Alan I=
Singleton

Richard
Singleton

William
Singleton

Alice

Adam = Maud

William
Thornton

Alan II

Thomas
WITLEY
VL5.207).

Martin
He begot

SNs (14.56,15.32).

Witley
(.8-9,
(15.47) is also surnamed
Hugh and Henry I. Henry used both his father's

Spotland

He married

Margery

(.31) and begot

Henry

II Witley

(14.50).
For he
was evidently the younger brother.
SN Coptrod
(.20) or Copthurst
(.10-1) after acquiring

Hugh fitz Martin

takes the new
those lands (Ti Spotland/B
homage

§1-2); and his brother

Henry

grants

(.32).

Martin Spotland

Henry I Witley =Margery

Henry II Witley

Hugh Spotland

his
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Dimtorv
Adam

Acton,

lu4NOua
l's
of

(b) 1271 (1.24)

Ainsdale,

Adam

(a) f Rb pa Rb Crosby (b) 1219 to (VL3.86), 1240
(12.35), c1250 (VL3.86) (d) c1200x56 (b/Rb Crosby)

Aldithlea

Audley
->

Alston,

Richard

(a) f Rg (b) a1220 (17.8), c1232x42 (8.46), c1250
(VL6.270) (c) c1182xc1200 (Rg/b) (d) c1202xc70

Ri)
(b)
(d)
Roger
(a)
(8.46)
(c)
(b/
Ri
c1232x42
c1162xc80
pa
-c1182xc1250
Altharn,

Richard

(b) 1213 (20.6)

William
--

(b) 1294 (IT1062-6§3), 1295x6 (5.72)

Anglezark,

Robert cl (b) 1240x60 (17.34)

Aston,

Richard

Audley,

Henry

Balshaw, Adam
Bamford,

Adam

(b) 1271 (1.24) (d) pc1221
(b) 1237 (H591)
(b) 1285 (13.34) (d) pc1235
(b) 1277 fra Th (15.81), 1284 (4.36), 1310 fra Th (15.90),

1321x2 (14.80), 1325 (14.66) (d) ?c1275xc1327. The occurrence of
the designation "fra Th" up to 1310 but not thereafter might
suggest that the long WS of 1277-1325 (though this does not
exceed the surmised period of activity of fifty years) subsumed
two witnesses of the same name. However the failure of
that
evidence for Thomas II after 1310 supports a supposition
Adam was distinguished by the identification
of his brother
while the latter lived but not thereafter, and that to the same
Adam in consequence

is probably

due the whole of the foregoing

testimony.
Henry

(a) f Th (15.56) (b) 1277 (15.81), 1321 H. (14.76) (d)

c1271xc1327
Richard

(b) 1321 (14.76), 1330 (15.93) (d) pc1280

Thomas

I (b) c1190 (15.2) (d) ac1240
(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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II (a) fra Ad

(b) 1277 (15.81), 1298x9 (14.64), 1310 (15.90) (d)

c1260xc1327
Banastre, Ri I (a) f Rb (d) a1204 (H114)
II (a) f Ad
Barton,

Edith

(b) 1242,1246 (VL6.105n)

(d) a1220 (VL4.365)

Gilbert
Notton
(b)
(a)
Edith
Barton
Gb
orphan
grandson
of
and
-min aet 1220 (VL4.365), pl aet 1222 (VL4.365), 1242x3 (VL1.330),
1250 (VL4.365) (c) c1201 (d) 1222x62 (b/ Close Rolls 1261-4 85)
Bathegralle

Sergeant
->

Beaumont,

William

Beetham,

Robert

Thomas
-Belfield,

(b) 1209x11 (13.2), c1230 (8.1) (d) c1180xc1261
(a) f? f Th (H453) (b) 1263x71 (8.29) (d) pc1213

(b) 1227x8 (IT363-84§4) (d) c1177xc1277

Adam

(b) c1300 (VL5.215), 1304 (13.58), 1321 (14.76), 1332
(14.91), 1344 (VL5.215) (d) pc1294
Gilbert

Berneston,

(b) 1208x11 (7.7) (d) ac1261

I (a) Bil (b) sxt p1208 (El), 1208x35 (19.17), 1243
(VL6.326) (c) c1173xc1200 (b/ Hd)

Billington,

Adam

II (a) Bil (b) 1287tn (VL6.326) (c) c1240xc67 (Hd. b/b)

(d) pc1260

(a) Bil (b) 1283x94 (19.85), 1302x3 vd (.37)

Cicely

Elias (a) Bil (b) 1203 (VL6.326), 1208 (VL6.266)

(c) ac1180 (Ad I) (d)

ac1250
Geoffrey

I (a) Bil (b) dsp Hd c1240 (d) a1287 (Ad II)

II (a) Bil (c) c1260xc92 (Ri II/ IV) (d) pc1280
Hadwisa

(a) Bil (b) dsp Gf I c1240 (VL6.326) (c) ac1220 (d) a1287

(19.41)
Henry

I (a) Bil

II (a) Bil (b) c1234 (19.18/ Hd) (d) ac1240 (Hd. b)
IV (a) Bil (b) 1280x1303 (19.31) (c) pc1240 (Hd. b) (d) pc1260
Mabel

I (a) sor Jn (b)

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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II (a) Bil (b) 1327 (19.128), 1334 (.134), 1337 (.130) (c) c1297xc1307
(Ri III/b)
(a) Bil (b) a1284 (19.104), 1293x4 (.102), 1312x3 (.99), 1319 (.14),
1327 (.128) (c) c1257xc64 (d) pc1277

Ralph

I (a) Bil

Richard

II (a) Bil (b) 1287 (19.44/86) (c) pc1240 (Hd. b) (d) c1260x1303 (Cc)
III

(a) Bil (b) 1313x4 (19.107), 1327 (.128), 1334 (.12), 1342 (.113) (c)

c1277xc87 (Rd/ Mb 11) (d) pcl 297
IV (a) Bil (b) 1332 (19.89-90) (c) c1280xc1312 (Gf II/b)
Roger & William
Birchyn, John

(d) pc1300

(a) Bil (c) pc1240 (Hd. b) (d) pc1260

(b) ?1212x22 (10.35) (d) ac1272

(b) 1262 (VL5.220), 1276 (18.60), 1291 mil (17.47b), 1296
(VL5.213), ob 1309 (H626) (d) c1259x1309

Biron, John

Blackburn,

(a) fra Jn (b) 1250 (H157)

Adam

Beatrice

(b) 1278,1280 "well on in years" (VL6.327)

(a) fra Ad (H157,165) (b) 1250 (H157), -> exRo. Hulton
evidently misleads in styling him vicar as early as 1250. Others
as
of this name existed (VL6.396) but this one is distinguished

John

"dominus".
(b) 1241 to (10.16), c1250 (10.36), 1259
(VL3.79) (c) c1189xc1221 (d) c1209x65 (b/VL3.80)
Richard

Blundel,

-

William

I do

(a) Blundel

(a) Blundel

c1157xc87

(b) 1207 (10.11), 1227x8 (IT363-84§4)

(c)

(d) c1177x1241 (b / Ri tn)

II (a) Blundel

(b) 1259x65 min aet (VL3.79-80), 1283 (10.27), 1292
(VL3.80) (c) c1239x59 (d) c1259x93 (b/ VL3.80)

Bolton,

William

Bracebridge,
Bradkirk,

Geoffrey (b) 1274x5 (14.11), 1277 (18.49) (d) c1227xc1325

Adam

Sowerby,
-- ->
Brandwood,

(b) 1200 (VL4.395) (d) ac1250

(b) a1226 (8.44), pa+f (8.47,51) (d) pa: ac1276
Richard

Thomas

(b) 1224xc35 (13.30) (d) c1174xc1285

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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Brindle,

Thomas

(b) 1212,1228 (VL6.76)

Buckley, Adam

(b) 1325 (14.66), 1332 (14.91) (d) pc1282

Buersill,

I+

Adam

II 1274 fra. Ni (13.22), 1284 fra. Ni (4.36), 1293 fra. Ni

(13.56), 1311 f. Ad (13.55), 1325 (14.68), 1339x40 (14.97)
Christine

(b) c1270 (4.25)

Geoffrey

(b) c1190 (15.2), 1211 (4.31 13.16) (d) a1261 (VL5.218)

John I (b) c1190 cl (5.64)
II (b) 1311 (13.55), 1321 (14.89), 1333 (13.60) (d) pc1283
Nicholas

(a) f Rg (13.44), fra Ad

(b) 1274 (13.22), 1284 (4.36), 1293

(13.56) (c) c1223xc54 (d) c1243xc1324
Roger I (a) pa Ni (13.44) (b) 1224xc35 (13.27), 1259 (14.70) (c)
c1189xc1215 (d) c1209xc85
II
(b)
1304
1330
(15.94),
(13.58),
1309
(15.76),
1311
(13.55),
1321
(14.89),
-1340 (13.62) (d) pc1290
Bury, Adam

(b) 1235 (H593), 1253x4 (VL5.133n6)

(d) c1203xc85

Butler, Richard

(b) orphan min aet 1235 because his elder brother was
so (H417), 1249x56 (H422, exLancShf: occurs in a deed attested by
Rb Lathom as Sheriff), 1274 (d) 1235x81 (b; H422)

Robert (a) f Wt

(b) a1206 (6.2-3)

Walter, B- of Ireland (H415), pa Rb (6.2-3) (b)
sxt p1169; 1199 (H415) (c) a1166 (Rb) (d) a1206 (H415)

Walter

(a) Theobald

William

I (b) sxt min aet ?c1170x83 (H417), a1190 (8.4), 1198x1208
(Webb: Appendix I 40), 1227x8 (IT363-84§4), c1230 (VL7.62), ob
c1234 (H417) (d) c1184x1234

II (a) f iun I (b) 1206x33 (10.7), 1235x6 (H417)
III (b) sxt min aet 1233x5 ergo pl aet a1255,1256x7,1280x1,1291x2,
ob a1297 (H417) (c) c1221xc35 (d) c1241x97 (b).
Butterworth,
Geoffrey

Andrew

1262 (VL5.220)

(b) c1260xc70 (VL5.214)

Henry I (b) c1209xc46 fra Ri (15.25), (H737-8)

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(d) ac1296

(c) BP (d) WP
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II (b) 1301 f. Rg (VL5.227n54), 1310 (VL5.215), 1321 (14.77), fra. Ri
(14.43), fra. And (14.45), f. Th. fra. Ri (14.34) (d) pc1271
Richard

I (b) 1304 f. Rg.fra. He (13.58)

II (b) ?1309x10 f. Gi.pa. Wm. Th. Ad. et He (VL5.214)
III f. Th. fra. He (14.34)
Carleton,

Henry (b) 1258,1283 (VL7.230n39)

(d) pc1233

name occurs down to 1297. Their testimonies
be disentangled here.
Walter

I -> Walter

Son of same

cannot otherwise

fitz Swain

II (a) f.Wm I fra. Wm pa. Wm II

(b) to 1212 (VL7.229)

(d)

c1162x1226
III

(a) f.Wm II (b) sxt pl aet 1256x7 (n15,18),
(tx) (d) c1231xc1306

William

1263x71 (8.29), 1281

I (a) f Suani fra Wt I pa Wt II (b) to c1200 (tx), c1150 x1212

II (a) f Wt II (b) sxt 1212x26 (n14-5), c1230 (VL7.193n31), 1240x57
mil (17.33), 1256 (VL7.229) (d) c1206x57 (b / VL7.229)
III

(b) c1258x71 (8.23), f Al 1278 (VL192n30), 1282x91 (8.35), 1291x2

(8.17) (d) c1241xc1321)
Castleton,

Andrew

Chadwick,

Andrew

cl (a) Anketil (b) a1220 tantum (15.72), 1224xc30
(6), pc1234 (14.43) (c) c1154xc1200 (d) c1174xc1270 (c/b) In 15.72
he and not his grandfather presumably appears because the latter
has been succeeded by Anketil, who grants.

Chamberlain,
Chaplain,

(a) f Elene (b) 1274 (13.22)

Thomas

Richard

(b) 1229x33 (6.27)

(b) ?1190x? 4 (1.17), 1211x28 (3.15), 1264 (6.12), 1264

no longer chaplain
William
-Charnock,

(6.11), 1303 (Webb

§54)

(b) c1220 (2.22), ?c1235 (Webb: Appendix

I 3)

(a) f Ad (Webb §132) (b) a1240 (17.12), 1242,1252
(Webb p. 132) (d) c1202x84 (b/ Webb p. 132)
Richard

Chester, Peter, Clerk of (a) seemingly a prominent
figure in the
comital court of Chester; had sons; but affords possibility of

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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(b)
confusion with Pe Chester, Rector of Whalley (exWhaCl)
1188,1190 both times as Peter the Chancellor (if this
identification
convinces); 1200x11,1226 (Tait p. xlviii tx+fnl2),
?1200x11 (1.12) (d) c1176xc1233
Chetham,

Geoffrey

(b) c1227x34 (4.8), 1240 (12.35), 1256x63 (13.35),
1270x1 (18.10) (d) c1220xc84

Chew

Billington
->

Clegg, Michael

cl (b) 1224xc30 (13.30/15,23), c1235 (4.32), 1256x63 (13.28,
35), c1265xc70 (4.24), pc1268 (13.53) (d) c1218xc80
Elswick
->

Clerk, Alexander

Jordan 1206x33 (10.7)
Michael

1190x1220 (13.12)

Nicholas

(b) c1258 x71 (8.32)

Peter 1177x93 (3.5), ?1209 P. (11.4), 1194x1211 comitis
(9.5)
Robert
(a)
Bolton,
later
Anglezarke
of
of
-1235x60 (17.46/45) (d) pc1185
Clifton,

Ces (7.1), 1233x7

(-> Ti Withnell)

(b)

William

I (b) 1213x26 f Wt (8.44), c1230 (VL7.193n31), ob 1258
(VL7.192) (d) c1208x58

II (b) 1320x1 mil (19.50), 1323 (VL7.192n29)
(b / VL7.192n29)

(d) c1273x1325

(a) ?f Jn I pa Jn II (VL6.503) (b) 1305 (17.48), 1317 (.58),
1330 (20.13) (c) c1260xc80 (b/Jn II) (d) pc1280

Clogh, Adam

Joan (a) f Jn II (VL6.503) (b) 1339x40 (20a. 1), 1364 (VL6.503)

(c)

c1294xc1320
John I (a) ?pa Ad (b) 1292 (VL6.503), 1294 (5.90) (c) c1224xc60
(b / Ad) (d) c1244xc1330
II (a) f Ad pa Johe (VL6.503) (b) 1330 (20.13), 1340x1 (20a.7), 1342x3
(19.79a) (c) c1280xc1300 (Ad /Joan))
Constable,

John, of Chester

(b) ob 1190 (-> exCheCon)

(a) kinship (b) dates attested (c) BP (d) WP
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Crosby, Robert

(a) f Ad Ainsdale

(b) c1250x6 to (12.24), 1276 (d) a1281

(H493)
Cuerdale,

Alexander

Dodman,

Adam

(b) c1275 (VL6.270)

(a) f Ad

(b) 1301 (VL5.227n54)

Roger

Domeville,

(b) 1277 (11.6,8), 1287x8 (6.20-2) (d) pc1237
of the SN see H351.
(a) f Ri et Ag (d) a1313 (H471)

Done, Richard
Dumplington,

For form

William

(b) a1220 (2.16), 1224x38 (4.13), 1250 (15.82),

1259x63 (13.35) -> exRo
Dunnisbooth,

Michael

(Mi Whitworth/b)

(a) Oakman

(b) c1234x96 (14.38) (c) c1204xc76

(d) c1224xc1346

(b) a1180 f Haisolfi fra Mt (2.8), 1222 cl f Wm cli
(ib), c1277 cl
(2.12), c1250 ps (VL4.357), 1273 cl pa Rb+Margerie
(18.43), 1309 f Rb+Elene (18.72)

Eccles, William

I-IV?

Eccleshill, Robert I (a) ?pa II (b) 1246 (VL6.279)
II (a) f Rb pa Ri (b) 1269,1276 (VL6.279)
Eccleston,

William

(b) c1240 (277n12), c1260 (tx) (d) c121Oxc90

Eiland, Hugh I (b) ?c1160 (VL6.479)
II (b) 1195x1211 fra. He (VL6.479), 1202,1212 (VL5.229)
III (b) 1285 (13.34)
John I (b) c1227x34 (4.8), 1259 (14.70), c1275 (15.12) (c) c1205xc14 (d)
c1225xc84 He is called joint lord of Rochdale in 1224 (H157),
he may then have been a minor. This uncertainty
not commend use of a WS beginning with a late terminus
quem 1234.
though

11 (a) f*f*fI

(H641-2)

does
post

(b) 1325 (14.66), 1331 (14.94), 1341x2 (H642)

(d) pc1291
Hu.
Hu
1174x93
1195x6
(ib),
1194x1220
fra.
Richard
(VL6.479),
(b)
pa.
-(13.25)
Ellel, Grimbald

(b) 1227x8 (IT363-84§4)

(a) kinship (b) dates attested (c) BP (d) WP
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Elswick, Adam

I (a) Elswick
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(b) c1252x8 (8.41) (c) ac1225 (Ri) (d) a1292

(Ri tn)
(b) c1252x8 (8.41), 1282x92 (.43)

II (a) Elswick

(a) Elswick

Alexander

John (a) Elswick
Richard

(b) 1249 (H415), (8.41 cl, 43)

(b) c1232xc49[58] (8.45)
(b) ac1265 (8.49), 1282x92 (.43) (c) c1212xc45

(a) Elswick

(d)

ac1232
(b) a1242 (8.46), c1252x8 (.41), 1282 (.50) (c)
c1212xc22 (d) c1232x92 (c/ Ri tn)

Robert

(a) Elswick

Stephen

(a) Elswick

William

I (a) Elswick

II (a) Elswick

(b) c1252x8 (8.41)
(b) c1252x65 (8.40)

(b) 1280,1292 (VL7.284n22)

(c) ac1260

Eston -> Aston
Faling, Andrew
Award
--

(b) 1277 (15.81) (d) c1227xc1327

(b) c1209xc35 (15.47)
(a) Faling

Orrn
Ralph
Robert

(b) 1224x73 (4.23)

(b) ac1240[70] (15.13), 1259x73 (4.35/14.32)
(a) Faling

Fitton, John
Richard
--

(d) c1209xc90[c1323]

(b) c1260x73 (15.57/ 4.23)

(b) 1213 (20.6), c1230 (3.24) (d) c1180xc1263
(a) f Jn (b) 1246,1283 (VL6.339) (d) c1233x88 (b/VL6.339)
Robert

Flamborough,

(a) f Jn Constabuli

(b) 1211 (c), 1190x1220 (13.12),

1235 (VL5.229) (c) a1191 (Jn C. mor: allowing for possible
birth (d) c1185x1246 (b/ VL5.229)
posthumous
Foliot, Jordan
Freckelton,

(b) 1174x7 (3.4) (d) ac1227

Richard

(b) 1212 (H454), c1232x42 (8.46), 1246 pa+f

(VL7.168n11), 1259 f Ri (169n20)
Garston, Adam

I (a) Garston

(b) 1201 tn, ob 1206 (VL3.122) (d)

c1156x1206

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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II (a) Garston

(b) sxt min aet 1206 (VL3.122), 1240 f Ad (12.35), ob
1265 (VL3.122) (d) 1206x65 The statement in VL3.122 that
son of Richard was Lord of Garston for many years,
dying in 1265" is evidently mistaken in that the description
applies to Ad II rather than to his father.

"Adam

(a) Garston

III

(b) sxt c1285 (VL3.122), 1290 (VL3.123) (d) ac1298

(VL3.122)
John

(a) Garston

Goch, Robert
Margaret
--

(b) sxt 1265, ob c1285 (VL3.122)

(a) Blundel

Goosnargh,

(b) p1259 (10.18) (d) a1283 (Mgt. b)

(a) Blundel

Randall

(b) 1283 vd

(a) f Bernardi

(b) 1246 (VL7.192n27), 1263

(193n31), 1283 (178n4) (d) c1233x91 (b/VL7.192n27)
Grelley, Thomas

I (b) attained majority

1231, ob 1262 (VL1.331-2)

(d)

a1262
II (b) attained
Grimshaw,

majority

1299 (VL3.104) (d) p1299

(a) fra. Wm II (3.63) (b) 1274x86 (.38)

Richard

I (b) c1232x42 (8.46) On his separate identity see Shd 8.46.
His distinction of locality from William II is also noteworthy.

William

II (a) fra. Ri (3.63), pa. Ad (20c.6) (b) 1271 (.7), 1275x6 (5), 1292x3 (6)
(d) c1242xc1321
(a) pa Pe (b) 1211 (VL6.455 He occurs in the
(c) ac1191
times of both Roger and John de Lacy: ->exCheCon)
(d) a1258 (Pe)

Habergham,

Matthew

Gf
Whalley:
Peter
Mt
(b)
Dean
(a)
f
(VL6.455
tmp
of
a1235
-exWhaCl), 1258 to (VL6.455) (c) ac1215
Hacking,

Bernard

II (a) Hacking

->

(b) 1292 (VL6.328), 1298 (19.142),

1313x4 (.103), 1327 (5.52), 1328 (VL6.328)

(c) c1258xc72

(d)

c1278xc1342
William

I (a) Hacking

(b) 1272,1288 (VL6.328) (c) c1218xc52

(d)

c1238xc92 (c/VL6.328)
II (a) Hacking

(b) 1328 (VL6.328) (c) pc1278 (Bd II) (d) pc1298

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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Halsall, Gilbert

(a) pa Gb (d) a1256 (Gb. b)

Simon
-Harper

(a) f Si (b) a1256 to (VL3.193)

Wuerdle
->

Hawkshaw,
Haworth,

William

(b) 1284x6 (3.45/17.20)
I (a) Haworth

Alexander

(d) pc1234

(b) c1190 (15.2) (c) c1162xc70

(d)

c1182xc1240
11 (b) 1265xc70 (4.24)
Henry I (b) c1184xc90 (14.4) (d) ac1240
II (a) Haworth

(b) c1240 (13.14 that this is He II is indicated
H601), c1259xc61 (15.9 14.45) (c) c1209xc20 (Wm II/b) (d)

at

c1229x88 (c / Wm III b)
(b) 1321 (14.76), 1327, ob 1345 (H148) (c) 1272x3

III (a) Haworth
(H148,617)

(d) c1292x1345 (c/ b)
(b) c1184xc1211 (4.29 28) (c) c1114xc50 (b / Ax)

Peter cl (a) Haworth
(d) ac1220
William

I (a) Haworth

(b) c1190 (15.2) (c) ac1170 (d) ac1240

(b) c1259xc61 (15.9,14.45) (c) c1189xc1200 (b / He II)

II (a) Haworth
(d) c1209xc70
III (a) Haworth

(b) c1270 (4.25), 1285 (13.34), a1288tn (13.49), 1291
(15.87), 1298x9 (14.64) (c) c1248xc50 (H148) (d) c1268xc1320. The
terminus

post quem

but for our resolution
IV (a) Haworth
Haydock,

Henry

Hayward,

Robert

for his BP would be c1229, from his father,
of H148 (cf. Genealogical Catalogue).

(c) 1299x1301 (H617) (d) c1319x46 (c/ H617)

(b) 1283 (3.48a)
(b) 1309 (15.76), 1321x2 f. Rb (13.61), 1340 (13.62) (d)

pc1290
Healey, Adam

I (a) Dolfin

(b) a1265 (13.9) (c) c1152xc1240 (Do)

c1172xc1310
II (b) f Wm (15.70)
III

(a) Dolfin

(c) c1222xc72 (d) c1242xc1342

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP

(d)
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(a) f He (b) 1291 (15.87)

Alice
--

I (a) Dolfin

Andrew
--

(b) 1310 (VL5.210) (c) c1240xc56 (b / Wm II) (d)
c1260xc1326. His dates of birth and death are here more narrowly
gaged than in VL5.210.

II Kay

Dolfin
-Hadwisa
--

(a) Dolfin

(a) Dolfin

(c) c1132xc80 (He)

I (a) Dolfin
(b) 1338 (H596) (c) c1280xc98 (Th Ax II) (d) pc1300

11 (a) Dolfin

10)
(c)
(Ri/b)
Henry
(a)
Dolfin
(b)
(13.12),
(.
c1160xc1200
a1220
p1222
-(d) c1180xc1270. It is not clear from 13.12 that Henry was still
alive at the time, but he must have been, to judge by his
of 13.10.

attestation

(H596)
(c)
(b/An
John
(a)
Dolfin
(b)
c1202xc36
ob
c1272
-c1222xc72 (c/ b)
Nicholas
Dolfin
(a)
-c1260xc1340

(b) 1290 (15.86) (c) c1240xc70 (Ri/b)

II) (d)

(d)

I /b)
1194x1220
(13.23)
(c)
(Wm
Peter
f
Rd
(b)
(a)
c1129xc1200
-c1149xc1270
(a)
Pe
Ralph
pa
-Richard
(a)
Dolfin
-cl240xc1320
Robert
I
(a)
Anketil
-cll70xcl270

(b) 1290 (15.86) (c) c1220xc50 (b / Ni) (d)

(b) c1220 to (15.71) (c) c1150xc1200 (b) (d)

II (a) Dolfin
Thomas
--

I (b) c1235x73 (14.60)
(c) c1260xc78 (An I Hd II) (d) c1280xc1348

II (a) Dolfin

(c)
(15.11)
(a)
f
Pe
(b)
(14.43),
William
I
c1234xc61
c1259xc75
-c1189xc1241 (d) c1209xc1311
(b) a1296 (14.37) (c) c1260xc76 (An

11 (a) Dolfin

11/b) (d)

cl280xc1346

(a) kinship (b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP

(d)
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Heapy, Randall

(b) 1260 (VL6.50) (d) pc1210

Henry, Andrew

fitz

Hesketh, John

(a) Hesketh

(b) ?1213x27 (13.16)
(b) 1306 (19.81a), 1314 (.81), 1332 (VL6.339),
(d) c1294x1339 (c/ VL6.339)

1336 (19.15) (c) c1274xc86 (Mgt/b)

or Matilda (a) Hesketh (b) 1288,1298 Md, ob 1324 Mgt vd
(VL6.339) (c) c1254xc66 (b/Jn) (d) c1274x1324 (c/b)

Margaret

William

I (a) Hesketh

(b) 1293 (17.25), 1298 (VL6.339), 1306 (19.81a),

1315x6 (20c.9) (c) c1245xc66 (b / Jn) (d) c1265x1324 (c/ Mgt. b)
II (a) Hesketh

(b) 1332 (19.126), 1340 (.72) (c) pc1294 (Jn) His WP
might slightly overlap with that of his grandfather and
namesake but there is a seventeen-year gap between their well
WSs.
substantiated

Heswall,

Patrick

(b) 1262 (1.31), 1279 (.30) (d) c1229xc1312

I (b) a1243 (10.8) (d) ac1293

Hill, Richard

11 (b) 1274 (13.22) (d) pc1224. The topographical
SN does not
localize its bearer's origins. In default of evidence for a link the
distance in locality of occurrence between this singular case and
that of Ri I exacts the assumption
Hoghton,

Adam

that there were two witnesses.

I (a) f Ri pa Ri, Ad (VL6.37) (b) 1203 (ib)

11 (a) f Ad (VL6.37) (b) 1242 (ib)
III

(a) pa Ad, Th, Gf, mag Ri (VL6.38) (b) 1278,1280, d. a1290 (ib)

IV (a) f Ad III fra Gf, Th vir Agn pa Jn (VL6.38) (b) 1290,1291 d.
a1306 (ib)
V (a) f He fra Rb (b) 1304 (VL6.38)
Holden,

John

(b) 1321 (14.77), 1333 (13.60) (d) pc1283

I (a) pa II (VL4.151) (b) c1250 (10.36), 1272 (12.41)
(d) a1303 (Thurstan ILb)

Holland,

Thurstan

fI
II
(a)
-- -Holt, John
Robert
--

(b) 1292,1303 tn, 1322 (VL4.151)

(b) 1312 (5.49b), 1318x9 (19.1), 1333 (5.78) (d) pc1283
(b) c1260 (VL5.163n19)

(a) kinship (b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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Hopwood,

(b) a1234 (4.8), c1275 (15.12), 1277 (13.7). The wide

William

the testimony

that there
commends a supposition
were two of this name. A unitary testimony, which is possible,
would yield further: (c) c1207xc14 (d) c1227xc84.
gap within

Hulton,

Da (H53) (c) pc1267 (Da) (d) pc1287

(a) f*f*f

Adam

David
(b)
1251
(VL4.393),
1227x34
(4.8),
1235
(H593),
1246
(VL4.405),
-c1260 (VL5.163n19), 1270x1 (18.10), 1277 (13.7) (c) c1207xc14 (d)
c1227xc84
John
Maur
(a)
f
-Hundersfield,

(b) 1222x75 (2.39) (d) c1172xc1325

Henry

(a) f Iv (b) 1246 (VL5.229)

(c) ac1226

Iven (a) pa He (c) ac1206 (He) (d) ac1276
Patrick (b) 1246 (VL5.229)
Keighley,

Henry

(b) 1285 (13.34), 1287 sen. Blak (3.45), 1302x3 (19.35) (d)

pc1252
Keuerdale
Kirkdale,

Cuerdale
->
William

(a) cl f Wm II Walton
cl 238xc1310 (b / exSefton)

(b) 1288 (exSefton)

(d)

Lacy -> ExCheCon
I (a) f Rb I pa Ri II (b) 1212 to Childwall
c1220 (VL3.167) (d) ac1220

Lathom,

Richard

(VL3.109), ob

II (a) f Ri I, s.p. (b) ob 1232 (VL3.167)
Robert

I (a) f He pa Ri (b) tenuit Childwall:

ob 1198 (VL3.167)

(d)

a1198
II do (a) f Ri I (b) ob c1286 (VL3.167) (d) pc1236
Leckhampton,
Lee, Henry

Amery

(b) 1240x57 (17.33), 1271 (8.31) (d) c1221x1307

I (a) f War (H497) (b) 1199x1200 (H497), 1207 de Lanc

tantum

(10.11), 1212 (VL7.129-30), 1227x8 (IT363-84§4), c1230 (VL)

(d) c1180xc1250
II do (a) f.Jn (11.10) (b) ?1245x6 (11.10), c1260 (17.39), 1271 (8.31),
1277 vicLanc (18.23), 1283 vicLanc (10.27), ob 1288 (VL7.129-30) (c)
c1218xc26 (d) c1238x88 (c / b)

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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(VL7.129-30),
1261
(130n17),
John
(a)
He
II
(b)
1237
1244
(17.21),
pa
ob
-1265 (129-30) (c) c1195xc1206 (b/ He II) (d) c1215x65 (c/b)
Lightollers,

Michael

(b) 1246 (VL5.229)

Roger
(b)
1291,1301
(VL5.227n54)
(d)
pc1251
-Liversedge,

Unwin

1190x1220 (13.13)

Livesay, Adam

(a) pa Wm (4.30) (b) 1240x60 (17.34), 1273x4 (20c4),
1284x93 (4.30) (d) c1234xc1310

Longchamp,

William

(b) 1237x40 (3.2)

Lyme, Gilbert I (b) 1211 (7.7/11), pc1222 (1.22) (d) ac1261
II (b) 1328x9 (7.32) (d) pc1278
Maidstone,

(b) 1220 (H144), ob 1245 (Fryde 250) (d) pc1195 This
Kentishman held five posts in succession in a
indefatigable
fortunate clerical career in the Midlands.
He was Treasurer of
Lichfield Cathedral, then Archdeacon of Chester (ExLichTreas,
Ralph

CheAdiac).

The claim that he held the latter office in 1192 (H144)
is perhaps owing to confusion with Robert Grosthead, who had
the same initial.
He also attests as Archdeacon of Shrewsbury
Cornhill's presence dates both 5.48 and Maidstone's
Shrewsbury,

(5.48). Bishop
tenure at

coming before his appointment
at Chester and either before or after his Lichfield post.
the latter therefore

Webb (§58n) has Maidstone

as Dean of Hereford 1231-4.
The slight dating overlap with the Archdeaconry
of Chester may
be due to inconsistent reading of a regnal or episcopal year 12312. Finally, Ralph Maidstone

was Bishop of Hereford

1234-9

(Fryde 250).

Marland,

Adam

(a) f Al (b) c1234xc61 (14.45) (c) c1184xc1241 (Al/b)

(d) c1204xc1311
Alan

(b) 1200x11 (13.1), p1222 (13.10), c1234xc61 (14.45) (c) c1164xc91
(d) c1184xc1261

Andrew

(a) f Al (b) ac1261 (15.45) (c) pc1184 (Al)

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(d) pc1204

(c) BP (d) WP
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Marton,

Adam

(b) 1200 tn, 1212,1236 (VL7.240), ob 1242 (n11) (d)

c1192x1242
Margery
-Richard
--

(b) 1271 vd (8.31)

(a) ux Wm

I (a) f Wm (8.29,32) (b) c1260 (VL7.240n10), 1271 (8.31)

II (a) f He (8.32)
William
(a)
(8.30),
Mge
(b)
1242,1249
(H415),
f
Ad
c1260
vir
-(VL7.240n10), p1263 (8.29) (c) c1193xc1222 (d) c1213x71 (b/ Mg)
Meols, Gilbert

I (b) 1249 (H415), c1260 (VL7.169n18), c1270 (8.33) (d)

c1220xc99
11 (b) 1336x7 (16.17a)
Middleton,

Robert

(a) f Rg (W621) (b) 1236 (VL5.163n17)

(c) pc1166

(d) c1186x1242 (c/VL5.163tx)
Roger
I
(b)?
1204x6
(c)
(d)
(2.25),
c1180,1212
c1142xc60
c1162x1226
-(c/ VL5.163)
II (b) 1277 (13.7), ob 1310 (H142) (c) c1240xc57 (d) c1260x1310 (b)
Mide, Richard de (d) a1227 (He Walton)
Milnehouses,
Minstrel
Moton,

William,

Read
->
Walter

(VL7.40)
William
-Multon,

sergeant of (b) 1256x63 (13.28)

(a) pa Wm (VL7.45) (b) 1211 (VL7.45), c1230 (8.1), 1243
(d) c1193x1246 (b/VL7.45)

(a) f Wt (VL7.45)

Richard fitz
Garston

Myrescogh,

Newbold,

(b) c1146 (VL3.122) (d) a1201 (Ad I

tn)

Walter

Nab, Alexander

(a) Garston

(b) 1262x3 (VL7.328n45)

(b) 1273x92 (15.48) (d) pc1223

Geoffrey

I (b) ?1211x20 (15.21)

II (b) 1284x93 (4.30) (d) pc1234
Newmarket,

Henry

(b) 1211x23 (5.47), 1230 "H. " (3.1), 1238 (3.2) (d)

c1188xc1273

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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Newton,

William

Norbrek,

Amery

(b) 1252 (VL7.247n33)
(b) 1291x2 (8.17)

Nottingham,

Henry ps Rowell
1237x40 tantum (3.2)

Notton,

(d) c1202x92 (b/ VL7.166n5)

(b) 1211x28 (3.15), 1229x33 tantum

Gilbert

(a) auus Gb Barton (VL4.365)
(d) a1220 (Gb Barton/ d)

Oakenrod,

Alexander

(3.1),

(b) 1203,1212 (VL4.364)

II
Spotland
->

(d)
Robert
(a)
Reeve
(b)
1273
(VL5.208)
(c)
21
Oxc53
(Ax/
b)
to
cl
-c1230xc1323
Oakman,

Henry fitz

Spotland,
->

Ogden, Alexander

(a) Dolfin

Healey /b)

(d) pc1320

Ollerton,

Richard

Cicely
--

Henry I

(b) 1338 (H596) (c) c1300xc18 (Hd II

(a) vir Cic (d) a1260 (Cic)

(a) ux Ri (b) 1260 vd (VL6.50)

Osbaldeston,

Hugh

(b) 1216 (d) a1256 (VL6.320)

Thomas
--

(b) 1256 (d) a1278 (VL6.320)

Pendlebury,

Elias I (b) 1212 (d) ac1216 (VL4.397)

II
(b)
1274
(VL4.397)
ob
-Pleasington,

Diana

(a) ux He II (b) 1292 vd (presumably,
acts together with her son: VL6.266)

in that she

Elias (a) f He I pa He II (b) sxt p1196 (He I), 1208 (VL6.266), 1241
(VL6.410) (d) c1191x1246 (b; VL6.410)
Henry I (a) pa Elie (b) 1196 (VL6.266)
II (a) f Elie vir Di (b) c1260 (17.39), 1269 (VL6.266), 1274x86 to
(3.40) (d) a1292 (VL6.266)
Pool, James (b) 1296x1313 (9.19)
Reginald
-Poulton,
James
--

(b) c1206 (16.26)

Adam

(b) 1246 (VL7.226n15), 1271 (8.31) (d) c1221x96

(a) f Jn (b) 1246 (VL7.226n15), 1271 (8.31)

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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(a) pa Ja (b) 1246 (VL7.226n15)

John
--

Richard

Pountchardon,
Frees, Robert
William
--

(b) 1280 (VL6.327) (d) ac1330

(b) 1282x91 (8.35)

(b) 1249 (H415)
(a) f. Siwardi

Preston, Adam

(b) 1246 (VL7.98n111)

(c) pc1176

Roger
(a)
f
(b)
RfA
Ad
1262
(VL7.98n111),
tantum
-pc1196 (Ad) (d) pc1216x90 (c/VL7.98n111)
Prestwich,

ball (8.52) (c)

(b) 1277 (13.7), 1292 (VL4.374), 1297 (VL4.398), 1306

Adam

(18.71) (d) c1256xc1327
Read, Elias (a) f Luce (b) ?1248x9 (20.9,11)
of (b) 1213 (20.6)

Luke
Minstrel
the
-Ribchester,

Robert

(b) [p1234]pc46 (20c.2) (d) [pc1184]pc96

(b) c1182xc1210 (13.25) (c) c1112xc80
(b/ An Castleton) (d) c1132xc1220 (c/ An Castleton tn, and
because he seems to be dead by the time of 15.72, in which his
brother Anketil grants to their brother Clement "unum

Rochdale,

(a) Anketil

Alexander

quod Ax. frater eius assartauit")

assartum
Andrew

cl (a) Anketil

Anketil

(a) Anketil

Healey)
Clement
Rowell

(d) a1220 (An Castleton)

(b) c1204x20 (15.72) (c) c1134xc80 (b/ Rb I
(d) c1154x1220 (c/ Rb I Healey tn)

(a) Anketil

Nottingham,
->

St. Nicholas,

Henry

a1230 (4.10), 1235 (2.17) (d)
c1185xc1280. That he is present in 4.10 is suggested by the parallel
in his career with his predecessor Ralph of Maidstone, who
certainly was successively Treasurer of Lichfield Cathedral and
Thomas

Archdeacon
Salebury,

(b) tantum

of Chester (ExLichTreas, CheAdiac).
(b) c1270 (4.25), 1285 W. (13.34) (d) c1235xc1320

William

(b) c1190 (5.64), 1194x1211 (5.56), 1202x20 (17.5), 1224
(VL6.304) (d) c1174x1227 (b/VL6.304)

Samlesbury,

Roger

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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(b)
II
Whalley
&
He
Jn
f
Gospatricii
(a)
Whalley
Ughtred
pa
cl
-1198x1208 (5.57), c1213 (20.4), c1230 (17.6) (c) c1160xc85 (b/ He II
(d) c1180xc1255

Whalley)

(b) 1259 (3.66), -> exSen

Sancton, Peter

(b) 1229x30 (LRO/ DDSc/ 16/ 1), c1260 (Webb p. 259)

Scarisbrick, Walter

(d) c121Oxc80
Schofield,

John

(b) 1321 (14.77), 1331 (14.94), 1340 (13.62) (d) pc1290
of Wm Sergeant in
in. 59,61 is shown by the descent

(a) f Wm: The identity

I the

Sergeant, William

15.35,60 with Wm Bathegralle
Wm
II
Wm
be
the
He
Broadhalgh
and
title.
as
same
may also
of
Milnehouses.
II (b) ?ac1285 Wm f Wm seruientis

(15.58)

(b) 1321 (14.78)

Shaw, John

(d)
(14.95)
1295x6
(14.61),
1291x2
(4.25),
(b)
Michael
c1270
-c1245xc1320
Robert

Shoresworth,

(b) 1232x62 (2.19), 1276 (18.6), 1284 (18.45), 1293x4

(18.13) (d) c1243xc1312
John I (b) a1275 (20.11), pc1280 (19.88)

Shuttleworth,

II (b) 1325 (VL6.509), 1333 (5.78), 1343 (.96) (c) 1302x3 (VL6.509) (d)
pc1322
Singleton,

Adam

I (a) f Th (b) 1246 (VL7.208n12)

II (a) f Al (d) a1294 (169n18): I+II 1254-86 (118n17)
(b) ?c1200 (VL7.52), ?c1220 (331n7), 208n12), ob
(c/b)
(d)
(c)
(52n11,233n24)
c1195xc1245
c80
c1175x?
c1245

Alan I (a) Singleton

II (a) Singleton
(Wm/b)

(b) a1258 (8.51), c1280 (VL7.331n7)

(c) c1232xc8

(d) c1252x92 (c/VL7.118)

(b) c1280 (VL7.331n7), 1291x2 (8.17), ob
1299x1300 (VL7.118) (c) c1252xc60 (Al II/b) (d) c1272x1300 (c/ b)

Thomas

(a) Singleton

William

(a) Singleton

(b) 1245 (VL7.208n12), 1256,1262 (118), 1282

(VL6.262), ob a1292 (VL7.118) (c) c1212xc8 (b / Al 11) (d) cl 232x92
(b)

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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Slakk, Nicholas
Smereshalgh,
Sowerby,

cl (b) 1321x2 tantum
Adam

Richard

(14.80), 1331 (14.94), 1340 (13.62)

(b) 1294 (5.90)
(a) f. Amab. filie Ad. Bradkirk

(VL7.283n19)

(b) 1282

(8.50)
(b) c1180 (15.1), c1190 (15.2), 1200x11 (13.1),
pc1220 (14.17) (c) c1150xc5 (b / Ax I) (d) c1170xc1225

Spotland,

I (a) Adam

Adam

II (a) Oakman

(b) 1310 (15.90) (c) c1240xc90 (d) pc1260

(b)1211x40 (13.15) (c) c1141xc1220 (d) c1161xc1290

Alan

Alexander
--

I cl (a) Adam

(b) a1195 (15.5) (c) c1170xc5 (Ad I /b) (d)

c1190xc1245
II (a) Reeve

(b) ac1245 (15.16), c1250 (15.82), Oakenrod p1259
(13.40) (c) c1190xc1225 (d) c1209x73 (c/ Rb Oakenrod tn)
(b) ac1270 tantum (15.66), 1274 (13.22), 1277 to
(15.81), 1308x9 (.92), 1310 (.90) (c) c1240xc54 (d) c1260xc1324

Andrew

(a) Oakman

(a) Reeve

Diana

(d) pc1194 (Mi)

Henry I (a) Oakman
II (a) Oakman

(b) a1266 (14.47) (c) c1180xc1234 (An)

(d) c1200x77

(c/ An)
III

(a) Reeve

(b) c1268 (15.7), c1275 mentioned
1309 (15.76) (c) c1239xc48 (d) c1259xc1318

(.12), 1284 (4.36),

IV -> Witley
Hugh
--

(a) Witley

(b) c1259xc75 (15.7) (c) c1189xc1255

(d)

cl209xc1325
John
I
(a)
Adam
-c1199xc1280

(b) 1224xc30 (15.6) (c) c1179xc1210 (He III /b) (d)

Reeve
III)
11
(a)
(c)
(He
c1179xc1228
-- --

(d) c1199xc1298

He
I
Witley)
Martin
(a)
Witley
(15.9)
(c)
(b)
(b/
pc1209
c1139xc1233
-(d) c1159xc1303
Michael
--

(a) Reeve (b) 1224x73 (13.14) (c) c1154xc1230 (b / Ax II) (d)

c1174xc1300

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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Robert I (a) f Essolti
II the Reeve

(a) Reeve (c) c1130xc1205 (Ax II) (d) c1150x1273

(C/ Mi)
III

(a) f*f

Al (b) 1273x92 (15.48) (d) pc1223

(b) 1274 (13.22) (c) cl 240xc54 (An/-)
c1260x1310 (-/ Ad II tn)

William

Standish,

(a) Oakman

(d)

(a) f iun Rd (b) 1206,1219 (VL6.193)

Alexander

Ralph I (a) pa Ri et Ax (b) 1219 to (c) pc1149 (d) a1220 (VL6.193)
II (a) f Ax (b) 1246 to (d) a1288 (VL6.193)
(a) f sen Rd (b) p1219 to (VL6.193) (c) c1169xc86 (Rd/Ax. b)
(d) c1189xc1220 (c/ VL6.193)

Richard

Stanlow,

Iven

(b) c1206 (16.26) (d) ac1256

1232
Charles
(b)
1222
(17.59),
1226
(VL2.131),
(Webb
ab
-(11.9), 1244 (VL2.131)
Stanney, Leving & Guy (a) fratres

§155), 1241

(b) 1178x90 (1.4) (d) ac1240

cam (a) f Wm (1.32) (b) 1211x20 cam (1.32,8.1) (c)
c1161xc1200 (Wm/b) (d) c1181xc1270

Stapleton,

Robert

(d)
/
Rb)
William
Rb
(c)
(b
(a)
(b)
1211
(5.56,15.21)
c1141xc80
pa
-c1161xc1250
Starky, Richard
Staynol, Roger
Stockport,

(b) 1262 (1.31), 1272 (16.18) (d) pc1222
(b) c1232x42 (8.46), 1249 (H415)
(b) 1242 (VL7.228), 1246 (229) (d)1196x1275

Robert

(b/ VL200nl39)
Swain, Walter

fitz

Tailor, Robert

(b) 1292 (VL7.99n111)

Tarbock,

(a) f*f

Ellen

He (b) a1283 orphan, ward of Rb Lathom

1258 (1.36),
1251
(3.6),
Elene
(b)
1246
(16.20-1),
(a)
Henry
do
avus
-1262 (.31) (d) pc1212x83 (b /Ellen)
Thornton,

Alan

(a) f Wm

(a) kinship

(b) 1240x57 (17.33)

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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(b) 1283 (10.23), 1291x2 (8.17), ?c1258x71 f Si (8.32) (d)

Amery

c1241xc1321
Richard

I-III?

c1215xc20 (12.20), 1216x27 (12.31), 1235x40 f Ri
(VL3.210), 1244-97 probably x2 (VL7.233), 1246 f Mi (196n78), 1249
(H415), 1258 f. Mi. Carleton pl aet (VL7.233), pa. Si (10.39), cl
(12.26), ob a1292 (VL7.241n23)

Simon

1241 (10.16), f. Ri (10.39)

William
Turnagh,

(a) Singleton
Adam

Geoffrey

(b) 1240x57 (17.33)

(b) 1321x2 (13.61)

I (b) 1194x1220 (13.23) (d) ac1270

II (a) ?pa Ri (b) a1273 (14.50), 1290 (15.86), 1298x9 (14.64) (c)
c1228x40 (b / Ri) (d) c1248xc1310
Richard

(a) f Gf II (13.56) (b) ac1280 (.53), 1293x4 (ib), 1301
(VL5.227n54) (c) c1248xc60 (Gf II/b) (d) c1268xc1330

Vavasour,

William

I (b) 1174x7 (3.4), ?a1194 (4.12) (d) ac1227

II
(b)
1277
1294x5
1308
(13.7),
(5.12),
(19.51)
(d)
pc1258
-- -Vernon,

(a) f*f

Ralph

Warren
--

Wn (H479) (b) 1270 (9.14)

(a) avus Rd (H479) (b) dsp 1199x1216 (H479) (d) ac1266

Walter, Robert fitz (b) 1286 (Webb §38), 1293x4 (IT363-84§7)
Geoffrey

Walton,

II. c/d)

(a) f Wm II pa Wm III (VL6.294) (c) pc1211x63 (Wm

(d) pc1231

Henry

(a) fra iun Ri Mide (H491), pa Wm II (Webb
(b) 1227 to (H491) (d) a1241 (Wm II tn)

Matilda

(d) pc1243

(a) ux Wm

§121n; VL3.24)

(b) 1263 vd (7.24)

William

I (a) cl f Rb (exWalton)
(b) ?1208x11 (7.7), ?1206x27 ps
(10.1), ?1206x41 ps fra Ri (12.4), ?1224x34 ps (4.9) (d) a1240
(exWalton)

II (a) cl f He (Webb §121n; VL3.24) pa Gf (VL6.294) et Wm
Kirkdale (VL) (b) 1240 ps (12.35), sxt 1241 (Webb §121n), 1253
(VL6.294), 1261 (VL3.24); possibly also occurrences here listed
under Wm I (c) c1191xc1220 (d) c1211x63 (b/Md. b)

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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(a) f Gf (b) 1327 (VL6.294), 1332 cl (VL6.297)
(d) pc1282

III

(c) c1262xc1307

do (b) 1232x40 (17.12) (d) c1182xc1290

Warren

Geoffrey

Whalley,

Billington,
->

Gf I

(15.23),
1246
Henry
I
(a)
Gf
Decani
(5.64),
f
(b)
sen
c1209xc30
c1190
-(VL6.270) (d) c1190xc1246 This character appears from VL to
exceed our normal fifty-year activity-span.
II (a) f Ug Samlesbury
Samlesbury
Richard
Roger

/b)

(b) ac1225 (15.22) (c) c1180xc1205 (Ug

(d) c1200xc75

(b) 1211x28 (3.15) (d) ac1278
(a) f He (3.58) (b) 1274x86 (17.20,24,28)

Ughtred
Whittington,

Samlesbury
->
Henry

(b) 1222 (n38), c1230 to

(a) f Wm I Carleton

(VL7.230), c1240 (231) (d) ac1272
Whitworth,

Adam

(a) Alred

(b) mentioned

(15.52) (c) pc1184

(Hu)

(d) pc1204
Agnes I (a) Alred

(b) ac1284 vd (14.20)

II (a) ux Jn I (b) a1296 vd (14.40)
III

(a) Randall

(b) 1321 (14.89), 1336 (.90,92) (c) c1266xc81 (b/ Rb

II) (d) c1286xc1347 (c/ exWhaAb)
Alan

(b) c1234x58 (14.42) (c) c1164xc1224 (b/Qd)
c1184xc1284 (c/ Qd tn)

(d)

(a) Oakman

(b) ac1222 (14.25), 1224xc30 (15.6), c1234x58
(14.42) (c) pc1164 (d) c1184xc1272 (c / b)

Andrew

I (a) Oakman

II (a) Oakman
III

(b) mor

(14.15) (c) pc1184 (Al) (d) c1204xc84

(a) f Jd (b) 1240x58 to (14.48) (c) c1184xc1238 (Jd / b) (d)

cl204xc1308
IV (a) Alred

(b) a1258 mentioned
(d) c1204x73 (c/ Gd)

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(14.49) (c) c1184xc1253

(c) BP (d) WP

(Hu/ d)
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(b) c1270x96 (14.58) (c) c1204xc76 (An IV /b)

V (a) Alred

(d)

c1224xc1346
also -> Randall I, II
(a) Oakman

Cicely
Clement

(b) ac1275 vd (14.27)

(a) Randall

(b) c1235xc84 (14.96) (c) c1172x1258 (Rn I/ Rn I

d) (d) c1192xc1328
Geoffrey
-

I (a-d) as Clement

(b) [1296]c1309xc25[c47] (14.62) (c) c1242x96 (Rb I/ Rb
I d) (d) c1262xc1347 (c/ ExWhaAb)

II (a) Randall

Golda (a) Alred

(b) a1273 vd (14.32)

Henry I (a) Oakman

(b) c1235xc75 (14.31) (c) c1184xc1255 (An I/b)

(d) c1204xc1325
(c, d) as He I

II (a) Oakman

(b) c1235xc75 (14.27,29,31)

III (a) Oakman

(b) c1235xc84 (14.13) (c) c1204xc64 (Qd / b) (d)

c1224xc1334
IV (a) Randall
Hugh

(a) Alred

(c) [c1194]c1209xc52 (Jm / Rb III)
(b) c1234x58 (14.49) (c) c1164xc1200

(d) c1184x1273

(c/ Md I)
Iven

(b) c1235xc75 (14.31)

Jarman

(a) Randall

jemima

(a) Randall

(b/He

(b) 1278 (VL5.207n8)
(b) [c1244]c59xc84 (14.20,23) (c) [c1174]c89xc1232

IV) (d) [c1194]c1209xc1302

John I (a) vir Ag II pa II (d) a1296 (Ag II)
II (a) fI
III

(b) p1224 (14.39), a1259 (7)

(a) Alred

(b) 1331 (14.94) (c) c1261xc1311

Jordan

(a) vir Md II pa An III (b) c1234x58 (14.42) (c) c1164xc1218
(b / An III) (d) c1184x1258 (c/An III tn)

Matilda

I (a) Alred

(b) a1273 vd (14.21)

II (a) ux Jd (b) ac1284 vd (14.44)

(a) kinship

(b) dates attested

(c) BP (d) WP
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(a) Alred

Michael

(b) 1224x73 (14.22), c1235xc75 (.31) (c) c1184xc1255
(d) c1204x96 (c/ Mi Dunnisbooth
tn)

(Hu/b)

(a) Oakman

Quenilda

(b) c1235xc84 to (14.15), a1273 (.12) (c)
III) (d) c1204xc1314 (c/He III)

c1184xc1244 (Al/He
Randall I (a) Randall

(b) ob a1258 (14.46) (c) c1152xc1218 (Rb I) (d)

c1172x1258 (c / b)
II (a) Randall

(b) 1295x6 (14.95), ob 1321 (.77,89)
c1271x1321 (c/b)

Richard

(a) Alred

(c) c1251xc76 (d)

(b) ac1284 (14.23), pc1294 (.75) (c) c1224xc1264

(d)

cl244xc1334
Robert

I (a) Randall

(b) 1259 (14.70), 1278 (VL5.207n8), 1292 (VL5.207:

arising in company with III "son of Henry", the
reference must belong here, for II is ruled out by his entry d)
c1222xc38 (d) c1242x96 (-/ Rn II tn)
apparently

(c)

II (a) Randall

(b) 1321 (14.89), 1336 (.90) (c) c1286xc1301 (Ag III/-)
(d) c1306xc47 (- / exWhaAb)

III (a) Randall

(b) 1291x2 (14.61), 1295x6 (.95), 1321 (.78), 1331 (.94)

(c) c1261xc72 (d) c1281xc1342
Swain

(a) Alred

(b) cl 234x58 (14.49) (c) c1184xc1238 (Hu / -) (d)
c1204xc84 (-/Ag I)

William

(a) Randall

(b) 1291x2 (14.61), 1325 (.66) (c) c1255xc72

(d)

c1275xc1342
Wigan,

Wilpshire,
Henry
Robert
Windle,

(b) 1214x23 (5.66), p1240 (4.15)

William
Adam

(a) f He (b) 1258 tn, sxt Rb (VL6.335)

(a) fra Rb pa Ad (VL6.335)
(a) fra He (b) 1246 (VL6.335) (d) a1258 (Ad)

I (a) f Al I (VL3.372) (b) c1235 (4.32-3), 1246 (VL3.372),
1258 (VL6.469) (c) ?c1188x?98 (Al I. d) (d) c1208xc68
Adam

II (b) 1313 (VL6.469)
Alan I (a) pa II et Ad I (b) ob ?1197x8 (VL3.372)
II
fI
(a)
--

(b) 1201 (VL3.372), 1212 (VL3.371)

(d) a1242 (VL3.372)

(a) kinship (b) dates attested (c) BP (d) WP
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do
(a)
f
II
1242
III
(b)
1256
(d)
(VL3.372)
tn,
ac1274
-- -Walter

Winwick,

(b) 1208 (VL7.325+n10)

William

Wistaston,

(b) 1277 (11.6) (d) pc1227

Henry I (a) Witley

Witley,

(b) 1224x73 (13.14) (c) c1154xc1253

c1174xc1323
II (a) Witley
Hugh + Martin
Woodrove,

(c) pc1174 (He I) (d) pc1194
Spotland
->

Stephen

(d) p1216 (H344: see the activity

of his

grandfather)
Wolstenholm,
Martin
--

Andrew

(b) c1180 (15.1) (d) ac1230

(b) c1180 (15.1)

Wuerdle,

Adam

(b) 1325 le Harper (14.68)

Henry I (b) c1180 (15.1) (d) ac1230
II (a) Faling
III

(b) 1232xc40 (4.24)

(b) 1325 (14.68), 1336 (14.92) (d) pc1286

Hugh
Thomas

(b) c1180 (15.1), c1190 (15.2) (d) ac1230
(b) 1321x2 (14.80)

(a) kinship (b) dates attested (c) BP (d) WP

(d)
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tatIoguc of zrtkk
BILLINGTON
1. Adam

(a): 19.17-39,41-6,80,136-8

I Billington

gives land called Halgh to his daughter
Hadwisa and her husband Henry II (19.17). Henry grants the same land
I, evidently
to his son Thomas (.18). It later passed to Richard
Thomas's

brother,

who grants it to Beatrice Blackburn

Transactions
which

that postdate Henry's activity
has lost her second husband Geoffrey

Hadwisa

(.19).
include

those in

I, or in which her
land to Beatrice

sons by Geoffrey occur. Roger fitz Hadwisa grants
Blackburn (.20-1). Later his mother does likewise, referring to Roger's
grant (.22). Afterwards
she quit-claims rent to Beatrice, referring to her
own earlier grant and to that of Richard I (.23). Beatrice also has a grant
from one of the Henries (.26) and from William Coldcoats (27). Three
sons of Hadwisa and Geoffrey attest. 80.
2.

Adam

II's

deeds

to his mother
after his succession
included a grant of land to Geoffrey Chaderton (.136). Geoffrey grants
the same to Robert his son (.137), and Robert conveys it to the Vicar of
Blackburn
(.138).
by granting
his moiety
his activity
of
concludes
Billington to Sir Adam Huddleston
42-3). Huddleston
(.41, quit-claim
.
receives other grants from Adam Billington 's brother Richard II (.44)
Agnes (45).
and sister-in-law
Adam

3.

Richard
received

When

Blackburn
no longer young, Beatrice
married
fitz John de Pountchardon.
She grants the lands she had
Later she
(.28; VL6.327).
in Billington
to her father-in-law

and
a fresh grant to cover all her land in Billington
elsewhere (19.29). John grants the whole back to Beatrice and Richard
(30).
jointly
makes

him

After

thus

becoming

enfeoffed

Richard

Pountchardon

received grants from Henry IV Billington (.31-2) and his brother Roger
(.33) and from Geoffrey Braddyll (34). Pountchardon
afterwards gave
39). In a separate
(.35-7, quit-claim
his lands to Adam Huddleston
.
grant (.38) he gave Huddleston his chattels.
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Huddleston
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granted

it

out
piecemeal,
beginning
his
with
William
to
grant
Holland

(46).
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BILLINGTON
Billington

Ralph
Billington

gives

(b): 19.101,104-8
land

in that

village

Henry

to

III

(19.104).

Henry was succeeded by his son Richard V, who
back to Ralph (.105). Another
to Ralph of an
surrender
quit-claims
Altham (.106). Ralph also
inferior tenure in Billington is by William
had Sithridhruyding

his brother

from

in the same township

William

(101).
Ralph grants all his lands in Billington to his son Richard III
(.107). Later Richard grants the lands that he has received from his
father to the Vicar of Blackburn (.108).

19.101
19.104

108

107

105

19.106---//
BROADHALGH:
1. William

15.35,39-41,59-61

usually called the Sergeant, receives
These are from John II Spotland
three grants of land in Broadhalgh.
Coterel for a
for a yearly rent of one penny (15.39), from Alexander
penny (.41) and from John Eiland for two spurs (.61), all rents due at the
feast of St. Martin
Coterel's

Bathegralle,

in the Winter.
grant, with its detailed

boundary-clause,

and on the
in 60. The main
.
by the
nickname

same terms, is repeated
almost word for word
difference
is the substitution
of the granter's
"filius Roberti".
Such close correspondence
patronymic
establish .41 and .60 as two copies of the same transaction
Alexander fitz Robert with Alexander Coterel.
2.
Broadhalgh

William

Sergeant

conveys

Abbey

surely

and identify

his

rents for land
rents due in turn

(.59), specifying
He lists four of these latter, two being those

to Stanlow

superior tenants.
Eiland and Coterel.

the

must

in
to

due to

A third is a penny due at the same date to Henry
Reeve, who fills the place of John Spotland, granter in 39.
.
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The fourth

Ellenrod.
The
rent due is a penny to Alexander
Sergeant's muniment
from this party does not appear. Afterwards
Ellenrod releases the rent due him from the Abbey (35).
Alexander

Broadhalgh

held land

in Broadhalgh

of William
the Sergeant. His rent was the two iron spurs that the Sergeant had to
It is among the rents that William gives to the
pay to John Eiland.
Abbey (.59). Later Alexander adds the land itself, specifying the rent of
two iron spurs still due to the tenant in chief (.40), i. e. to John Eiland.

15.39
35
15,41
15.601

59
40

15.61
Since
confirmed

the deed

15.61 appears

Eiland

is

as the elder.

BROMYRODE:

Stanlow

as of a1273 John

13.28,32,35-6

from
John fitz Reginald le Gynour receives Great Bromyrode
Abbey in an exchange (13.36). He later quit-claims
this land

back to the Abbey,

referring to the transaction whereby he obtained it
(35), as finally does
(.28). His son Henry confirms the quit-claim
Henry's widow Hadwisa (.32).

13.36

28

35

CHESTER:
Ralph

32

6.17-22

granted an annual rent of 10s. in Bridge
Street, Chester, to Roger Domeville.
Domeville grants this rent to John
Backford the Chaplain (6.17). Later Backford conveys it to Stanlow
de Montalt

Abbey,

rent being

Abbey

is confirmed
Backford

deed that
earlier
Domeville
therefore
quoting

(.18). Backford's gift to the
still due to Domeville
by both Domeville (.19) and Montalt (.20).
repeats his grant, noting with
"Hanc... carte mee confirmationem

later

the Chaplain's

repeats

his

own

second deed (22).

confirmation,

regard to his
feci" (.21).
inaccurately
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6.17
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21

22

18

20

ELSWICK:

8.39-51

1. Three pieces of land may be distinguished
in Elswick, all
of which are eventually conveyed by Robert Elswick to Stanlow Abbey.
Robert

Elswick

William,

which William
to the Abbey in. 40.

once granted a toft to his brother
to him in 8.49. Robert then grants it

evidently
returns

A toft that used to belong to Thomas Crampanus is given to
the Abbey by the same Robert in. 39. He adds to it a semi-circular piece
of land in. 41 on condition of his reception into the Abbey as a monk.
2.

Adam

Bradkirk

bestows

three

oxgangs as dowry of his
Mabel grants in 46 one
.
held by
as that formerly

in 44. In her widowhood
.
oxgang out of this dowry, distinguished
Richard Spencer, to Robert Elswick, to be held of herself. Later she quitclaims the whole three oxgangs to her brother Adam in. 45, specifically
the one that she has already granted to Robert. Adam the
mentioning
daughter

Mabel

soon
younger confirms Robert's subordinate tenure in .47, presumably
after his sister has given up her rights. Mabel's quit-claim is repeated
his mother's
by her son Richard Sowerby in 48, presumably
after
.
death. Robert afterwards grants the oxgang to the Abbey in. 42, naming
the former owner Richard Spencer. Finally quit-claims
are obtained by
the Abbey

from

in 50, and from
.
51.
.
3.
linked

Richard in 43, from Richard Sowerby
.
tenant Adam fitz Adam de Bradkirk in

Robert's nephew
the superior

The histories

by the folowing
In deed

of these three

three incidental

40 Robert

Elswick

pieces

are chronologically

points.

"toftum
illud
mentions
in Elswick is that granted in 39.
.

quod

dedi".

The other toft concerned

rights

43 Richard fitz Adam seems to have inherited
the
all
.
fuit Roberti
de Etheleswyk
in the oxgang "que quondam
In
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auunculi
deed.

Robert's

so presumably

mei";

grants

150
in

40-1 preceed
.

this

The "cortina"
seems to be referred
making .41 the earlier.

or semi-circular
piece of land granted in .41
to in 42 as "curtellus quern prius donaui", thereby
.

8.49
40
8.39

43

41

50
46

8,44

45

Finally,
Adam

Marton

the SqD confirms
in dating. 46.

GARTSIDE:
de Barton

Gilbert
Church

48

47

gives

the priority

of the early

witness

4.32-5,13.47
land

He does not mention

(13.47).

51

in Crompton

to

Rochdale

the church's monastic
rectors
that they
it. But it is confirmed

even though they already possessed
did so when the Abbot of Stanlow grants the land
Barton, called Gartside, to Adam Windle (4.32).

received

from

thus acquired
this land,
after Adam Windle
Geoffrey Chetham bought it off him, later quit-claiming
it back (.33).
Finally Windle quit-claims Gartside back to the Abbey (.34). His widow
Presumably

afterwards

this (.35).

confirms

13.47

4.32

33

34

35

IsX and InX yield c1235 as both TPQ for. 32 and TAQ for. 33.
In making. 32 the earlier of these two deeds our SqX enjoins a dating of
c1235 for both.

HAWORTH:

to his son
gives a quarter oxgang in Haworth
(4.23), rent being due to Stanlow Abbey. The same land is later
Orm

Robert

3.59,4.23-5,14.52

Faling

III: CHRONOLOGY - Title
bought

from

the Abbey
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by Award

Faling, so that the rent, slightly
lowered, is due to himself when he grants it to his brother (3.59). The
has become two oxgangs in the hands of Henry Wuerdle,
holding
evidently a descendant
the Abbey (4.24).

of Orm's (-> Gen: Faling), who grants it back to

With his grant Henry also transfers the homage of Nicholas
Wuerdle, who had held the land of him. Nicholas refers to this later
homage of his to the monks when he finally quit-claims
to them his
of the two oxgangs "quas de eisdem tenui in feodo" (14.52). By
Haworth
the same grant Nicholas transfers rents due from William

tenancy

He then informs these four vassals, presumably
and three others.
immediately
afterwards, of their changed allegiance (4.25).

3.59

4.23

The implication

14.52

4,24
of our narrative

4.25

is that 14.52 may be dated

the same as 4.25.

HEALEY

(a): 15.68-9,85-7

to Stanlow
gives a moiety of the Hollows
Abbey (15.69). This he has held of his brother Adam, who confirms
(.68). Henry Healey was the father of Hadwisa, who after Henry's death
land to Richard Healey (.85). Richard later quit-claims
the
quit-claims
Henry

Healey

same to the Abbey
to the Abbey (87).

(.86). Hadwisa's

sister Alice confirms

68

86

85

87

by a quit-claim

15,69

HEALEY
1.

Clement

(b): 13.46,50-2,14.53-5,15-53,65,71-4
Healey

receives an oxgang apiece from his
brother Anketil (15.72) and Hugh fitz Jordan de Mitton (.73). Clement
conveys the two oxgangs to Stanlow Abbey (15.65) and Robert fitz
Anketil quit-claims (.74). Robert succeeds his father and confirms to the
one oxgang inherited from him (.71). In this deed Anketil's son
is named in the heading as "Richard", but "Robert" receives support
Abbey

III: CHRONOLOGY - Title
74 and VL5.210 as from 15.53, where reference
.

from

152
is made to Robert's

grant.
2. Robert fitz Hugh de Mitton
his

day,

father's

Wardleworth,
Later

Robert's

Gilbert

to

Notton

grants (13.46), presumably
after
for 4s rent two oxgangs
in

Wymark.
once the dowry of Robert's grandmother
brother Ralph quit-claims
to Gilbert (.50), referring to

Robert's deed.
his mother.
is confusingly
made to call Wymark
Hulton
(626) supports
Robert's scribe, reporting
that "the Eland
gives Wymark
as daughter
of Hugh Eiland and wife of
pedigree"
Jordan Mitton.
Ralph is called in 50 son of Hugh, not of Jordan.
.
It
Perhaps the scribe of 50 did not know the Latin for "grandmother".
.
is "avia", which seems never to appear in the Coucher Book. Robert's
Ralph

phrasing

avoids the use of the term altogether.

for two reasons this discrepancy does not cast doubt
on the sequence of these deeds. One is that the other connections
The other
between the deeds as given here seem to be conclusive.
However

is that the factual

reason

makes no difference
lapse.

doubt

over Wymark's position in the family
to the sequence. It is presumably
a small scribal

3. In 51 Gilbert Notton grants this land to Stanlow Abbey.
.
The Abbey's possession is confirmed by the quit-claim
to it in 52 of
.
Hugh, latest representative
family.
Hugh does not
of the Mitton
mention Robert or Ralph, but like the latter is called son of Hugh. He
does however mention a sister Hadwisa as previous possessor of the
two oxgangs, she having had the land as a gift of her father.
If Robert succeeded to the two oxgangs as next heir, he did so
only after they had been held by his sister, who had them from their
father.
Hadwisa
who might have
seems to have had no children
of title to the two oxgangs within the Mitton
emerges as follows: Hugh I Eiland, Wymark and Jordan Mitton,
fitz Jordan, Hadwisa, Robert (who grants to Gilbert Notton),

inherited.
family
Hugh

The descent

Ralph.
Deed 52 is attested by the Seneschal of the Earl of Lincoln. As
there was no Earl between 1240 and 1265 the deed must belong either
before or after this gap in time. The fact that Hugh was in his claim
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in turn by a sister and two brothers, the last probably
in
possession before 1220 (in 13.50), makes it likely that .52 belongs to the
earlier period.

preceeded

4. Four deeds in Title 14 are variants of the foregoing. 14.53 is
almost word for word a replica of 13.46, with the one curious and
difference that the initial lump sum to be paid
inexplicable
apparently
by Gilbert

Notton

Mitton

in return for the latter's
land appears as 20s in 13.46 but as 15s in 14.53.
to Ralph

There is a word-for-word
14.55 and 13.50.

between

grant

of

up to "hijs testibus"

correspondence

14.54a is the same in substance as 13.51, some seemingly
unimportant
phrases being found in 13.51 alone. 14.54b is the same in
The most
wording.
again, also with its own variant
substance
deviation

noteworthy
pasture

in this last is a mention

of Rochdale, but this probably

of the right

to the

came with the grant anyhow.

Each of these pairs (and one threesome)

evidently

records

a

single transaction.
There is however
within
deeds

difference
for our purposes one important
pairs of deeds, which is that all the Title 14

the corresponding

in this series are copied in the cartulary with their witnesses,
Supplying the
whereas all the Title 13 deeds are reproduced
without.
to each transaction as recorded in Title 14 to its double,
can complete the dating of these Title 13 deeds.

witnesses

71

53

65

74

we

15.72

15.73
3

14.55

5I

13.50

IREFORD:
John II Spotland
in a territorial

exchange

114,54ab

13.52

13,51

15.78-80,82-3

gives land in Ireford

(15.78). Andrew

to Andrew

afterwards

Chadwick

grants this land to

III: CHRONOLOGY - Title
(.79).
of Stanlow
monks
quam... de me tenent in Irefford",

the

He refers to this grant, "tota terra
in a later deed (.80). His son Robert is

in place to grant an assart in Ireford to the Abbey
this grant is made in a later deed (.83).

15.78

80

79
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MARLAND:

in 82. Reference
.

82

to

83

13.1-4,41-2

sells his land in Marland to Roger de Lacy, rent
being due to the terrritorial overlord Hugh Eiland (13.1). Lacy conveys
Alan Marland

the land to Stanlow

Abbey,

specifying that the monks pay him the rent
so that he can continue to pay it to Hugh Eiland (2). Alan confirms the
Abbey's tenure (3). Lacy, not mentioned in. 3, seems to have given up

his interest,

as Alan now exacts the rent off the monks so that he can
In a fresh confirmation
Alan transfers to the monks the
pay Eiland.
for paying Eiland (4).
responsibility
Roger

referring
Afterwards

to

Middleton
Alan

quit-claims
Marland's
former

Threpfeld
tenure

to the

Abbey,

Marland

of

Alan fitz Roger repeats his father's quit-claim

(41).

(.42).

234
13.1

41

NANTWICH:

42

9.12-4

grant land in
and his wife Alda Maubank
Nantwich
to Warren Hanewell, specifying rent of 12d payable twice a
grants the same land to Stanlow
year (9.13). Hanewell
afterwards
Warren

Vernon

the same rent being still due the chief lord (.12). Ralph Vernon,
successor of Warren, confirms (.14).
Abbey,

9.13

12

14

POTTERR UYDING : 19.114-8
Hadwisa
younger

Billington

son of hers, William

to a
grants six acres in Potterruyding
(19.114). Later William grants these six

III: CHRONOLOGY - Title
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acres to Adam the Clerk, called Citator (.115). Adam in turn grants the
same land to Thomas Harwood (.116). Thomas was succeeded by his
Smith of Samlesbury
son Robert, who grants the land to William
(.117).

The

referring
"Roberto

Smith

Russel of Harwood,
grants it to William
form
to his own granter by the diminutive
patronymic
Thomekok"
(.118).
in turn

19.114

115

116

READ:
1. Henry

117

118

20.1-16

fitz William

de Read made two closely related
grants of land in Read to Whalley Church. These are a grant of eight
acres (20.1) and one of seven and a half (2), the two having the same
witnesses and covering mostly the same land, differing over land in
as set at an acre or half an acre. Geoffrey, Dean of
Whalley, as responsible
for the Church land, grants the same seven
and a half acres out to Luke the Minstrel (6).
Read township

2. Henry

fitz William

gave two more acres to
d, in
being land in the northern part of Wolfchristhelan
Geoffrey the
and next to the hedge of Roger fitz Quenilda.
to this grant as having been made "in tempore nostro".

the Church,
Birchgreue,
Dean refers
He himself

grants this land also to Luke the Minstrel (7). Henry confirms both the
Dean's grants to the Minstrel, now totalling ten acres, and refers to
Roger's possession of the hedge as a bygone state: "horreum quod fuit
Rogeri" (4).
John de Lacy, Constable
of Chester, also confirms
Geoffrey's

two grants to Luke (8).
3. Hugh

Siward

de Read

gives five acres in Read to
Whalley Church (3). One of the Deans of Whalley must have granted
this land out to one Elias fitz Gamel. For this Elias grants the five acres
(5), who thus
that he held of Whalley Church to Luke the Minstrel
had received fifteen acres of Church land.

heritage
Whalley

fitz

Luke was succeeded by his son Elias of Read, whose whole
by Peter of Chester, Rector of
of Church land is confirmed
(9). This confirmation
is approved by the Bishop of Coventry

(10).
Elias of Read grants all fifteen acres to his son John 1 (.11).
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The

latter

in time

156
40

grants the
son John II

Ln

,o

same to his own
(.12); and he in turn grants the
land to his son John III (.13).
The Abbot

of Whalley,
in the Church, sued

1
-1ti

as successor
John II of Read for the return of
the fifteen acres as Church land,
and won his case (.14). The
Abbot's successful lawsuit led to
from
Sheriff
the
of
orders
Lancaster that he be re-enfeoffed
forth
(.14a) and called
quitclaims from John II (.16) and his
aged father (.15).
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ROCHDALE:
4.1-10,12-4,28-9,31,13.5-6,9-13,15-6,23,25,29,31,33,48,54,15.77
1.

Roger

de Lacy, Constable

of Chester, as chief patron
promises Rochdale Church to the monks of Stanlow on the decease of
Geoffrey the Dean of Whalley
(4.1), in due course
the incumbent,
This conveyance
it to them (2).
conveying
marks the
of the Abbey's interest in Rochdale parish and is a pivotal
event for the dating of various associated little histories, as follows.

effectively
beginning

2. To begin with a certain four oxgangs in Rochdale, Henry
Eiland grants these to Alexander of Rochdale (13.25). Later the latter's
son

Andrew

presumably

Castleton

grants

this

land

to

Stanlow

Abbey

(23),

after it had taken over the parish church.
Award

(4.28), his lord

Wuerdle
Swain

gives land called
Salebury confirming

Choo
(29).

to Rochdale

Church

As no mention

is

made in either deed of the monastic patrons of the church, it may be
assumed that this happened before it had them. The same may be said
Newbold's
(31) and of
of Margery
grant of land in Wardleworth
William Stapleton's grant of Saddleworth
(.14).
Bury grants to Stanlow Abbey land in Marland that he
from Thomas Bamford
had received
(13.5). Following
this grant,
Bamford quit-claims
(6).
Adam

the
three more local grants following
One is of one rod in Ireford by Liulf Reddewoth (15.77).
appropriation.
Secondly Adam Salebury grants land at Hallestudis
(13.48). The last is
The Abbey

that of Flaxpughill

receives

by Henry Butterworth

(31).

3. A more substantial

Healey
brother

Adam I
narrative concerns Castleton.
grants two oxgangs within this Rochdale township to Henry his
for a rent amounting to eightpence per oxgang and two spurs

It appears that Adam afterwards
sold his interest to Robert
Flamborough,
in 13. Henry Healey
who refers to such a transaction
.
afterwards grants to Stanlow Abbey one of these oxgangs, identified for

(9).

us by monetary rent at the same rate as Adam had asked for them (.11).
Flamborough
confirms as superior tenant (.12).
Henry

adds to the Abbey

the whole

of the land that he had
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received from his brother, at the whole original rent, together with
Sudden Mill (10), Robert Flamborough
(13). John de
again confirming
Lacy (.16) and Geoffrey, Dean of Whalley (.54), quit-claim their superior
rights in Sudden Mill to the Abbey, referring to the mill as already
belonging to it.
Again

in Castleton,

John de Lacy grants to the Abbey two
oxgangs that had belonged to Award Brown (.15). Award's son Elias in
due course grants to the Abbey his rights in either oxgang severally (.29,
33).
4.

Church.

Here our attention
John de Lacy, Constable

shifts back to the main grant of the
of Chester, confirms his father's grant
(4). The Convent of Coventry
ratifies

(4.3), as does Bishop Cornhill
Cornhill's
deed (5), and in due course Cornhill's
successor Bishop
Stavenby reaffirms it (6). At this stage Geoffrey the Younger, Dean of
Whalley, had still a vicarage in Rochdale, which he later resigns (7).
His nephew

Buckley had a share of Rochdale tithes, which he
mentioning also the Dean's resignation (9).

Geoffrey

resigns to the Abbey,

5. At some time following Roger de Lacy's grant, John Eiland
(8) and John de Lacy of Cromwell Bottom (.12) resign their rights in the
patronage
of Rochdale Church. With their resignations
and those of
the

Dean

of Whalley

and

his nephew,

Bishop

Stavenby

is able

"vicariam...

[to give] totam ecclesiam" to
cum personatu consolidantes
the Abbey, saving the constitution
of a new vicarage under episcopal
(10). The Bishop then appoints its first incumbent
to this
authority
vicarage

(13).
Whitaker

(qd H136) seems by the order

of his exposition

to

place deed 10 earlier than some subsidiary
grants in this series.
However his intention was perhaps to explain the deeds rather than to
establish a complete sequence. Nor does Bishop Stavenby's disposition
of the whole

patrons.

church

accord

easily with the continued

presence

of lay
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23

13.25

31

4.1

-7-9

4.28

13

10

29

8

4.31

12
-6
29
33
13

16

-12-10

54

SNELLESHO U: 5.46-8
Geoffrey,

Dean of Whalley, grants land called Snelleshou
by
(R277) to Elias, his sergeant (5.46). John de Lacy,
the cartularist
Constable of Chester, confirms (.47). These two deeds are confirmed by
the Bishop of Coventry (.48).

5,46

SPOTLAND:

Martin

48

13.14,14.50-1,56,15.7-32,42-3,45,47,56,84

1. Henry III Spotland
fitz

47

(15.7)1, who

also

grants a meadow
acquires

in Mosileye

meadowland

from

to Hugh
Adam

The suggestion that the grant of Henry fitz John in 15.7 is consequent on, rather than
merely adjacent to, deed 6 of John Spotland (cf. Argument §20) is not favoured
by the status of the latter as a quit-claim.
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This

Marland.

bears

(8). He
name of Spotland
from his father (9), taking a new SN from this
receives Coppedhurst
land, under which name he receives from Alexander
Coterel more
(10).
land in Hulliley
2.

Hugh

160

Hugh's

father

the family

Martin

in 14.51 as tenant of
Coptrod was
Witley. The overlord of Coppedhurst
and its neighbour
Hugh Huntohen,
over the latter
evidently
who grants his lordship
(15.47). Hugh
Spotland
to the Abbey
with the service of Martin
Coptrod,

also appears

so named, is also in possession
3.

Hugh's

elder

brother

in 15.20.
Witley,

Henry,

also
surnamed
service for Coptrod

to the
succeeds their father and grants Hugh's
Abbey (.32). Henry holds Witley in 13.14, where he owes rent for it to
Henry is also in possession
Marland.
in 15.31 (see next
Adam
but one), and in 14.56, in which
retaining the SN.

paragraph
though

4. Hugh

Coptrod

5.

Marland

himself

he divests

of Witley

to the Abbey
grants his land in Hulliley
(15.11), which Coterel later confirms (.42). Finally he grants to the
their
monks his land in Mosileye
and Coppedhurst,
aknowledging
existing lordship over the latter and reverting to the SN Spotland (.12).
to Andrew his younger
grants Brotherod
son (.45). Alan is succeeded by his elder son Adam, who appears in
possession
of the land in .20. Andrew grants land in Spotland to the
Abbey, subject to 2d. rent due to Adam, and also bequeaths his body for
burial at Stanlow (.84). Adam refers to this grant of his brother"s in
releasing
Brotherod
Witley

Alan

the monks

from

the same rent

to Henry fitz Martin

(.56).

de Spotland

The

Abbey

(.31), whose

grants
son Henry II

grants it back to the Abbey (14.50).
6. Adam

Eccles grants four oxgangs in Spotland to Geoffrey II
Whalley (15.21). Adam's heir William, after an unsuccessful
attempt
(.24), who also
to Geoffrey
to recover
these by a writ, quit-claims
receives

from

Robert

I Spotland

a quit-claim,

of uncertain

relevance,

for two oxgangs (.22).
7.

Geoffrey

is succeeded

by his son Henry

I Whalley,

who

of the four oxgangs from the same Robert (23).
This last deed enumerates the four oxgangs by reference to the descent

receives

a quit-claim

of each.

Robert

Spotland's

repeated

confirmations

of transfers

of this
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land may be those of a former possessor only.
S.

is that which John fitz
oxgang so distinguished
William fitz Akeman had held of Robert Spotland.
John continued to
hold it of Henry Whalley, who later grants it to Hugh Thelwall (.28).
Thelwall
Henry

One

grants to the Abbey
confirms (25).
9.

(.29), further

his rent (.30).

quit-claiming

by Robert
of the four oxgangs quit-claimed
Spotland to Henry Whalley by 23 is one that John II Spotland held of
.
Robert. Henry grants this oxgang to John's brother Michael (.14), which
confirms,
variant "Astulphi",
grant Robert, here under a patronymic
Another

referring again to John's former tenure (.13). Henry afterwards
his superior tenure, with other land, to the Abbey (.25).
10.

Michael

Spotland,

the

lower

tenant

of this

grants

oxgang,

returns to the monks' use "ilia bouata terre quam de illis tenui" (.19).
Later he adds pertinent common rights (.15), the order of this deed and
19 being decided by the perfect tense of "tenui" (.15 line 11) in reference
.
to the main grant of the oxgang. After Michael's death his daughters
quit-claim the same oxgang (43).
11.

grant of Michael's is .18. A third is of half an
oxgang to his brother Alexander II (.16). Michael gives to the Abbey the
(.20), which implies that Alexander
still has
rent due from Alexander
Another

the use of the land for his rent. (In this deed Adam Marland has
succeeded his father. ) Alexander afterwards
conveys this land to the
Abbey (.17).
12.
likely Robert

"Robertus
I Spotland

filius

Astulphi

de Asterleys"

again. The apparent

(27) is most

locative

SN suggests only
He quit-claims
the four

reduplication
of the patronymic.
oxgangs to the Abbey, presumably in confirmation
grant (.25).
a garbled

of Henry Whalley's

clerk of Eccles, eventual heir of Adam, quit-claims
to the Abbey his rent as superior tenant (.26). This is presumably
after
by a
the monks have received the land from Henry, as a quit-claim
William,

superior
surprising.

tenant

to

a party

not

previously

involved

would

be
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8.1-11,23-4

STAINING:

William

1. The title to the whole township
the monk and Thomas Beaumont

Chester

(8.4). John de Lacy thereafter

Lacy's further
therefore

grant of the "firmam"

163

of Staining is granted
to John, Constable

by
of
(1).

grants it to Stanlow Abbey
in (3) seems to be subsidiary and

later.

Lesser, related sequences may be distinguished.
Constant
reference to the Abbey's interest in Staining is enough to establish
these sequences as subsequent to the grant in deed 1.
Of two deeds relating
of .10, which therefore
2.

preceeds

The boundaries

to Staining tithes,

11 is a confirmation
.

it.
of Staining

at first indeterminate
from its neighbours
where a certain marsh separated the township
Carleton
By the concessions
and Layton.
of Cicely Layton in .5-6
III Butler (.7) and of Henry Carleton
(.23) a
piecemeal,
of William
certain ditch was established
as marking the division
of the marsh
between

were

Staining

Great Layton

on the one hand and, on the other, Little
(see VL7.220m).
and Little Carleton respectively

seems to be a superior and subsequent confirmation
of Cicely's concession regarding Little Layton.
Theobald
Mere
Marton

Walter

to the Abbey
forswears

by Richard

Layton,
Deed 8
Butler

Butler of Ireland grants the use of Marton
(9). Deed 24 apparently
follows, wherein Adam

objection

to the monks' use of the mere.
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3

5
8
6
1

8.4

7

9

24

10

11

23

STAN N EY: 11.1-3
A dispute

as to the rights to the tithes of Stanney arose
betwen the Abbeys of Stanlow and Chester, which was settled (11.1).
Another dispute, between Stanlow and the Priory of Norton over land
in

Stanney,

confirmed

(2).
Both these
also settled
by the Archbishop of Canterbury (3).
was

agreements

were

11.1
3
11.2

STANWORTH:
1.

Adam

Withnell

17.1-28,30-6,40-6

gives Stanworth

(17.6) and Brinscall (7)
to Stanlow Abbey, the latter together with his body for burial. John de
Westeleye confirms both grants (10), his son Richard consenting before
the same witnesses
(.11). Later Richard in his own right grants
Mounsill to the Abbey (.12). All three grants are confirmed by Richard
Fitton (.21). Henry
2. Richard

Rixton refers to two of them (.13).
fitz john de Westeleye

later took the SN Ollerton.

In the pertinent
deed (.32) he grants pasture for twenty mares to
Cockersand Abbey. This house also receives Bradshaw II in Stanworth

III : CHRONOLOGY - Title
from Roger Stanworth
to Stanlow
to

(.31). Later Cockersand

(.33). Following

Stanlow

renunciations
(.36).
3.

this Richard

165
both amenities
Bradshaw
quit-claims

transfers

Ollerton

(.34) and this is supported
by similarly
formulated
from Henry Withnell
(.35) and Henry de Bromycroft

Roger

Stanworth

also receives a mill in Routhelesden
from Adam
Bury (9), Elias Pleasington
resigning his rights in it to
Roger (8), as well as privileges from King John relative to Stanworth
(1).
Roger's
in that village
his
activity
presumably
predates
(2). His son Adam twice
conveyance
of it all to Stanlow Abbey
confirms Roger's grant, once before the same witnesses as supported
his father's grant (3) and again, presumably
after his father's day (5).
Richard fitz Adam

de Stanworth

on their eponymous

grandfather
4.

renounces
land (4).

the claims of his father and

Other

deeds of Richard Ollerton as so named include a
grant of common pasture to Stanlow Abbey (.22) and his sister's dowry
(.30). His daughter Ellen grants land in Withnell to Stanlow Abey (.40),
being to become a nun (.41)
which Richard confirms, her intention
Richard repeats his confirmation
of "terram illam que erat Elene filie
mee", presumably
after his daughter has given up her claims on the
to Robert the
world (.42). Richard himself grants land in Withnell
Clerk (.43), later quit-claiming
(.45). Robert
Henry Withnell (.44). These he afterwards
(.46).
5.
mother
(.14).
name
Abbey

Presumably

before

Margery

receives
conveys

grant from
to Stanlow Abbey

another

his
of Henry Withnell,
to her nephew Thomas fitz Adam

the tenure

grants Whelcroft
Henry Rixton confirms, mentioning
Richard Ollerton
by that
(.15). Later Thomas Withnell
Whelcroft
to Stanlow
conveys
(.16), Rixton

renounces
all claim to
Abbey (.18). A superior
Roger fitz Austin,

also this (.17). Margery's
son Henry
Whelcroft
following
his cousin's gift to the
tenure of this land was that of one Victor fitz

confirming

who quit-claims

(.19). He later renounces

to the Abbey

all claim to Whelcroft
grant the place out to tenants (.20a).
6. After

and son Richard

save for half an Acre
(.20). The monks later

the death of Henry Withnell his widow Agnes (.28)
(.26) make deeds to Stanlow Abbey.
Deeds are also
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made to the Abbey after the death of "Ricardus quondam de Olreton"
by his widow Cicely (.23) and by Richard Withnell (.24). Richard later
adds a quit-claim to his grant (.25).
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WALTON:
Adam
The

(3.15).
within

his own

3.15-6

Blackburn

resigns Walton
of Coventry
confirms

Bishop

167

Chapel
Adam's

to Stanlow
deed,

Abbey
it

reciting

(.16).

16

3.15

WARTON:

8.37-8

In 8.38 he
makes two grants to Stanlow.
refers to a granary of the monks "quod prius habuerunt ex dono meo".
This granary was presumably
by 37, so making the same
transferred
.
the earlier deed.
Robert

Beetham

8.37

WHALLEY
Robert,
diocesan
holdings

Archbishop

38

(a): 5.16def

of Canterbury,

asks W. de Staunden,

to arrange an inquisition
into the
official
of Coventry,
is written up in
of Whalley Church (5.16e). The inquisition

16f and the official
.

sent the report

off to Kent (.16d).

5.16e

fd

WHALLEY (b): 5.55-7
Geoffrey,

Dean

of Whalley,
grants some church land in
Whalley to Ughtred of Samlesbury (5.55). This gift is confirmed
by
Roger de Lacy, Constable
of Chester (.56) and Geoffrey, Bishop of
Coventry (.57).

56
5.55----C
57

WHITWORTH
Whitworth

manor

was

from

time

out

of mind

held

in
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which both found their ways by distinct paths to the Abbey's
The last co-parceners
possession and are here dealt with separately.

moieties,

John Eiland and Robert Liversedge are said to have together held the
manor for a long time (IT637-8) and to have been in possession c1200
(VL5.211; it may be best to push this round date back a year or more: see
(cA1).

(a): 14.1-6,13-6,25-31,36-7,59-60
1.

John I Eiland

2.

John Eiland

3.

Andrew

grants half an oxgang to Alan Whitworth
(14.5), who still has it in 26. This land passes to Alan's daughter
.
Quenilda, who grants it to her son Henry III (.15). Henry grants to
Stanlow Abbey (.13) and his mother quit-claims (.14).
by granting
ends his activity in Whitworth
his moiety of the manor to the Abbey (1) together with appurtenances
(2,4) and lesser tenements
(3). These deeds presumably
mark the
beginning of Stanlow Abbey's involvement
in the township.

Stanlow

Abbey

the Abbey

I and Alan Whitworth

(.60), as well as making

receive
another joint

Maxicroft
transaction

from
with

(59).
Andrew

I receives grants relating to one oxgang, to wit one
from John Eiland, then lord of the manor (6), and the other from Peter
Healey (25). Andrew
later grants all his land in Whitworth
to his
eldest son Henry I (.26), mentioning
Healey and also Alan's half oxgang.

both

his grants from

Eiland

and

4. Of this endowment
Henry grants land at Harsenden croft
to his younger brother, also called Henry (.31), who then grants the
same to William Holden (.29). Holden conveys this land to the Abbey
(30).

Henry,

William

(.27), and
the younger
presumably
one, quit-claims
fitz Peter de Healey, having succeeded to his father's claim,

follows

suit (.36), adding the homage of Andrew, who therefore
still
lives and is presumably
Another
seen as lord of his sons' tenement.
grant of William's is .37.
5.
Andrew's

Cicely,

widow

mother

quit-claims
(.16). One of the homonymous

in 27, afterwards
of the grantor
as
.
her rights in Whitworth
to the Abbey
brothers conveys Maxicroft,
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inherited

presumably
father, back to the Abbey

from
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(b): 13.30,14.7-12,34-5,39-40,42-9
1. The Abbey
Geoffrey

Buckley

grants

further

grants of land in Whitworth.
one oxgang, which he has held of John fitz

receives
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John de Whitworth,

to Thomas

Brandwood

170

(14.7). Thomas

conveys

it

(8). Buckley quit-claims (9), calling Thomas "de fforesta"
bouata" (R647) identifying
the note "de predicta
the two

to the Abbey
in Latin,

versions of Thomas's SN. John II Whitworth
quit-claims to the Abbey
(.39), as does his mother Agnes (.40). Thomas Brandwood
also receives
from Quenilda Whitworth
(.12) and makes another grant
a quit-claim
to the Abbey (13.30).
2.

Thomas

land from
Jordan
receives
Whitworth
(14.46). After Thomas his son Richard grants this land to
the Abbey (.10). Richard's son Henry in turn makes another grant to
the Abbey (.11).
Jordan
Henry
Andrew

fforesta"

Whitworth

later

conveys
III Whitworth
Jordan

"de

grants land (.47) to Henry I Spotland.
it to Stanlow Abbey (.34). Later Jordan's son
makes a grant of homage

de Cumba

(.35).

grants land to the Abbey

(49).

The XN,

which is one of the less common ones, and the placing of this deed in
the Coucher Book alongside others relating to Jordan Whitworth
make
it likely that the same Jordan used these two SNs.
3.

Richard

grants one oxgang to Jordan Whitworth
(.42). Later Jordan, with the concurrence of his son Andrew, conveys it
to the Abbey (.43). Finally Matilda, widow of Jordan, quit-claims
the
Linley

same (.44). William
oxgang,
whether

Smith of Wardleworth,
of whom Jordan held the
it to the Abbey (.45); it is not clear from his deed
quit-claims
Jordan yet lives.
The

mother's
49.

quit-claim

(.44), presumably

of

Andrew

postdates

III

Whitworth

the activity

(.48), like

of Jordan

his

in 43,46-7,
.
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39
14.7

8

40

11
44

14.47
48

14.42

...

Z-/

(c): 14.17-24,32,38,57-8,71-5,92abc
1.

The descent

of the other moiety of the manor is twice
recounted in 14.80 and IT637-8. Robert Liversedge grants his half of the
hamlet to Sawley Abbey (92a). Over twenty years later Sawley grants
the same to Hampole Priory (.92c). Liversedge's grant is confirmed by
Robert Flamborough
(.92b). With Hampole in possession, the Prioress
Joan de Crescy grants to Robert fitz Randall the White (.70).

sources
between
given in
in IT638

The date of the prioress's grant to Robert is fixed but our two
differ on the dating of the preceeding
grants. The difference
the texts concerns the interval between 92c and 70, which is
.
.
80 as twenty years, so dating 92c to cl 239 and 92a to cl 219, but
.
.
.
as over forty years, so dating the same deeds to a1219 and a1199

respectively.
An early date is preferred here for. 92c because this deed must
precede .17, in which the Prioress Cicely grants land in the township on
behalf of Hampole
Priory (see §3). The InX of the latter deed fairly
strongly

suggests an early date.

confuse

cited witnesses

Our treatment

with later namesakes,

of it in that section may
but there is no reason to
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think that it does1.
Deed 92b is to be dated the same as 92a because the list of
.
confirmation
witnesses is the same. It appears that Flamborough's
followed immediately
upon Robert Liversedge's gift to Sawley Abbey.
2.

Two

deeds

Robert

in which

de Whitworth

fitz Randall

I Our preference for the account of IT637-8 follows our usual methods of SqX but four
points

might yet be made in support

that this source lies somewhat

later writer

evidence

nearer in time to the material

of the later fourteenth

of course

of the contrary

or the fifteenth.

century

his information,

does not attribute

lore is then cited in evidence

statement

(see Whitworth

0200,

we are dealing

even though
likely

more

general

Another

that

of the

Thirdly,

events.

Liversedge

in approximates,

is that the

roll of local men whose

for the recounted

entry)

events; IT637-8 is

the authenticity

whereas

account found in 14.80 is pleaded by that deed's opening
traditional

of 14.80. One is

held

may make

the

his moiety
a later date

for. 92a.

The last argument for the account given in 80 is the manner of giving
.
the

date

of each conveyance,

is by time

which

So the transaction

past.

92c is "iam lxxx. annis
as .92a is "lam centum annis elapsis';
.
elapsis"; and .70 is "lam lx. annis elapsis". By contrast in IT637-8 each deed is
dated by reference only to the one before it, as "Apres queux don et graunt a xx

registered

ans et pluys".

Therefore

by either

explained

the discrepancy

one mistake

over the date

of 14.92c could

in IT638 or two in 14.80. It would

to suppose the former and believe the chronology

economical

be

be more

given in. 80.

If the accumulated authority of our SqX be allowed to override these
objections then they require some explanation. The argument from the date of
the source is merely circumstantial.

As for the tenure of Liversedge, this may

conceivably have ended at about the date of c1200 as established for it.
Our second and fourth considerations in favour of 14.80might give way
to a conjecture for which, however, we have no evidence to show. At a time not
70 was drawn up, someone may have attained to the view,
.
mistaken, as we suppose, that deed 92c belonged to c1240 rather than to a time

long before

twenty
over

years before that.
sixty

assembled
a consistent

years

If this view had become

afterwards,

it might

local men as to something
underestimate

account

general by the time of 14.80
for

both

that had happened

the

belief

of the

before their time and

of twenty years on the part of the scribe for the time

past since. 92ac were drawn up.
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namely .24,70, presumably
preceed the dealings of his son
in 71-5. (Andrew also grants in 76, which is anyhow dated in
.
.
the text. ) This Andrew grants to john Shaw (.74), who later returns
possession of the same land (.75).
occurs,
Andrew

3.

Some time during

Priory of this
of Hampole
moiety of Whitworth
manor, the Prioress Cicily grants one oxgang to
Hugh Whitworth
(17). Hugh grants half an oxgang in Tongue End to
the tenure

implies

Swain (.18), specifying rent due to Hampole, which
that this land must have come to Hugh in his grant from that

house.

Hugh also attests a grant of a younger

his son and heir

son of his, Michael

(.22).

4. Later Hugh's widow Matilda quit-claims to Stanlow Abbey
(.21).
the value of her dowry in Whitworth
except for Tunnacliff
Swain duly inherits Tunnacliffe and later grants it to the Abbey (19).
quam tenui de
Hugone fratre meo": this should presumably
read "patre" for "fratre"
since Swain is son and heir of Hugh and as such unlikely to hold land
of any brother; nor is there any other evidence that he had a brother
In this deed

Hugh.

Swain is made

to specify

"totam

terram

We have besides

seen that Swain did indeed hold
he was his heir (.18). Swain is followed

father

even though
Richard, who quit-claims land to the Abbey
his widowed mother Agnes (.20).

land of his
by his son

(.23); this is confirmed

by

S. Swain's grant in 19 includes the homage of his brother
.
from John Eiland is
Andrew
IV, whose receipt of half a meadow
attested by Swain (.57). Andrew V inherits this meadow and conveys it
to the Abbey (.58). Golda Whitworth
occurs as widow of Andrew IV
(.32).
Michael
Dunnisbooth
the Abbey,

Whitworth

grants land to the Abbey

(.22). His son Michael Dunnisbooth
presumably after his father's day (.38).

in exchange for
land to
quit-claims
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WOLVETSCOLES : 20c.1-4
fitz Richard of Clitheroe gave land in Wolvetscoles
to
Hugh, son of Adam
Hugh was
(20c. 1).
the Smith of Clitheroe
succeeded by his son Adam, who receives further land in the area from
John Blackburn
(2). Adam fitz Hugh afterwards
grants his lands in
Adam

Wolvetscoles
William

to his brother

Grimshaw,

specifying

Robert (3).

Robert

conveys the same to
rent still due the heir of John Blackburn

(. 4).

20c,1
34
20c,2

175

176

§kbOulc of IkOg
Ti 1.1 (a)

1178

2-4 (a) 1178x90 (b) ExWhaAb/
5 (a) 1186x90 (b) ExCheAb/

ExCheCon
ExCheCon

6-7 (a) 1178x81 (b) ExWhaAb/
8 (a) 1188x90 (b) ExCheE/

ExCheE

ExCheCon

9 (a) 1190x1208 (b) ExCheCon/

ExCheJ

10 (a) 1194x1211 (b) ExCheCon
11 (a) 1190x1211 (b) ExCheCon
12 (a) 1194x1211 (b) ExCheCon
13-4 (a) 1178x82 (b) ExWhaAb/

ExCovBp

15 (a) 1185x91 (b) ExCantAbp
16-7 (a) 1190x1211 (b) ExCheCon
18-20

(a) 1194x1211 (b) ExCheCon

21 (a) [c1193]c1211x46
22-3

(bc) Wt Moton

(a) c1222x63 (b) Ri Starky/

Wm II Walton

24 (a) 1271
25 (a) 1272
26 (a) 1178xc1240

(b) ExWhaAb/

27 (a) 1178x1257 (b) ExWhaAb/
28 (a) [1178]c1229xc33[c83]

Leving & Guy Stanney
ExCheM

(b) ExWhaAb/

Th Chamberlain

Chamberlain
29 (a) 1178x1296 (b) ExWhaAb
30 (a) 1279
31 (a) 1262
32-4 (a) 1211x40 (b) ExCheCon
35 (a) 1240x58 (b) ExCheCon
(a) date (b) IsX (c) InX (d) SqX

(c) Th
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36 (a) 1258
*******+

Ti 2.7 (a)

1191

8 (a) a1180 (b) ExEccles
10 (a) 1274x86 (b) ExLaShf
12 (a) 1222
18 (a) c1200 (b) L51
19 (a) 1231x62 (b) Th Grelley
21 (a) c1250x84 (b) ExEccles
38 (a) c1287x96 (b) Ad Hulton/

ExWhaAb

39 (a) [1222]c46x62 (b) Gb Barton
40 (a) 1296xc1306[c27]

(c) He Tarbock

1246-

Ad Prestwich

(b) ExWhaAb/

1277-1306
41 (a) 1267
**+

Ti 3.1 (a) 1229x33 (b) ExCheJ
2 (a) 1237x40 (b) ExCheJ
15 (a) 1211x28 (b) ExCheCon/-

(d) Walton:

-/16

16 (a) 1228
25 (a) 1236 (b) VL6.297
27 (a) 1240x9 (b) ExCheAb
28 (a) c1250x8 (b) ExCheAdiac/
32 (a) 1268x78 (b) ExWhaAb/

ExCheCon
ExSawley

33 (a) 1333
35 (a) 1287x94 (b) ExSen
36 (a) 1246x92 (b) Rb II Eccleshill tn/

He Pleasington

38 (a) 1274x86 (b) ExLaShf

(a) date (b) IsX (c) InX (d) SqX

(c)

Prestwich
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39 (a) 1280
40 (a) 1274x86 (b) ExLaShf
41 (a) 1274x96 (b) He II Pleasington mor/
48ab

ExWhaAb

(a) 1282x3

50 (a) 1291x2
51 (a) c1292 (d) <50>: the witnesses are the same.
52 (a) 1324
53 (a) 1338x9
54 (a) 1291x2
58 (a) [c1260]c86xc7[96]

(b) Ad II Bil/

1287, Wm Hawkshaw
59 (a) 1224xc70
60 (a)

(c) 1286-7: Ad II Bil
(d) Blak: 1/-

1284x6, Rg Wha 1274x86

(d) Haw: 4.23 / 25

[c1225]c58xc75[96]
Brockholes;

ExWhaAb

(b)

Ax Cuerdale;

ExWhaAb

(c) Ad & Rg

Cuerdale

62 (a) c1250 (b) VL6.297
63

(a)

(b)

[1246]c58x75

Ad Wilpshire

tn/

ExSen

Cuerdale

c1275, Wm Hawkshaw 1284x6, Wm
92, Ri id 1274x86, Ad Wilpshire 1258
66 (a) 1259
68 (a) 1236x50 (b) ExSawley/

VL6.328

*********

Ti 4.1 (a) 1194x1211 (b) ExCheCon
2 (a) 1199x1211 (b) -/ ExCheCon

(d) Ro§1-2: 31/-

3 (a) 1211x32[401 (b) ExCheCon
4 (a) 1214x22 (b) ExCovBp /- (d) Ro§4: -/5
5 (a) 1222 (e) Coventry
6 (a) 1224x32 (b) ExCovBp/

ExCheAdiac

7 (a) 1224x32 (d) Ro§3-4: 6/ 10

(a) date (b) IsX (c) InX (d) SqX

p1258: Ax
II Grimshaw 1271(c)

III : CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
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(d) Ro§3,5: -/ 10

9 (a) 1224x32 (d) Ro§3-4: 6/10
10 (a) 1224x32 (b) ExCheAdiac
11 (a) 1259xc84 (b) ExRo/ Gf Chetham
12 (a) 1199xc1212 [27] (b) -/ Wm I Vavasour
(c) -1212:
The WP, though not the WS, of Hu I also overlaps
(d) Ro§1,3,5: 2/-

Hu II Eiland.
with the DP.

13 (a) 1224x38 (b) ExCovBp
14 (a) 1194x1211 (b) ExCheCon/-.

Roger de Lacy is named but it is not
he is still alive. (d) Ro§1-2: -/2

clear whether
15 (a) cl250x73
16

(b) ExCheAdiac/

Walter the
witness
must be Worcester and not Thorp is shown by a
dating: 1224x65: ExRo/ Ri Blundel.

(a) 1235xc50

(b)

Archdeacon
preliminary
17

ExRo
That

ExCheAdiac.

(a) c126Ox1310 (b) Rg II Middleton,
Hopwood
(cf. Directory)
would

the

Jn Biron.
yield

William

A unified

a terminus

ante

quem

cl 284.
18 -> 3.17
19 (a) 1310
20

(a) 1224xc30[c55]

(b)

ExRo/

Ug Samlesbury

(c) -c1230:

Ug

Samlesbury
ExKirkstall

21 (a) 1194x1204 (b) ExCheCon/
22 (a) 1211x20 (b) ExCheCon/

ExSen

23 (a) 1228x73 (b) ExRo (c) Mi Clegg -c1230-c681259, Mi Clegg c1259xc61, Wm
c1230-c68-, Rd Faling c1259x73, He II Haworth
Milnehouses
1256x63, Ni Wuerdle c1270. The InX is given as a
does
IsX
SqX,
is as
for
IsX
it
that
the
the
as
and
suggesting
support
the
than a1240 (ExCheCon)
and establishes
given rather

24 (a) c1265xc70

Existence

(b) ExCheCon/-

of a younger

(c) Rg I Buersill

Alexander

Haworth,

Haw: -/ 25

(a) date (b) IsX (c) InX (d) SqX

a witness

here.

(d)

CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
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25 (a) c1270 (b) VL5.225
26 (a) c1291xc1301[c20] (b) c1291xc1320: He III Haworth/
Wm III id (c)
Haworth,
Wm
III
Gf
Turnagh
Ri
1293-1301
II
id
-1301:
-1299,
27 (a) [c1259]c85x96

(b) Jn Biron/

1285, He Keighley

(c) 1285-: Hu III Eiland

ExWhaAb

1285-1303

28 (a) [c1170]c80xc90[1211]

An Wolstenholm

(b) Ad I (Hu Wuerdle,

WPs ac1230) Sp /- (c) 1180-90: Jn I Buersill c1190, Ad I Sp c1180c1225, An Wolstenholm
c1180, He I (cf. Hu id, Wolstenholm)
One witness is given as "Johe
This unusual tag recurs at
clerico qui scripsit cartam istam".
14.25, the scribe's SN, moreover, being there supplied as Buersill.
Wuerdle

c1180, Hu id c1180-c90.

That our clerk is John I is shown by the presence
Henry I Wuerdle. (d) Ro§1-2: -/2
29 (a) [c1184]c1200xll

in this deed of

(c) 1200-: Al Marland

(b) Al Marland/-

(d)

Ro§1-2: -/2
30 (a) 1284x93 (b) ExSen
31 (a) 1199x1211 (b) ExKings/32 (a) [c1224x]c35

(d) Ro§1-2: -/2

(b) 1224x59: ExRo/

(c) 1235-: Ad Bury

ExWhaAb

1259, Mi Clegg -c1230-c68-, Wm II Haworth
c1259x61, Ad I Windle c1235-58 (d) ac1235: Gar: -/ 33
1235, Rg I Buersill

33 (a) [c1224x]c35

(b) -/ ExWhaCl

(d) Gar: 32/-

34 (a) [cl224]c35xc68

(b) -/ Ad I Windle

35

(b)

(a) [1259]c70x88

(d) Gar: 32 /-

ExRo / He II Haworth.

The identification

of

II receives support from (c) and from the following:
The WP of Henry III Haworth also overlaps
a1296: ExWhaAb.
slightly with the DP but our record of him begins much later. (c)
Wm Salebury c1270-85.
Henry

36 (a) 1284

Ti 5.1 (a)

1283x4

10-1

(a) 1294

3 (a) 1283

12-14a (a) 1294x5

5-7

14b

(a) 1285

(a) 1297x8

(a) date (b) IsX (c) InX (d) SqX

III: CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
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(a) 1294

16bcde

30-1

(a) 1296

32a (a) 1334x5

16e/ d

(a) 1298

19b-20

(a) 1334x5

32 (a) 1334

16f (a) 1296 (d) WhaA:
19a
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33 (a) 1334

(a) 1297

34-5

(a) 1334x5

21a

(a) 1298

36 (a) 1339

21b

(a) 1297

37-40

21c

(a) 1298

41 (a) 1334x5

(a) 1335

22 (a) 1330

42 (a) 1328x9

23-4

42a (a) 1178x90

(a) 1331

25 (a) 1332

42c (a) 1317x8

27 (a) 1331

43 (a) 1328x9

28a

(a) 1297x8

44 (a) 1316x7

28b

(a) 1331

45 (a) 1283x4

29 (a) 1332
46 (a) [c1202]c13x1220
Ri Altham

(b) pc1202: Ri Alston (c) Ri Alston -1220-c50,
1213, Jn Fitton 1213-c30, Rg Samlesbury, Ug id -1208-

c30 (d) Snelleshou

:-/ 47

47 (a) 1211x20 (b) ExCheCon/ ExSen
48

(a)

1214x22

(b)

Rd

ExCovBp/

Maidstone:

"W",

Bishop

of

and John de Lacy, Constable of Chester, attest this
The only such "W" during John's tenure (see ExCheCon)

Coventry,
deed.

was William
assumption

Cornhill

(see ExCovBp),

in spite of our
that the bishop was called Walter (H278).

49a (a) 1235x75 (b) ExWhaCl/

ExSen

51 (a) 1312x3
52-3

(a) 1 327

54-5 (a) 1183x1208 (b) ExWhaCl/-

(a) date

(d) WhaB: -/57

(b) IsX (c) InX

(d) SqX

scribe's
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56 (a) 1194x1211 (b) ExCheCon
57 (a) 1198x1208 (b) ExCovBp
58 (a) 1209x40 (b) ExWhaAb/

ExSen

59 (a) 1337x8

73 (a) 1295

60-1

74 (a) 1296

(a) 1338x9

62 (a) 1235

75- 6 (a) 1317

63 (a) 1249

77 (a) 1323

64-5

78 (a) 1333

(a) c1190 (b) VL6.79

66 (a) 1214x23 (b) ExCovBp

79 (a) 1335

67-70

80 (a) 1336

(a) 1249

81 (a) 1310

71 (a) 1241
72 (a) 1295x6
82 (a) 1311 (b) ExCheCon/

ExWhaCl

83 (a) 1311
84 (a) 1235x75 (b) ExWhaCl/
85 (a) c1189xc1220

ExSen

(b) Ri Standish

86 (a) c1280 (b) Cubbin §90
87 (a) 1218x35 (b) ExWhaCl
88 (a) 1296x1347 (b) ExWhaAb
89 (a) [c1200]c1213xc3O[58]

(b) VL6.455/

Mt Habergham

1213, Jn Fitton 1213-c30
90 (a) 1294x6 (b) ExWhaCl/
91-2

(a) 1340

93-4

(a) 1342

95 (a) 1272x92 (b) ExCheCon/

ExWhaAb

Wm I Hacking

96 (a) 1343
97 (a) 1344

(a) date (b) IsX (c) InX (d) SqX

(c) Ri Altham
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98 (a) 1343
99 (a) 1346x7
#++*#
Ti 6.2-3

(a)

1178x1206

(b)

ExWhaAb/

Wt

& Rb Butler:

Stephen

ffrenell, who attests as Sheriff of Chester City, is not recorded, so
begin
the deed must be of a1257, the date when records
(ExCheShfCiv).
The witness Wt Butler occurs with his son; of
of this name listed in H415-6 only one of those
a1257 lived long enough to see his sons' adult activity.

several

7 (a) 1216x96 (b) Stephen Woodrove

active

to / ExWhaAb

11 (a) 1264 (b) ExCheJ, ExCheM
14 (a) 1261x7 (b) ExCheM
(b) -/ Rg Domeville
Pa Heswall 1262-79 (d) Chester: -/ 20

18 (a) [c1237]c77xc9[88]

20-2

1277-87-,

ExCheM

(a) 1287x8 (b) ExCheShfCiv/

26 (a) 1269x72 (b) ExCheShfCiv,

(c) Rg Domeville

ExCheM

27 (a) 1229x33 (b) ExCheJ

Ti 7.14 (a) 1211xc22[c61] (b) ExSen/

Gb I Lymm

(c) Lymm

1211-c22-

32 (a) 1328x9
*+

Ti 8.1 (a) 1211x20 (b) ExCheCon/
3 (a) 1211x32[40] (b) ExCheCon

ExSen (d) Stg: 4/
(d) Stg: 4/-

ExCon, VL7.238n5.
The archaic
4 (a) c1184xc90
(b) Wm I Butler/
disdain of the witnesses for SNs other than patronymics
seems
in VL of the founder of Stanlow
to support the identification
as the recipient of this deed. In this case the Cartularist
(R420) appears to be mistaken in designating that John by the SN

Abbey

Lacy as used by his grandson
dating the form <Stanynggas>,
5-6 (a) c1252x71

(b) Al II Singleton/

John.

So does

Ekwall

(L156) in

found in this deed, to 1225.
Wm Marton

(a) date (b) IsX (c) InX (d) SqX
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7 (a) [c1241]c55x71
III Butler

(b) c1241x71 Wm III Butler/ Wm Marton
(c) Wm
1255-91 The deedmaker Butler is taken to be Wm III

because

Wm II was never in possession and because
a1235, whereas the witness He II Lee has WP pc1238.

Wm I ob

8 as
.5
9 (a) 1225 (b) VL7.238n5; PatR 1225-32 71
10 (a) 1250x62 (b) ExLaPr/-

(d) Stg: -/11

13 (a) 1234
14 (a) 1251
15 (a) 1241x53 (b) ExLaPr
16 (a) 1241x59 (b) ExLaPr/

ExWhaAb

17 (a) 1291x2
18-9

(a) 1298

20 (a) 1298
21 (a) 1299
22 (a) 1286
23 (a) [c1233jc58x71

(b) He Carleton / Wm

Marton

(c) 1258-:

He

Carleton
24 (a) 1225x41 (b)
Wm
(because
Ad
Marton)
I
of
-/
9/25 (a) [c1233]c58x75

(b) He Carleton / Rb Stockport

Blundel

(d) Stg:

(c) 1258-:

He

Carleton
26 (a) [c1233)c58x81

(b) He Carleton / Ri Butler

(c) 1258-: He Carleton

27 as
.5
28 as 23
.
Hulton (448) writes of this deed:
(b) -/ Wm Marton.
"Neither
the name of Richard le Botiler, nor that of J. de
Cancefeld, who is stated as a witness to No. 33 post, are to be

29 (a) 1263x71

But there is a
in any of the lists of Sheriffs of the county.
deficiency
in the modern lists from 1249 to 1256, and another

found

(a) date (b) IsX (c) InX (d) SqX

III:
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1263 to 1272, and therefore these two sheriffs may with
be placed within those dates. " But Gregson
great probability
(ExLaShf) lists under 1249 Robert Lathom for seven years. For

from

period he does leave a gap. Also Henry Carleton,
Therefore
Richard
witness to 8.29, occurs from 1258 onwards.
Butler, witness as Sheriff of Lancaster to the same deed, may be

the second

assigned in that office to the latter
William
de Marton has succeeded

In 33 Richard fitz
period.
.
his father, who elsewhere

occurs as late as 0260.
30 (a) 1242x71 (b) Wm Marton

to

31 (a) 1271

32 as 23
.
33 (a) c1270 (b) VL7.240n15 (see also 29)
.
34 (a) 1275 (e) Stanlow
35 (a) 1280x91 (b) ExLaShf
36 (a) 1304x5 (e) Poulton

I

37 (a) c1241x71 (b) Wm III Butler/38 (a) c1252x71

(d) War: -/38
Wm Marton

(b) Al II Singleton/

39 (a) c1252x8 (b) Al Il Singleton /-

(d) Ek: -/ 51

40 (a) c1252x65 (b) Al II Singleton/

Jn Lee

41 (a) c1252x8 (b, c) [c1233]c46x91: Rn Goosnargh
42 (a) c1252x8 (b) Al II Singleton/

Ek:
51
(d)
-/
-

43 (a) 1282x92 (b) Rb Ek: mor/

Al II Singleton,

44 (a) 1213x26

VL7.283n19

(b) ExKirkham/

(d) Ek: 39/51

Wm id

(b) ac1258: Wm I Clifton
[c1232]xc49: Ek: 46 / 47

45 (a) [c1232]c7xc49[58]

(c) 1237-: Jn Lee (d)

46 (a) c1232x42 (b) Rb Ek/ Ad Marton
(c) Ri Alston -1220-c50, Ek: 1242-82, Marton 1200-42 (d) a1258: Ek: -/ 45 The suggestion that
Grimshaw is the one who was active in
the witness William
1292, and hence that the present Adam Marton is likely to be a
hitherto

unknown

later

namesake,

(a) date (b) IsX (c) InX

would

(d) SqX

disallow

our
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however, loses much
ante quem. This consideration,
of its force under the SqX, according to which the deed in any
to a time well before the WS of the known
case belongs
terminus

Grimshaw.

A new, earlier William

is rather

47 (a) [c12331c46xc9[651 (b) Rn Goosnargh/

implied.
(c) 1246-9: Wm I

Jn Lee

Rg
Staynol
Goosnargh
Lee
1237-65,
1246-83,
-1226-58,
1242-9, Wm Thornton 1240x57
Clifton

48 (a) [c1232]c46x58

(b) pc1232: Rb Ek: (d) Ek: 47/51

49 (a) c1252x65 (b) Al II Singleton /-

(d) Ek: -/ 40

50 (a) 1282
51 (a) c1252x8 (b) Al 11 Singleton/
Wm I Clifton (supported
by Ad
Bradkirk against the possibility
of Wm II Clifton, though with
technical 3-year overlap between WPs of Bradkirk & Wm II)
52 (a) c1242x90 (b) Rb Tailor/

Rg Preston

Ti 9.1-3 (a) 1200x28 (b) ExCheE/

ExCheJ

5 (a) 1233x7 (b) ExCheJ
9a (a) 1224
12 (a) c1227x70 (b) Wm Wistaston
13 (a) 1199x1270

(d) Nantwich:

(d) Nantwich:

(b) Wn Vernon

14 (a) 1270 (b) ExCheJ/

/-

14
-/

-/14

ExCheShf

19 (a) 1296x1313 (b) ExWhaAb/

Ri Done

20 (a) 1307x20 (b) ExCheJ

Ti 10.1-4

(a) 1206x27 (b) ExWalton/

Ri Mide

16 (a) 1241
17 (a) [1259]c71x83

(b) Ri II Blundel mor/

Rb Goch

(c) Am Thornton

127118 (a) [1259]c71x83

(b) Wm II Blundel/

Rb Goch

1271-

(a) date (b) IsX (c) InX (d) SqX

(c) Am Thornton

-
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21 (a) 1283
33 (a) 1212xc40

(b) VL4.372

34 (a) c1240 (b) V L4.372
35 (a) 1212x20 (b) VL4.372/

Edith Barton

36 (a) c1250 (b) VL3.13
41

(a)

[c1177]c1207x41
Grimbald

(b)

Wm I Blundel

(c)

Blundel

1207,1227x8,

Ellel 1227x8

42 (a) c1215x41 (b) Jn Lee; Wm I Blundel
43 (a) 1316

Ti 11.1 (a) 1186x91 (b) ExCheAb /-

(d) Stanney: -/3

2 (a) 1178x90 (b) ExWhaAb/exCheCon
3 (a) 1186x91 (b) -/ ExCantAbp

(d) Stanney: 1 /-

4 (a) 1209

9 (a) 1241

5 (a) 1279 (b) ExCheShfCom

10 (a) 1245x6

6,8

11 (a) 1316

(a) 1277

Ti 12.1 (a) c1162x98 (b) Hu II Eiland/
2 (a) c1250xc62[74]

Rb I Lathom

(b) VL3.372/ Al III Windle

(c) He Tarbock

-1262

3 (a) 1232x56 (b) Rb II Lathom / Ad Ainsdale
4-5 (a) 1206x41 (b) ExWalton/
6 (a) [c1236]c46xc62[83]

He Walton

(b) Rb II Lathom/

He Tarbock

1246-62
7 (a) 1235x60 (b) ExBurscough/

ExChildwall

9 (a) 1274x86 (b) ExLaShf
14a

(a) 1249x65 (b) ExLaShf

15 (a) 1206x65 (b) Ad II Garston
20 (a) c1215xc20

(b) VL3.114

(a) date

(b) IsX (c) InX (d) SqX

(c) Tarbock
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24 (a) c1250x6 (b) Rb Crosby to / Si Halsall
25 (a) a1241 (b) Wm I Blundel, Ad Ainsdale
34 (a) [c1209]c41x56

(b) Ri Blundel/

(c) Blundel

Ad Ainsdale

1241-

35 (a) 1240
41 (a) 1272
44-5

(a) 1295

Ti 13.1 (a) 1200x11 (b) ExCheE/-

(d) Mar: -/4

2-3 (a) 1200x11 (d) Mar: 1/4
4 (a) 1200x11 (b) -/ ExChe Con (d) Mar: 1/5 (a) c1203xc40

(b) Ad Bury/

Th I Bamford,

Hu II Eiland

6 (a) c1203xc40 (b) Th I (because he also attests the related. 5) Bamford
(d) Ro§2: 5/7 (a) 1277
9 (a) c1180x1220 (b) He Healey/10-3

(d) Ro§3: -/11

(a) 1199x1220 (b) -/ ExSen (d) Ro§1,3: 4.2 /-

14 (a) c1240 (b) VL4.192n268
15 (a) 1199xc1261

(d) Ro§1,3: 4.2/13.29

16 (a) [1199]c1213x27

(c) 1213-: Jn Fitton. The
(b) -/ Rg Samlesbury
John de Lacy, not
InX may deserve support from a youthful
(cf. ExCheCon),
further distinguished,
if this be the Constable
there are one or two, perhaps
(d) p1199: Ro§1,3: 4.2 /-

though

17 (a) [1259]c74xc85[96]

(b) ExRo/

ExWhaAb

later, others

of that name.

(c) 1274-85: Ni Buersill

1274-93, Wm Salebury c1270-85
(b) He II (because of Jn I Eiland, very likely)
Mi Clegg (c) 1240-61: Clegg -c1230-c68-, Haworth

18 (a) [c1229]c4Oxc61[c80]
Haworth/
cl 240-c61

19 (a) 1211x32[40] (b) ExCheCon

(a) date

(b) IsX (c) InX (d) SqX
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20 (a) [c1235]c68xc70[c80]
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Mi Clegg

(c) 1268-70:

Clegg -cl230-c68-, Salebury c1270-85
(b) ExRo/

21 (a) [1259]c74xc85[961

1274-93, Wm Salebury

(c) 1274-85: Ni Buersill

ExWhaAb

c1270-85, An Sp 1274-1310, Gf II Turnagh

c1274-99
22 (a) 1274
23 (a) 1199x1220 (b) -/ ExSen (d) Ro§1-2: 4.2/25 (a) c1182xc1210

(b) Hu II Elland/

27 (a) [1228x]c60[x73]
Buersill

Hu I id
c1259xc61, Rg I

II Haworth

(c) Wm

(b) ExRo

1259

28 (a) 1256x63 (b) ExLaShf
29 (a) 1199xc1261

(b) -/ Gf Buersill

(d) Ro§1,3: 4.2/-

30 as 27
.
31 (a) 1199x1296 (b) -/ ExWhaAb
32

(d) Ro§1-2: 4.2/-

ExWhaAb
(b) -/ He II Haworth,
overlap of applicable Stanlow Abbey period
(d) Brom: 35 /-

(a) 1256x88

33 (a) 1199xc1261

(discounting

slight
with WP of He III)

(d) Ro§1,3: 4.2/-

(b) -/ Gf Buersill, Al Marland

34 (a) 1285
35 (a) 1256x63 (b) ExLaShf
36 (a) 1224x35 (b) as. 27
37 (a) [c1235]c70xc85[96]

(b) Wm Salebury/

ExWhaAb

(c) c1270-85:

Salebury
38 (a) [c1243]c70xc85[96]
Salebury

(b) Ni Buersili/

c1270-85, Wm

III

ExWhaAb

Haworth

(c) c1270-85: Wm

c1259xc61

or Wm

IV id

c127039

(a) [c1243]c56xc93[c1313]
1256-93:
Milnehouses

Ni

Buersill

(b) Ni Buersill/
1274-93,

Wm

Wm
Salebury

1256x63

40 (a) 1259x73 (b) ExRo/

Ax 11Sp

(a) date (b) IsX (c) InX (d) SqX

Milnehouses
c1270-85,

(c)
Wm

III : CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
41 (a) 1202x26

(b) ExMiddleton/

Iven Stanlow)

Rg I (because

of Reginald

Pool &

Middleton

42 (a) 1202xc76 (b) -/ ExMiddleton
43 (a) [c1243]c74xc85[96]
44
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(d) Mar: 41 /-

(b) Ni Buersill/

(a) [c1243]c7Oxc5[c84]

ExWhaAb

(b) Ni Buersill/

(despite

slight overlap
Jn II WP) (c) 1270-5:

(c) as. 17

Jn I Eiland,

ExWhaAb

of applicable Stanlow Abbey period with
1260x70,
Buersill 1274-93, Gf Butterworth

Eiland -c1275, Wm Salebury c1270-85
46 (a) [c1193]c1211x20

(d) HeaB§4: <14.53>

47 (a) 1224xc35 (b) ExRo /48 (a) 1199xc1230

(d) Gar: -/4.33

(b)-1 Hu Wuerdle

(d) Ro§1-2: 4.2 /-

49 (a) c1268x88 (b) Wm III Haworth / He II Lee
50 (a) [c1193]c1213x20
51 (a) [1200]c13x20

(d) HeaB§4: <14.55>

(d) HeaB§4: <14.54ab>

52 (a) 1232x40[73] (b) ExCheCon/
53

Hu Ww

(d) a1240: HeaB§3

Mi Clegg (c) Clegg -c1230-c68-,
(a) c1268xc80
(b) Ri Turnagh/
Turnagh 1293x4-. Unless one of these names was born by two
men, it seems from this deed that the actual activity of one of
these two witnesses extended some years beyond the WS that we
have for him, though

54 (a)

[1199]c1213x20

we cannot

(b) -/

ExSen

say which

one.

(c) 1213-: Jn Fitton

Ro§1,3: 4.2/55 (a) 1311
56 (a) 1293x4 (b) ExKings, ExWhaAb
57 (a) 1304x16 (b) ExSen
58 (a) 1304
59 (a) 1331
60 (a) 1333
61 (a) 1321x2

(a) date (b) IsX (c) InX (d) SqX

(d) p1199:

III: CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
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62 (a) 1340
63 (a) 1340x1

Ti 14.1 (a) c1235[x73]

(b) Wm Salebury/

ExRo

(d) ac1235: WwA§2-3:

-/59
2 (a) c1235[x73]
3-4

(d) WwA§2:

as .1

5 (a) c1225xc35[73]
6 (a) c1225xc61

(b) Jn I Eiland /- (d) WwA§1-2:

(b) Jn I Eiland/

7 (a) c1174x1258
8-10

1/3

/I
-

Al Marland
Rn I Ww

(b) Th Brandwood/

(a) 1228x73 (b) ExRo

11 (a) 1278x84 (b) 17.20a (in exchange for this) / ExSen 1
12 (a) c1204x73 (b) Qd Ww /13-5

(a)

c1235xc68[c80]
WwA§1-2: 3/ -

16 (a) [c1235]c68xc70[c80]

(b)

(d) WwB§1-2: -/10
-/Mi

Clegg

(c) Clegg

(b) Wm Salebury/

Mi Clegg

Clegg -c1230-c68-, Salebury c1270- (d) WwA§2,5:
17 (a) c1220xc5 (b)
I
Sp
(d)
WwC§1,3:
Ad
-/

-c1230-c68-

(d)

(c) 1268-70:

3/-

92c/ -

18 (a) c122Ox73 (d) WwC§3-4: 17/ 21
19 (a) 1228xc88 (b) -/ Wm II Haworth

(d) WwC§4-5:

21 /-

Mi Clegg (c) 1268-: Clegg -c1230-c68Ri Ww -c1284-c94-, Rb I Ww 1259,

20 (a) [c1244]c68xc80

(b) Ri Ww/

21-2 as
.8
23 as. 20
24 (a) [c1242]c59xc68[c801

(b) Rb I Ww/

Mi Clegg

Jn
I
Eiland
Clegg
-1271,
-c1230-c68-,

Chetham

(c) 1259-68:

Gf

I
Ww
Rb
-c1275,

1259-

1 Hulton's

dating

(649) for this deed, which would

Ti Stanworth

for 17.20,20a, is amended

reverse the sequence

here.

(a) date (b) IsX (c) InX (d) SqX

established

in

III: CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
25 (a) c1184xc1220

(b) An I Ww/

26 (a) c1235xc68[c80]
3: 3/-
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Pe Haworth

(b) -/ Mi Clegg (c) Clegg -c1230-c68-

27 (a) [c1235]c68xc70[c80]

(b) Wm Salebury/

Mi Clegg

Clegg -c1230-c68-, Salebury c1270- (d) WwA§2,4:

(d) WwA§2-

(c) 1268-70:

3/ -

28 (a) c1235xc68[c80]
5: 3/-

(b) -/ Mi Clegg (c) Clegg -c1230-c68-

29 (a) c1235xc68[c80]

(d) WwA§2,4:

30 (a) c1235xc68[c80]
4: 3/

(b) -/ Mi Clegg (c) Clegg -c1230-c68-

(d) WwA§2,

3/ 30
(d) WwA§2,

31 as 29
.
32 as
.8
33 (a) [c1248]c74xc85[96]
Buersill

(b) Gf II Turnagh/

ExWhaAb

(c) 1274-85: Ni

1274-93, Wm Salebury c1270-85, Gf II Turnagh

c1274-99

34 (a) c1190x1277 (b) He I Sp
35 (a) [c1260]c77xc85[96]

(b) An I Sp/ ExWhaAb

(c) 1277-85: as. 33 +

An I Sp 1277-1310
36 (a) [c1235]c68xc70[c80]

(d) WwA§4-5:

27/ 16

37 (a) c1280x96 (b) Wm II He/ ExWhaAb

38 as 19
.
39-40
41

(a) 1224x96 (b) ExWhaAb

(a) [1259]c70xc85[96]

(d) WwB§1: 8/-

(b) ExRo/

(c) c1270-85:

ExWhaAb

Wm

Salebury
42 (a) c1184x1258

(b) Jd Ww

43 (a) 1228x58 (b) ExRo / Jd Ww
44 (a) [c1242]c59xc68[c80]

(b) Rb I Ww/

Mi Clegg

(c) Clegg -c1230-c68-,

Ww 125945 (a) 1224xc61 (b) -/ Al Marland

(d) WwB§3: 43/-

46 (a) [c1218]c3Ox58 (b) Mi Clegg/ Jd Ww

(a) date (b) IsX (c) InX

(c) Clegg -c1230-c68-

(d) SqX

III: CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
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47 (a) c1190x1258 (b) He I Sp / Jd Ww
48 (a) 1240x66

The deed is attested by a
During the period of
seneschal of the Countess of Lincoln.
Stanlow Abbey, that house being named in this deed, the only
(b) ExCheCon,

Countess

ExWhaAb.

of Lincoln in her own right was Margaret.
(b) Jn I Elland/-

49 (a) [c1225]c34xc61

(c) Eiland

Clegg
-c1234-c75-,

c1230-c68- (d) WwB§2-3: -/ 45
(c) c1274-: Buersill 1274-93,
Wm Salebury c1270-85, Gf II (presumed
so by virtue of the
coincidence
of the WS with those of other witnesses) Turnagh 1273-99

50 (a) [c1243x]c70[3]

(b) Ni Buersill/

51 (a) c1209xc40 (b) Wm Healey/-

ExRo

(d) Sp§2-3: -/ 13.14

52 (a) c1270 (d) Haw: <4.25> See Ti text for more precise

dating than

appears from SqD.
(b) Wt Moton/

53 (a) [c1193]c1211x20
1213, Moton
54ab

ExSen

(c) p1211:

Ri Altham

1211-

(a) [c1204]c13x20

ExSen (d) HeaB§1,4:

ExWhaAb/

(b)1194x1220:

[15.73114.55/55 (a) [c1193]c1213x20

(b) Wt Moton/

Jn Fitton 1213-, Moton

ExSen

(c) p1213: Altharn

1213,

1211-

(c) Clegg -c1230-c68-,
50
Salebury
(d)
Sp§3,5:
c1270-/
-c1277,

56 (a) [c1235]c68x73
Da Hulton

57 (a) [c1225]c34x73

Mi Clegg

(b) Wm Salebury/

(b) Jn I Elland /-

(c) Eiland -c1234-c75-, Mi Clegg -

c1230-c68- (d) WwC§5: -/32
58 (a) [1259]c74x96
Wm Salebury
59 (a) c1209xc72

62 (a)

(b) Rg I Buersill/
(b) -/ Hu Ww

c1270-, Rg Lightollers

(b)

1309-40

1291-,

c1274-

An I Ww

(d) WwA§2-3:
ExWhaAb/

1277-1325, Ad Belfield

Rb Hayward

(c) 1274-: Jn Biron 1262-1309,

c1270-85, Gf II Turnagh

[1296]c1309xc27
Bamford

ExWhaAb

1274-93, Wm II Haworth

Ni Buersill

60 (a) c1235x73

(b) ExRo/

3/-

Ad Bamford

(c) 1309-:

c1300-44, Rg II Buersill

Ad

1304-40,

III:

CHRONOLOGY - Schedule

63 (a) [1296jc1321xc33[c471

(b) ExWhaAb

c1300-44, Rg II Buersill
1321-40, Jn Shaw 1321
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(c) 1321-33:

1304-40, Jn Holden

Ad Belfield

1321-33, Jn Schofield

64 (a) 1298x9 (e) Rochdale
65 (a) [1296jc1321x45

(b) ExWhaAb/

He III Haworth

(c) 1321-: as. 63

less Holden
66,68

(a) 1325 (e) Whitworth

70 (a) 1259 (e) Hampole
71-3

(a)

[1296]c1309x21

Bamford

(b)

ExWhaAb/

1277-1325, Ad Belfield

Rb Hayward
74 (a) c1294x1321

(c) 1309-:

c1300-44, Rg II Buersill

Ad

1304-40,

1309-40
(b) Ad Belfield / Rn II Ww

75 (a) [c1306x]c2O[xl ] (b) Rb II/
76-8

Rn II Ww

Rn II Ww

(c) Ni Slakk c1320

(a) 1321

79 (a) 1322x3
80 (a) 1321x2
81 (a) 1322
82-9 (a) 1321
90 (a) 1336
91 (a) 1332
92 (a) 1336
92ab

(a) c1199 (d) WwC§1: -/ 92c and see Ti text

92c (a) c1219 (d) WwC§1:
Ti
17
text
and
see
-/
93 (a) 1332x3
94 (a) 1331
95 (a) 1295x6
96

(a) [c1235]c68xc70[xc80]

(b) Wm

Clegg -c1230-c68-, Salebury c1270-

Salebury/

Mi Clegg

(c) c1270:

III:

CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
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97 (a) 1339x40
99 another

copy

of .92
**+*+

Ti 15.1 (a) c1180 (b) H727
2 (a) c1190 (b) VL5.207-8
3 (a) 1183x93 (b) ExRo / Whitaker

11412

4 (a) 1228xc40 (b) ExRo / Th I (because of Alan Marland)

Bamford

5 (a) c1190x5 (b) Ax I Sp / ExRo
6 (a) 1224xc30 (b) ExRo / Hu Wuerdle
7 (a) c1259x73 (b) He III Sp/1309 (d) Sp§1,11: -/ 17
8 (a) c1204x73 (b) Sw Ww /-

(c) 1268-: Mi Clegg -c1230-c68-, Sp -c1268-

(d) Sp§1,11: -/ 17

9 (a) c1259x73 (d) Sp§1,11: 7/ 17
10-1

(a) c1259xc75

(d) Sp§1,4: 7/12

12 (a) c1275 (b) ExSen
(c) Clegg -c1230-c68-

13 (a) [c1218]c3Oxc4O[73] (b) Mi Clegg/-

(d) Sp§9-

11: -/ 19[20]
14 (a) [c1218]c30xc46

(b) -/ He I Wha

(d) Sp§9: 23/ -

15 (a) 1224xc68[80] (d) Sp§8,10: 29 / 43
16 (a) [c1218]c30xc45 (b) Mi Clegg/ Ax I Sp (c) Clegg -c1230-c6817 (a) c1259x73 (b) -/Ax II Sp (c) 1245-59:
1245-59- (d) Sp§1,11: 7/ 18 (a) c1227xc65 (b) Da Hulton/

Mi Clegg -c1230-c68-, Sp

ExWar

19 (a) [c1218]c30xc68[80] (b) Mi Clegg (c) Clegg -c1230-c6820 (a) c1259x73 (b) -/Ax II Sp (c) 1245-59:
1245-59- (d) Sp§1-2,5,11: 7/17
21 (a) [1183]1211x20

Mi Clegg -c1230-c68-, Sp

(b) ExSen (p1183: ExWhaCl)

22 (a) c1200xc25 (b) He II Wha/

Ad I Sp

III: CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
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(c)
Hu Wuerdle
23 (a) c1218xc30 (b) Mi Clegg/ An Wolstenholme,
Clegg -c1230-c68-, Wolstenholme
c1180-c90
c1180, Wuerdle
Though

the InX of this deed is awkward.
witness in his time; the other two

not self-contradictory
Clegg is a clearly identified

has emerged for
The strongest
suspicion
of the identity
of any of the three.
inference seems to be the optimistic one that the deed belongs to
the active periods
of
a narrow
period
of overlap between
witnesses of different generations.

together

point

to an earlier

age.

No reason

(c) 1213Ug Samlesbury
(b) p1183: ExWhaCl/
30: Jn Fitton 1213-c30, Ug Sarnlesbury 1198-c1230 (d) Sp§6-7: -/ 23

24 (a) [c1183]c1213xc30

25 (a) 1224xc46 (b) -/ He I Wha

(d) Sp§8: 29 /-

26 (a) c1250xc68[c80] (b) ExEccles/ Mi Clegg (c) Clegg -c1230-c6827 (a) 1228x73 (b) ExRo
28 (a) c1218xc40 (d) Sp§7-8: 23 / 29
29 (a) 1228xc40 (b) ExRo/

ExSen

30 (a) 1224xc46 (d) Sp§8: 29 / 25
31 (a) c1234x73 (b) -/ exRo (d) Sp§5: 56 /32

(a) c1259x73 (d) Sp§1,3,5: 7/ 14.50

33 (a) cl259xc68[80j

(b) He III Sp / Mi Clegg (c) Clegg -cl 230-c68-

34 (a) 1228x73 (b) ExRo
(c) Clegg -c1230c68- (d) p1224: Broa§2: 59/- The WP of the Middleton here cited
coincides with the period constrained by deed 59, although there
is a chance that Rg I Middleton was active for a short time after

35 (a) [1224]c60xc8[c80]

(b) Rg II Middleton/

59 was made, wherefore
reserve
our
.
Wm Hopwood
is a single witness
accounted in favour of Rg II.
36 (a) c1220x73 (b) Gf Chetham/
37 (a) [c1218]c45x59[73]

terminus
his

post

testimony

quem.
is to

If
be

Ax II Sp

(b) Mi Clegg/

c1230-c68-, Sp -1245-5938 (a) [c1218]c30xc68[c80]

Mi Clegg

(bc) Mi Clegg

Ax II Sp

(c) 1245-59:

Clegg -

III: CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
39 (a) c1170x1273 (b) Jn II Sp /-
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(d) Broa§1-2: -/ 59

40 (a) c1260xc84 (b) Rg II Middleton / Gf Chetham. For the identity
Middleton
see. 35, comparing here the WP of Chetham.
41 (a) c1210x73

of

(d) Broa§1: <60>

42 (a) c1259xc75[c84]

(b) -/ Jn I Eiland

43 (a) c1259xc68[c80]

(b) -/ Mi Clegg (c) Clegg -c1230-c68-

(d) Sp§1,4: 7/(d) Sp§1,10:

7/44 (a) [c1248]c73xc85[96]

(b) Gf II Turnagh

(coincidence

of WSs with
ExWhaAb
(c)

other witnesses favours the younger Geoffrey)
Ni Buersill 1274-93, Wm Salebury
1273-85:
c1270-85, Gf ?II
Turnagh -1273-98- (probably identified as the younger by the WS
overlap

with Buersill and Salebury

45 (a) c1204xc61

(b) An Marland/

and with the isolative

DP)

Al id

46 (a) 1228x73 (b) ExRo
47 (a) c1209xc35

(b) Rg I Buersill/

An cl Castleton

48 (a) 1273x92 (b) ExWhaAb
49 (a) [c1234]c74x96

ExWhaAb

(b) Ad Livesey/

Haworth

c1270- (cf. .16), Rb III Spotland
cl 274- (cf. .44)
50 (a) c1225xc75[c84]

(c) 1274-: Wm ?II

1273x92, Gf ?II Turnagh

(b) Jn I Eiland

51 (a) c1220xc71 [c84] (bc) Gf Chetham
52 (a) [c1243]c74xc85[96]

(b) Ni Buersill/

ExWhaAb

(c) 1274-85: Ad &

Ni Buersill 1274-93, Wm Salebury c1270-85, Rb III Sp 1273x92
53 (a) c1220xc5
presence
54 (a) c1220x73

(b) -/Ad I Sp (identified as the earlier
of Gf Buersill) (d) HeaB§1: 71/Ax II "Ellenrod"

(b) Gf Chetham/

Adam

by the

(cf.. 35)

55 as 51
.
56 (a) c1234x73 (b) Al Marland
57 (a) c1260xc84

mor/-

(b) Rg II Middleton

58 (a) [c1235]c70xc85[96]

(b) Wm

(Ti) Sp§5: -/31
(cf.. 40)/ Wm Hopwood

Salebury/

ExWhaAb

(c) c1270-85:

III: CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
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Salebury
59 (a) 1228x73 (b) ExRo
60 (a) c1210x73 (b) Ax II Sp
61 (a) c1225x73 (b) Jn I Eiland! - The lack of a date to the text probably
makes this deed too early for John II, whom we do not otherwise
detect among the Coucher Book deeds. (d) Broa§1-2: -/ 59

62-3 as 58
.
64 (a) c1275x96 (b) Ad Bamford/

ExWhaAb

65 (a) c1204x20 (b) -/ ExSen (d) HeaB§1: 72-3/66 (a) [1195]c1260xc70

(b) Peter Healey

supplies

the terminus

ante

quem, Rochdale Church (ExRo) the reserve terminus post quem,
fitz
which latter becomes much later if the witness Andrew
Henry is Andrew Spotland, as seems likely though not certain
(c) 1220: Pe He
67 (a) (c1260]c74x96
1274-93, Wm

(b) An II He/
II Haworth

ExWhaAb

(c) 1274-: Ni Buersill

c1270-, An II He 1310, Gf II Turnagh

c127468

(a) c1248x96
ExWhaAb

(b) Wm

II (because

of Ad

Balshaw)

Haworth/

69 (a) c1243x73 (b) Ni Buersill/ ExRo. The vicar appears unusually as
"dno Wilimo capellano de Rach" but no other clergyman named
William threatens confusion.
70 (a) 1259x96 (b) ExRo / ExWhaAb
71 (a) c1220 (b) Rb I He/ ExSen, VL5.210
72 (a) c1204x20 (b) Ank Hea/73 (a) c1204x20 (b) Cm Hea/74 (a) c1209xc61

(b) Mi Clegg/

(d) HeaB§1: -/65
(d) HeaB§1: -/65
Al Marland

75 (a) 1228x73 (b) ExRo
76 (a) 1309
77 (a) 1199xc1225 (b) -/ Ad I Sp (d) Ro§1-2: 4.2 /-

III: CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
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78 (a) cl 227xc50 (b) He Bamford /- (d) Ire: -/ 82
79 (a) c1227xc50

(b) a1296: ExWhaAb

80 (a) c1227xc50

(d) Ire: 78 / 82

(d) Ire: 78/82

81 (a) 1277
82 (a) c1250 (b) VL5.208
83 (a) c1250x73 (b) -/ ExRo (d) Ire: 82 /84 (a) c1204x73 (b) An Marland /85 (a)

(d) Sp§5: -/ 31

Rg Lightollers/
Ri He (c) 1270-1301: Wm II
c1251x1291(b)
1291-1301, Wm
Haworth
c1270-99, Ri He 1290, Rg Lightollers
Salebury c1270-85 (d) HeaA: -/ 87

86 (a) 1290
87 (a) 1291
88 (a) 1290
89 (a) [c1248]c70x96
1274-:

(b) Wm II Haworth,

Ni Buersill/

Ni Buersil 1274-93, Wm II Haworth

ExWhaAb

(c)

c1270-, Gf II Turnagh

c127490 (a) 1310
91 (a) [c1223]c73xc131 O[c27]

(b) Rb III Sp / Th 11 Bamford.

It is not

apparent that this is the younger Thomas; therefore the younger
Thomas may supply the late, yet not the early, terminus for the
Th ?II Bamford
1277-1310 (probably
deed
(c) 1273-1310:
identified

as the younger
Sp 1273x92

by the WS overlap

with Rb Sp), Rb III

92 (a) 1308 (e) Rochdale

93 (a) 1330 (e) Faling
94 (a) 1330 (e) Rochdale
Ti 16.7

(a)

Tarbock

[c1236]c5Oxc62[83j
1246-62, Thurstan

(b)

Rb II Lathom/

I Holland

8 (a) 1211x41 (b) ExSen/ He Walton

c1250-72

He Tarbock

(c)
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III: CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
11 (a) c1245 (b) VL3.343n2 (H809)
16 (a) 1324
17a (a) 1336x7
18 (a) 1272
21 (a) 1245x50 (b) ExCheJ
25 (a) a1296 (b) ExWhaAb

Ti 17.1 (a) 1199x1203 (b) Hardy 128 / ib 135
2,3

(a) 1199x1220

(d) Sth§3: 1/5

4 (a) 1232x54 (b) VL2.194
(d) Sth§3: 1/-

5 (a) 1202x20 (b) -/ Gb Notton
6-7 (a) c1230 (b) V L6.37
8 (a) c1204xc20

(d) Sth§3: 9/5

9 (a) c1204x20 (b) He Ww /10-1

(d) Sth§3: -/5

(a) c1230x7 (d) Sth§1: 6,7/ 21
(d) Sth§1: -/211

12 (a) 1232x7 (b) ExChe Con, Sen/13 (a) 1232x88 (d) Sth§1: 12/23
14 (a) [c1191]c1212xc32[46]

(b) El Pleasington

1212-28,

1232x40

1208-41, Wa Walton

Pleasington

(c) Th Brindle

15 (a) 1232x60 (d) Sth§5: 12/162

1 Hulton (838) misleads in an apparent ref to our Ri I Banastre when Ri II is observably
more suitable as a witness to this deed.
2 The InX for this deed and the following
1250-84, He II Pleasington
6, Rd II Standish
however,
wrong
known

one can be read, thus: 17.15: do Jn Blackburn

c1260-74-, whence

1246, Wa Walton

makes. 15 the earlier deed.

PA 1250-60;. 16: Ri Banastre

1232x40, whence

witness
period.

The Schedule therefore

appears.

was here active

SqX,

Our

It seems that either the foregoing

of the same name or one witness

incongruity

PA 1240-6.

1242-

cites a

outside

his

falls back on IsX and SqX, in which no

III : CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
16 (a) 1232x60 (b) - / Ri Ollerton
17 (a) [1232]c50x60
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(d) Sth§5: 12 /-

(b) -/ Ri Ollerton

(c) do Jn Blackburn

1250-

Sth§5: 12 /18 (a) c1243x84 (b) Rb Shoresworth

/-

(d) Sth§5: -/ 20a

19 (a) [1232]x79 (d) Sth§5: 12 / 20
20 (a) 1278x9
20a (a) 1278x84 (b) -/ 14.11 (in exchange for this)

(d) Sth§5: 20/ -

21 (a) 1237
22 (a) 1232x49 (b) ExWhaCl

(d) Sth§4: 12/-

23 (a) 1232x88 (b) - / He II Lee (d) Sth§6: 12 /24 (a) 1274x86 (b) ExLaShf
25 (a) 1293
26 (a) 1244x96 (b) ExWhaAb
28 (a) 1274x86 (b) ExLaShf
29 (a) 1309
30 (a) 1232x46 (b) -/ El Pleasington
31 (a) c1190xc1220

(d) Sth§4: 12/-

(b) VL6.7

32 (a) 1232x46 (b) -/ El Pleasington (d) Sth§2: 12/33 (a) 1240x60 (b) ExCockersand/-

(d) Sth§2: -/34-6

34- 6 (a) 1240x60 (b) -/ Ri Ollerton

(d) Sth§2: 33/-

37-8

(a) 1319x20

39 (a) c1260 (b) VL6.50
40-3 (a) 1232x60 (b) -/ Ri Ollerton

(d) Sth§4: 12/-

44 (a) [c1191 ]c1212x81 (d) Sth§4: 14 / 46
45 (a) 1232x60 (b) -/ Ri Ollerton
46 (a) 1235x81 (b) Ri Butler

47b (a) 1291

(d) Sth§4: 12 /-

(d)

III : CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
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48 (a) 1305
52,56

(a) 1243x56 (b) Wm Moton

tn/

Hu Osbaldeston

57 (a) 1243x78 (b) Wm Moton tn/ Th Osbaldeston
58 (a) 1317
59 (a) 1209x35 (b) ExWhaAb/

ExWhaCl

Ti 18.1 (a) c1275: Hulton (877) seems slightly late in dating to c1277 if
this deed comes in sequence before others including. 6 (VL4.370).
3 (a) c1275 (b) Cubbin §94
6 (a) 1276
10 (a) 1270x1
43 (a) c1277 (b) V L4.370
44 (a) 1231x62 (b) Th Grelley to
45 (a) 1284
55 (a) c1259xc65

(b) Jn Biron; ExWamngton

58 (a) [c1166]c1203xc16
Pendlebury

(b) El I Pendlebury

(c) Gb Notton

1203,1212,

1212

59 (a) [c1220]c7xc71[c84]

(b, c) Gf Chetham

63 (a) 1310
69 (a) [c1256x]c77

(b) c1256xc84: Ad Prestwich;
1277, Prestwich 1277-

71 (a) 1306
72 (a) 1309
79 (a) 1199x1229 (b) ExCheE/

Ti 19.1-2

(a)

3-4

(a) 1317x8

5-7

(a) 1318x9

1318x9

ExCheJ

Da Hulton

(c) Hulton

-

III : CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
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8 (a) 1318
9 (a) c1287 (b) V L6.327
10 (a) 1272x84 (b) ExCheCon/
11-2

ExSen

(a) 1334

13 (a) 1305x24 (b) ExSen
14 (a) 1319
15-6

(a) 1336

17 (a) 1208x35 (b) Ad Bil/

ExWhaCl;

by VL6.328, referring

confirmed

in error to WCB p. 953-6
18 (a) 1216xc40 (b) VL6.331 / He II Bil
19 (a) c1234xc46[75] (b) a1262[751: -/ ExSen (c) He Whalley
(d) BilA§1: 18/20-1

(a) c1260x80 (b) Rg Bil/ - (d) BilA§1,3:

22 (a) c1260x80 (d) BilA§1,3:

20/ 28

23 (a) c1260x80 (d) BilA§1,3:

22/28

c1190-1246

28
-/

24 (a) 1234x75 (b) a1262[75]: ExSen (c) Beatrice

Blackburn

1278-

25 (a) 1234x80 (d) BiIA: 24 / 28
27 (a) c1230x80 (b) Beatrice Blackburn/-

(d) BilA§1,3:

28
-/

28 (a) 1280
29 (a) 1280x92 (b) -/ Wm I (cf. d) Hacking

(d) Bi1A§3: 28/35

30- 1 (a) 1280x1303 (d) Bi1A§3: 28/35
32 (a) 1280x92 (b) -/ Wm I (cf. d) Hacking

(d) Bi1A§3: 28/ 35

33 (a) 1280x1303 (d) Bi1A§3: 28/35
34 (a) 1280x92 (b) -/ Wm I (cf. d) Hacking
35-7

(d) BilA§3: 28/35

(a) 1302x3

38 (a) 1303
39 (a) 1302 (b) Ri Pountchardon

(d) Bi1A§3: 35 / 46

III: CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
40 (a) 1283x94 (b) ExSen/
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ExWhaCl

41 (a) 1286x7
42 (a) c1287 (d) BilA§2:

belongs with 41,43
.

43 (a) 1287 (b) VL6.236
44-5

(a) 1287x1302 (d) Bi1A§2-3: 43 / 46

46-7

(a) 1301x2

78-9a

(a) 1342x3

48 (a) 1302x3

79b

(a) 1343x4

49 (a) 1318 (b) VL6.327

79c

(a) 1344x5

50 (a) 1320x1

79d

(a) 1343x4

51,53

80 (a) [c1260]c72x87

(a) 1308

(b) pc1260:
Ad II, Ri II, He IV Bil (c)

55 (a) 1322x3

Wm Hacking
56-8

(a) 1324x5

1272-

81 (a) 1314

59 (a) 1325x6

81a (a) 1306

60 (a) 1324x5

82 (a) 1335

61 (a) 1328x9

83-4

62-6 (a) 1332x3

(a) 1340

85 (a) 1283x94 (b) ExSen

67 (a) 1332
86 (a) c1260x87 (b) Ri II/
69-71

Hd Bil

(a) 1332x3

72 (a) 1340

88 (a) c1280x1303
Bil

73 (a) 1334x5

89-90

74 (a) 1333

91 (a) 1331x2

75-7

(a) 1336x7

92-3

94-7

(a) 1333

(a) 1332

(a) 1333x4

98 (a) c1277x92 (b) Rd Bil/ He Pleasington
99 (a) 1312x3

100 (a) c1277x84 (b) ExSen
101 (a) c1277x1314

(b) Rd Bil /-

(d) Bi1B: -/ 107

(b) Gf II/

Ri II

III: CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
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102 (a) 1287x1304 (b) ExSen
103 (a) 1313x4
104 (a) c1277x84 (b) Rd Bill
105 (a) c1277x1314

ExSen

(d) B11B:104/107

106 (a) 1283x94 (b) ExSen
107

(a) 1313x4

108- 12
113

(a) 1336

(a) 1342

114 (a) c1260x87 (b) Wm / Hd Bil
115 (a) cl 260x1324 (b) Wm Bil /116-7

(a) [c1278]c92x1324

(bc)

(d) Potterruyding
Bd II Hacking/-

:-/ 118
(d) Potterruyding

:-

/ 118
118 (a) 1305x24 (b) ExSen
119 (a) 1323x7 (b) ExLaShf/
120

(a) 1336

121

(a) 1340

ExSen

122 (a) c1263x92 (b) Rb Witton/
Wm I Hacking
Keighley 1287x8 sen, Rb Witton 1313x4

123-4 (a) 1337
125

(a) 1337x8

126

(a) 1332

127 (a) c1260x92 (b) Ri II Bil/ Wm I Hacking
128
130-4
135

(a) 1327
(a) 1337
(a) 1338

136 (a) [c1278x]c92 (b) Bd II/ Wm I Hacking
137 (a) c1292x1306 (b)
ExSen
BiIA:
(d)
136/-/

(c) Ad II Bil 1287, He

III : CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
138-40
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(a) 1338

142 (a) 1298
143 (a) 1299
144 (a) 1336
IT1062-6§2

(a) 1346x7

§3 (a) 1294

Ti 20.1

(a) 1183x1213

(d) <2> The amount

granted

varies by half an

acre; the witnesses are the same.
2 (a) 1183x1213 (b) ExWhaCl/-

(d) Read: -/6

3 (a) 1183x1235 (b) ExWhaCl
4 (a) c1213 (b) VL6.239; H1070
5 (a) 1218x35 (b) ExWhaCl
6 (a) 1213
7 (a) 1183xc1213 (b) ExWhaCl /- (d) Read: -/4
8 (a) 1213x40 (b) -/ ExCheCon

(d) Read: 6/-

9 (a) 1235x49 (b) ExWha Cl /-

(d) Read: -/10

10 (a) 1248x9
11 (a) [1248]c59x75

(b) -/exSen (c) 1259-: Ri Fitton 1246-83, Pe Santon
1259, Jn I Shuttleworth -1275-c80- (d) Read: 10/-

12 (a) [c1265]c94[x1330]
1294x5,

(b) Wm I Hesketh /-

Jn I Clogh

1292-4,

Wm

(c) c1294: Wm Altham
I Hesketh
1293-1315, Ad

The WPs of the younger Wm Hesketh and
Jn Clogh are possible but their WSs begin much later; whereas
by the
their elder namesakes,
as given here, are favoured
Smereshalgh

Altham

1294:

and Smereshalgh

WSs. (d) Read: -/13

13 (a) 1330

14 (a) 1333 (d) Read: -/15
14a (a) 1333x5 (b) -/ ExLaShf

(d) Read: 14 /-

III: CHRONOLOGY
15-6

Schedule
-
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(a) 1333

17 (a) 1341
18-9

(a) 1343x4
*********

Ti 20a. 1-2
3-4

(a)

1339x40

6-9 (a) 1340x1

(a) 1339

10 (a) 1340

5 (a) 1339x40

Ti 20b. 1-2
3-5

(a)

1342x3

12 (a) 1330x1

(a) 1342

13 (a) 1343

6 (a) 1343

14 (a) 1343x4

7-8

15 (a) 1343

(a) 1343x4

9 (a) ?1316x7

16 (a) 1346x7

10 (a) 1343x4

17 (a) 1343x4

11 (a) 1346x7

Ti 20c. 1 (a) [c1184]c96x1275

(b) Rb Ribchester/-

(d)

Wolvetscoles

/4
2 (a) [c1184]c96x1275 (1b) Rb Ribchester/
3 (a) [1234]c46x75

(b) ExSen /-

(d)
Wolvetscoles
-

(c) Ri Fitton

(d) Wolvetscoles

4 (a) 1273x4

12 (a) 1342

5 (a) 1275x6

13-4

(a) 1342x3

6 (a) 1292x3

15-7

(a) 1343

7 (a) 1271

18 (a) 1345x6

9-11

(a) 1315x6
******++

4
: -/
: -/4

:-

III : CHRONOLOGY - Schedule
Ti 20d. 1

(a)

1343x4

2 (a) 1344x5
5 (a) 1234x75 (b) ExSen
6 (a) c1280 (b) Cubbin X90
7 (a) 1234x75 (b) ExSen
8-10

(a) 1342

11-5

(a) 1343x4
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1. The purpose

of this chapter is to define the evidence to be
used for phonological
analysis. Earlier chapters have examined deeds
Our atom of study
for their epochs and circumstances of composition.
now becomes finer: for it is not the deeds themselves, but the PNs that
they contain,
phonology.

that carry information
of direct significance for dialectal
This information
concerns the reflex of earlier sounds.

that is to be applied to the PNs with a view to
has two aspects. One is the analysis of a PN
eliciting this information
for any el that it may contain that may be read for the reflex of the
relevant original sound. The other question is as to the location of the
The inquiry

PN. In this way the reflex found in the el can be ascribed to a locality.
The whole location
of such evidence affords that analysis of such
distribution
that will be undertaken in our phonological
chapter.
2. In the pursuit

for a sound the first
This is the
is to establish what els are to be sought.
undertaking
Our search is among
of the Glossary of PN Elements.
purpose
common words and personal names mainly from English
numerous
In order that a vocable may be
and the early Scandinavian dialects.
of the PN-evidence

admitted to our study as an el, two things are to be shown for it. In the
first place it must contain the variable original sound or phonological
This aim ought to be achieved by exposition of the
group in question.
phonological

variable

together

with the form of the variable

as given.

3. The other requirement
is
of a word under consideration
that it does is justified here
that it must occur in PNs. The supposition
by reference

to PN studies.

In this it is like the next exercise

in the
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identification

for phonological

of evidence

study.

This is to gather

all

PNs in the source that contain the el.
4. Both the validity of an el in general and its presence in
specific PNs are assessed by examination not only of linguistic but also
The two last are on
and geographical considerations.
of documentary
beyond

the scope of this work. The derivation
of PNs from
els and the linguistic integrity of the latter have a vital bearing on our
but lie beyond
by our methods
alone.
undertaking
elucidation
the whole

Fortunately

a large body
is fully drawn on by us.

of specialized

work on English PNs exists and

S. Our propositions

to the effect that specific phonological
groups lie in specific els, and that the latter are represented by the PNs
by what are here called our Etymological
Refs.
given, are supported
These are mainly to such printed authorities
as the EPNS and Ekwall;
1
from
Denise
Kenyon.
Judgement
some are a personal communication
In a few cases an opinion on PN
is wanting or
or on the el is expressed where information
presents itself. But
some strong yet hitherto overlooked consideration

of English
derivation

normally

PNs is not claimed

use is made of existing work on the subject.
6. PNs gathered

regarded
use

as simply

at that

identification
Concordant
order

here.

place,

representative
subject
location

and
Gazetteer.

and relevant
7. Many

for an el are all on the whole

in evidence
to

of each place named and reflecting
Both
diplomatic
considerations.
PNs are undertaken
the
through

of
In that list a PN may be found

information
instances

in alphabetical

obtained.
of PNs in WCB

are of SNs.

There does

of
not appear to be, in that work, any general trend of modification
SNs away from the PNs and els from which
locative or topographical
latinization,
they are taken, such as by forshortening,
phonological
standardization,

garbling

1 The
communication

or any other change.

was as follows.

A list of PNs of doubtful

derivation

was made

out, each receiving documentation for WCB and accompanied by a suggestion for
one or more component els,this last presented as enabling the reader to approve
any derivation
submitted

by passing

over the entry

to Dr. Kenyon, who returned

without

comment.

it with her inserted

notes.

This list was
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Cubbin
original

locative

(§98) postulates translation
of the
of the phonology
SN of a migrant, Geoffrey Bracebridge or his ancestor,

to suit the dialect of his new home. Our ordinary consideration
of LC
Kristensson
in
is
instance
cases.
such
offered as sufficient caution
of
is not made the
does mark SNs in his evidence but this precaution
basis of any general conclusions
of their use as SNs.

about the phonological

effect on PNs

8. The systematic marking of SNs does not seem to elucidate
An
here.
WCB
is
exception
the phonology
pursued
and
not
of
book
forms
that are admittedly
in
the
of uncertain
concerns some
identity. For PNs as such are mentioned within a context that describes
SNs,
located.
be
identified
thereby
they
or
can
and
be
have
to
in
that
hand,
in
the
and
respect
a vacuum
occur
other
on
identified through knowledge of their bearers or patent identity of their

local landholding

for
is
PN.
If
identified
a
available
not
such evidence
name with some
SN, identification
of it may be offered with a degree of reservation that
based on the name
is further implicit in any phonological
conclusions
in question. In these cases attention is drawn to the status of the SN.
for a linguistic variable has
for
it
is
in
for
the
far
demanded
and
present,
which
els
one such
so
PN
for
its
is
to
The
PNs.
third
dependent
its
each
note
step
each el
9. Our inquiry

occurrences

into the evidence

The listing of such single occurrences
of a PN,
the collection
of
call instances of it, concludes

in WCB.

we usually
evidence for an item of dialectal phonology.

which

10. A system of reference is hereby prepared through which
The
followed
to
be
item
instances
reflex
up.
may
of a phonological
all
from a form is to a degree a matter of phonological
be deduced
is applied
but the material to which that interpretation
interpretation,
will be found in this chapter. For not only the refs to evidence
the spelt forms are given here.
of any variable belongs
This means that it originated

Every instance

but also

to a particular

text

when that text was
character of that text. These
in
the
taken
analysis
two considerations
up
again
are
chapters
earlier
of
discussion
is
to
V.
But
the
Chapter
the
in
present
of
aim
of phonology

within the cartulary.
drawn up and that it shares the diplomatic

allot

instances

to their

PNs and els, whatever

their

diplomatic

or
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chronological
It.

status.
As

well

of PNis to locate it.

identification

as the

etymological
evidence the other task taken in hand in this chapter
This is done by some citation that we call the Locative Ref. This may be
Otherwise, in the case of lost PNs for which no
to some PN-study.
study can be found, the location
then cited as LocRef.

may be evident

from the text, which is

12. It is of course germane to investigation
Therefore
form
this
that
obtained.
or
whereabouts

of dialect

to say

our geographical
The question
point on a map.
or irreducible
atom is the locality
Evidence
lies.
it
isogloss
locality
is
to
an
which
side
of
as
regarding a
for a locality is to be analysed with a view to returning a decision for
by a PN. The
Now this atom is identified
the locality as a whole.
best
lies
is
the
is
that
map,
on
a
place
of where
question
An
OS
language
in
the
grid-reference.
an
of
common
settled
independent
grid-ref defines the locality.
of location,

lost or current,
many a WCB PN, whether
PN
but
be
to
consequential
only
another and more
so referred,
cannot
for
Hapton,
locality
The
division
it
of
satellite.
or
represents a
of which
A lost PN,
instance, is at SD7931, as is shown in the OS Gazetteer.
13.

However

is not given in the OS Gazetteer, but is said by Ekwall to be in
Hapton; l hence we know where Birtwisle was. The location of Hapton
indirectly
to the map, that of Birtwisle
is given directly
relative
Birtwisle,

through

another

PN.

14. There is also the question

of the relationship

between

where it was
of the place named and that of anywhere
deed
(LC)
is
local
Diplomatic
In
the
the
of
a
coefficient
chapter
copied.
in assessing the transmission
of
as a general consideration
mentioned
the dialect

Yet some SNs of witnesses provide instances of which the
(CL) of the text diverge
LCs as gauged by the locality of composition
much from the LC of the text at large. For example 4.7 has a minimal

its forms.

LC as a deed but the SN of the witness Henry Roel has an LC of its own
of an unwieldy

1 L80

order.
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All of this raises the question
how much trust as reposed in PN-forms.

of how great an LC removes
It is a question that cannot be

here but it does concern
conclusions.
our phonological
settled
Reference to details may be made in the Diplomatic
chapter; while here
borne
be
in
that
this
may
is presented
matter
of
some consideration
mind in assessment

of phonological

conclusions.

15. What is sought is some index of general trustworthiness
feature
that
locality,
a
another,
at
produced
of evidence of usage at one
This
between
the
linguistic
be
places.
the
sympathy
called
might
the
by
two
is
attitude of natives of one
of
aspects
governed
sympathy
familiarity
be
dialect
and
to
the
called
may
which
of another,
place
the
in
frequency
The
former
is
the
which
variety
and
comprehension.
the
to
the
is
natives of another.
of
ears
exposed
speech of one place
two
between
the
as
This depends
on communications
generally
governed

traversed.
by
terrain
the
by
by
distance
so
and
road
especially

depends
dialect
16. A speaker's comprehension
another
of
his
from
differences
its
own
fewness
the
of
and unimportance
on
dialect as leading to a low rate of confusion in the outside listener. In
internal

dialect-boundaries

threaten

comprehension.
other
These two aspects of linguistic sympathy seem to bear on the question
likely
to respect and reproduce usage
is
in
place
one
of whether a scribe
words,

from

another.

has in effect been drawn by Cubbin (§15) to the
He
SLa.
Lancaster
between
suggests
and
as
working of comprehension
Traditional
intervene.
of
understanding
that dialect-boundaries
may
But
suspicion.
the matter may lead us to think this a well-founded
17. Attention

of comprehension
ascription
depends on existing knowledge

between

two

speech-communities

Our minute study of
knowledge.
WCB phonology
of
such
assumption
scarcely admits of any
factors
that
to
here
therefore
Detailed
confined
are
remarks made
linguistic
familiarity
sympathy.
to
of
source
as a
govern
appear
of differences.

distance
on
of
grounds
on
aspersion
casts a slight
Lancaster as a source for SLa (§16) and a more definite one on Clitheroe
distances
being
the
that
his
Didsbury
(§15),
for
suspicion
as a source
18. Cubbin

involved
evidence

his
Among
dialect-boundaries.
face
it
the
span
of
may on
fail his first test of
from Lancaster, forms of Samlesbury
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documentary

Samlesbury
is near Preston, which is only
reliability.
Clitheroe
is thirty-five
sixteen miles from Lancaster.
miles from
Didsbury.
This and the distance of Lancaster from notable RLs in SLa
are some sort of standard
the deeds of WCB.

linguistic

may be measured

against which

the LCs of

19. WCB affords two types of distances with significance for
One comprises LCs, that is, the distance between
sympathy.

the RL and the original CL of the deed. The other separates the places
named from Whalley, where the deeds were copied into the Coucher
Book. These are recorded in the Gazetteer of Distances.
may be
relation
of a text to Whalley
CL and RL and
inferred
through the distances between
especially
These may be inspected here by
between these places and Whalley.
Some PNs known from
on the map.
reference to distance-markers
WCB lack distance-markers;
to more fortunate
these are allotted
The topographical

neighbouring

localities

for purposes

of measurement

of distances.

be modified
by natural
obstacles and rough roads, as also shown in the Gazetteer of Distances.
The amount of rough road as indicated between two places is likely to
be fairly constant however long the journey as the longer the distance
20. Assessment

travelled,

by distance

may

the greater the chance that good road will be found,

routes

being chosen on this consideration.

but

Study of the communications
it is assumed here that major

generally

represent

age-old

routes.

of the day is beyond

our scope

roads that are not motorways
For useful distances are of course

along the routes that were used and not as the crow flies.
21. The Gazetteer

shows that the WCB deeds
were being copied by our cartularist up to fifty miles away from the
locality of reference (RL). The original LC of 10.43 is not much less.
Perhaps isoglosses as important
as the one traced by Cubbin in the
of Distances

Ribble Valley are not known to pass through SLa or Ch; but in distance
Our table does not
separated.
alone some localities are considerably
between

Lancaster

suspicion of Lancaster. The aforesaid journeys
Clitheroe
and
and Samlesbury
and between

Didsbury

are nothing

unusual against the table.

22. Cubbin

has warned

tend to justify

extreme

against trusting

the comprehension

IV: TOPONYMY - Argument
depends
This
on
caution
of more southerly
knowledge of the forms of the Lay Subsidy Rolls. Our study of the area
take
to
knowledge;
WCB
by
and
comparable
cannot assume
covered
distance from Samlesbury
of
Lancaster's
as a cause for rejection
dialects.

in Lancaster

would cut out much of the
of unfamiliarity
the
WCB area, which, after all, is a fairly compact
one of roughly
here
LC
high
is
taken
Therefore
as
dimensions
two
a
of
counties.
lowering the value of testimony, and if the distance involved is more

testimony

on grounds

than the highest

is not to be allowed
But
tendency.
we
contrary

given in TD then such testimony

against good material of a phonologically
lend credence to the compiler of WCB and to occasional original scribes
heard
forms
they
that
for
for
the
10.43
him
and read.
a regard
of
such as
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1. This chapter presents tables giving information
on PNs.
Many are listed in the Concordant Gazetteer with reference elsewhere.
Els on which discussion depends are listed in the Glossary of PN Els
These
two
be
there.
their
contain
may
checked
credentials
and
linguistic

A third

information.

does

not

but

gives

topographical

that bears on the diplomatic
status of the names. This is
the Gazetteer of Distances, which is given to show distances of places

information

named from the places where their names were recorded.
2. The way in which the system of reference of this chapter
works may be summarized as follows. Single occurrences of names in
WCB are collected under the spelt form and this is attributed to a PN.
Eis occurring
Gazetteer.
This is accomplished
within the Concordant
PN
Els.
Attribution
PN
to
Glossary
listed
PNs
in
the
of
a
of
are
within
both an el from which it is derived and the spelt forms in which it is
Concordant
in
the
by
WCB
that
is
justified
in
are
given
refs
manifest
Gazetteer.

The vital step of gathering

here,

under their relevant
business of the next chapter.
THE GAZETTEER

reflexes

els, with their evidence
of phonological

as shown

groups

is the

OF DISTANCES

to show distances among various
localities that are significant for WCB PNs. The entries are for PNs and
they refer to and lead on from each other with the end of enabling the
to follow a route between two given places and to
reader conveniently
3. This table is designed

find

the distance.

localities

named

found on the map.

The Gazetteer

of Distances

has entries

places
and for many intermediate
Reference is to the OS Atlas 85,136-9,145.

in WCB

both

for

that are

4. The Gazetteer of Distances relies on places used in the OS
Most of the names given are of this
Atlas as distance-markers.
PNs
two
is
to
device
this
table
fundamental
For
the
give
of
character.
A string of such names can be added up;
this is done at strategic points in an entry, a figure following an oblique
beginning
the
the
the
total
entry.
of
since
mileage
covered
representing
For example the entry for Chester shows that it is two miles from that
with a figure between

them.
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6
figure
Port;
the
Ellesmere
Upton
from
to
four
Upton
to
and
and
city
following
the oblique does the sum from the beginning to Ellesmere
Port.
are inserted
obstacles
of salient topographical
between relevant PNs. This can be a wide river, a range of hills, or a
B-road
be
This
last
to
is
taken
or
a
poor grade of road.
comparatively
lower as given in the OS Atlas and is marked in the Gazetteer of
5. Notes

Widnes,

Hale
from
to
from
journey
the
An
"RR".
comes
example
as
because
the
been
have
likely
to
of
is
mile
per
slow
which

surmised

low-grade

Distances

road.

fully
described
be
found
under either
will
routes
all
localities. In this case both entries should be looked up
be
The
both.
to
is
that
may
route
common
sought

6. Not
of the terminal
and a locality

by way of this connecting place. If, for example,
Samlesbury,
Lancaster
between
and
are sought

followed
miles

be found,

entries will
found to be sixteen
yielding a journey
of Preston.

not the other place, but Preston.
from
Lancaster
two
from
and
miles

between
miles
eighteen
of

the road and
under both
This last is
Samlesbury,

these two termini

by way

7. In some cases a total is given after an oblique, but no
dash
by
being
these
details
a
replaced
of mileage appear,
preceding
between
the two PNs that enclose the length of road in
inserted
is
given under
question.
for
in
the
is
the
table
the
a connection
quest
expected,
user of
an entry,
look
the
the
terminus
to
up
route
and
of
note
with some other place,
is found.
the entry for that place in turn, until the connection
Another

distance
implying

device is that, where

a single route

8. An example is afforded by the Chester entry. There the
by way of Hapsford is given as twenty miles,
to Warrington
between
the latter two; but these figures
are
thirteen

The
is
that
implication
from
the
map.
read
and are not
computations
its
PNs
has
its
two
precise connection
these
where
entry,
own
one of
does
Warrington
for
The
followed.
be
entry
the
other place may
with
last
This
found
be
to
for
Hapsford
but
help
here,
that
serve.
will
not
leads only to Frodsham. Having no other promise of progress, the user
the
is
there
Frodsham;
for
finds
the
completed
the
table
and
entry
of
exact journey

to Warrington.
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9. A double-oblique
from

distance

the beginning

is a convention
of an entry

that

introduces

to Wiswell

near

the

Whalley

Abbey by the road indicated.
A

to the
semi-colon
signifies a terminus
and a return
for a fresh route as described by the following information.

headword

Taking the Chester
Chester, not from

entry as an example,
Ellesmere Port.

Hapsford

is seven miles from

In many entries the headword is simply referred by an arrow
to some other place. These headwords are RLs and CLs of WCB that
have no distance-markers
on the map and are thus assigned to other
places that have them.
10.
Distances

Some

although

PNs are joined
no figure

by figures

is given for them

Gazetteer

of

in the OS Atlas.

In

in the

The
is estimated and given as approximate.
warning circa is not repeated for total distances, as the reader can see
for himself by a glance at the described route how far it be beset by
The procedural precision of the Gazetteer of Distances
approximation.
these cases the mileage

demands

that a minimal

share of measured

mileage

be entrusted

to

such methods.
THE GLOSSARY

OF PLACE-NAME

ELEMENTS

11. The aim of this table is to show that a word or personal
name existed in some spoken idiom and that it has been noted as a
possible el. In many cases an el has been firmly detected in a PN. In
other cases its position is more doubtful
in the light of writing on the subject.

and is assessed in the Glossary

12. Entry is by els, given in alphabetical
order in bold type.
The form under which the el is listed is that which is seen as the type,
forms of
and singular forms, and predicative
such as nominative
typical

one,

distinctive.

in the evidence in a form other than the
a form is also given, in so far as this is

If an el occurs

adjectives.

then

such
Grammatical indications

The language

are given where

is cited is given next.
Where this is OE a conservative form is preferred.
An ancestral form
from another language may be given to illuminate
a borrowed
el in
in which

the headword

appropriate.
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ME.
13.

Unless

the el is a personal

is next
a meaning
offered for it. This is given within inverted commas; but this does not
imply a quotation from any authority cited. The meaning suggested is
from these authorities
for purposes
extracted
our summary,
of
elucidation
various

of PNs in the present study.

possible

name

It may assume a choice among

meanings.

The next item is one or more refs in identification
of the el
and in support of the meaning given. The default ref is S25-6 s. v., the
Some comment
form of that headword
may
agreeing with ours.

appear.
THE CONCORDANT
14.

The

GAZETTEER

for linguistic
point
of reference
and
Gazetteer. Here again
details of a PN is the Concordant
topographical
listing is alphabetical,
bold.
Upper-case
headwords
the headwords
denote
form; these are given in
an established
post-mediaeval
main

preference, and the current form, if there is one, is the most preferable.
Lower case is used for a PN with no post-mediaeval
form. These are
we prefer
variable in the forms in which they occurred; as headwords
those forms that occur and are typical of the written tradition
of the
aligned
etymologically
comprehensible
and phonologically
that
towards late ME East Midland forms. Also it may be remembered
These considerations
as do <c, k>.
<i, y> occur interchangeably,

name,

should be born in mind in looking
Gazetteer;
though
an effort is made
deviant versions with a cross-ref.
15. Most

up

a PN in the

to insert

the

Concordant

more

strikingly

are for PNs but some are for two other
These offer
is thought
classes for which similar handling
useful.
evidence of dialectal phonology, as do the PNs. One such class is that
by the
of personal names, the other of els. The latter, distinguished
entries

in simplex form in
appear here as occurring
WCB; these are designations of specific landmarks, as are PNs. These
cases are not known to have been fixed, simplex PNs.

lower-case

first

letter,

Of these,
into compartments.
diverse information
it contains

16. Entries in CG are divided
(a)

appears

only

in some

entries;
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of the PN. It may give a cross-ref to another
here is that
the present one; the implication

pertaining to the identity
finishing
entry, therewith
the headword

221

is a mere variant of another and not a separate

PN.

In the case of a main entry of a PN, the name may recur for
more than one locality. In cases where two or more places of the same
by upper-case
Roman
name are listed here, they are distinguished
this work. In some cases the
numerals and so referred to throughout
of the name generally used in the present work is shorter than
that used in the OS Gazetteer. For such the rest of the latter version is
(a). Therefore
by
given in plain upper case type in compartment
version

reference
Gazetteer
especially
uniformity
Gazetteer,
Roman

to this compartment

any PN may be looked up in the OS
Resort is had to this foreshortening

under its name.
for PNs that reflect our form in WCB, and also for the sake of
among names that are similar but not identical in the OS
so that these may more

simply

be distinguished

by the

in each case.

numeral
Where

they
a PN receives both a number and a continuation
case is
are given in that order and parted by a colon. An illustrating
that of the town of Poulton le Fylde, which will be found in the
Concordant
Gazetteer and elsewhere in this work as "Poulton W.
17. Compartment
of the headword.

location

entry, from which the location

to another

reference

Gazetteer gives the
(b) of the Concordant
This may be either by the OS grid-ref or by

Compartment

is to be derived.

(c) gives the LocRef and (d) the EtyRef.

It often

happens

that they are the same, in which case they are combined
as
(cd). But in many cases the PN does not appear to have been noticed

and the location
"tx".

is here deduced

from the context: such cases appear as

18. The concordant
(e).
part of the entry is compartment
This gives all spelt forms in which a PN is to be found in WCB; so for
Beetham.
PN
"Bethom"
is
the
as
a
variant
of
example
given
Abbreviation
foregoing
"Bethum",
ambiguity
consist

of forms by means of dashes depends on the immediately
by "-hum", standing for
So "Bethom"
form.
is followed
which

occurs

WCB.

These

avoid
abbreviations
form.
But forms that

with the foregoing
of the foregoing one with

in the overlap

of a repetition

in

additional

letters

on
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the end do not include an overlap: so the reader is left to assume
"Baldreston"
following
"-e"
form
II,
Balderstone
that
the
regarding, say,
signifies

actual "Baldrestone"

in WCB.

WCB
material
of
enumeration
with
Reference is generally by
the headword-form.
the latter documents
deed or other textual configuration
as noted in Chapter II: Schedule of
in
forms are listed all its occurrences
For this and following
Deeds.
WCB so as to enable one to count them. For example, the PN Balshaw
19. Where

(e) begins

"Balschagh",
form
13.34
in
the
5.78
antique
and
occurring
those deeds are duly cited for it in the Concordant Gazetteer.
in WCB

deed,
the
in
the
than
PN
same
once
occurs more
a
double
"x":
that
the
follows
of
instances
occurrence
so
of
number
"Balschagh" in 15.66 appears in its place as "15.66x2". And reference to
Where

Gazetteer soon shows that this PN occurs altogether six
times in five deeds. In some cases several deeds are lumped together
in the form
for a total tally of instances: for example, for Blackburn
Gazetteer gives "17.x16", indicating
a total of
"Blak", the Concordant

the Concordant

17,
Title
form
in
of
this
specification
without
of
sixteen occurrences
the citation
The same entry gives for the form "Blakeburn"
deeds.
"18.74-8x4"; this indicates four instances to be found among those five
deeds.
20. In some cases (e) is further divided into compartments
has
I,
for
Halton
Roman
by
lower-case
example,
introduced
numerals.
is thus parcelled
The concordance-material
among them; but
four.
their whole
point

significance

belongs

to Chapter

V, from which they form a

of reference.
Comment

specific

compartment,

to some entries, whether inserted in a
as with Poulton VI (c), or appended to the entry

is attached

as a whole.
In
such cases
entries
WCB
In
do
several
particular,
not appear.
compartments
appropriate
is listed with
PNs are not located. Therefore, for example, Hamerton
(e) alone.
compartment
For some

information

is defective.
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! aýat r of Dt tanmg
Accrington
Acton

c6 / /; c4 Read

c3 Altham;

Acton

Nantwich;
->

/ Daresbury

bd -> Preston Brook

Liverpool
->

Aigburth
Altofts

c3 Wakefield
4
Maidstone
Castle
8
Leeds
6
Charing
RR
Ashford
c6
10 Farningham
4 Trottiscliffe
3 Leybourne
Aylesford

Aldington

Chislehurst
Aston

7 Kidbrooke

/ 54 + R. Thames

far

too

Backford

Upton
->
13 Coventry

14 Southam

Banbury

Berkhamsted

c12, some
Manchester / 167 RR

RR, Leighton

Buzzard

7 Fenny

Stratford

-

Wiswell
->

Billington
Blackburn

6//

42; 13 (by way of Darwen,
/
Lancaster
Preston
//
25
/
19
Blackburn
Rossendale)
over
I 11 Chorley

Boughton

Boughton
->
8 Chatham 4 Rochester

Blean

under

Sittingbourne

Bexley c6 Kidbrooke

Burnley
Burscough
Bury

4

Frodsham
->

Avignon

Bolton

2

Chester

Charley

4 Singlewell

6 Darenth

/ 43

c8 RR Blackburn

c8 Leyland

3 Haslingden

8 Blackburn

/ 17; Ro 5

Ro
->
2 Upton

Warrington
/
63
Staining
Preston
Wigan
-

4 Ellesmere Port / 6; 7 Hapsford

54; -Warrington
Childwall

2 Faversham

8//

6 Edenfield

Castleton

Street

Liverpool
->
9 Blackburn;

5 Farington

4 Preston

/ 20

9
4
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Chorlton

cum

Church

Accrington
->

Clifton

c5 Preston

4 Manchester

c6 RR Worsley;

Hardy

c2 //

Clitheroe

4 Colwyn Bay 7 Abergele
Junction
Llandudno
->
/ 27 - Chester / 45 + linguistic bd 6 St. Asaph 10 Holywell
/ 65 etc - Preston / 91 etc
Warrington
(R. Conway)

Conway

5 Nuneaton

4 Longford

Coventry

3 Fenny Drayton

/ 12 - Lichfield

31 // 133
c15 RR Threshfield

Coverham
Crick

6 Shawell 9 Hinckley

Crook

c10 Skipton

Deane

Bolton
->

6 Fenny Drayton

/ 21

9 Whitchurch

20 Chester

Worsley
->

Eccles

Eccleshall

19 Hanchurch

Eccleshill

Blackburn
->

3 Newcastle

under Lyme / 22 //

92

c4 RR //

Edisford

Fylde
le
Poulton
->

Elswick
Faling

Ro
->

Fenny

Drayton

10 Wilnecote

Fenny

Stratford

7 Stony Stratford

Frodsham

Liverpool
->

Gartside

Crompton
->

c3 RR Widnes

Halifax

2 Tamworth

c7 Lichfield

7 Towcester

/ 19

18 Crick / 32

3 Preston Brook 5 Warrington

Garston

Hale

45

I

c2 Trench 12 Hodnet

Donnington

//

22

c3 Ro //

Crompton

8 Skipton

c6 Hebden

7 Warrington
Bridge 4 Todmorden

Harnpole

14 Wakefield

Hapsford

5 Frodsham

60

10 Burnley; 9 Ro c3 Ww

/
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c6 //

c7 Ww; 4 Accrington

8 Blackburn;

Haslingden

Ro
->

Healey
Heywood

Bury
->

Holywell

7 Northop

Ince Ic

10 Southport

7 Broughton

5 Coventry

Kidbrooke

1 Greenwich

/ 18
38

4- (R. Thames)

London

17 //

Kirkham

4 St. Helens

Hall

Knowsley

(R. Thames)

Lambeth

London

16 Preston; 17 Poulton

Lancaster

V c2 RR Staining

8 Rugeley 10 Stafford 8 Stone 10 Newcastle

Lichfield

Stanney
Blackburn

/ 17 - Wigan / 58; Marton

Warrington
4
Hapsford
Chester;
c4
/ 45; - Wigan - Preston - Great
Worsley
-

Warrington

/ 29

Hall - Wigan - Blackburn

c7 Knowsley

Liverpool

Lyme / 36

under

// 102

Manchester
Little

4 Chester

9 Tarleton 9 Preston c 10 //

Kenilworth

42

/ 36 //

3 Paddington

London

11 Ro; 4 Prestwich 3 Bury - Haslingden
V/
44
Poulton
-

Manchester

Marland

Ro
->

Monton

Worsley
->
c12 Bollington
cum Hardy 4 Manchester / 36
10 Middlewich

Nantwich

Nelson

4 Burnley

Newcastle

Ellesmere
Newton

6 Accrington
Lyme

under

Manchester

14 Congleton

Port / 42
c6 Wigan

15 Crick

2 Warrington

//

26; c10 Bolton

3 Altrincham

I

4 Chorlton

5 Blackburn

/ 40; 15 Nantwich

le Willows

Northampton
Orford

10

12 Wilmslow

10 Tarporley

Tarvin
-

5 Cheadle
Chester
-

9
-
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Ossett

c10 Huddersfield

Oxford

4 Kidlington

18 Oldham c6 Manchester

19 Banbury

Lichfield
/ 173 - c3 Altharn

Haslingden

226

Newcastle
-

Manchester
-

-

Paddington

Newcastle
Tarporley
Cronton
/
197
R.
Mersey;
17
+
Chiswell Green 2 St. Albans 5 Harpenden 6 Dunstable 4 Hockliffe

8 Fenny

Stratford

Crick
Newcastle
Accrington
//
222
-

Haslingden
Park

Hill

8 Wakefield

Potterruyding

Wiswell
->

V7

Prees

Kirkham

c4 Whitchurch

Prescot

7 Preston //
15 Tarporley

Knowsley
->

24
18 Stretton

4 Warrington

Copster
Green
(leaving
Blackburn)
out
Great Marton c2 RR Staining

Read

Accrington
-

Rhuddlan

75

4 Accrington

c5 //

//

c10; 7 Kirkham

6

/ 34
//

86 + linguistic

bd

19

too far
3 Frodsham

Saddleworth
St. Helens

c9 Holmfirth
c6 Cronton;

Samlesbury

14 Crigglestone

8 Wigan; 5 Golborne

2 Wakefield

/ 25

12 Worsley

2 Preston; c6 Wilpshire

I c2 Long Eaton 5 Spondon 3 Derby 10 Belper 8 Cromford
10
Biggin 12 Buxton 8 Whaley Bridge 3 New Mills 6 Hazel Grove 3
Stockport

Sawley II

6 Manchester

/ 76 - Bury - Haslingden

// c8

Shrewsbury
Skipton

Manchester
-

Chester
/
18
Wigan
-

10 Haslingden

Runcorn

Sawley

Haslingden
-

14 Holywell

Rochdale

/ 41 //

Hall

Preston

Rome

/ 190 -

Nelson
->

Pontefract

Poulton

Manchester
-

17 Whitchurch

11 Gisburn

22

Smallbridge

Ro
->

Snelleshou:

Wiswell
->

4 Burleydarn

7 Nantwich

//

102
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Spotland

Ro
->

Stanlow

Little
Stanney
(Warrington)
->

Stanworth

or Ellesmere

Port (- Chester)

Chorley
->

Stratford

Bowe

atte

Sunderland

//

Swinton

c6 Paddington

c6 RR

Worsley
->

Tarporley
Tarvin
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c20 Runcorn

(R.
Mersey)
-

6 Chester; c8 RR Frodsham
/ 44; - Wigan - Preston / 44

Toxteth

Widnes

3 Cronton;

Warrington
-

Wigan
-

5 Tarvin
Blackburn
-

Liverpool
->

Upholland

c5 Wigan - Blackburn

Wakefield
II

7 Widnes

/ 11 //
Warton

13 Liverpool

c10 Ince I/

34; cl 2 Worsley

Kirkham
->

Westminster

London
->

Westwood
Whalley

Worsley
->
Wiswell
->

Wheelton

Chorley
->

Whitworth

Ro
->
c8 Chorley

Willington

c2 Tarvin

Wilpshire

c8 Preston

Ellesmere
-

Winwick

Orford
->

Withnell

c4 RR Chorley

Woluetscoles
Woodstock

43

Preston
->

Warrington

Woolton

28

c7 Leeds; 2 Ossett 9 Rastrick 4 Halifax - Burnley 8//

Walton

Wigan

//

Port / 14

Edisford
->
c18 Banbury
Liverpool
->

Coventry
-

/ 45

30; c2 Orford

9 Wigan
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Worsley

Bury c10; c6 Bolton

Worston

11 Ro

//4

Wybunbury
York

I; 6 Manchester

228

c3 Nantwich

10 Tadcaster
Harrogate

13 Leeds

21 Skipton //

9 Bradford

6 Halifax

Ww
64 - Preston - Staining / 89

/ 50; 21
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joYa«e-Jams
(Element
4510ý55a
lvv of
Ic

OE; ME pl. okes "oaks"

OE,
d
gen. pl. al Jena "of old (things or people)"
al
al or

OE, pl. al eras "alders"; sometimes

bald

OE "bold"

ball

OE "rounded"

bank

ME < ODa

banke

substituted

by el ri

"riverbank"

Bernard

bjöä

ON, da. pl. bjö äum "among flat places"

brad

OE "broad"
OE "chick"

bridd

c31 OE or kä1 ON "cabbage"
cal d OE "cold"
*ca l anno-

Br: meaning

unknown

*Cantes

OE "clearing"

*ciso

OE, gen. pl. ceori a "of the farmers"

ceorl
cranuc
criwe

OE "crane"
OE "crow"

d1op OE "deep"
dope
el f

Ella

OE "deep place"
OE, gen. sg. el fes

"elf's"

of XNs with 1st el elf q. v., and one for which
Ekwall (Contributions
41) expresses similar reservations
on
Dialectal
divergence
in the vowel presumably
phonology.
leaving us to suppose
predates development
of the diminutive,

OE diminutive

IV: TOPONYMY - Elements
the latter likely enough to reflect that divergence.
OE "elder-tree"

el lern

ON

elri

"alder";

el ren

adj. of OE

so for

OE "boar"

erg

ON "summer

fIS

OE "shining"

cf. aIor
al or

pasture"

fa1d0E

"fold for livestock"

fe1 Sinj

OE "fallow

feo5er-

OE "four": el of compounds

f. oräun3
fal d0E

OE "fourth

land"

share of some land"

"fold for livestock"
OE "stream"

f1 eot
Franca

Gamall

ON

OE "spearhead-shaped

sära

piece of land"

OE "courtyard"

3eard
hald

OE "sloping"

hViS

OE "holy"

hIm

OE "enclosure"

hamarr

ON -> hamor

hamm OE "cut-off
*hamol
hamor

land"

OE "broken"
OE "hammer-shaped

hang OE "cockerel"
Hand
han3ra

OE "hanger"

cliff"
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IV: TOPONYMY - Elements
OE "hoar"

har

OE "herdsman"

heord

h13Aw OE, p1. h1 äwas "hills"
OE "hill"

hy11

OE "wooded

hyrst
kä1

ON

IId

OE "stream"

->

hill"

cä1

i im OE "loam"
1amb OE "lamb"
I and OE or 1and ON "land"
lane

OE

"lane"

1ang

OE "long"

1 zof

OE "dear":
occur in
Cumberland

This is well known in OE XNs, which sometimes
PNs (S54.410).
in a PN is known from
Leofric

Concordant

(S21.349).

If it occurs

in WCB

Leufrihebruge

(cf.

Gazetteer) the spelling in <f> is peculiar.

L'Aofric

OE "many"

manic

mann (SN/XN
neo5era

OE "lower"

OE "pool,

pöi
poll

->

prost

el) OE "man"

stream":

interchanges

with

pul 1,

pot 1

pöl

OE, gen. sg. preostes

"priest's"

pul 1 -> pöl : Smith (S26 s. v. ) has observed
mostly in the WMidl. ".
r!

OE "roe-deer"

rd

ON "boundary"

ramm OE "ram"

that

this form

"occurs

IV: TOPONYMY - Elements
Randi
Roch

OE "sand"

sand
seofon

OE "seven"

sceort

OE "short"

sTc

OE "stream"
ON

sk3, l i

"hall"

sniw

OE "snow"

stin

OE, pl. stänas
ON

stgn3

"stones"

"pole"

Tida
OE

tan3

"fork"

Tlta
OE or

trilo

"tree"

of land"

OE "two"
OE "raider"

of

ON "garden"

vangr

Br: meaning

*vernovrä

ON

OE or tunga ON "tongue

tunýu
tax

tre

ON "remote

uncertain

place"

OE
"ruler"
d
wa1
wan3 OE "meadow":
wall

a

weorod

or

interchangeable

wall a OE "well"

OE "fortification"

with

vangr
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(toncoOantoaýcttccr
ACTON
-- --

(b) SJ5975

(a) I: BRIDGE

(b) SJ6253 (cd)

II: GRANGE

(a)

S45.146

1.19-20x3

(e) Acton

(1208x11), 8,9,10x2,

(1194x1211), 4a.10,5.42x9,7.1x3,2-5,6x5,7x6

(1328x9),

13x2,14x3,16,17,19,20,22x3,23x2,27x2,28x2,31x2,32x4

R21x3,22,174,245,250,254x2,255,385-400x18,408,4117.15,18,
-e
2,418
AIGBURTH

(b) SJ3886 (cd) 1,111

AIGHTON

(b) Chaigley

(d)

L140; VL7.1,21

(c)

L140

(e)

Aghton

19.142
Akeman

(a) -> Oakman

(b)

Aldetunestude

(c) tx (d) DK

(b) TR0636 (cd) DPN

ALDINGTON
(d) DK

(d) DK

Alrecumba

(e) 5.89

(e) Aldyngton

5.16e

(e) 3.58 Ri (?c1286x? c7)
(a) -> Holme

Alfrichesholm

Alrekar

Birtwisle

19.75 Ri

1.11 Ri

(b) SJ4159 (cd) S47.77 (e) Aldeford

ALDFORD

Alffton

S34.80 (e) Aldeburgh

(b) SE4066 (cd)

ALDBOROUGH

House

(e) 9.9a Ri

(a) -> Ellercarr

ALSTON

OLD HALL

(a)

(b)

SD6133

as d: of a cluster

(c)

in OS

places of similar name, this seems the
of neighbouring
5.46,8.46,17.8,32
(e)
L145
(d)
candidate.

Gazetteer
likeliest
ALTHAM

(b)

SD7732

(cd)

L89; JPN18.15,26

(e) (i)

Eluetham

5.85

5.x48 (.22: 1330), 64-5 (c1190), 70
(1249), 71 (1241), 73 (1295), 97 (1344), 14.53,55,17.49,59,19. x22 (.48:
(ii)

(c1189xc1220)

Aluetham

1302x3), 99 (1312x3), 20+abc. xl8 (20.6: 1213), 19a, Rx23(5. ), x1(19. )
(iii) -brok 19.122x2 (a1292), 123x2 (1337)
ALTOFTS
ALTON

(b) SE3723 (cd) S31.119 (e) -ftes 19.51 (1308), 81a (1306)
(b)

Garston

(a) identity

(cd)

(b) location

VL3.122; L122

(c) LocRef

(e)

(d) EtyRef

12.34, R579, -a 12.36,

(e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
Altune

Gazetteer
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12.25

Aluethamlode

(b)

Altham

(cd)

L89

(e)

19.122x2 (a1292), 123x2

(1337)
Aluyshege

(b) Monton

ALVANLEY

(e) R880

(b) SJ4973 (cd) S46.219 (e) Aluandeley

ANGLEZARKE

(a) MOOR

Aspiwallesiche

(b)

Hasponwalsiche

(c) tx

(d)

Anles-

DK

(e)

5.43,

17.34
4.32 (?c1235),

13.47

(a) GRANGE

(b) SJ5677 (c) S45.159 (d) S45.161 (e) 7.3-4,

25,28,9.19-20,18.4a,
Mauricas

R615,617,865,

Crompton

16.17a (1336x7)

(cd) L48 (e) Alilasart

(b) SD6317

13.37,38,17.46,47a,

Anlasargh

ASTON

(c) tx (d) DK

R1,35,251,388-9,

Meurik

A-

11.11x3, R547,

A-

R250, -casastona 5.41, Eston 1.1,19-25x17,4a.
10,
5.42x6,7.2,5-10,17,24,11.2,
R21-6x8,387-91x5,418,533,
Mauricas
E- 1.1,5.42,
Maurºch

Maurikeseston

4a. 10, R174, Mauriches

E- 11.3

Athelwyk

(d) DK

AUDLEM

(b) SJ6643 (cd) S46.82-3 (e) Aldelyn

AUDLEY

(a)

Auditlegh
-- --

(e) 14.70 Wm

I (b)

Aldithelegh

(a)

E- 1.14,16,

SJ7950

(cd)

6.28, Aldithlea
9.5 (1233x7), ?Audyel

II: HALL

(b) Blackburn

DPN

9.13

(e) Aldilegh

9.2,3,6,

Audelegh

11.4 (1209),
11.11 (1316),

1.10
(cd)

L74 (e)

?Haldelaghes

17.48

(1305) Ad, Haldel 3.41 (1274x96) Ad ?iun
BACKFORD

(b) SJ3971 (cd) S47.172 (e) Bacford

1.30,4a. 11,5.42-3x9,

6.17,18,19,21,22x2,12.25,33x2,34,35,36,16.20-5x12,

R258,265,

351,352,355,578-81x4,801,823-7x5
BAGSLATE

(a) MOOR

(b) SD8613 (cd) L59 (e) Bacslade, Blakslade

15.16, Bagslade 14.35
BALDERSTONE

(a) I (b) SD6332 (cd) L69 (e) Baldreston

(1291x2), 57x2 Rg f Ad (1), 5.42x2,10.31

3.54 Wm

Ri (1328x9), 17.56 Wm

(1243x56), 20.15 Ri (1333)
40),
SD9011
(1232x?
(a)
II
(b)
(cd)
L55
(e)
Baldreston
13.52
Ad
-- -14.6 Ad, 15.5 Ad (c1190x5), 88 Jn f Hu (1290), -e R793

(a) identity

(b) location

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
BALSHAW

Gazetteer

(b) Sp (cd) L7 (e) (i) Balschagh

15.66x2 (?c1260xc70), 68 (i) Bolleschagh
banke
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5.78 (1333), 13.34 (1285),
15.61 (c1225x73)

(b) Sp (c) VL5.206-7, as d (d) S25.19; DK

(a) I el. ODa

(e) Bonk

15.20
(a)
II
(b)
Billington
-- -BANKHOUSE

(cd) L71 (e) Bank 19.24x3

(b) Warton

BARLOW

(a) MOOR

BARTON

(a)

(c) H453 (d) DK

(e) Banchouse

8.37

(b) SJ8292 (cd) L31 (e) -e 18.72 (1309), 73

I: UPON

(b) SJ7697 (cd)

IRWELL

L38; VL4.364-5

(e)

2.1,2,7,9,16-23x11,27-34x6,39,40,4.32,5.33,42x4,10.35x2,
13.47x2,18.1-5x11,20-3x4,37-49x11,55-67x6,74-8x4,

R41,47,50x2,

55,63,68,521,624,680,879,881,894,896,907-14x5,920
II
SD5137
(cd)
(e)
Wt
(a)
(b)
L148
8.45
-- -III
Earl's
(a)
Barton
-- -->
IV
(a)
(e)
5.42
Biron
prob.
err.
-- -Baruland

(c) tx (d) DK

(b) Read

20.1-2 (1183x1213)

(e)(i)

(ii) lond

20.4,6 (1213)
BECKINGHAM

(b) Lin or Not

(cd) DPN

BEETHAM

(b) SD4979

Berdeword

(d) DK (e) 3.42 Wm

(e) Bekyngham

5.14b Elia

(c) H453; as d (d) S42.66-8 (e) Bethom
(1263x71), 37-8, R453-4, -hum 5.43x2

BERKHAMSTED
Berneston

8.29

(b) TL0007 (cd) S15.27-8 (e) 20a. 6

(d) DK

(e) 9.7 Gb, 13.41 Gb, -nardes-

9.8 Gb, -nolwes-

7.7

Ca
Berthynton

(d) DK

BEVERLEY

(b) TA0440

Biflet

(b) Stanlow

BILHAM

(e) 7.32 Rn Starky de

(cd) S47.186 (e) 11.9
(b) SE4906 (cd) S30.86 (e) Billam 14.92c Hu

GRANGE

BILLINGTON

(cd) S14.193 (e) -erl 5.55

(b) SD7235 (cd) L71 (e) 19.23, R952, Bili- 3.62,66,67x2,

68, R131,132, Bilyngton
55,17.13,35,54,19.

(a) identity

3.34,36,44,45,58,61,5.42c,

x324,20.1,8,20a.

(b) location

(c) LocRef

49a, 58,14.53,

6,20c. 2, R111,133x2,248,249,

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant

Gazetteer
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x144 (19.), 1090
BIRTWISLE

(b) Hapton

78x2,89x3,93,96,
BISPHAM

5.16f, 21c, 43x2,

(cd) L80 (e) Briddestwysel

R321

(b) SD3040 (cd) L156; JPN18.15 (e) Biscopham

BLACKBURN

(b) SD6827

8.45

(cd) L74 (e) 15.84,19.27, Black 14.53, Blak

2.41,3. x72,4a. 6,7,8,9,5. x14,14.58,15.12,17. x16,18.63,20.6, Rx6, burn 3.48a, 49,57, Blakeb 3.4,5.66,19.23, -orne 5.55, -burn 2.41,
3.x7,4.11,23,4a. 11x2,5. x30,13.57,14.55,93,16.16,17.
x12,18.74-8x4,
19-20d. x101,20.19ax2, R69,71, x28 (3.), x8 (4-5. ), 852, x28 (19.), 1082,
1085,1086x2,1110,

3.4,5.77,17.37,39,48x2,18.66,67,19.12,19,
-e
2,4,7,20c. 2, R101-2,1107

20,29,63,20a.
Blakelowe

(b) Eccles

Blakewelholm

(c) tx (e)

(b) Sunderland

BLEASDALE
Bolgreue

(c) tx (d) DK (e) 18.43 (c1277), 45 (1284)
3.33 (1333)

(b) SD5745

(b) Edisford

Bouderuyding

(b)

(c) tx (d) DK (e) 20d. 6
(c) tx (d) DK

Billington

R1049-50, -dyng 19.108, -dingclogh
BOUGHTON

(a) HILL

(e) 19.101,102x2,127-8,

19.104x2

(b) TR0759 (c) D52 has "B- under Blean" of
suits our choice among a few similarly named

tx, which location
places: OS Gazetteer;

(d) D52 (e) 5.73a Bocton

OS Atlas

iuxta

Blen
BOULSWORTH
BRADDYLL

(a) HILL
(b)

(b) SD9336 (cd) L67

Billington

(c1260x87), 115-6,121

19.11,45,95,97,103,114
131,135,136

L71 (e) Bradehul

(cd)

(c1292), 144,147,

Bradhul

19.91, R1022, -1
(1340), 128 (1327),

19.16a, 17 (1208x35), 34

(1280x92), 92-3, R969,1023x2, -1 5.49b, 19.16a, 97

Braderudyng

(a) I (b) Eccleshill (c) tx (d) DK (e) 3.36

11
(b)
Read
(a)
-- -BRADLEY

(c) tx (d) DK (e) -ruyding

(a) I (b) Burtonwood

Margeria,

20.3

(cd) L96 (e) Bradeley

6.14 (1261x7)

R349

II
Thornley
(a)
(b)
-- -Ri

(a) identity

(c) VL7.21; as d (d) L144 (e) Bradelegh

(b) location

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences

19.1

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
BRADSHAW

(a) I (b) Sp (c) VL5.209n34

Gazetteer
(d) DK
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(e) Bradeschagh

14.47x2 (a1258)
Bradeschagh
DK
(e)
17.31
II
Stanworth
(c)
VL6.48
(d)
(a)
(b)
-- -(ac1220), 34,36, R854x2,856x2, -esh- 17.33, -schaghbrok
17.34, ghcroft 17.34x2, -ghsik 17.39x2 (c1260)
(a)
III
-- -Wm
B RAN

(d) DK

DWOOD

(e) Bradeschagh

(b) SD8520

13.30,14.7,8,10,

(b) Ww

BRETTARGH

(a)

BRIGHOUSE

(cd) L99 (e) Brendewod

4.21,5.42x2,

R153,166,610,645-7

Brendebotheker

Bretarwe

18.63 (1310) Wm, 19.46 (1301x2)

(c) tx (d) DK

HOLT

(b)

(e) 14.24

Woolton

(c)

L111

16.9, Bretha- 16.8 (1211x41)x4, -arue

(d)

DK

(e)

ib x2, R805-6

(b) SE1423

BRINDLE

(b) SD5924

(cd) L134 (e) Bumehul

17.5-7,44, -15.64,17.2,

14,24,28,30,32,40-1,43,46
BRINSCALL

(b)

SD6221

(cd) L132 (e)

Brendescol

R118, -es 3.51

(cl292), 17.7 (c1230), 10,13,21 (1237), R835,838,845
BROADHALGH

(b) Sp (cd) L59 (e) Brodehalgh

5.42x2,15.39,40x2

(c1260xc84), 41,59x3 (1228x73), 60-1, R758-9, -dh- 13.40 (1259x73),
R621, Bradeh- 15.33 (pc1259)
Brodebrok

(b) Withnell

Brodeston

(b) Saddleworth

Bromyrode

(b) Castleton

BROTHEROD

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 17.43x2

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 4.16x2

(c) tx

(b) Sp (cd)

L59 (e) Broderod

15.31,45

(c1204xc61),

(b) SD9110 (cd) L55 (e) Berdeshul

13.55,14.25,

R678, -e 14.50 (?c1270)
BUERSIL

(a) HEAD

33,43,15.20,73,

4.15x2,24,25x2,30-6x7,64,13.
-1

x36,14. x31,15. x18,

18.78,20b. 17
BURNLEY

(b) SD8332

(e) Brunl 5.16fx2,21d, 64, -ay 5.x24,20.18,20a. 7,
9, R325x2,327,329,1083,
20a.
3,
5.87,96,20a.
1,
R328
Brunley
-e

BURSCOUGH

(b) SD4310 (cd) L123

(a) identity

(b) location (c) LocRef (d) EtyRef (e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
BURTONWOOD

Gazetteer

(b) SJ5692 (c) VL3.304; L96

BUTTERWORTH

Newhey

as d (d) L55-6
4.26,30,35,13.27-44x10,53,58,61,14.2-29x17,36,

(b)

(c) VL5.188m;

4.15,13.31, -word
40-8x6,77,83,15.13,15,25,43,83,
CADISHEAD

531, -e 10.34 (c1240), -wallisete
(a1220), R520-1
(b)

Swinton

10.33, R489,519,

(a) HALL

CALDER

(b)

5.42x2, -sette R253-4, -Ilisset 10.35x3

(d) DK

(c) H877; VL4.353,370n71

(e) 2.20,

44x3,58 (?c1203xc16)

18.1 (c1275), 2x2,3x2,26a,
CALDECOTT

(e)

R611,622

(b) SJ7092 (cd) L39 (e) Cadewalisset

Caldebrok
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(b)

SJ4351 (cd) S47.62 (e) Calecot 9.3

Burnley/Billington

(cd)

R59-60

(e)

20.1,2,6

(1213),

Caldre 19.7 (1318x9), 17,19x3 (c1234x? c46), 20x2 (c1260x80), 81,81a
(1306), R334, Kalder 20.4
CALDERBROOK
Calnefalthome
Cancia

(b) SD9418 (c) VL5.188m
(b) Billington

(c) tx (e) 19.102

(e) 3.66 Th. cl, 4.7 do R

CANTSFIELD

(b) SD6272 (cd) L183 (e) Cancefeld

CARLETON

8.33 J. vic Lanc

(a) I (b) SD3339 (cd) L157 (e) 5.43x4,8.8,23x5,24,25x2,

26,27x2,28-30,32,35x2,42,51,17.33,

R270,271,444-5,466

(a)
Little
Carleton
II
-- -->
CASTLETON

Castel 4.7, -elton
6,
4.12,5.43x9,13. x42,14.8,10,43,45,48,93,15.4,6,11,25,47,20a.
(b) SD8810

R166,271,272x3,
CATLOW

x23 (13), 721,1090

(b) Oswaldtwisle

Cattelawe
CHADDERTON
CHADWICK

(cd) L55 (e) R609,630,

(c) VL6.348,401-2

& n44; as d (d) L91 (e)

5.78
(b) SD9005
(b) Sp (cd) L59 (e) Chaddewyk

15.1,3,16,32,38x2,59,

R621,787, -dew- 5.42x5,
61,64, R789, -adw- 5.42x3,13.22,15.8,80,
R260,605,678,785-9x4,796,
13.43,14.51x2,15.17,40,64x2,78-83x13,
Chadewikford
5.42,
-e
CHAIGLEY

(a) MANOR

(a) identity

15.79
(b) SD6941

(b) location (c) LocRef (d) EtyRef (e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
CHAPMAN

(a) SN (d) DSN70

CHEETHAM

(a) HILL

Gazetteer
20a. 1 He

(e) Chappeman

(b) SD8400
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(cd) L33; JPN18.15

(e) Chetham

2.19,36,4.33,10.12,12.28,35,38-9,13.28,35,14.24,56,15.

x7,18. x12,

R164, -hm 2.26,37,4.8,11,34

CHESTER
CHEW

(b) SJ4066

(b) SD7136 (c) L71 (d) as c; Kristensson: "OE *ceo"
(e) (i) Cho 5.32a, 19.8 (1318), 17x2 (1208x35), 19x2 (c1234x? c46), 23
(a) MILL

(c1260x80), 24,35x2,38

(1303), 51x2 (1308), 53,56x2,58x6,59,60,61

(1328x9), 62-4,66-7,69-71,72x2
979-94x8,1001-4x3,

(1340), 74,77,

4.28-9,19.55,73,
-o

R160,952-5x6,970,

R159,985

(ii)

Chobank

R960
CHILDWALL

(b) SJ4189 (cd)

L112 (e) Childewal

12.4,5,6x2,7x3,

R557-8, -1 5.43x2,12.1 (a1198), 3-5, R265x2,267,549-51,556x2,
5.43,12.2,16.11 (c1245)
CHORLTON

(a) HALL

11.8 p. 544,16.23
CHURCH

(b) SJ4071 (cd)

(cd) L90 (e) Chirche

39x2,40,41x2,64,78,19.99,128,
LANGTON

Langeton
CLIFTON

S47.174 (e) (i) Cherleton

(ii) Chor- 16.25x2

(b) SD7429

CHURCH

-e

(b)

5.16fx2,21cd,

37x3,38,

R236,239-40,244,1027
SP7293

(c)

DNB32.129

(d)

D

(e)

R208,212,216,307,309

(b) SD4630

CLITHEROE

(b) SD7441

(cd) L78 (e) Clid 3.63,65,5.30,55,59x2,64,

99, -erdou 19.1, Cliderho 19.58, -w R235, -hou 3.26-7,67,5. x23,
6,20b. x81,20c. x54,20d. x49, Rx30
19.x35,20.11,15,18x2,19x2,20a.
COCKERSAND

(a)

Cockersond

ABBEY

17.32, Cok-

FARM

(b) SD4253

8.42 (c1252x8),

(c1190xc1220), 33-4,36,18.26+a,

(cd) L171

(e) (i)

46 (c1232x42),

17.31

28,31-2, R852-3, Kokersond

8.27x2

(ii) -sand 5.43
Cokewell

(b) Clitheroe

Cokgreues
COLD

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) R1107

(a) -> Kotgreues

COATS

(b) SD7538

(cd) L77 (e) Coldecotes

5.16f, 21c (1298),

49a, 54 (1183x1208), 19.17,22 (c1260x80), 27,28 (1280), 57 (1324x5),

(a) identity

(b) location

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences
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102,128 (1327), 20.4 (c1213), 5 (1218x35), 19a, R962,1030
Coles

(d) DK

(e) 15.24 Th

Colesnolesik

(b) Billington

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 19.102

COLLINGHAM

SE3845
(b)
(cd)
either
(cd) S17.203 - (e) Colyngham 5.86 Jn

COLNE

S33.174-5; or (b)

SK8361

(a) I (b) SD8940 (cd) L87 (e) 5.16fx3,21c, 41x2

R90
Caune
(a)
II
(b)
l.
(cd)
(e)
5.42,18.79
(1199x1229)
n.
-- -CONWY

(b) SH7777 (e) Aberconeway

Copimslone

(b) Chester

10.21, Ber- 3.48b

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 6.10, -pmisl-

6.11 (1264), -

R363

pyneslCOPTHURST

(a) I (b) SD7936

CoppedehII
Sp
(c)
VL5.207tx+n12
DK
(e)
5.42x2,
(a)
(b)
(d)
--edh15.11,12, R735-6, -pideh- 15.9, R734, -idh- 15.10, R733
This mediaeval
analogy

with,

modernization
COPTROD

PN here receives its modernized
Cfrom,
and for distinction
is adopted,

without

form

only by

I. The

our explanation,

same

by VL.

15.20,32, -per- R764, -e

(b) Sp (cd) L59 (e) Coppedrod

13.14,15.47
COVERHAM

(e) Couerham

(b) SE1086 (cd) S5.254; ERN100

COWHILL

(b) SD7228 (cd) L73 (e) ?Cowehul

FOLD

CRANSHAW

(a) HALL

(b) SJ5188 (cd)

L107

(e)

19.73

17.15 Ri
Croncischagh

16.17a
CRESSINGHAM
Crokedlond

(a) -> Gressingham
(b) Castleton

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 13.27

CROMPTON

(a) FIELD

(b) SD9409 (c) L52

CROMWELL

BOTTOM

(b) SE1222 (cd) S32.91 (e) Crumwelbotham

14.57 (?pc1234), -thom
Cubbin
found

4.12 (?ac1212), R145

If he had
says: "Crumwelbothom
cannot be identified".
it it would have lent further support to his contentions

(a) identity

(b) location

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences
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(c) T; as d (d) L249 (e) 3.34,35 (1287x94),

(b) Blackburn

5.42
Cronkeford

(b) Woolton

CRONTON

(b)

(cd) L111 (e) 16.8 (1211x41)

SJ4988 (cd)

4a. 11,5.42,16.13-

Croenton

L107 (e)

17ex29, R258,801,811-20x8
CROOK

(b) SE1448

Crowehawe

(c) tx (d) DK

(b) Wheelton

(e) 17.14x2 (?ac1232), 16x2

(p1232)
CUERDALE

HALL

(b) SD5729

(cd)

L69,106

(e)

Keuerdal

19.10,20,36,

3.37,47,58,60,63,5.61,14.53,55,17.24,28,
-e
3.49, -e 3.60, Keuyrdale 3.56, Kyuerdal 3.39,5.3, -e 3.43
DARESBURY
DARWEN

17.25,
Keurdal

(b) SJ5782
(b) SD6922

DEANE

(b) SD6807

DEEPDALE

(a) I (b) Preston

(a)
II
(b)
Childwall
-- -Denelonde

(b) Read

DENTON

(b) SJ9295

(cd) L146 (e) Depedale

(c) tx (d) DK

12.7x3

(c) tx (d) DK (e) 5.90

Detheswall

(b) Ww

DODMAN

(a) SN (d) DSN104

Dogwall

(e) Depedale

IT363-84§4x2

(c) tx (d) DK (e) 14.59x2 (c1209xc72)

(b) Broadhalgh

llecl- 15.41, Doggewall

(e) Dodemon

4.27

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 15.39,41, -clogh 15.39, 15.60, -eclogh ib, -Ilesik 15.61x2 (c1225x73), -

e ib

DONNINGTON
DOWNHAM

(b) SJ7013
(b) SD7844

(cd) L79 (e) Dounom

41x2,49b, 78,85-8x14,17.26,48,19.1,56,20c.

3.26,27,5.16fx4,21c,

9, R318-21x5, Downom

R334

1 Cubbin

X80; Chapter

V: Analysis,

(a) identity

Group I

(b) location (c) LocRef (d) EtyRef (e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
BARTON

EARL'S
EATON

Gazetteer

(b) SP8563 (cd) 510.137 (e) Barton
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Comitis

5.33

(a) I (b) SJ8665

SJ5763
(a)
II
(b)
-- -(a)
II:
HALL
-- --

(b) SJ4160
1,5,9,11x2,

ECCLES

(b) SJ7798 (cd) L37-8 (e) 2.x61,3.18x2,22,23,4a.
5.42x3,75-7,14.93,15.18,21,24x2,26x2,18.
x62, Rx59

ECCLESHALL

(b) SJ8329

ECCLESHILL

(b) Blackburn

(cd) L75-6 (e) -shull 3.34,36x3,37x2,38,

46,20.4, R102x2,103,38

EDGERTON

MOSS (b) SD7322 (c) VL5.188m

EDISFORD

(a) HALL

(b) SD7241

(c)

371t+n43;

VL6.348m,

S35.198

x22, R1067,1108,1109,

(e) 5.55, Edes- 20c. 1,3,9,16,17,18,20d.
1124-9x11, -orth 20c. 15

(b) SE1121 (cd) S32.43 (e)(i) Eland 4.8 (c1227x32), 12,14,24

ELLAND

(1200x11), 2,4,5,
(c1265xc70), 27 (?c1285x96), 31,5.42x5,12.1,13.1x2
13,14.53,57-8,66
(1325), 70,15.1 (c1180), 3,12 (c1275), 15,21,27,72,
13.18 (?c1240x? c61), 20 (?c1268x? c70),
(?c1235), 3,4,5x2,6,
25x2 (c1182xc1210), 34 (1285), 44,46x3,14.1,2x2
R141,607,685

(ii)

24,26,53,94

Elond

R637,639, '641,643,

(1331), 15.21,24,42,46,50,59,61,

645
ELLEL

(b) SD4856 (cd) L170 (e) Ellale 8.44 (1213x26)

E LL ENROD

(b) Sp (cd)

L60 (e) Ailwarderod

5.42,15.35-6,54,59,

R754-5,768
ELLERCARR

(b) Carleton

(c) VL7.229n12

(d) DK

(e)(i)

Elrekar 8.26,

R444 (ii) Al- 5.43
Elpul

(b) Whitby

ELSWICK

(cd) S47.200 (e) 11.6 (1277), 9x2 (1241), 10

(b) SD4238

(cd) L161 (e) Etheleswyk

5.43x2,8.39-53x33,

R270, x17 (8.39-53)

Euerwyk

(a) -> York

Eueswall

(b) Billington

FACIT

(b) SD8819

(a) identity

(cd)

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 19.34 (1280x92)

L60 (e) ffagheside

14.19,32

(?c1234x73), 58

(b) location (c) LocRef (d) EtyRef (e) occurrences
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(?cl270x96)
FALINGE

(b) Sp (cd)

L60 (e) Faleng 15.89, ffaleng

4.34,14.1,15.32,

47,55,89,

R155,794, -e 4.23x2,14.2,28,32,15.10,13,20,42,46,62,
3.59x3,4.24,5.42,99,14.24,89,93x2,96,15.7,9,19,38,50,57x2,58,
63,93x3, R125,256,721,770-5x5,798x2,
ffalyngtrekar

(b) Great Harwood

FARNWORTH

I

(a)

ffarneword-

(b)

SD7305

(cd)

(b)

(b) Garston

FILLINGHAM

(e)

-new-

R67,

16.16, -nw- 17a

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) R565, ffe- 12.15x2

(c) tx (d) DK

(b) Billington

FOLKINGHAM

5.85, R318

SE4221 (cd) S31.86 (e) ffetherstan

(b) SK9485 (cd) DPN

ffoldgrene

FORMBY

L43

(b) SJ6390

FEATHERSTONE
Ferthyng

(e) 19.81a

2.28 Ad, -orth 2.38

(cd)
ffarneword
(a)
II
SJ5187
L106
(e)
(b)
-- -FEARNHEAD

15.66

Falengesik

(c) tx (d) DK

-s

(b) TF0733 (cd) DPN

(b) SD2907

(e) ffilyngham

5.86,19.28 (1280)

(e) 19.18x2
(e) ffolkyngham

5.35

(cd) L125 (e) ffo- 10.8, Fomeby

10.28,32, ffo-

10.20,23,24,25
FRANKTON

(b) SP4270 (cd) S13.129 (e) ffranketon

FRODSHAM

(b) SJ5277 (cd) S46.221-2 (e) Frodesham

6.11,14 (1261x7), 7.4,9.4 (1233x7), 5, ffrodsham

Gamelescroft

(b) Withnell

1.11 (a1211), ff-

7.1, R349

(c) tx (d) S54.413;DXN125; DK (e) 17.43

Garecloghes

(b) Sabden

GARSTANG

(b) SD4945 (cd) L163 (e) Gayrestang

GARSTON

2.5,14

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 5.46,53
10.41

(b) SJ4084 (cd) L111 (e) Garstan 5.43x3, Gerstan 10.9,10,

x118 (.20: c1215xc20; .24: c1250x6; .35: 1240; .41: 1272;
44-5: 1295), R265-6x4,549,559-89x43
.
12,13,14x2,12.

GARTSIDE

(b) Crompton

GLOVERSTONE

(b)

(c) L52

Chester

(cd)

S48.44-6

(e)

(1194x1211), -es 1.17,6.7 (p1216), R343, Glouerston

(a) identity

Glouerstan
R20

(b) location (c) LocRef (d) EtyRef (e) occurrences

1.18
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GORSE HALL

(b) SD5611

Goresidelache

(b) Ww

(c) tx (d) DK
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(?c1309x21),
73, -rsi- 14.63x2 (?c1321x? c33), -sichel- 4.21x2,14.46 (c1209x58)

Goselone

(b) Chester

GRANGE,
GREAT

THE

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 14.61,62x2,71

(e) 6.1,2,3x2 (1178x1206), R339

(a) -> Little Stanney

HARWOOD

SD7332

(b)

19.81,84

L72 (e) Harewod

(cd)

(1340), -e 19.81a (1306), Harwod 17.8 (ac1220), 19.13,14 (1319), 15,
Harwood 19.81, R947,1012,1041
16,81,81ax4,83,116,120,
GREAT

MARTON

(b) SD3334

L156 (e) Merton

(cd)

8.x27,16.15,

R270x2, x16 (8.)
GREAT

WILBRAHAM

(d) DK

(b)

CRESSINGHAM
HABERGHAM

SD5769
Nfk: DPN

(b) SD8133

5.93, Habrinchm

HALE

S19.137-8 (e)

(e) 19.142 Th

GRESSINGHAM

Haldelaghes

(c) H481; as d (d)

9.14 Ri

Wilberham
Grenegore

(b) TL5557

18.18; or
(e) Cr- 3.65,8.17,16.12a - Hu jus it x3
(cd)

L178; JPN17.100-1;

(cd) L82-3 (e) Habringeham

5.16f, Abryngeham

5.89, -ryng-

5.96

(a) -> Audley II

(b) SJ4682 (c) H372; L110 (e) 10.8,12.7,15,40,19.50,

Halghton

R372

(a) -> Little Houghton

HALLIWELL

(b) SD7010

Halliwallebrok

(cd) L44

-wall

2.38

(a1296),

16.17ax2 (1336x7)

Hamerton

(d) DK

HAMPOLE

(b)

(e) 14.53 Ste (?c1211x20), 20b. 1 Jn (1342x3)
SE5010 (cd) S30.70

18,19x2,24,70x7

(c1220xc5),

(e)

(e)

14.4 (?c1235), 17
(1259), 78,80x4,81x2
(1322), 82x2,

80,87x3
-e

83x2,85,87x3,88x3,92c,

Hanepol

(+2: q83,85),

R652,695,710,

713,714,719,720
Hampton

(d) DK

HANDSACRE
Hanewell

(e) 3.55 Rb, R1107 Wm

(b) SK0916 (cd) DPN
(b) Wistaston

(a) identity

(cd)

(b) location

S46.48

(c) LocRef

(e) Handesacr

3.66

(e) (i) 5.42,9.12

(d) EtyRef

(c1227x70) Ri

(e) occurrences
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(ii) -wall 9.12 Wn, 13x2 Wn, 14x2 (1270) Wn, R478 Wn
HAPTON

(b) SD7931 (cd) L80 (e) 5.16f, 21c, 78,19.83,84,130,131,132,

133, R1051
Hareschagh

(b) Downham

Harewythnes

(c) tx (e) 5.85

(a) -> Withens

HARSENDEN

(c) H664; L60

(b) Ww

4.36 (1284), R165, Harestancroft
(ii) Hartstanden

(d) DK

14.11x2 (1274x83), R648,663,844

14.62, Harstanden

14.31 (c1235x? c68), 62,71x3

(?c1309x21), 73x2, -brok 14.61x2, -denheued
dencroft 14.31, -ndescr- 14.29
HARWOOD

Haristanden

(e) (i)

14.63 (?c1321x? c33), -

(a) I (b) SD7511

Great
H(a)
II
>
-- -Hasaliswallehurst

(b)

Woolton

(c)

tx

(d)

DK

(e)

16.7

(?cl250x? c62)
Haselwell

(a) -> Heswall

Hasponwalsiche
Hathemon

(a) -> Aspiwallesiche

(b) 1.13 Aug canon de (d) DK

Haukesherd

(b) Billington

HAWORTH

(b) Smallbridge

(c) tx (d) DK

(c) VL5.188ni; OS Atlas

Haybonk

(b) Pleasington

HEALEY

(b) SD8815 (c) L60

Hengendebank
HERTFORD
HESWALL

(e) 3.40 (1274x86), 41

(b) TL3212 (cd) S15.225 (e) 19.9
(b)

SJ2683

(cd)

S47.276-7

(e)

(i)

Haselwell

(a) I (b) Elswick

(c) tx (d) DK

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 8.42

(e) Heuedlond

16.21

(b) SD8510

(a) identity

6.18

(ii) -wall 1.30 (1279), 31 (1262), 9.5 (1233x7), 11.5-6,8,

II
Bacford
(a)
(b)
-- --

HEYWOOD

(c) tx (d) DK

(b) Eccles (cd) L53 (e) 2.10

(?c1277x? c9)
12.17,18.8
Heuedland

(e) 19.110,122

(b) location

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences
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HIGHER

PENWORTHAM

(b) SD5128
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L135; JPN18.17

(e) Pe-

8.43,16.2
HIGHER

WALTON

(a) I (b) SJ5985

II
(b)
SD5727
(a)
-- -HOGHTON

(cd) L132; VL6.37 & n19,38 & n1 (e) 3.39,45,
52,55,5.43,84,95,8.7,45,46,47,10.31,17.
x20,19.10,23,28,29,31,
(b) SD6125

33,145,146,
Holand

R515,851

(a) -> Upholland

Holewetlon
HOLME

(b) Billington
(a) HOUSE

Holrys

11.4 (1209)
ibx3, -holm

-ches

(d) DK

(e) 3.68x2

(b) Little Stanney

FARM

Alfrichesholm
Aldri-],

(c) tx (d) DK

(ii)

Alricheholm

(iii) Holm

ibx2

(cd)

S46.251-2 (e) (i)
11.5 (1279)

[H:

R536

(e) 4.27 Rg

Homelstonclogh

(b)

(?c1309x21)
(ii)
Hamstalesclogh

Trough

Gate

(c) H654

Homstanclogh
4.21

(d)

14.19x2

(1194x1204),

DK

(e) (i) 14.72
(iii)

(1228xc88)

Hamelstansike

14.47x2

(c1190x1258)
HOOLPOOL

GUTTER

(a)

(b)

SJ4878 (cd)

S44.29,46.226,233

(e)

11.4x2 (1209), 5 (1279)

Holpul
Horehegge

(b)

Ww

(c) tx

(d) DK

(e)

14.62 (?c1309x? c25), 63x2

(?c1321x? c33), -heghe 14.61
Horelowe

(b) Wiswell

Horeston

(b) Wilpshire

Horffal

(cd) L68 (e) 19.81ax2
(c) tx (d) DK
(c) tx (d) DK

(b) Billington

HUNDERSFIELD

(e) 3.63 (?c1258x75)

(e) 19.110

DN
(b)
effectively
Blatchinworth
&
& Calderbrook
+ Wardleworth
+ Wuerdle
Wardle
15.6
(c) VL5.188m; as d (d) L56 (e) Hundredefeld

HURSTWOOD

(a)

former

tp,

(b) SD8831 (cd) L84 (e) Hurstwod

Huthyndalemore
Hutlone

large

(a) -> Ythendalemore

(b) Eccleshill

(a) identity

20.19a

(c) tx (d) DK

(b) location

(c) LocRef

(e) 3.38

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
Hyndebranceis

(b) Read (c) tx (d) DK

IGHTENHILL

(a) -> Park Hill

INCE

(a) I: BLUNDELL

(b) SD3203

Gazetteer
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(e) 20.3

(cd) L118 (e) Ines 5.42x8, R252,

253, Ynes 10.1-39x47,11.5x6, R492,502-7x6,511,515x2,523,525
Rb
(a)
II
(e)
Ynes
dn.
Rb,
18.26a
dn.
8.50
Rb.
18.22
cap,
-- -IRELAND

(e) Hyrlond

IRWELL

(a) RN

12.14a Rg (1249x65)

(b)

hd

Salford

(c) L27 (d)

DK

(e) (i)

Irwel

2.10

(e)

8.32

(ii) Irewil 4.21x2 [H: Irewel x2] (1194x1204)

(1274x86)

Ketelesholmwathwra

Great

(b)

Marton

(c) tx

(d)

DK

(cl258x71)
Keuerdal

(a) -> Cuerdale

KIRKBY

(b) SJ4198

KIRKHAM

(b) SD4232 (cd) L152; JPN18.17 (e) Kyrkeham

Knauescastel
Kyuerdal

(a) ?Knaves Castle, Staffs

5.70,8.44

(d) S25.102 (e) 20.19a

(a) -> Cuerdale

LAMBETH

(b) TQ3078

LANCASTER

(cd) S11.22 (e) Lameth

(b) SD4761

(cd)

L168,174,264

5.98
(e)

Lanc

5.42-82x7,

8.x11,12.37,14.80,93,18.
x4,19. x10,20b. 17, R280,290, -astr/- 5.51,
75x2,76x2,8. x34,10. x6,12.14a, 27,42,13.35,14.80,16.5,12,17cde,
17.20x2,24,28,18.7,48,51,19.
(6a. ), x11 (8.), 527,706,815,
Landpul

(b) Whitby

(a) el. (b) Billington

Langale

(b)

R280, x10

(cd) S47.200 (e) 11.9 (1241), 10 (1245x6); Londpul

11.6 (1277), Londepull
lane

x23,20.14a, 18,20a. 1,5,6,7,
x5 (19.), 1080

Billington

1.31 (1262)
(c) tx (d) DK
(c) tx

(d) DK

(e) Lone 19.110x2
(e)

19.86x2 (c1260x87),

88x2

(c1280x1303), 89x2 (1332), 98x3 (c1277x92), R1019-27x6, -sik 19.86x2,
88,89
Langeland

(a) I (b) Raven Meols

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 10.42x3

(a) II (b) Read (c) tx (d) DK (e) -lond 20.4
(a) III

(b) Great Marton

(a) identity

(c) tx (d) DK (e) Longelandes

8.29

(b) location (c) LocRef (d) EtyRef (e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
Langestre
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(e) 19.57 Wt

(d) DK

LANGTON

Gazetteer

(a) I (d)

DK

(e) 3.52 Jn (1324), R119 Jn, -get- 3.53 Rb

(1338x9), R120 Rb
(a) II -> Church Langton
LANGTREE

(a) OLD HALL

17.16,

17.35 (1240x60)

Longtre
LARBRECK

(b) SD4040 (c) L154

LATCHFORD
LAYTON

(b) SD5512 (cd) L127 (e) Longetre

(b) SJ6187 (c) D
(a) I (b) SD3236 (cd) L155 (e) Laton 8.5x2,6,7x3,8x3,23x2,

26,29 (1263x71), R421x3,422
(a)
II
Little
Layton
-- -->
LECKHAMPTON

(cd) S39.109 (e) 17.33, Lekam-

(b) S09419

17.33, -

amt- 8.5,25,27,30,38
Leufrihebruge

(a) ?recte

(a) -> Little

LEVER
LEYLAND

-richeb-

(b) Ww

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 14.60

Lever

(a) I (b) SD5422

(cd) L133 (e) Laylond

3.50x2,51,10.27,

Ley- 17.31x2
-- --

(a) II: DN

(cd)

17.37, Leylandshire

(b) SK1109

LIGHTOLLERS

(b) Calderbrook

(cd) L58 (e) Ligholres

13.30,14.58

(?c1270x96), 61,77 (1321), -ghto(1224xc46), 85, R631
LINCOLN

Litherlond

(b)

SJ3398 (cd)

L117-8

(e)(i)

Lytherland

10.36 (c1250), 12.22

BOLTON

LITTLEBOROUGH
LITTLE

14.5, -ghtho13.58,14.80,83,15.25

(b) SK9771 (cd) S58.1-3 (e) L- frequenter

LITHERLAND

LITTLE

5.43,

10.27, -nds- 17.6,38x2, R835

Leylondeschir

LICHFIELD

L126 (e) Laylondschir

CARLETON

(a) identity

(b) SJ7898 (cd) L41
(b) SD9316
(b) SD3338

(b) location

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences

12.24 (ii)

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
HOUGHTON

LITTLE

(b) Swinton

26-7,29x4,39,5.42,17.20a,

Gazetteer
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(cd) L41 (e) Halghton

2.20,23-4,
R55-9x5,

18.2x2,21,29x3,33,60,63x7,76,

894,901,921

LITTLE LAYTON
LITTLE

(b) SD3237

STANNEY

(b) SJ4073 (cd) S47.180-3 (e) Staneia 11.3x2, -ey
R1,7,26-8x3,35,
11.8, -a + -am 1.x27,4a. 10,5.41,42x5,11.1x4,2,5,
174,250,251,533, -eye 1.30,4a. 11,5.42,11.8x10, R6,14,245,250,532

LIVERPOOL

(b)

Lyuerpul

SJ3791

(cd)

L116-7

(e) (i) -pol

10.22 (1283)

12.16,33 (1216x40), 36

of some cognate of OE 1 ifriý,
from the form
is perhaps not to be distinguished
recently given by the EPNS for Liversedge.
Ekwall's

suggestion

LIVERSEDGE
Lomylache

Lon d (d) DK

(c) tx (d) DK

1 if er more

(e) 14.60x2

(e) 2.7 He, 4.6 G. cl, 10 Gerv

(a) name of a tax (d) H339 (e) 6.1,2

LONDON

(b) TQ3381

Longacres

(b) Ww

Longehurst

(e) 3.10

(c) H643 (d) DK

(b) Billington

Longerung

(e) 5.42,14.4 (?c1235), 19

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 19.32

(b) Sp (c) tx (d) DK (e) 15.40

LONGFORD
LONGLEY

"sluggish",

(b) SE2023 (cd) S32.27-8
(b) Ww

londegable

(ii)

(b) var (cd) DPN (e) -gef- 3.27
(a)

HALL

(b)

SD5439

(cd)

L149

(e)

Longelegh

3.54

(1291x2), 5.42, -ley, -brok 16.17a (1336x7)
Longrig

(b) Broadhalgh

LOSTOCK

(a) I: HALL

17.40-6x11

(cd) L140 (e) 15.61
(b) SD5425 (cd) L127; ERN260

(e) (i) Lostok

(ii) -bank 17.44,46 (1235x81)

(a) II: GRALAM

(b) SJ6975 (cd) S45.189 (e) Lostok 1.22,7.15,18, -

oc ?9.17 Ri
LOUDHAM

(a) HALL

(e) Loudham

(a) identity

(b) TM3054

(cd) D: or LUDHAM

6.4, R341, -hrn 3.66, Ludeham

(b) location

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

(b) TG3818

14.70, -hm 2.1

(e) occurrences
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LOW

CHAPEL

(b) Walton

II
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(cd) L68 (e) Lawe 2.41 (1267), 3.25x4

(1236), 39 (1280), 48ax2,49,52x2

(1324), 53 (1338x9), 60,62 (c1250),

8117x2,120
LUDLOW

(b) 505174

LYMM

(cd) DPN

(b) SJ6887 (cd)

S45.36 (e) Limaur

Lyme 1.22, Lymme
MAIDSTONE

(e) Luddelowe

20c. 11

6a. 2, Limme

7.16, Lym 7.7,

7.11,13-4,17,29,32,16.22-3

(b) TQ7655 (cd) DPN

(e) Maidestan

2.12, Maydenston

4.4,5.48
MARLAND

(b)

SD8711

(cd)

L55 (e)(i)

13.41, Merland

4.29,4a. 11,

5.32ax2,43x3,13.1x3,2x3,3x3,5x4,6x2,10,14,15,16x2,19,33,41x3,
(c1225xc61), 8,17 (c1220xc5), 59,15.8,12

42x3,58,14.6

R272,590-4x8,600,631,733,762,769

22,23,31,45,56,84,
Merlond

(c1275), 20,
(ii)

13.62,14.25 (c1184xc1225), 45 (c1234xc61), 92 (1336), 15.4,

74, R590

Mauricas

Eston

Aston
->

Meenfeld

(b) ?Billington

Memgate

(b) Billington

Menegate

(b) Ww

Mersapeltre

(c) tx (e) 19.18x2

(c) tx (e) 14.60

(b) Cronton

Mersepull
Merton

(e) 19.12x2, R946-7x3, -nef- R947

(b) Whitby

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 16.17ax2

(cd) S47.200 (e) 1.31 (1262)

(a) -> Great Marton

METTINGHAM

(b) TM3689

(cd) DPN

(e) Metingham

R284,301

tyng- 5.14b
Milnefurlang
Mitton

(b) Edisford

(a) -> Great

Monithornes

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 20d. 6

Mitton

(c) tx (d) DK (e) 2.19,21x3
upon Irwell
(c1250x84), 18.59, R49,50, -nyth- 18.3, R921x2, -niph- 5.42x2, R256
(b) Barton

MONTON
MOORE

(b) SJ7699 (cd) L39-40
(b) SJ5884 (c) D

MORECAMBE

(b) SD4364

(a) identity

(b) location

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences

-

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
Moremersch

(b)

Mosileye

Gazetteer
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Runcorn

(b) Sp (c) tx

Mukedlandes

(b) Edisford

NANTWICH

(b) SJ6552 (c) D

Narweoutlone

(c) tx (d) DK

(b) Cronton

Nedreleebrok

(c) tx (d) DK

(b) Chadderton

(e) 20d. 6

(e) 16.16

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 2.18x2

(cd) S47.191-2
(a) cf. p5l V, VI, VII (b) Overpool
(e) Pul 11.5 (1279) Rb, Pull 9.1 (1194x1229) Rg, pulla 12.23 Rg,
Pulle 1.31x3 Rb, R31 Rb, 2.20 Rb, 12.25 Rg, 16.20 Rb, 21 Rb, 24 Rb,

NETHERPOOL

25Rb
Newham

(b)

Neweham

NEWHEY

Eccles

(c) tx (e)

18.2,4a,

Neuham

2.34 Germano,

18.68 Ri

(b) SD9311

NEWTON

(b) SJ5894 (cd) L98 (e) Neuton

(a) I: LE WILLOWS

II
Staining
(a)
(b)
--

(e) Neuton

8.18-20x6,37-8,40,42,

NORBURY

(b) SJ7823 (c) DNB XLI s.n. Northburgh,
5.21
(e) Norburgh
5.77,80, Northburgh

NORTHAMPTON

(b)

R441-2
Roger de (d) D

5.30,33,

S10.xix, 6 (e) Norha-

SP7561 (cd)

3.52

11.3

NORTHWICH

(b) SJ6573 (c) D

NOTTINGHAM

(b) SK5641 (cd) S17.13 (e) Noti-

3.3,15,14.93,

-ngh

20a. 6
OAKENROD

(b) Sp (c) VL5.208; as d (d) L60 (e) Akenrode

Okenrod
OAKMAN

13.27,

13.40, -e 13.40

(a) XN

(b) Sp (c) tx (d) DSN254

(c1200xc25), 23x2 (c1218xc30)

(ii)

(e)(i) Akeman

14.6,47,15.59,
-mon

15.22x2
R645,675,

H- 15.4 (1228xc40)
OGDEN

Butterworth

(c) VL5.188m; as d
5.43,13.19 Emma, 20, R603

Okeside

(b)

(b) Withnell

(a) identity

(c) tx (d) DK

(b) location

(d)

L56 (e) Acheden

(e) 17.43

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
Oldebaton

(a) SN (d) al d surmised

Oldenton

(d) DK

OLDFIELD

Gazetteer
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(e) 19.33 Ad (1280x1303)

(e) 9.12 Rn

(b) Clitheroe

(c) VL6.368n82

(d) DK

20d. 6

(e)(i) Aldefeld

(ii) Old- R1107
OLLERTON

(a)

FOLD

(b)

SD6123

5.43

(1232x54), Alreton

(cd)

(ii) Olreton

OSBALDESTON

(b)

Outlone
OVER

(1293), 28

L70

(cd)

(e)

3.54 (1291x2),

(b) SJ3785 (cd) L95 (e) Otirpul

5.16f

12.18x3

(c) tx (d) DK (e) 16.16

(b) Cronton
DARWEN

63

(1333), 20c. 2,

(b) SD7327 (cd) L90-1 (e) Oswaldestwysel

OTTERSPOOL

17.4

17.13,15-6

(1304x16), 17.56,20.15
(?c1258x75), 64,10.31,13.57
Oseb- 17.52 (1243x56), 57,19.89,119 (1323x7)
OSWALDTWISLE

Alerton

(1240x60), 40x3,41,42x2,

Holreton

SD64 31

(e)(i)

5.43x2,17.22-4,25

(1274x86), 30 (1232x46), 32,33x2,34-5
43x2,45, R847-54x7,860-4x5,

L132

(b) -> Darwen

OVERPOOL

(b) SJ3877

PADIHAM

(b) SD7933

(c) L75

(cd) L79-80; JPN18.19

(e) 5.16f (1296), 21c

(1298), 78 (1333)
HILL

PARK

(a) olim

PENDLETON

Ightenhill

Park (b) SD8639

(cd)

L82

(a) I (b) SJ8199 (c) D

(a)
II
(b)
SD7539
-- -Penwortham

(a) -> Higher

Personelone
Pesham

(b) Chester

(d) DK

PLEASINGTON
Plesynton

Penwortham

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 6.26

(e) 19.18 He
(b) SD6426

(cd) L74 (e) Ples 3.41, -yington R106,
3.36, Pleysington 3.41, Plesyngton 3.34-67x34,5.42x2,60,

84,8. x8,19.17,75,87,98,104,20.4,14,20a.
pal

(a) I el. (b)

Liverpool

(cd)

1,5, R106-9x5,264,836

L117 (e) Pul 10.1 (1206x27), pul 10.4

(1206x27)
(a)
Garston
II
(b)
el.
-- --

(a) identity

(c) tx (e) pullam

(b) location

(c) LocRef

12.23, R572

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
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Brettargh
III
(b)
(a)
el.
-- --

(c) tx (e) pollum

Hoolpool
IV
(b)
(a)
el.
-- --

(c) tx (e) Pul 11.4x2 (1209), 5 (1279)

16.8 (1211x41)x2

(a)
V
Netherpool
el.
-- -->
(a)
VI
(e)
Pulle.
13.41
16.26
Re
Re,
(c1206)
el.
-- -VII
(e)
9.19
(1296x1313)
(a)
el.
-- -POULTON

(a) I (b) SJ3958 (c) VC3.151 (e) Pulton 1.10 (1200x11)

-- --

P-- LANCELYN
(a) II: olim
Bebington ph (cd) S47.250-1

-- --

(a) III

(b)

(b)

SJ3382: in P- cum

SJ3090: in P- cum Seacombe

tp, Wallasey

Spital

ph

tp,

(cd)

S47.329
Fearnhead
(a)
IV
(b)
-- --

(cd) L96

SD3439
L157
V:
LE
FYLDE
(cd)
(a)
(b)
-- -(1234), 14,15x2,16x6,17x3,18x4,19x7,20x8,24

(e) Pulton

8.10,11,13

Jn, 26x2 Ad, ja, 27,

28x2 Ad, Al cl, ja, 29x2 Ad, ja, 30x2 Ad, ja, 31x2 Ad, ja, 36 (1304x5),
38 Ad, 43 Ad, R429
(c) as d: old name for Morecambe

VI:
LE
SANDS
(a)
-- -VII
(a)
-- --

(d) L176-7

(e) Pulton 14.54a Rg

(b) n. l. (d) DK

PREES (b) SJ5533
Preestesplatteford

(b)

?Withington

(c)

tx

(d)

DK

(e)

18.44

(?cl240x62)
PRESCOT

(b) SJ4692 (cd) L108 (e) Prestecot

2.7x2 (1191), 5.76 (1317), -

e 5.75,16.11 (c1245)
PRESTON

(b) SD5329

L146 (e) 3.53 (1338x9), 60 (?c1258x? c75),
5.42,8.40 (c1252x65), 48x2 (?c1246x58), 52x2,17.58 (1317), R255,465(cd)

6
PRESTWICH

L49 (e) -tewiche 13.7 (1277), -wych
15.51,18.69 (?c1277), 71 (1306), -e 3.50 (1291x2), 15.30 (1228xc46), 36,
2.40
4.15
(1296x1310),
(c1250x73)
-twyche
(b)

SD8103

(cd)

PULFORD

(b) SJ3758 (cd) S47.155 (e) 11.10

Radeswell

(b) n. l. (d) DK

(a) identity

(e) 5.11 (1294), 21d, Radde-

5.73,74 (1296):

(b) location (c) LocRef (d) EtyRef (e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
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RAMSHOLME

(a)

Rammesholm
RANBY
READ

WOOD

Sunderland

(b)

(cd)

L70

(e)

3.33

(b) TF2278 (cd) DPN

(e) Randeby

19.51x2

(b) SD7634

RHUDDLAN

(b) SJ0728 (e) Rothel 16.21, -an 5.1,12,6.11

RIBCHESTER

(b) SD6435 (cd) L144-5,233

(e) Riblecestr/-ia

5.43x3,

20c. 1,2, R268-70,830, Are 5.43,17.49-59x21, R868-76x10
ROBY
ROCH

(b) SJ4390 (cd) L113 (e) 2.8 Rd
(b) nr Todmorden
/ R. Irwell nr Bury
(e) Rach 13.9,27x6,15.10x2,11x2,16x2,60-1x6,77,79,
(a) RN

2.41,3.18,4.1,3,8-16x10,30-1,4a.
-d
14.90-1,15.2,39x3,41x3,
R71,85,138,208,648,

15.83,91x2,94,

ROCHDALE

(cd)

ERN344

13.10,41-2,
-e
2,5,13.21,34-6,

(cd) L54-5; JPN18.18; -> Roch (e) Rach 3.223,9,11,13.1-3,16,25,27,42,55,14.1,15.1,2,3x2,6,

(b) SD8913

3,4.6-36x20,4a.

16,27,34,46,66-76x6,80-3,92x3,

R151x2,166,262,295,

4.6,
-dale
R88, Rachedal 3.18,44,14.3,8-10,21-2,58,89,
R87, -e 4.3,4,19,
5.42x3,43,64-6,75-7,13.7,14,17,30,40,47x4,58-63x6,14.4,54bx3,
55,64,76-89x16,15.31,59,94,20a.

6,20b. 17, R69, R135-74x23,185,

272x2,295-6,309-10,606-7,624,637,1090,

Rachedham

R729, -cheh- 5.42,43x2,13.5,9,10x2,11,13,23,
Rochrerake
ROEL

(b) Garston

15.3,5,6x2,

R597x2, Roc- 19.33

(c) tx (e) 12.16

(a) GATE

(b) SP0524 (cd) S39.21 (e) Rowel 4.7, -1 1.36 (1258),
2.1 (1234), 33,3.2 (1238), 15 (1211x28), 24 (c1230), 20.8, -e 3.1
(1228x33)

Rowell

(a)

located

by Cubbin

(§92) in Notts:

as such, not in OS

Gazetteer or OS Atlas Index: -> Roel
Rughschagwall

(b) Aston

Rulond

(e) 2.38 Jn

(d) DK

SABDEN

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 1.21 (?c1211x46)

(b) SD7737

SADDLEWORTH
Sadelword

(a)

MOOR

2.41,4.14-7x7,5.42x2,

(a) identity

(b) location

(b)

SE0305

(cd)

R146-50x4, -orth

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

S31.310-1
4.14

(e) occurrences

(e)

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
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(b) SJ5095

Salfhanger

(d) DK

SAMLESBURY
SANCTON

(e) 2.39 Wt cam Ces

(b) SD5930
(b) SE9039 (cd) S14.227 (e) 3.66 Pe (1259), Santon

20.11

Pe sen Clid, Saunton 20c.3 Pe sen
SANDAL

(c) S37.157 (d) S30.21; 31.107; 36.239 (e) 1.1

(a) var YoW

SANDBACH

(b)

SJ7560 (cd)

S45.269 (e)

Sondebache

7.11,9.4,5,

Sontb- 6.27 (1229x33)
SAWLEY

(a) I (b) SK4731 (cd) S28.499 (e) Sallowe

1.1 Rd sacerdos,

5.32
II
SD7746
(a)
(b)
-- -Scadewallebrok
SCALES

(b) Brettargh

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 16.8 (1211x41)

(b) SD4530 (cd) L150 (e) 8.43 Rb (1282x92)

SCHOFIELD

(b) Newhey

13.61-3,14.63,65,83
SCHOLES

(c) L56; VL5.188m

(d) L56 (e)

Scolefeld

(1321), 89,94 (1331), Scho- 5.93,14.77

(b) Ince I (cd) L118 (e) Scales 5.42x2, Scoles 10.1 (a1227), 4,

7,16x2 (1241), R492
Scholir

(d) DK

Schorebonk

(e) 15.61 An (c1225xc73)

(b) Ww

(c) tx (d) DK

Scolefullelache

(b)

(e) 14.24

Chadwick

(c) tx

(d)

DK

(e)

15.91x2

(?cl 273x? c1310)

Seuenlawes

(b) Barton I (c) tx (d) DK (e) 2.21

SHARDLOW

(b) SK4330 (cd) S28.501 (e) ?Shardeslowe

SHIRLAND

(b) SK3958 (cd) S28.299 (e) ?Schireland

SIMONSTONE
SKIPPOOL

19.9 Rb

(b) SD7734
(a) I: RN

[Chapter

19.75 Jn

(b)

Scholes

II: SV222] (1206x27)

(cd)

L264

(ii) Skippul

(e) (i) scippol 10.4x2
10.1x2 (1206x27), 5,16

(1241)
(a)
II:
RN
--

(b) near Poulton V (cd) L140

(a) identity

(b) location

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences
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(b) SD9115
(b)

locates
SNOWDON

Read and Wiswell
evd between
it, so spelt, as a farm in "Clerk Hill".

(b) Ww

(b) Backford

5.46. H276

(c)

(b) SH6054 (cd) Charles 238 (e) Snaudon

Someraikis
Sand

Gazetteer

3.48b, 10.21

(c) tx (d) DK (e) 14.4x2, Sumerakys

14.59x2

(c) tx (d) DK (e) 16.25, -es 16.24

Sondidiche

(b) Backford

SPOTLAND

(a)

(c) tx (d) DK

BRIDGE

(b)

(e) 16.21

SD8813

(cd)

L59

(e)(i)

4.28

(?c1180x? c90), 29,31,36x2 (1284), 13.1 (1200x11), 9,15,22 (1274), 52,
14.6,17 (c1220xc5), 22-3,25,41,43,45,51,15.4
(1228xc40), 8,12,16,
28,29, R165,260,261,605,752,1108

(ii)

13.3 (1200x11), 9,

-lond
14x2 (c1240), 22 (1274), 23,30 (?c1260), 14.2x3,9,18,20,42,49,51x2,
62,64 (1298x9), 71x2,74,75
(?c1320), 92 (1336), 15.1-37x82

(.1:

(.76: 1309), 90c1180), 39-54x30,56 (?c1270), 59-62x7,64x2,76-84x14
4x10 (.94: 1330), 20b. 17x2 (1343x4), R639,666,667,727-69x46,7736x3,784,785,788-90x4,795-7x3,800

STAFFORD
STAINING

(b) SJ9223
S D3426

(b)

Stayninges

(cd)

L156-7

(e) (i)

Stanynggas

8.5, R421, Stein- R427, Steyning

(ii)

8.9,16,19,

8.23, R419, -s 4a. 11,5.32a, 43x2,7.13,8.1-26x25
1234; 14: 1251; 20: 1298), R270,420-43x17,466
.
.

Stand

8.4

R441, -e
(.1: 1211x20; 13:
.

(e) 4.20 Ri

STANDEN

(a) I: HALL

124,125,126

(b) SD7440

(cd) L77 (e) 19.83-4 (1340), 123,

(1332), 20b. 1x2,2x3,3,4,5,6,7,9x3,20c.

9 (1315x6),

R1046-8x4,1095-6x5,1107x7
(a)
DK
II
(d)
-- -STANDISH

(e) Staunden, -don 5.16de Wm

(b) SD5610

(cd)

L127 (e) 2.12 (1222), 7.13, -e 2.15,5.85,
17.35 (1240x60), 40,41,44,45,
2.22,17.34,
17.16,
-disshe
-disse

dyssh 2.9, ?Staned 5.66
STANEDGE
Stanford
Stangerhau

(b) Saddleworth
(d) DK

(e) Stanegge 4.16x2

(e) 5.60 Ri (1338x9), 8.16 Alex rec Poulton

(b) Raven Meols

(a) identity

(c) H149 (d) DK

(b) location

(1241x59)

(cd) L250 (e) 10.42

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
Stanlegh

(d) DK

STANLOW

Gazetteer

(e) 11.8 mag Jn

(b) SJ4375 (cd) S47.185 (e) Stanlawe

1-6+7-18. x714,19.80,

R1-811x22, Stanl 1-6+7+13. x151,10.34,14.13,54b,
STANNEY

257

15.40, R201,207

(a) -> Little Stanney

STANSFIELD

(b)

Stanfeld

Calderbrook

(cd) L58

(e) Stanesfelde

R1065, Stansfeld

19.95,97,123,131,138x2,144,

(1321x2), 95 (1295x6), 19.11,12,40,43,55,59,20a.
STA NWO

RTH

5.78,14.80

1,5,7

L132 (e) R837, -word
4a. 11,5.43x5,17. x29: 1 (1199x1203), 2-10,11 (c1230x7), 21 (1237), 23,
31-2,33-6 (1240x60), R268-9x3,830-6x13, -le 17.6 (c1230), -y R835, (a)

Stanymenegate

Stanys

(cd)

5.43, R269

worle

Stanyord

FARM

(b) SD6424

19.147,

(c) tx (e) 19.80 (?c1272x87)

(b) Billington

(b) Backford
(d) DK

(c) tx (e) 16.21

(e) 19.33

STANYSTREET

(b)

(c) H886; as d

Worsley

(d)

L41 (e)

-strete

18.10x3 (1270x1), 11, R886
Staunton

(d) DK

STOAK

(e) 19.52 He jus

(b) SJ4273

Stonlegh

(b) ?Sp (c) tx (d) DK

STONOR

(b) SU7388

(e) 15.64, -nil- 5.42, R776

(cd) S23.84 (e) Stonore

5.60 (c1210x73), 19.56-7

(1324x5), 60,75 (1336x7), R1006
STOPHAM

(b) TQ0219

SUNDERLAND

(a)

(cd) S6.120 (e) 19.81a
HALL

(b)

SD6233

(1268x78), 33x6 (1333), R98-9 (ii)
Susam

(cd)

L70

(e)(i) 3.31,32

17.57
(1243x78)
-lond

(e) 2.3

Sutham

(a) (var non-La)

SWINEFLEET

(e) 2.5,3.14

(b) SE7722 (cd) 531.10 (e) Swineflet

5.82, Swyn- 5.75-

6 (1317), 82-3 (1311), 20c.10, R316-7

SWINTON

(b) SD7701

TADCASTER

(b) SE4743 (cd) S33.76-7 (e) Tadecastr

(a) identity

(b) location

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

14.81 (1322), 92c

(e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant

Gazetteer

258

(c1219)
TATHAM

(b)

SD6069

(cd)

L182; JPN18.18

(e) 5.59,14.91,19.58,119,

128
Tateshale

(d) DK

TATHWELL
Tawell

(e) 5.12 Rb

(b) TF3282 (cd)

(a) ?Tathwell

S58.157-8

(c) Cubbin:

(e) 5.48 (a1222), 66,7.13,11.10

App

(1245x6)
THELWALL

(b) SJ6487 (cd)

S45.138 (e) 14.36 (?pc1268), -elew- 4.23,
5.42, -eile- 15.25,28 (ac1240), 29x2,30, R750-1

THORNLEY

HALL

(b) SD6341

Threplond

(b) Backford

Thurledak

(b) Ribchester

TODMORDEN

(c) tx (d) S26.212 (e) R825, -es 5.42,16.23,25
(c) tx (d) DK

(b) SD9424 (c) S32.173

TONACLIFFE

(b) Healey

(cd) L60

(?c1259x? c68), Tunwalclif
TONGUE

(e) 17.56 (p1243), 59 (a1235)

END

(b) Ww

(e) Tunewallclif

14.21,24x2

5.42,14.13,19x2,26

(c) H643

(e) Tong 14.18x2,19,30

El, -e 2.21

El (c1250x84), 37 El, 14.4 (?c1235)
TOXTETH

(b) SJ3588 (cd) L115 (e) Tocstath

R530,531,587,588,
Toxton

Toxs-

(b) SD9139

Trikyngham

(e) 19.52 Alberto
GATE

Twofoldhee

R489,527,

5.14b,
9.19,
-xt-

12.13

TRAWDEN

TROUGH

5.43,10.32,

10.43x6,12.37-46x7,17.26,

Jus

(b) SD8821 (cd) L61 (e) Trogh 14.73, -brok 14.72x2

(b) Marland

(c) H1280

(d) DK

(e) (i) Twofold

5.42, -he

13.27 (?c1260), -e 15.16 (?c1230xc45), 17 (c1259x73), 37 (?c1245x? 59),
38,80x2, R603,756x2,787
(ii) Twofaldhee
13.18x2 (?c1240x? c61)
(iii)

Twafaldh

Uggecotelawe
UPHOLLAND

5.42

(b) Ww

(cd) L65 (e) 14.19 (1228xc88)

(b) SD5105

(cd) L105 (e)(i) Holand

(1291x2), 55,5.42c, 10.12-4,24-5,36

(a) identity

(b) location

(c) LocRef

3.48a (1282x3), 54

(c1250), 43 (1316), 12.2,9,14a, 17,

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant

Gazetteer

(1272), 18.7,19.29,31,35x2,36,39

27,37x2,42,16.15,18

50x10,61 (1328x9), 81, R977-83x8,993,1085
(1316), 12.9,16,18,27,41
15.7,10,16.17a

259
(1302), 46-

(ii) Holond

9.20,10.43

(1272), 44x2 (1295), 45x2,14.87-8

(1336x7), 19,17.25,33-4,39

(1321),

(c1260), 40-1,44-5,47b,

19.3,33

UPTON
vrä

(b) SJ4169

(a)

ON el. (c) S26.232 (d) DK; as c (e)
20d. 8x2 (1342), 9,10x3,11x3,12x2,13,14,15,

WAKEFIELD
Walbonk
Wall

Wro

20b. 17 (1343x4),

R1125-33x8 all Jn

(b) SE3320 (c) S31.163
Billington

(b)

(a) I (b) Eccles

(a)
II
-- --

(b) Acton

WALSHAW

(b)

(c) tx (e) R950

(c) tx (e) 2.40 Jn (1296x1310)
(c) tx (e) 7.14 Wm (1211x? c22)

SD7711

L85 (e)

(cd)

Walschagh

5.78 (1333), 93

(1342), 19.63
Walthescroft

(b)

Eccles

(cd)

L248 (e)(i) 15.81 (1277)

(ii) -hewysc-

18.55x3 (c1259xc65), R919

WALTON

(a) I (b) SJ3694

II:
(a)
LE
DALE
-- --

(b) SD5527

(a)
III:
SUMMIT
-- --- --

(a)

(b) SD5725

IV, V -> Higher

WARDLE

Walton

(b) SD9116

WARDLEWORTH

(b)

Smallbridge

(c)

L56-7; H162; OS Atlas

(d)

L56-7; Ist ei. is PN Wuerdle
(e) (i) Werdelword
15.53 (c1220xc5),
R674, (ii) Wor- 13.46,50,51x2,52
(1232x? 40), 56 (1293x4), 14.45,
54a, 54bx2 (?c1213x20), 55,15.11,60,79,
R623,626-7x3,630,683,
lworth 15.39, Wordeword
4.31x3 (1199x1211), 13.27 (?c1260), 14.48
(1240x66), R162 (iii) Wortlisworth

WARDLEY

5.42

(b) Worsley tp, Eccles ph (c) L41

WARMHOLE

(b) Sp

Warmhakysholt

WARRINGTON

(a) identity

(c) H763

(d) MED:

O-P s. v. ok; DK

15.46 (1228x73)

(b) SJ6088 (c) L96

(b) location

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences

(e)

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
WARTON

(b) SD4128

Watlondwod

(b)

(cd) L151 (e) 5.43x2,8.37x2,38,

Sp

(c)

Whi2.412

hwde], 5, -ndew14.41
15.2, Watlondeswoderod

(e)

260
R270,453,466
15.3 [printed

15.1, R727, Wetlondwod

ei.: ?-> Wall

(a)

wella

DK

(d)

Watlonde

transcript

Gazetteer

Wellesik

(c) tx (e) 20b. 13 (1343), 15,16 (1346x7)

(a) I (b) Clitheroe

Brinscall
II
(b)
(a)
--

(c) tx (e) 17.7 (c1230)

(a)
III
Whitewellsike
-->
WELLGATE

Clitheroe

(b)

(c)

H1107

(1342), 6

(e) -leg- 20b. 2-4,5

(1343), R1107
Werdul

Wuerdle
->

(a)

(b) SD9104 (cd) L51 (e) Wornyth

WERNETH
WEST

DERBY

Westewod

(b) SJ3993

(b) SD6505 (c) L43

WESTHOUGHTON

(b) Edisford

WHALLEY

(c) tx (e) 20d. 7

(b) SD7336

WHEELTON
WHITBY

(c) tx 18.1

(b) Worsley

Westwong

2.18

(b) SD6021
(b) SJ3975 (cd) S47.198,200

1.30,11.6-10x22
Whitewellesike

(e) (i) Wyteby

1.30, Whiteby

(ii) -pul 11.6 (1277), 9x2 (1241), Whyt-

(b) Ww

11.10

(c) tx (e) 14.60 [H: Als-1, Wellesike

ib [H: -

lls-] (c1235x73)
WHITTINGHAM

(cd) L149 (e) Whityngham

(b) SD5535

8.42,44-5,

47
WHITWORTH
WIDNES

(b) SD8818 (cd) L61

(b) SJ5185 (cd) L106

Wilberham

(a) -> Great Wilbraham

Wilfchristheland
20.4, Wolf-

(b)

Read

(c) tx (d)

DK

(e) (i) 20.1,2

(ii)

20.4,6,7

(a) identity

(b) location (c) LocRef (d) EtyRef (e) occurrences

-lond

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
WILPSHIRE
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(b) SD6832 (cd) L72

WILLINGTON

(a) CORNER

WINDY

(b) Littleborough

WINK

Gazetteer

BANK
LEY

(b) SJ5366
(cd) L58 (e) Wyndibonk

14.63

(b)

(cd)
L141 (e)
at twisle of Hodder
and Ribble
Wynkedelegh
19.136x2, -leye 19.137, -kedlegh 5.61,86,19.63,142,
20c. 4

WINWICK

(b) SJ6092

WISTASTON

(b)

Wystoneston
WISWELL

SJ6853 (cd)

11.6 (1277),

S54.412 (e) Wystanton

9.12 (1227x70)

(b) SD7437 (cd) L77 (e) Wisewall

5.95, Wysewal

20a. 9x3, 1 5.16e, 21c (1298), 46 (ac1220), 49b, 53 (1327), 19.11-2 (1334), 15,29x3
(1280x92), 30,69,95,135,138,144,20a.

1x5,2,3x4,4,5x5,6,7x5,8,10

(1340), R964-5,1017,1067,1085-6x6,1090,1092,1119
W ITH

ENS

(b)

Ww

(i) (c) H675

(c1209x58), Horew-

5.43x2,14.61,63,65,66

(c) H677 (e) Whythinfeld
WITHNELL

(b)

SD6322

17.15x3,16x3,17,

(d) DK

(e)

Harewythnes

14.46

(1325), 68, R692-4x4

(ii)

14.49

(cd)

L132

Wydenhul

(e) Widhenhul

17.7, -1 5.43x2,
17.31,33, -1 5.43,17.7,11,19,33,43x3,

R837-40x4, Wydhenhul

R835,

863,866, Wythenhul

R268,

847-65x8, -thin-

WITTON

17.6, R835, -1 17.6,10,44x3,46,47a,
17.34,40, -1 3.50,5.43x8,17.2,18-47bx27,

17.39, ?Wythull

17.35

(a) PARK (b) SD6627

Wolf christhelond

(a) -> Wilfchristheland

WOLSTENHOLME

(b) SD8515

(cd) L61 (e) Wolstaneholm

14.47

(c1190x1258),

4.28
29x2
(c1200x11),
14.25
(?
c1180x?
c90),
-esh(c1184xc1225), -shulm 13.9, Wolstenholm
15.21 (?1211x20), 23

(c1209xc30), -stonesholm
Wolue

(d) DK

Woluetscoles

(e) 6.4 Rb cap
(b) Edisford

WOMBWELL

15.1x2 (c1180), 76 (1309)

(c) tx

(b) SE3902 (cd) S30.102 (e) Wambewell

19.43 (1287),

Wab- 4.12 Wm (?ac1212)
WOODSTOCK

(b) SP4416 (c) S24.292

(a) identity

(b) location

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences

IV: TOPONYMY - Concordant
(b) SJ4286 (cd)

WOOLTON

Wordehull

R801-4x6,807,809,

Wulueton

R174

Wuerdle
->

(a)

Wordeleywall

(b) Wardley

WORSLEY

4a. 10, Wolueton

1,111 (e) Wolfueton

4a. 11,12.18,20,16.1-12ax14,
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(c) L41 (e) 18.63 (1310)

18.6, -el 2.10,13,14x2,
R259,
16,18,25,27,30,35x2,36,40,15.26,
5.42x3,18.30,36-7,
-egh
edlegh 2.24x2,13.49,14.91,15.18,17.30,18.10-3x13,17,23,25-6,
(b)

SD7401

(cd)

29x2,34,35x2,45,50,52-3,57,61-78x37,

R55,886,888,890,892,897,

901,904-5,922-6x6,929-33x6,

18.6 (1276),

WORSTHORNE
WORSTON

17.16

(b) SD8732

(b) SD7642 (c) L78

(a) -> vra

WUERDLE

(b) Smallbridge

13.48, Werdhul
14.16x2,17

(c) OS Atlas; as d (d) L57 (e) (i) Werdel
14.7,13,15, Werdul 13.37x2,38,39x2,44,48,53,
19x3,25x2,33x2,34,35x2,40-1,44

(c1220xc5),

(?c1259x? c68), 47,49,52,68
(1228xc30), 13-4,17,23x2,48
15.1x2 (c1180), 2 (c1190)
(c1270),

28x3,29x3,35x2,

Wurdul

13.20

WYBUNBURY
Wyteleye

(e) Yeland

[Chapter
Ythendalemore

92 (1336),

96x3,15.5,6

(1273x92), 58,63, R625,679, -114.22,32,
(ii) Wordehul
4.24,34, -1 4.23,24x3,25
R156-7x3

(iii)

Worthul

13.9

(iv)

(c) tx

(a) CONYERS

(b)

(1325),

(b) SJ6949

(b) Ww

YEALAND

YORK

-kesle

-dley
Jn (held local land) 2.35

(1232x60), ?Wortheleye

Wro

L40 (e) Worked

(b) near La / Westmorland

bd

(cd) L188-9

8.43 Th

SE5951

(c)

S14.275-7

(d)

S14.279

(e)

Euerwyk

10.16

II: SV120L 19.71
(b) Garston

(c) tx (d) DK

(e) 5.43,12.37, Huthynd-

12.42

(a) identity

(b) location

(c) LocRef

(d) EtyRef

(e) occurrences
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1. The

being the climax
of the whole
chapter
present
it may be useful to review here the exercises hitherto

enterprise,

performed
on relevant evidence and to project the endeavours and the
desired results of those that follow. As for explanation of notation, this
will, as in earlier chapters, be given in the Key following this section.

linguistic,

It has been seen that the essential purpose of this work is
and yet that the inquiry of this nature was held up by the

unfitness

of the material

to bear witness

on precise

matters

of dialect.

The questions concerned are as to time and place of usage; and it was
needful both to fix the instances of PNs on these scales as well as to
their

establish
information

textual

credentials

in order

that they might

the

afford

that is asked of them.
2. The preparation

of the material

for phonological

analysis
These
has entailed three types of study, each carried out extensively.
are that the WCB PN evidence has been graded, dated and located,
It is
these tasks having been accepted in Chapters II, III, IV respectively.
hoped

that

themselves;

those

chapters

be

of some

broader

in

interest

but it is their ancillary purpose to the main inquiry that
them into being. The present chapter will be found to be

has called
directed towards
all the purposes

the central concern
of this work.

The foregoing
large

may

though

considerations

of the thesis and to resolve

it for

have been in the nature of a
The inquiry now returns to the

necessary excursion.
point of departure as mooted in Chapter I, namely the status of WCB as
transmitter
information
of meaningful
and believable
about dialect.
The issue is twofold in that not only is particular
dialectal phonology
the target of these researches but some assessment of the approach
comparative
reliability of sources may follow in its train.

to
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V: PHONOLOGY - Argument
be
is
in
may
as
great
as
sought
quantities
form obtained at a given locality.
as to how long a given phonological
The purpose is to collect a sequence of dated local instances of a form so
3. The information

as to define by two dates a period within which that form was certainly
in use at that locality,
a period here designated
a Sound-Span.
Attention
to the presence
of
may then be drawn in discussion
forms at an overlapping
alternative
period in a different district or in
the same district at an earlier or later date. Extreme dates of SoundSpans of rival
within

forms

a period
at the same locality together provide
to have taken
the linguistic change may be supposed
forms in
Alternatively
the presence of rival phonological

which
place locally.
different places
between
dialectal

at the same date enables an isogloss to be passed
two such places. Collation of such details produces patterns of
variation across
change in a district and of contemporaneous

country.
4. This chapter's

apparatus

of detailed

two

inquiry

consists
the Catalogue

sections, namely
systematically
corresponding
Material and the Analysis, and the Maps, these last being designed

of
of
to

findings as well as providing
a reference
summarize the phonological
The evidence drawn from WCB is listed under
for the discussion.
categories in the Catalogue of Material as qualified above.
phonological
These categories
to the disjunct numbered
parts of the
correspond
discursive Analysis, these parts being designed as a series of complete
discussions of phonology with reference to the Catalogue of Material.
S. Two

the material are by its origin
ways of approaching
and by its history in the WCB period, these being the concerns of the
Catalogue of Material and the Analysis respectively.
Listing by origin
requires
a narrow identification,
whereas discussion
of subsequent
development

brings

diverse but latterly possibly
originally
For these reasons finer subdivision
merged groups
of the phonology
appears in the Catalogue of Material than in the Analysis.
6. A policy

together

is followed

of discussing
done in SMED.

the material word by
This appears from a
it issues in the drawing
of

is not generally
reading
of the Analysis; on the Maps
in the
isoglosses for individual
words. The same policy is embodied
Catalogue
of Material in the presentation
of evidence by the PN el

word,

directly

which

under

the phonological

variable.

(Kristensson

also does this
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much. )
7. In consideration
by WCB it will be readily
appear.

The evidence

of details of dialect as offered
apparent that full information

as refined

to analysis
does not

chapters does admit of
linguistic
between
division

in foregoing

and topographical
chronological
for
but
it
present purposes
provided
not
systematically
was
variants,
is
The
in
capable of
is
evidence
coverage.
not comprehensive
and
close

distributed
being
in
elsewhere, and yet
sparsely
more
patches,
precision
WCB area for
blanks even within the primary
leaving considerable
be
found
the
however
that
It
districts
times.
source
will
other
at
other
fairly
that
satisfying
such
evidence
of
a sufficiency
conclusions for La and Ch may be drawn respecting several els.

furnishes

data
the
that
exhibit
only
of our evidence not
but
detail
in
themselves
topographical
and
refinement of chronological
to
details,
one
the
relate
that
should
compared,
when
emergent
also
dialectal
that
in
a
meaningful
a significant and credible way so
another
8. It is required

itself for analysis.

A meaningful
picture in this
In the first place it should be

will present
in two ways.
sense is to be constituted
from the topographical
possible to make deductions

picture

to chronological

forms

distribution

considerations,

of

that is,

without regard
to consider such distribution
as it appears either at a given period or
during
the
known
to
is
that
period
isogloss
move
not
an
respecting
under review at that point. The second way in which useful, refined

variant

follows
introduction
the
of
sense
collectively
make
must
evidence
dated
forms
It
is
as
that
variant
which
under
condition
chronology.
direction
believable
impose
to
of
to
a
so
as
one another
relate
localities.
the
attesting
on
change
phonological

in terms

9. Some of the evidence to be offered appears contradictory
instance
the
dialectal
interpretation
faithfully
of
every
of
of a

The
in
task
located.
dated
item
such cases
and
as
of an
variant
forms
to
individual
the
be
the
as
establish
to
so
of
status
examine
will
or whether
they constitute
evidence
genuinely conflicting
whether
to be
that will allow their testimony
they admit reinterpretation
forms

discounted.
10.
material

This

affects

evaluative

the phonological

approach

to

in

the

in this chapter.

In

discrepancies

maps presented
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this a difference with Kristensson will appear in that our presentation
the grading approach that is proper to this
is designed to accommodate
forms
SMED
in
On
the
appear as markers
variant
maps
work.
to
invited
by
being
implication
the
reader
occurrences,
representing
from
the
field
infer
to
preponderant
the
usage
and
phonological
survey
district
to
form
from
that
this
another.
one
or
occurrence of
11.
phonology
information

In

impression

the

no
work
present
for the reader through
is prepared
SMED.
is
the
with
case
on maps as

the

of dialectal
distribution
of

For isoglosses

are

but
to
forms
location
basis
here
the
subject
of
of
alone
on
not
offered
Localities
interpretation.
their diplomatic
are named on the maps
Material
the
Catalogue
the
for
and
of
with
comparison
essentially
Analysis,
evidence

diplomatic
being
to
the
thereby
status of
shown
not
regard
derived from, or to any other interest of, the same localities.

this is
on an isogloss is ventured
form
to
these
looks
The
maps
in
of
at one
reader who
as such.
marked
Details
borrowed.
his
find
dialect
thus
of
the
credence
will
a view of
A
dialect are argued in the text, of which the maps are illustrative.
12.

Where

judgement

It
latter.
is
the
of course
of
assessment
empowers
mastery
designed that the isoglosses drawn on the maps should receive some
the
to
by
the
analysis.
assent
and
of
understanding
value
mnemonic
of the former

be
to
topographical
13. If chronological
attached
values
and
it is already
use in the phonological
of potential
evidence
being
these
diplomatic
traits,
It is otherwise
investigation.
with
It
for
forms
the
purpose.
of
adduced
WCB
found
is
in
the
be
that
of so
evidence
of
some
understood
will
dubious a diplomatic
character as to preclude its use in interpretation
in
they
the
texts
forms,
Other
which
precisely
or
more
of phonology.
in measurement

occur, call for caution

of the credibility

in the use of them.

for phonology is presented in this chapter and
diplomatic
from
the
on
made
are
presentation
certain exclusions
Text.
Interpolated
the
first
to
This
in
the
all
place
applies
grounds.
RT
in its places as scattered throughout
This material is enumerated
14. Evidence

(Chapter

II) and introduced
15.

Chapter

Certain

as such.

categories

of provenance

have

been

held

in

II to be suspect to the extent that their forms will not be used
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here.

Others may be mentioned

in the discussion

as falling short of the
Exclusion
category.

by the local
represented
The
deeds.
judicial
to
same penalty
and
royal
applies
forms from texts having Copy Status III.

impeccable

standard

is applied

to

in this
are excluded from discussion
those
CS,
than
already
other
or
of provenance
A few are cited for more than one reason.
deeds

The following
on the grounds
excluded by their hand.

chapter

3.48b, 5.1-2,14ab,

19b, 30-1,32a,

34-5,41-5,54,60,72,99,6.5-10,

17bd, 17.1,20a, 59,18.7,19.2,
10.44,13.51 a, 14.79,92a-3,99,16.5,12a,
20.14,18,20a. 6,20b. 17
10,52,60,62,64,66,79bcd,
Coefficient
Local
high
to
are not
a
with regard
be
these
been
has
on
expressed
will
and
reservations
seen,
new, as
However
dialectal
forms
for
their
in
consequence.
citation of
grounds
followed
leniency
is
both for convenience
of
policy
a
and on principle
16. Doubts

doubts
because
This
is
from
consideration.
concerning actual exclusion
do
to
tend
been
hitherto
have
kind
that
not
this
evidence
on
cast
of
Text or
discredit a delimited class, as is the case with the Interpolated
categories
distance

of provenance,
which, however,

but suggest difficulties attending a degree of
remains, at least for the present, indefinite.

Forms found in papal bulls drawn up in Italy and at Avignon
have been excluded from consideration since they cannot be considered
documents
ME.
The
for
the
of
phonology
a secure source of evidence
in question

comprise

Title 4a.

exclusions from the study of the present chapter
hand,
the
Text
the
Interpolated
the
to
main
and,
within
all
amount
fifteen deeds of Title 4a and fifty-six deeds excluded on grounds of
17. Total

provenance or CS.
In addition
to the foregoing classified exclusions from the
listed
but
forms
that
Material
Catalogue
there
are
are
are some
of
discounted
in the Analysis, or reckoned
of less worth than other
details.
dialectal
decide
be
to
than
to
significant
used
evidence, rather
This is done

for forms

traits,

that exhibit

a combination

of mildly

dubious

phonological
a novel
produce
of which would
evidence
The reasons for discounting
inference if authentic.
such forms are set
out in their places.
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1. Those portions of the rest of the present chapter that are
Material
the
Catalogue
discursive
the
and
of
are
sections
not unitary,
Analysis, together with the Maps as listed in the Table of Contents.
of Material

The Catalogue

numbered

of

sequence

by
Analysis
the
a shared
are
arranged
and
these
headed
of
each
categories,
and
item of dialectal

the treatment

announcing
Some of the categories

of a particular
have lettered subdivisions

phonology.
in the Catalogue of

Within
Analysis.
from
the
each numbered
missing
are
which
division, the Analysis is discursive; the Catalogue
of Material needs
below.
headed
this
passage
a
under
more explanation and receives
Material

2.

Maps

in

this

show

chapter

localities

by

special

Maps
Key
the
to
listed
in
at
a
abbreviations.
Major
full
PN.
its
there
the
receiving
present section, each one
end of
PNs not given on the phonological
maps appear on the Key Map.
These are alphabetically

categories,
a list of the numbered
item.
to a particular phonological

There follows
help reference

of OE x+1+

1. i -umlaut

2. early OE x+
3. OEx+

which

may

consonant

nasals

1

4. OE ä of various

origins

5. OE go
6. OEEo
7. OE pöl
THE CATALOGUE

OF MATERIAL
Its
Catalogue
is
tabular.
this
subdividing
of
firstly, the
to the particular,
from the inclusive

3. The layout
classes

are, going

segment
variable, as explained under the corresponding
phonological
the
PN
thirdly,
Analysis;
the
orthographic
the
el;
next,
of
locality,
to
the
then
the
and
variable;
of
phonological
representation
which all instances
The

are apportioned.

variable,

expressed

as an

OE or

similar

sound

or
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The rest of the
it and is arranged in

heading.

group, appears as a numbered
as proper to a given heading follows

phonological
information

The column on the left gives the el; the next column gives
the spelt variant form; and information
on the locality appears on the
their
listed
PN
localities
Both
within
alphabetically
els are
and
right.
columns.

groups.
4. The locality

is furnished

details, of which
attendant
locality,
this
the
to
credited

with

of instances
number
being given in a separate column on the left of the name.
information
If the evidence
After the locality comes the Sound-Span, in brackets.

the

first

is the

for the locality
location,

PNs that

other
these next appear following
subsumes

have

the former

as their

a colon.

S. Where
PN is cited,

of a major or minor
a part only of the testimony
by the number
the PN is followed
of the relevant
from the Concordant Gazetteer. Where the evidence for

compartment
a locality is divided
number

between

PNs, a subidiary

by its

PN is followed

of instances.

has more than one
In some cases in which the locality
for
be
the
PNs
to
two
these
PN,
adduced
are
of
or
one
subsidiary
Sound-Span of the locality while a third is not. In such cases those PNs
by a
does derive are distinguished
from which the Sound-Span
following

asterisk.

that have not been located are entered together
located
following
locality
the
"n.
l.
"
this
though
and
were a
as
under
PN
Instances
form
the
for
the
of
a
el.
of
relevant variant
evidence
6. Forms

occurring

in R are numbered

within

square brackets

following

the PN.

KEY TO MAPS
A

Altham

Aum

Audlem

Ac

Acton II

Auy

Audley

Alb

Aldborough

B

Blackburn

Alf

Aldford

Bat

Balderstone

I

Als

Alston

Ba2

Balderstone

II

Alt

Altofts

Bac

Backford

Alv

Alvanley

Bee

Beetham

As

Aston

Bi

Billington

I
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BM

Barlow

Ham

Hampole

Brh

Broadhalgh

Hea

Healey

Bsc

Brinscall

Hes

Heswall

Bsh

Balshaw

Hie

Hale

Bt

Barton I

H11

Halliwell

Bu

Burnley

Hol

Hoolpool

BW

Burtonwood

Hp

Hapton

C

Chester

Hu

Hundersfield

Car

Carleton

IB

Ince I

Cas

Castleton

Ir

Irlam

CB

Cromwell

L

Liverpool

Cbk

Calderbrook

La

Lancaster

CC

Cold Coats

Lb

Littleborough

Cr-

Caldecott

Ld

Litherland

Cd

Cadishead

Lk

Lostock I

Cf

Cantsfield

LS

Little Stanney

Cg

Chaigley

Lt

Langtree

Ci

Childwall

Ly

Longley

Ck

Chadwick

M

Manchester

CL

Church

Ma

Marland

Cli

Clitheroe

Mo

Monton

CM

Chew

N

Nantwich

Co

Cockersand

Ny

Newhey

Cra

Cranshaw

Cb

Osbaldeston

Crl

Chorlton

Of

Oldfield

Crm

Crompton

Oil

Ollerton

Crn

Cronton

Ot

Otterspool

D

Downham

Ov

Overpool

E

Eccles

Ow

Oswaldtwisle

Ed

Edisford

P

Preston

Ek

Elswick

Pc

Prescot

Ela

Eiland

PF

Poulton

Ell

Ellel

Pfd

Pulford

F

Facit

P1

Pleasington

G

Garston

Pou

Poulton

Gg

Garstang

Pw

Prestwich

GH

Great Harwood

RM

Raven Meols

GM

Great Marton

R

Rochdale

Bottom

Langton

V

I
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Re

Read

The

Thelwall

Ri

Ribchester

Tho

Thornley

Ry

Roby

U

Upholland

S

Stanlow

Waw

Walshaw

Sab

Sabden

WD

Walton

Sad

Saddleworth

Wgt

Withington

Sc

Scales

Wb

Whitby

Sdb

Sandbach

Whe

Wheelton

Shc

Sandal

Wlm

Wolstenholme

Sf

Swinefleet

Wit

Woolton

Sm

Smallbridge

Wml

Wombwell

Sp

Spotland

Wnl

Withnell

Ssh

Standish

Wp

Wilpshire

Std

Standen I

Wrn

Werneth

Stg

Staining

Wrt

Warton

Sth

Stanworth

Wsl

Wiswell

Su

Sunderland

Wsn

Wistaston

Sw

Swinton

Ww

Whitworth

TG

Trough

Wy

Worsley

Gate

II
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Catalogueof material
1. i -umlaut
elf :

of Gmc *x
<e>

2 Ellel (a1226)

<a>

4 Alston

(-1220-c32-)
(1336x7)

1 Alvanley

7 Little Stanney (1209-79): Holme
1 Monton:

Aluyshege

1 n.l. Alffton
elfitu:

feIIin3:

<e>

1 Altham

<a>

104 Altham

(a>

wel1a:

(?c1286x? c7)

(i) (c1189xc1220)
(ii) (c1190-1344): Aluethamlode

1 Great Harwood
55 Spotland

<e>

1

(i-ii)

Brinscall

9 Clitheroe

(1306): ffalyngtrekar

(-c1235-1332-): Falinge
(c1230): Wellesik
(1342-6-): Wellgate
I3 [+ Cokewell

Wellesik
3 Cromwell

Bottom

1 Halliwell

(i)

II
6,
R]

(-?c1212-? c34-)

(i) (-?c1277-? c9-)
(i) (1274x86)

1 Heswall
3 Irwell

9 Roe] (-1228-58)
1 Sunderland
4 ?Tathwell
2 Whitworth
1 Wistaston

(1333): Blakewelholm
(a1222)
(c1235x73):

Whitewellsike

(c1227x70): Hanewell

(i)

(-?c1212-87)
(1294-6)
4 n. l. Radeswell

2 Wombwell

Irwell

<i>2
<a>

I

(ii) (1194x1204)

Altham:

Wallelondes

(?c1211x46): Rughschagwall
Walbonk
2 Billington (1280x92): Eueswall,
1 Aston

16 Cadishead (-1220-c40)

4
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26 Childwall

(-1198-c1245)

2 Crompton
I

(?c1235): Aspiwallesiche
Eccles (1296x1310): el I

3 Halliwell

(ii) (-1296-1336-)

8 Healey (?c1259x? c68): Tonacliffe
8 Heswall (ii) (-1237-79)
(c1225x73): Dogwall

9 Spotland
10 Thelwall

(-c1240-? c68-)

3 Walshaw

(1333-42)

2 Whitworth

(c1209xc72): Detheswall

5 Wistaston

(1270): Hanewell

58 Wiswell

(ii) [+R]

(-1220-1340)

2 Woolton

(-1241-? c50-): Hasaliswallehurst,

Scadewallebrok
1 Worsley

(1310): Wordeleywall

1 n. l. el II
2a. early OE x+
bank:

nasal + homorganic
<a>

unvoiced

plosive

(1234x75): el II
1 Eccles (1274x86): Hengendebank

3 Billington

2 Lostock I (1235x81) (ii)
1 Warton

(c1241x71): Banchouse

I

Chew (ii) [R]
<o>

I

Littleborough

2 Pleasington

(?c1321x? c33): Windy
(1274x86): Haybonk

Spotland

(c1259x73): el I
1 Whitworth
(?c1259x? c68): Schorebonk
I

Walbonk

Billington:
cant:

<a>

1 Cantsfield

(c1270)

Franca:

<a>

2 Frankton

(1236-7)

2b. early OE x+

[R]

double nasal consonant

hamm:

<a>

mann:

<a>

101 Altham
4 Spotland
I

Wiswell

(c1190-1344) [+24R]
(c1218xc25): Oakman
(1339x40): Chapman

(i)

Bank
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<o>

(?c1285x96): Dodman
(1228xc40): Oakman (ii) [+2R]

1 Hundersfield
4 Spotland

ramm:
2c. early OE x+

<a>

1 Sunderland

(1333): Ramsholme

nasal + vowel

Gamal 1:

<a>

1 Withnell

hamol :

<a>

3 Trough

Gamelescroft

(1232x60):

Gate (1194x1204):

(iii)

Homeistonclogh

Gate (a1288, ?pc1309):
(i, ii)
Homelstonclogh

(o>

2 Trough

hamor:

<a>

2 n. l. Hamerton

mania:

(0>

2d. early OE x+
cranuc:

11 Barton I (c1250x84): Monithornes

nasal + vowel (combination
<o>

haha:

(1287x94): Cronekiscar

1 Cranshaw

(1336x7)
(1211x41): Cronkeford
subject to lengthening)

nasal + vowel (combination
<a>

(-c1225-1322) [+7R]

36 Hampole

<o>

[+R+T]

(1270): Hanewell

6 Wistaston
1ane :

subject to syncope)

2 Blackburn
1 Woolton

2e. early OE x+

(a1220,1342x3)

4 Billington

(1236x50,1336):

Holewetlon

9 Chester (-1206-69-): Copimslone

2, el

3, Goselone*

5, Personelone*
3 Cronton

(1324): Narweoutlone

1 Blackburn
2f. early OE x+

(1274x86): Huttone

nasal + voiced plosive
Handsacre

(1259)

<a>

I

hanýra :

<a>

1 n. l. Salfhanger

I amb :

<a>

1

Hand:

Lambeth

(1343)

(?c1246x62)

1, Outlone
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land:

<a>

1 Edisford

(c1280): Mukedlandes

30 Eiland (c1180-1325) (i)
I

1 Elswick (c1252x8): Heuedland

(1263x71): Langeland

1 Great Marton
1 Litherland

III

(i) (c1250x6)
(i) (-c1225-c75) [+14R]

46 Marland

3 Raven Meols (c1215x41): Langeland
(i) 2,

4 Read (1183x1213): Baruland
d (i)

Wilfchristhelan
1 Shirland

I

(c1287)

(i) (-?c1190-1284) [+6R]
8 Sunderland (i) (a1278,1333) [+2R]

25 Spotland

(i) (c1250-1328) [+1OR]

39 Upholland
2 Whitby

1 n. l. Yealand
<o>

(i)

(1241-5): Landpul
(1282x92)

(1245x50): Heuedland

4 Backford

11* 1,

Threplond
(?c1260): Crokedlond
33 Eiland (-1210-1331) (ii)
1 Castleton

2 Ireland (1249x65)
(c1250) (ii)

2 Litherland

(-c1225-1336) (ii) [+R]

6 Marland

8 Read (1213,1294x6):
Denelonde*

Baruland*

1, Langeland

(c1180-1343) (ii) [+R62]:

177 Spotland*

Watlondwod
1 Sunderland

13 Billington
1 Edisford

(1243x78) (ii)

(1262,1277): Landpul(ii)

1 n. l. Rulond
<a>

5

(c1260-1336) (ii)

28 Upholland

1any,:

111,

(ii) *

Wilfchristheland

2 Whitby

(ii) 2,

(c1287x96)
Langale

(c1280x7,1332):

[+6R]

(c1280): Milnefurlang

3 Raven Meols (c1215x41): Langeland
1 Read (c1213): Langeland

I

II

5 n. l. Langestre (1324x5), Langton
(1324,1338x9)

I4 [+2R]
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Church Langton
<o>

[5R]

1 Billington(1280x92):
1 Great Marton

Longehurst

(1263x71): Langeland

III

2 Langtree (1240x60)
3 Longley (1291x2,1336x7)
(pc1260, a1273): Longerun&
2 Whitworth
(?c1235): Longacres

Longrig

3 Spotland

1 n. l. Longford

(1240x9)

Randi

<a>

2 Ranby (1308)

sand

<a>

3 Sancton (1259)
1 Sandal (1178)

<O>

3 Backford

(1245x50): Sond

14 Cockersand

2, Sondidiche*

(-1220-c52-) (i) [+2R]

4 Sandbach (1229x33)
<a>

I

tans:

<o>

7 Whitworth

(?c1235, pc1250): Tongue

wamb:

<a>

2 Wombwell

(?ac1212,1287)

wang:

<0>

I

Edisford

(1234x75): Westwong

<a>

1 Ollerton

stgng:

3. early

Garstang (?c1207x41)
1 Raven Meols (c1215x41): Stangerhau
End

OEx+i

al or :

(1232x54) (i)

I n.l. Alrecumba
<o>

10 Calderbrook
35 Ollerton

ba1 T,:

Cal aun-:

(1224)
(c1246-1321): Lightollers

(-1246-93)(ii)

<e>

1 Carleton

(?c1258x81): Ellercarr

<a>

5 Spotland

(-1270-1333): Balshaw

<o>

1 Spotland

(c1225x73): Balshaw

<a>

I

Billington

[+R1]

(i) [+R]
(i)
(ii)

(1287x1304): Calnefalthome
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1 n.l. Colne II (1199x1229)
<O>

6 Colne 1 (1296-1334)

<a>

83 Acton II (-1211-1328)

4a. OE ä
äc:

1 Chaigley:
2 Newhey

Aighton

(-?1232-?c68-): Ogden

2 Ribchester
10 Spotland

(-1235-43-): Thurledak
(c1225-? c60): Oakrnan*

Oakenrod*,
<o>

bräd

:

<a>

(1298)

8,

Warmhole

2 Spotland

(1259x73): Oakenrod

1 Withnell

(1232x60): Okeside
(-1235-1340): Braddyll

27 Billington

(1261x7): Bradley

1 Burtonwood
1 Blackburn

I [+R]

(1246x92): Braderudyng

I

1 Read (1183x1235): id. II
3 Spotland

(cl 258): Bradshaw
(1318x9): Bradley

1 n.l. Bradshaw
<o>

2 Saddleworth
17 Spotland

Broadhalgh

(-c1220-c60): Bradshaw

13 Stanworth
1 Thornley

I2,

II

II

III (1302-10)
(1235xc50): Brodeston

(-c1261-? c70): Broadhalgh

13,

Brotherod*
2 Withnell
CU :

<o>

1 Billington
I

cräwe:
fäT, :

3ära

:

n.l. Coles

(1232x60): Brodebrok
(1287x1304): Colesnolesik
(?c1213xc30)
(c1232): Crowehawe

(o>

4 Wheelton

<a>

3 Facit (?c1270)

<a>

2 Sabden (a1220,1327): Garecloghes

<o>

10 Whitworth

(-1258-? c1321): Goresidelache

1 n.l. Grenegore

(1298)
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hä1 iy,:

<a>

him:

<a>

3 Halliwell

(-1296-1336)

cases in many names, all unstressed,
over wide area: e.g. 7 Frodsham [+R], 2
Kirkham,

här:

<a>

2 Fillingham,

1 Downham
20 Harwood

2 Padiham

(c1189xc1220): Hareschagh
I (-cl220-1340)
(-1258-? c1321): Harsenden

5 Whitworth

[+R4], Withens
<o>

1 Billington

(1336): Horffal

11 Whitworth

(1325): Horehegge

Withens*
1 Wilpshire

<a>

7 [+4R]

(?cl258xc75): Horeston
(1306): Horelowe

2 Wiswell
h1 äw :

4,

1 Blackburn

(-1296-1305): Audley

II

1 Barton I (c125Ox84): Seuenlawes
1 Oswaldtwisle
715 Stanlow
16 Walton

[+22R]
11 (1236-1338): Low Chapel

1 Whitworth
<o>

(1333): Catlow

(1228xc84): Uggecotelawe

2 Barlow (1309)
2 Eccles (cl277,1284):
1 Ludlow

Blakelowe

(1315x6)

2 Sawley I (1178,1334)
1 Shardlow

(1336x7)

2 Wiswell

(1306): Horelowe
(1292-1337): Aluethamlode

1äd :

<o>

4 Altharn

1äm:

<o>

2 Whitworth

r! /OE:

<o>

9 Roel (-1228-58)

rä/ON:

<o>

I

Roby (a1180)

skä, l i:

<a>

I

Scales (1282x92)

<o>

9 Brinscall (c1232-c92)

(c1235x73): Lomylache

(i) 4
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2 Chadwick

(?cl273x? c1310): Scolefullelache
21 Edisford (1271-1345): Woluetscoles
6 Ince Blundell
10 Newhey

(1321-31): Schofield

1 n.l. Scholir
snäw :

<a>

2 Snowdon

stän:

<a>

I

(-1227-41): Scholes

(c1225x73)
(1283)

Backford (1245x50): Stanyord

5 Billington

(-1250-? c72-): Stanclif

4,

Stanymenegate
21 Calderbrook

(1296-1321): Stansfield

3 Chester (-1211-6-): Gloverstone
1 Featherstone

[+1R]

[+R]

(c1189xc1220) [+1 RI

172 Garston (c1220-95)
71 Little Stanney
1 Maidstone

(1222)

2 Saddleworth
I

(1235xc50): Stanedge

Staining (i) (c1184xc90)

36 Standen I (1316-40)
13 Standish (1222-40-)
870 Stanlow

[+24R]

56 Stanworth

(-1203-40-)

4 Trough Gate (1228x58): Homelstonclogh
20 Whitworth

(-?c1268-? c1321-): Harsenden
(1277)

1 Wistaston

6 Wolstenholme
5 Worsley

(c1190xc1225)

(1270x1): Stanystreet

5 n.l. Stand (1224xc30), Stanford
(a1259,1338x9), Stanlegh (1277),
Stanys (1280x1303)
<o>

2 Maidstone

(1214x22)

2 Saddleworth
2 Spotland

(1235xc50): Brodeston

(c1275x96): Stonlegh

6 Stonor (-1273-1336)
1 Trough
I

Gate (?c1309x21): Homelstonclogh
Wilpshire (?c1258x75): Horeston

1 Wistaston

(1227x70)
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3 Wolstenholme

(c1180,1309)

<e>

2 Wolstenholme

(c1209x20)

<a>

2 Tadcaster (c1219,1322)

tw :

<o>

9 Marland

vrä:

<a>

1 Great Marton

Täda:

(?c1230-? c60): Twofoldhee

[+4R]

(c1258x71):

Ketel esholm wa th wra
<o>

22 Billington

(1342-3): el

4b. early 0E -a daid:

<a>

I

Aldborough

1 Aldford

(1336x7)

(1190x1211)
(1296)

1 Aldington
2 Altofts

(1306-8)

1 Audlem

(1199x1270)

8 Audley

I (1209-1316)

1 Clitheroe:
4 Garston
I
(o>

Hapton

Oldfield

(?1241x56): Alton
(?c1213x? c30): Aldetunestude

(c1227x70),
1 n.l. Oldenton
Clitheroe: Oldfield (ii) [R]
?Oldebaton

bald:

<a>

(1280x1303)

6 Balderstone

I (-1256-1333)

4 Balderstone

II (-1195-1290) [+R]

12 Osbaldeston
card:

<a>

(c1280) (i)

1 Caldecott

(-1275-1333)

(1200x28)

11 Swinton (ac1216, c1275): Caldebrok
<o>

13 Cold Coats (c1213-1327)

cared:

<a>

12 Burnley/

fal (u)d:

<a>

2 Marland

<o>

2 Billington

Billington

(1213-1318): Calder

(?c1240x? c61): Twofoldhee
(1216xc40): ffoldgrene

(ii)

I [+R]
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7 Marland

(-c1245-? c60): Twofoldhee

hal d:

<a>

2 ?Blackburn

wal d:

<a>

I

:

<o>

1 Backford (1245x50): Stanyord

ceor 1a:

<e>

2

<o>

2 Chorlton

(e>

2 York (1241,1332x3)

<e>

1 Featherstone

<e>

2 Garston (1206x65): Ferthyng

heord:

<e>

2 Billington

heorot:

<e>

I

neo5era:

<e>

2 Chadderton

? *verno-:

<o>

1 Werneth

(a1296,1305): Audley

Oswaldtwisle

(i) [+4R]
II

(1296)

4c. Gmc *-ardBeard

5. OE igo

eofor:
feoSer:

feortiny,:

weorod:

<e>

Chorlton

Hertford

(1277)(i)

(a1296)(ii)

(c1189xc1220) [+R]

(1263x92,1336):

(c1200)

36 Smallbridge

(c1180-1336): Wardleworth

Smallbridge

<e>

3 Beetham

(i)

ceo:

<o(o)>

deop :

<e>

(?c1268x? c70): Wuerdle

(1263x71) [+2R]

41 Chew (-1235-1340) [+22R]
3 Childwall

(ii) 20

(ii, iii)

6. OE eo
bjö um:

(i) 1

[+2R]

(-1211-93): Wardleworth*

[+7R], Wuerdle
I

Haukesherd

(c1200): Nedreleebrok

52 Smallbridge

<u>

[+R]

(c1287)

[+R], Wuerdle*
<o>

I

(1235x60): Deepdale

II

(iv)
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f1 eo t:

t e'of:
pr'eost:

<e>

<eu>
<e(e)>

1 Stanlow

(1241): Biflet

6 Swinefleet

(1311-7) [+2R]

1 Whitworth

(c1235x73): Leufrihebruge

5

Prescot(1191)

8 Preston (-1258-1338) [+3R]
10 Prestwich (-c1246-1306)
I
treo :

<e>

(?c1240x62): Preestesplatteford

?Withington

2 Cronton

(1336x7): Mersapeltre

1 Great Harwood

(1306): ffalyngtrekar

2 Langtree (1240x60)

beof :

I

n.l. Langestre

<e>

I

Eccles (1277): Walthescroft

<ew>

3 Eccles (c1259xc65): Walthescroft

(1324x5)

7. OE pöl
<o>

45 Hampole

(cl225-1322)

2 Ince I: Skippool
1 Liverpool

(i)

2 Otterspool
(u>

I (i)

(i)

2 Garston: el II
6 Hoolpool (1209-79) 3: el IV
4 Ince I: Skippool I (ii) (1227-41)
5 Liverpool

(ii) (1216x40) 3: el I
3 Otterspool (ii) (1206x65)

13 Overpool
1 Poulton
50 Poulton
1 Pulford
13 Whitby

(-1229-79): Netherpool
I (1200x11)
V (1234-1304)
(1245x6)
(1241-77) (ii)* 4: Elpul

Mersepull
1 n. l. Poulton VII
2 n. l. el VI (c1206)
1 n. l. el VII (p1296)
<Pol lum>

2 Wootton:

el III (1211x41)

4, Landpul

4,
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Group 1: i-umlaut
1.

of OE x+1+

Long

ago

Ekwall

consonant
detailed

forms

of
frequency

well al and
of these and

fluctuating
the geographically
forms in PN material.
The el wel 1a and other words
analogous
contain, as Ekwall recognized, the prehistoric group as here designated.
Jordan (§62) gives us the regular dialectal reflexes as shared by wel 1a
demonstrated

and its phonological
analogues. Kristensson settles on the Ribble as an
isophone for this group as a whole. 2 The following forms of concern to
us are a development

of a in this combination.

(i) OE, ME e:

East Midlands,

North;

ancestral

to the present

form.

standard

(ii) OE :a, spelt <a> in ME: Jordan gives this reflex as typical of
Herefs, Salop, Staffs, western Derbys, Ch and SLa, with
traces occurring in Glos, Worcs and Warks. Ekwall gives
the same list for the <a>-form of wel 1a.3 This form, much
to the fore in our survey, recedes in later times.
2. The existing understanding
sets up the expectation
the WCB territory
will prove to lie largely under the form /a/,
/e/

evident

and geographical

els occur in WCB.

They vary

greatly

in size

spread of testimony.

The evidence suggests strongly
feI T,in3 at Spotland over a long period.
forms speaks in favour of the isolated
the

with

in YoW.

Four relevant

though

that

Local

Coefficient

is a little

that the /a/-form

I Ekwall: Contributions

41-2

2 SMED 1142
3 Ekwall: Contributions

50

in

That WCB has no alternative
instance at Great Harwood,
high.

at both places and its easterly location
its own well in this word in SLa.
evidence

obtained

The lateness
suggest that

of the
/a/

held
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3. EIf itu

is another el affording emphatic but territorially
The single <e>-form is not in an obviously
limited evidence.
suspect
border-area
deed.
It occurs
early in the expected
alongside
evidence for /a/ at the same place. This may suggest
contemporary
from /e/ at this time; but
was gaining this neighbourhood
It is
the single <e>-form does not establish such a startling deduction.
more cautious to suppose a mistake by either the 1347 compiler or his
that

/a/

original.
definite
to
a
offer
a mere five localities,
seems
elf
isogloss within La, and one that ranges the Ribble Valley with the
Contemporary
South of the county.
evidence from the two localities
that define the isogloss, Alston and Ellel, even afford a date for its
With

prevalence.
4. WeII a is the most
number
<a>,

of localities.

42 of

There

<e> and three

Clashes

numerous

are 205 cases

of <i>

or

el and is by far the richest
in WCB,

comprising

in

160 of

(y>.

<e> and <a> in wefla presenting for the
and Wistaston.
at Halliwell, Heswall, Whitworth
for both
unhelpfully
offers a balanced testimony

between

same locality occur
Of these, Whitworth
forms.

(2.38) is diplomatically
case of <a> at Halliwell
The other two are laid open to suspicion by reason of
unexceptionable.
More doubtful, however,
provenance
and the larger Local Coefficient.
One

is the lone
Halliwell

<e>-form,

through

may be taken for

its hand

and CS.

WCB's

verdict

for

/a/.

5. Heswall presents six good cases of <a>. One more is in a
deed of noble provenance
(9.5) and another is in one that has a larger
Local Coefficient (18.8). Wistaston offers five good cases of <a> and one
Wistaston
in RT. Both these places also have single good <e>-forms.
also has one in a deed of suspect provenance and large Local Coefficient
(5.42). Emphatic
majority
verdicts favour the form in /a/ for both
places.
evidence from the Rochdale area, the lower Irwell
Valley, Halliwell and Crompton
/a/. Through this area runs
supports
the river itself, of which the testimony is for <e, i>, contrasting
with
by Ekwall's
The absence of <a> is reinforced
surrounding
evidence.
6. Much
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similar
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1

observation.

we may

ascribes these forms of "Irwell", as well as <e> from
Here
Bottom, to "weakening
of a ... in the weak syllable".
But
and Sunderland.
compare
<e>-forms for Whitworth

evidence

for Healey, Crompton,

Ekwall
Cromwell

Cadishead

and Woolton

attests

wett a

with <a> in a medial syllable, raising the possibility of secondary stress.
An el with secondary stress may not share the same development
as
the corresponding
we need not
el under full stress, and therefore
if the el is spelt differently
when
Indeed
full
it
to
stress.
when
carries
carrying
stress
secondary
Crompton
furnish a case of the same final compound
and Whitworth

regard

wel 1a+

as inconsistent

the evidence

sic,

the one exhibiting

<a>, the other

<e>.

an earlier ME
He
following
in
the
1e
calls
with
consonant-cluster.
combination
wel
this change an increasing tendency from c1200 beginning in the North.
7. Jordan

(§34) derives

/i/

in

wel 1a from

to our <i>-forms of Irwell, then their date makes them
Such
bespeaking
the
the
a
scribe.
sensitivity
on
part
of
examples,
early
would depend on an earlier dialectal form with /e/, as
manifestation
If it applies

do the instances
8. But

of <e> in WCB.
Irwell

does

exactly
contain
well a.
Ekwall mentions a possible etymology of some PNs in -wel 1- with an
Gmc
An
*wa 11j öyielding
also
existed,
ablaut
variant.
o-grade
e-grade
1
OE
be
this
11
would
a possible source of
we a.
; and
perhaps

not

A scheme of ablaut in the history of wel a in English or Gmc
has not hitherto been specified, although Campbell has noted relevant
incongruity
instances. 2 Ablaut could account for the geographical
of
forms of Irwell without lying open to objections such as we have raised
This
Ekwall's
by
position.
account
explanation
an
unaccented
against
by ablaut-variation
is, however, compatible
with Jordan's combinatory
sound-change,

appears to have affected the e-grade of
to be found in "Irwell". The case appears to be that

which

wei >a as proposed
ablaut was a feature
different

grade

of the history of this el, and the presence of a
of it forms a plausible
explanation
of the deviant

1 Ekwall: Contributions
2 Campbell §73n1

then

54
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appearance
of the el in "Irwell", a scheme moreover
confirm the coherence of the dialectal distribution.

that

tends

to

9. Whitworth
isogloss

Possibly the
retains its problematic
status.
Whitworth
between the two local PNs concerned,
demands great faith in the source. Within a small

ran through

but this supposition

by the

<e>-forms in question are heavily outnumbered
Spotland and Healey.
<a>-forms of Whitworth,

area, the two
nineteen

Wistaston

Altham
and
we11a,
for e1 fi tu, have a total of five instances of <e> that are anomalous in
diplomatically
being apparently
sound in their own contexts while
clashing with evidence for the same localities from other documents.
Whitworth,

No locality

decisively

10.

form

et fi tu,

in

fel rin3,

in

dialect-area

with

reconciliation

became

standard

in

understood

to have

retreated

eventually

period.

and

defeats

that

are not usually

forms

for

country.

/e/

was still holding

this form

the expected

our

dialectal

these

in

forms

during

significantly

that

The

but the other

yielded

a form

from the surrounding

evidence

group

offers

and Heswall

As

we

have
Late

in OE times.
wet ia

at Walshaw

its ground

seen,

the

had

group
for

evidence
and

this

/a/

Wiswell,

in

show

on the northeastern

edge

of

on the eve of the Black Death.

11. Our evidence largely corresponds
to the existing picture
of dialect in La and Ch. Even the far-away places Roel, Glos, and
Tathwell,
Lincs, if these
identified,
to
conform
are correctly
Furthermore,
for their counties.
if our analysis be
expectations
allowed,
WCB.

a remarkably

The foregoing

exact, static isogloss

is consistent

with

emerges

Cubbin's

for

wella

from

(§79)
suggestion
and Clitheroe, a

of wel >a prevail at Wiswell
mere three miles apart. Rather, we would follow the further course of
the isogloss that he passes between them. A continuation
eastward and
that

alternative

southward
Bottom,
Cubbin's

forms

of this line parts Walshaw and Rochdale from
from Wombwell.
and Wistaston
and Crompton

West

of

Billington
passes between
and
point, our boundary
and between Halliwell and Brinscall, before tantalizingly

focal

Sunderland,

Cromwell
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disappearing to the west.
isogloss for well a1 reveals
with Kristensson's
here is if
his findings.
The evidence
presented

Comparison
with

consistency

for example,

anything rather more exact, characterizing,
Valley as northern in regard to wel1a.

the Ribble

12. The isogloss

that WCB affords for well a is gratifyingly
be
firm, if the postulate
of a different
grade of ablaut in "Irwell"
We are enabled to confirm western Ch, the Liverpool area
accepted.
and the Irwell

Valley

form

and Yorks and
in this. With respect to

in

<a>,

There is no surprise
its most
the quality
of the isogloss, its northern
edge is perhaps
interesting
part. As well as being narrow, it seems to recognize the
Amounderness

Ribble

for

for the dialectal
<e>.

Valley as a landscape-feature,

placing it as a whole under <e>.
This contrasts with the position of the Ribble as it emerges from the
group as found in el f, though
evidence for the same phonological
admittedly we are dealing with a mere handful of cases. Support is lent
isoglosses
to the view that phonological
similar, for each vocable that they affect.
Group 2: Early OE x+

are different,

though

broadly

nasals

1. Alternation

in the short vowel appears in ME before both
liquids, as discussed under Group 3, and nasals. In the latter position,
Gmc /a/ was preserved
in early OE before undergoing
rounding,
been carried through in much of the Midlands
which had evidently
and North by 800. (It is possible that the change was, as Luick supposes,
only backing, the English having had no better written expression for
to refer to it as
the resulting
vowel than <o>; but it is convenient
rounding.
remained
which

/o/
was lost in most areas, but
on rounding
in the West Midlands down to modern times. 2 Evidence in

)

these

consideration
the Catalogue

Later

developments

be

incurring
without
a
of other sound-changes is taken from WCB and listed in
of Material as Groups 2abc.

2. The foregoing

1 SMED II 243 map 10
2 Luick §110,367

may

fundamental

traced

statement

of the isolative
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history is complicated
In the
by the effects of quantity.
phonological
first place is the loss of a medial unstressed vowel, a change that was
the OE period. 1 This loss relates to a pattern:
taking place throughout
(or cluster), stressed vowel, consonant,
unstressed vowel,
consonant
the

consonant:
discussion.

former

This

vowel

being

the

subject
by Group

is illustrated

pattern

of the present
2c of the WCB
vowel is followed

In another group, namely 2a, the stressed
evidence.
The curiosity is
by a homorganic
cluster of nasal + unvoiced plosive.
Group 2d, which has been converted by syncope from affiliation to the
2c type in OE to the 2a type in WCB, the change appearing at Woolton,
West Derby, by 1241.
3. Vowel-lengthening
and affects the present

syllable took place in ME
Jordan (§25) dates this change to the

twelfth

elsewhere

century

subject.
in the North,

in an open

to

the

first

half

of the

so to the period with which this work is concerned.
The conditions
given by Jordan for the change are as "in offener
Tonsilbe zweisilbiger
Wörter... Die Dehnung unterblieb
in dreisilbigen

thirteenth

century,

2e, as shown in the
modern form lane < OE t ane, and the examples that Jordan gives are
is offered
of this type, the post-tonic
vowel being final. Confirmation
here of more recent findings, 2 namely that the conditions were actually
Formen".

Lengthening

applies

to our

Group

than this, in that where the post-tonic vowel is followed by a
is not evident; hence
as in our Group 2c, lengthening
consonant,
OE hamor, modern many < OE mania.
modern hammer<
narrower

4. Group

to share the syllabic structure of 2a.
because of the behaviour of the group
between
2f. This
intermediate
them, namely

2b appears
They are kept apart here a priori

is phonetically
scheme depends
on an arrangement
of forms by the degree of
distinction
of the second element of the following
cluster from the
The categories may be described
in order of
nasal first element.
In Group 2b the elements are the same,
increase in such distinction.
that

constituting

a double

nasal consonant.

In the intermediate

Group

2f

plosive; while that of 2a is a plosive
which, unlike the nasal that goes before it, is not even voiced.

the second

element

is a voiced

1 Campbell §397
2 Minkova. See
also Jones 117-9.
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5. The behaviour,

has been made, of
to which allusion
Group 2f consists in the lengthening effect of the relevant clusters on
As with the rest of the present
the foregoing
short, stressed vowel.
evidence, els under this heading yield both <a> and <o> in WCB.
2f may further

be particularly likened to 2e in that the vowel is
to be understood
to be long in both. The question that affects this study
is as to the cause of the rounded forms of 2f. These may on the face of
ME rounding
it be due either to isolative
of /ä/1 or to the earlier
Group

combinatory
so happens

before a nasal, as examined

of /X/

rounding

here.

For it

that these two rounding-phenomena
share a fairly similar
Discussion
in the vicinity of the area covered by WCB.
of

territory

Group 2f is therefore

deferred

here for inclusion

Group

in the Analysis,

who holds that his material proves
2
have
lines
OE
developed
the
to
ä.
same
as
along
mb, nd, n3

4; in this Kristensson
OE X+

is followed,

6. The OE background
have the divergent

categories of syllabic structure
of WCB and for modern forms.

for the evidence
been to give the historical
follows

There
variants,

/a,

o/,

Midlands

bank,

ram,

recessive

that are significant
has
The intention

the known

variants

exist.

of these dialectal
of the fortunes
over time and locality, as they occur in WCB.

in the West

hamor,

in which

context

as

an examination

7. Our note

man,

of Group 2 has now been defined,

to the effect
is borne

hammer,

lane, for the

on the part

8. This background

of /o/

was later

rounding

out by modern

The expectation

1ane respectively.
tendency

that

WCB
must

standard
els

bank,

lost

forms
mann,

except
such

as

ramm,

on the face of it be of a

in the present

evidence.

disposes the inquirer

to trust evidence of
/o/ as true to the dialect. The 2a type of form is best represented by the
forms in <a> at
el bank, for which <o> occurs without contradicting
Pleasington p1274 and in the Rochdale area. The extreme of survival
for this variant of the el is the instance of ?pc1321 from Littleborough,
The presumed
advance of
east of Rochdale and almost in Yorkshire.
/a/ is represented by unchallenged cases from Eccles, Lostock I, Warton
and

Chew,

supported

by further-flung

I For this
change as it eventually
2 SMED 131

evidence

for

affected Group 2f see Group 4 §38.

cant,

Franca.
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in <a> is that of Warton, a1271. A more forward
at a slightly later date, and in two instances, is held by the
position
The instance
from Eccles, if trustworthy
form.
Lostock
as the
form, contrasts with material for <o> from the Rochdale
prestigious
The earliest

instance

area a little to the northeast and offers to describe
<a> against the later instance from Littleborough.
9. On the supposition

a westward

salient for

of the Running Text 1
to Whalley Abbey, it is

that the forms

are to be observed for the country adjacent
that Billington in this late evidence
noteworthy

is at variance with the
locality
The evidence for <a> is the more
of Chew.
neighbouring
northerly, though also the more westerly, which may be believed.
10. Given

the expected outcome
of the dispute between
these variants of OE x, it is perhaps surprising that the only direct
evidence of occurrence at any locality of dialectal change that appears in
Group

Furthermore
of rounding.
2abc, from which interference

2 is in the direction

is drawn

entirely

from

due to any other sound-change
11. The localities

is presumed

with the spelling

as excluded.

are three.

concerned

this impression

The inferences

of
1234x1347,

advance of rounding apply to bank at Billington
to mann at Spotland c1218xc40 and to hamol at Trough Gate 1194x1288.
The quantity and disposition of evidence suggesting this trend consists
territorial

in three
against
Trough

of <a> from Billington
against one for <o>, four
four respectively
from Spotland and three against two from
Gate. It is not easy to trust such a counter-historical
tendency;
instances

yet a total of seventeen instances is concerned, which seems a strong
testimony in the ordinary way. It is notable that the localities involved
are not very far apart. If this analysis is right, it offers a rally by the
rounded form in the East La sector of the isogloss.
12.

The

Spotland

for

that the
mann suggests
by c1240. The single instance

evidence

temporary

retreat of <a> was underway
of banke from Eccles, lying SSE of Spotland, when combined with the
slightly earlier evidence for the same el from Spotland and Whitworth,
should

restoration

I Chapter

be read as a sign of the ebb of this tendency
of the expected turn of events in East La by 1286.

perhaps

II: "On Circumstances

of Production"

§5

and
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13.
Altham
the

The

heavy

the character

recalls

that,

suspicion
for this

with

1
<o> and the absence

is also

unique

wanting,

to

Denise

for

and it is perhaps

hamm. 2
most

hamm (2b) at

4 §4).

This rouses

from

WCB

Supporting
Kenyon
These
prudent

EtyRef

of the

spirit

The el hamm is found

el that is present.

credibility.

for

in La as certain

objections;
to hold

of useful

(Group

of the hesitant

of this form

of

attestation

of häm in WCB

PN, it is the latter

the el at Altham

uniform

in confirmation

given

PNs

and

deprives
testimony

from

are, however,
our

other
to be

Altham

pronounces

to follow

the case for

circumstantial
authority

and

hamm.

14. A possible temporary retreat of /a/ has been described
and deduced from evidence from Eccles to have been over by 1286.
This might suggest that the prevalence of <o> in evidence from maniT,
from the neighbouring
locality of Barton I was to be dated near the
post quem of the Sound-Span given, that is, that /o/ was not
long in local use after 1250. There is no earlier form in <o> for Group
The case from
2c. This contrasts
with an earlier record of <a>.
Withnell may pertain to a locality that lay outside the area suggested as
terminus

Hamerton,
by retreat of /a/.
though occurring
early with
<a>, may not be in the WCB area. However the three instances of <a>
in hamol from Trough Gate are, under the interpretation
offered, to be
taken for an early, abortive penetration of the Rochdale area.
affected

Woolton

15. It is no surprise to find /o/ in cranuc as far SW in La as
a1241. The same case at Cranshaw, nearby but lying to the

of the
east, as late as 1336 is not against the existing understanding
dialectal history but helps to define the NE limits of the recessive form
of this el at that date.
16. Blackburn

to the area discussed in relation to
Therefore not only are this locality's two instances of
retreat of /a/.
<o> in cranuc significant as lying on the apparent outside edge of the
/o/-area but also as notably late. The date of c1290 for this local form is
belongs

later than the same conceded for
somewhat
Barton.
It is possible that a NE salient of /o/

I Gelling: PNs in the Landscape 45-6
2 Kenyon: JPN18.14,26

manir, further
was maintained

south

at

in the
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late thirteenth

at a time when this form was retreating
along
of the isophone that lay nearer its West Midland heartland.

sections
Another

century

that the
is the observation
and perhaps safer explanation
same tendencies
affected various els at different rates and that the
form of cranuc performed
rounded
more strongly than other els in
the WCB period.
17. The unchallenged

presence of /a/ in hana at Hampole
The same
confirms
expectations
of a locality so far inside YoW.
from Wistaston,
is
in no fewer than six instances,
information
of this el to a country
and offers to reduce the /o/-area
of the
stretching no further south than the Mersey Basin. Comparison
Wistaston evidence with that for 1ane at Chester raises the possibility,
if the two els indeed follow a similar pattern of distribution,
of a Group
surprising

2e isophone

passing between

a truncated

region of rounding

these localities

defining

in 1270 and partly

of /a,/ to the north.

18. The evidence of lane, exclusive for <o>, distinguishes
this el from the dialectal patterns discerned in Groups 2abc. A pattern
of ebb of the /a /-form and its subsequent return of direction by 1286
have been noted above. Yet this el occurs twice with <o> in a deed of
1336 from Billington
on the northeastern
spur of West Midland
deductions
by
influence, implying
at first sight a clash with previous
reason of the unexpectedly late date. An explanation is now suggested
on the basis of the analysis as attempted of the els containing OE x by
syllabic

structure.
Early

Billington
high tide.

to
and for a PN belonging
may represent the rounded form of the short vowel at its
A similar interpretation
is accorded here to the evidence for
evidence

Chester

for

Blackburn

as already reviewed and for the forms
the SW within La, even as late as 1324.
19.
comparison

from

Cronton,

well to

does bear
recent evidence
relating to dialect
with the findings offered here. LALME gives distribution
1
The
2e
OE
in
terms
a
word.
evidence given
of
our
nama,
Some

of spellings
there does suggest a continuation
of the advance of the
West-Midland
noted here, the frontier
of the typically

I LALME 1498 maps 837,839

/a/-form
/o/-form

as
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Billington

from

having

retreated

/o/

is given

in LALME

appear

to avoid

most

of

reliability

on

evidence

that

although

the

our

Group

of La1, a feature

point.

is equivalent

<o> seems

for

to Rochdale.

Such

distribution

removes
of that

avoidance

to our types

to find

2a; although

that

distribution

A similar

2bc, that

both

that

throughout

source

from

recurs

county

is, for

variants

in

mann,

mani32,

La there

in both

cases.

20. Kristensson's

evidence

for 2ab3 shows

/o/

in La and /a/

in the shires lying to the east and north, as well as that only <o> is
found in Ch. This gives a much clearer picture than that afforded for
Comparison
by LALME.
the phonology
of Kristensson's
mostly later
material with that of WCB suggests further expansion of the /o/-form
in these phonological
types, continuing the tendency in this direction
that has been deduced here for the thirteenth century. The /o/-form
a little
of mann is said to have retreated
Kristensson's
century
picture of fourteenth
4
form.
high
to
the
tide
the
of
seems
show

by modern

times;

phonology,

if accurate,

and

21. A distinction

that has not been drawn in the present
curious finding that /a/ always
survey is stated in Kristensson's
is frequent
appears in his material before /m/ even though rounding
before
/n/5, and this (as might be added) despite the labial quality of
In the Catalogue
/m/ that is missing from the other nasal consonants.
of Material, if the uncertain case of Altham be excluded, Group 2bc
yields seven instances of <a> in OE -am- against two for <o>, a case
that might lend some support to the possible dialectal significance of
form of hamol
Kristensson's
In WCB the rounded
observation.
appears as far north as Trough Gate in the fourteenth century, showing
of the form within the period and territory
claimed by
But this evidence
is a little earlier than the actual
to construct
a
offered by him; it would be permissible
account of a withdrawal by the rounded form of hamol from

the presence
Kristensson.
evidence
synthetic

I LALME 1515 maps 940-1
2 LALME I 327
maps 90-2,328maps 94-5
3 SMED I
maps 3-4; II maps 2,4
4 Kristensson: "The English West Midland
5 SMED 19-10;
map 2

mon -area"
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SLa around

1320.

Group 3: OE x+I
1. That

OE x did

under

some

undergo
circumstances
Kristensson
does
to aI or.

is widely

agreed with reference
1 other than to mention that there is
on OE x before
not comment
in al or and to list relevant evidence. 1 However the
/a: o /-variation
background
is obscure and the existing view is to be
phonological
The
from the speculations
derived
of PN specialists.
entirely
rounding

that concerns us is that of the stressed vowel, although a
2
On the
for
has
been
described
syllables.
comparable change
unstressed
presence of the rounded form in La and Ch there are the view of
Smith3
that ME oller
is a West-Midland
and North-Midland

phenomenon

and Ekwall's statement4
SLa, especially in al or.

development

that this rounding

is frequent

in

2. The most decisive phonological
pronouncement
on the
short vowel has been that of Ekwall5, "I am inclined to believe that a
change a to o before I has taken place in W. Midl. and some other
dialects. " This is said of alor but he also cites relevant evidence for
Colne I, which is understood
in the present work to be derived from
Ekwall
adduces other els against a thorough change /x > ts/
calaun-.
He lays the most weight on al f,
before
/1 / in the West Midlands.
for which he knows only one PN in <o> and that in Glos. But a1f
,
was subject to i -umlaut and seems not to aff ect the case.
3. Ekwall

adds, rather

as an afterthought,

the

eis

hal h,

The
total
h,
t
as
of
rounding.
relevance of
evincing
absence
sal
sat
these is to an extent conceded here, although the els al or, cal aun-,
in Ekwall's pleading as subject to rounding, are, at
already illustrated
least in origin, of a different
in having an open syllable
structure
instead

of the following

consonant-cluster

I SMED I 1fn; 111
2 Luick §113
3 S25.9
4 121
5 Ekwall: "Some Notes
on... Pronunciation" 401-3

shown in ha Ih etc. A closer
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delineation

of the sound-change
of material in which

inspection
that present

may emerge

from

occurs, an approach

<a/o>-alternation

does in a modest way allow.

evidence

4. WCB

so far adumbrated

cases not only of al or but also of two
The different els show a variety
other els showing similar alternation.
of syllabic structure that recalls Group 2. The el al or is by way of a
liquid
of Group 2e and ba13 of 2f. The el cal aunequivalent
furnishes

resembles Group 2d in having undergone a change of syllabic
by post-tonic
syncope, only syncopated forms being available

structure
from ME

evidence.
<a>
vary there between
and <o>, as does ba11 in PNLa. Together they illustrate the vowel as
in an open syllable or followed by the clusters
/in,
i g/,
occurring
both having a voiced second element. The PN els cited by Ekwall for
5. All three

types

found

in WCB

absence of <o> all end in clusters having an unvoiced second phonetic
of
element. On the supposition of some significance for the phonology
Ekwall's forms (although
they have individually
no character
as
evidence

of

/x/

of the kind), a rule is therefore offered here that rounding
occurred dialectally before /1 / where the next sound was /o/

or

/n/

or

/g/

and perhaps

failed

where
followed.

/h/

wherever

/t/,

or

6. The derivation

it was voiced;

or perhaps

any

whereas

unvoiced

rounding
consonant,

Smith's
illustrates
a1 or
remark that the el is sometimes influenced by its ON cognate ein..
This PN is known with <e> from WCB; yet such evidence cannot help
in the matter

of rounding

7. The question

of Ellercarr

from

of /a/.
is reached

of the unfolding

of the dialectal

for each syllabic type. There is a
the
notable imbalance
of forms of al or in favour of <o>; however
does tell a coherent
distribution
tale, for it
of them, if trustworthy,

pattern

within

the WCB

appears that rounding

evidence

took place at Ollerton

during 1232x46.

8. Colne
the supposed
later at Colne.

I lies to the east of Billington, that is, further from
heartland of rounding; yet this dialectal feature occurs
It may be deduced that the change reached Colne during

1287x96. This is notably later than the progress observed for rounding
in al or in La. For both els the consistent impression of an unrounded
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evidence giving way later to a form in /o/
by early unlocated
PNs. Ekwall's citation
strengthened
somewhat
three forms of Colne, if these can be believed, yields a conclusion

form

WCB

in early

is
of

of
the finding

during 1242x94, which would further support
rounding
for dating that alor in <o>,
It also seems significant
given here.
and Ollerton over a long period,
amply attested from Calderbrook
nevertheless does not occur until 1246. To judge by the modern forms
rounding

has remained
9. The only

bat

in these els.
direct

conclusion

is that

by the evidence for
during
in this el at Spotland
to that discernible for the other
offered

rounding
was removed
c1225x70. This is the contrary tendency
els and with regard both to this phenomenon
dating

and to the distinctly

later

to the change in cai aun- as compared with al or the
different syllabic structures of these els may have provided
significant
for the vowel that was subject to rounding.
variety of environment
assigned

Group 4: OE ä of various
1. Before

origins

had
the language
opening
of our period
sources. In the first
acquired a vowel ä of two broadly distinguished
of Gmc
place this vowel is observed in OE as the regular development
from
/a i/ .1 The vowel is also original in OE as found in loanwords
ON. With this long unchanged
vowel, x in various
combinations
merged in the course of the OE period, as will be seen. The present
discussion

examines

the

first the original long vowel

as found

in PN els, so

the possible
to this vowel without
irregularities
soundof the vowel as resulting from a combinatory
change. This material is listed in the Catalogue of Material as Group
I a.
as to ascertain

2.
Datierung

On

a pattern

ME

proper

rounding
Ortsnamen nicht

of

OE

ä, Jordan

assumes,

"falls

trügt", that the northward
spread of
the sound-change
reached the Ribble at the beginning of the thirteenth
century in the
century. 2 Ekwall's verdict, apparently for the thirteenth
main,

von

is that the boundary

upstream

of Clitheroe

I Campbell §134

ran along

the Ribble

except for a tongue

from

its mouth

of land between

to

the lower
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Ribble and the Hodder. 1 This seems very precise for a full isophone.

a period
account,
Midlands

With regard to dating, Luick (§369) draws the change out over
of more than two hundred years between its origin, in his
in the South in the C11 and a late advance in the North

century. Ekwa112 questions, on the basis of
PN evidence, whether there was a very marked gap in time in the
appearance of the change among different parts of the area affected.
in the fourteenth

3. These opinions may be examined against the considerable
Our material yields the
evidence of WCB for the change in question.
large total of twenty-three
els that exhibit OE ä or the same vowel in
of
early loans from ON; thus there is much scope for observation
variety in the progress

of the change.

4. One
development

by a divergence
the
within
el, fay,, is affected
of OE ä, that is peculiar to the North Midlands, namely
This is because OE
does not appear before /3/ or /w/.

that rounding
ä is here reduced

in quantity to form the first el of a diphthong
/au/,
Post-vocalic
so removing it from the sphere of operation of rounding.
OE 3 was itself vocalized in ME and as such had the same effect as
toriginal /w/ on preceding OE a,. 3 It is perhaps for this reason that

ax does not show rounding in WCB. Also the digraph
to <w> and <agh> may therefore
equivalent
represent

<gh> may be
a diphthong

/au/.

Another

el that does not show the change is him, which
occurs many times with <a> in WCB but always as final el, and as such
by shortening in OE
was precluded from further long-vowel phonology
times.
5. Shortening
occurring
Halliwell,

was produced by a sequence of three syllables,
in the first in the C114. This explains the form of hä1 iý at
of the PN.
again specifically in the phonetic environment

6. Jordan's

statement

2 Jordan §44; see
also Luick §369.
1 Ekwall: "ME ä/ö-boundary"
147
2 ib 164-5
3 L21
on OE r,; Jordan §105n1
4 Jordan §24:
cf. ha 1i jdöm

about

the significance

of the Ribble
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for

finds an echo in the WCB evidence

vrä, of which
on the southern

the

/Q /-form

and northern
occur respectively
and the /ä/-form
The
fringes of that river, though west and east of each other.
conservative form occurs several decades after the date given by Jordan
for the change, and the innovative
is not actually

form

a similar

clear that the change ever affected

period after that. It
vrä at Great Marton.

7. The same conclusion about the Ribble also finds support
To judge by the forms, the change /ä > q/
in the evidence of skä,1i.
in this word had reached Ince I by 1227, Brinscall by c1232 and Edisford
by 1271. These three localities,

given in the chronological

order of their
along a fairly

at even intervals
path, though the WCB corpus affords no proper
straight northeastward
The Edisford evidence contrasts
with the
evidence
of movement.
form for Scales of a slightly later date; the isogloss
conservative
on this point,

evidence

evidently

are situated

passed between these two localities

at that time.

8. Various

The single
els give only very partial evidence.
instance of ON rä, "boundary", if credible, betokens the arrival of the
in that word at Roby in SW La by 1180, so placing this el
sound-change
For the rest, the
well in the van of the northward
movement.
had in the case of twä
suggestion
of our evidence is that rounding
reached Marland by c1230; that it was, in cräwe, at Wheelton by c1232;
by 1273; in lid,
in 1äm, at Whitworth
at Altharn by 1292; and in cäl,
at Billington

by 1304. This little collection

change was proceeding
9. Opposing
timescale

northwards

suits the inference that the
at a similar rate in different els.

forms

to that available

appear for
for ßrä,, though

Tära

with

evidence

a comparable
for the former el

Sabden, where the change is absent in an
southwards.
instance of sära of 1327, is near Billington, where the change is earlier
evident in cä1, and Edisford, where it is seen earlier still in skäl i.
The suggestion is that rasa was in the rear of the northward
advance

is shifted

of rounding

of ä through

the els.

Grenegore

is a SN from Billington evidence. If it was local it
Billington
would pass the isogloss for Tara between
and Sabden
throughout
the first quarter of the fourteenth
century and indicate
resistance to the sound-change in the middle Ribble Valley.
10. Snäw furnishes

fairly

late

/ä. /-forms.

These may well
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by the following

have been preserved

the possibility

and removing

of rounding

a diphthong
as producing
of OE x (cf. §4).

/w/

of the XN

Täda the early one is suspect
by reason of its low CS. The other speaks for absence of rounding in
this el in YoW as late as 1322.
Of the two instances

It.

The

for

evidence
considerable
of it comes from Acton;

äc disappoints

in its

this and the instance from
are removed from the arena of rounding by prior shortening
(cf. Tadcaster above). The remainder seems
consonant-clusters
Most

outcome.
Chaigley
before

Rounding of ä in this el had
of the following
conclusions.
arrived at Newhey by 1232 and at Spotland, nearby and to the north, by
1273 at any rate. It had reached Withnell by 1260. It had not reached
Ribchester by 1243. This el affords a rough synchronic isogloss passing

to admit

between

Newhey

and Ribchester

around 1240.

but includes much
12. The evidence for stn
is plentiful
Forms with /ä/ in which rounding
that is not of use here.
was
Backford,
by phonetic
are those from
environment
prevented
Billington
those

(Stanclit),

from

Billington

Standish,

(Stanymenegate),

Pre-emptive

Stanney2.
evidence,

Calderbrook,

though
13.

Stanlow,

Worsley

shortening also appears
it is hard to see why.

Whitworthl

and
Little

and possibly
in the Saddleworth

In all,

first
PNs
by
in
is
as
much
affected
el
stän
due to earlier shortening,
from rounding
preclusion
and Ekwall's
that "the rules for shortening are to a great extent obscure"
observation
Little
is salutary for study of this el. Our pairs Stanley / Stonlegh,
Stanney / Stonor, illustrating different vowels arising within identical
phonological
seem to turn on the working on a given
circumstances,
form of analogy with the simplex word. 3 The conclusion is that <o>forms
but that
in such
genuine
may be presumed
<a>-forms
do not offer genuinely countervailing
circumstances
evidence.
14. Evidence

for

/Q/ in stän

I Jordan §23
2 Jordan §24
3 Ekwall: "ME

ä /ö-boundary"

148-9

at Spotland

contradicts

that
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for

at Stanlow,
OE x was

PN rounding
never occurred,
as to
before
The matter may be
/nl /.
shortened
if, at Stanlow, shortening
in this position
arrived before
the latter, the two changes having,
thereby
preventing

/x/

whether
resolved
rounding,
however,

in which

in the reverse order at Spotland.

arrived

15. The alternative
augmented
at Wolstenholm
suggesting early weakening.
instances
of <e> represent
because
it had
rounding
in

neutralized
undergone.
with

quantity

vowels that are expected
by the occurrence
before
An account of Wolstenholm
a dialectal
already

quality,

whereas
in which length

form
been

in stän are
1220 of <e>,
could be that

that was reserved
shortened

instances

of

and

<o> show

from

perhaps
us

an

had been retained
usage
and rounding
This case is supported by the presence of <e(s)> following
long and short
<a, o> but not with <e>, suggesting

alternative

stän

300

respectively

in our el.

16. The precedence by some twenty years of <o> over <a>
(WCB
4.29) at Wolstenholm
looks
it is
anomalous,
although
that another form with /Q/ (15.76) is much the latest
noteworthy
instance of the PN. A similar case is presented by Wistaston, for which
in
a few years before <a>. The two PNs are comparable
that stin
occurs both as a medial el and as the less stressed, latter
XN.
This is a somewhat
syllable
of an original
weak position
<o> occurs

phonetically.
17.

The

variation

following

between

presence
and absence
of a
for Wolstenholm
for
recurs
syllable follows the form with

<e<s )> that was noted
Wistaston.
In this case the additional
To deduce again that this syllabic variation
/ý/ but not that with /I/.
distinguishes
coexistent long and short forms of stun is therefore to
resolve the chronological
anomaly, since rounding
might affect the
long form but not the short.
The PN Staining usually occurs with ON steinn
an instance in WCB apparently with the English cognate.
18. Conclusions

but affords

that may be drawn regarding
are as
stn
follows.
Featherstone
and Staining, both remote from the region of
origin of the change, were not surprisingly
unaffected by rounding
of
OE ä in about 1190. A more promising
insight is that Chester was
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unaffected in 1216. This is still hardly surprising if, as Cubbin (§97) has
determined
before us, the chronologically
slightly awkward evidence
for Maidstone shows that the change was taking place there c1220.
19. Another
South is for r3,

for rounding

early piece of evidence
"roe-deer", at Roel in 1228.

in the

The change is earliest observable in the North at Saddleworth
for the neighbouring
before c1250. Combination
of the evidence
localities of Spotland and Trough Gate yields a period of 1228x96 during
It had
the change arrived on the northwest
side of Rochdale.
progressed to Wilpshire by 1275, suggesting that it had in fact reached
Rochdale by this advanced terminus.
Not surprisingly
it appears at
Stonor, Oxon, in 1273. On the other hand Garston was still resisting in

which

1295, although

The SLa evidence
of twenty years an isogloss for s tin passed

/ý/

PN later.

in that

appeared

suggests that for upwards
through SLa from north to south.
20.

In the

case of

it

hir

seems

right

to

deduce

from

in that el had reached
rounding
by c1275, and Billington and Wiswell, a little further up the
Ribble, by the early fourteenth century.
The PN Withens shows that
Whitworth
was affected after c1209.
forms

available
Wilpshire

those

with

/Q/

that

In the absence of corresponding
/a, / are hard to distinguish
with

Hareschagh

from

OE

of här
harn.

/q/,
with
The PN

might contain either. As a case of här,
/z/ at that northerly locality before c1220, it would offer no
yielding
surprises. There are also twenty instances of Great Harwood that have
The late datings clash with evidence
for
(a>, dated -c1220-1340.
rounding

from

forms

Downham

at Billington

that perhaps
circumstance
Great Harwood.

and

Wiswell,

nearby

suffices to exclude

21. The PN Harsenden

and

to

the

north,

a

här as an el of the name

(a> in the first el,
century, a
even in the fourteenth
yielding this form for Whitworth
These late
case that fits ill with evidence for rounding further north.
instances,

however,

indicating
(Harsenden
long version

occurs

show the vowel

only with

followed

by a consonant-cluster,

that was not open to rounding
a short root-vowel
(ii) ). That this existed alongside a variant containing the
of the vowel that was so exposed

appears

from forms

in
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(Harsenden
<Hare-, Hari->
Whitworth
as late as 1284.
22.
Whitworth

This

before

(i) ). These latter

302
forms

bespeak

/ä/

at

last

of rounding
at
evidence
against
arrival
1284 sits ill with the supposition
that it was at

Wilpshire

by c1275, assuming a generally northwesterly
movement.
Some
Both deeds so dated have good diplomatic
credentials.
interpreters might be content to call the /ä/-form
a conservative usage
hardly fewer than fifteen)
of not too many years (though presumably
after it had passed out of local speech. The case is, however, inimical to
that is sought in the present
the precision
work in matters
of
chronology
and sits as an anomaly within the evidence here presented.
23. Some vowels

that are now short were long when WCB
was written
and are therefore
evidence for the presence, or more
These vowels were shortened
in the
usually absence, of rounding.
C15.1
This appears to apply to PNs such as Bradley, Bradshaw,
which have OE bräd as first el. That the vowel was long in
the WCB forms is indicated by <a/o> variation in the material for this
This last was later lost
el in general and by the weak syllable following.
in such names, leaving the stressed vowel to precede a consonantBrotherod,

cluster and hence vulnerable

to late shortening.

24. All evidence for brio appears phonologically
significant
for our inquiry.
It tells us that the change /ä > Q/ in this el had not
Read in 1183, which is no surprise.
Nor had it reached
reached
by c1250. From
Blackburn in 1246; though it had reached Saddleworth
here the change passed northward to Spotland, reaching that place, if
we can believe such an accurate dating, during the period c1258x? c70.
Rounding had reached Withnell by 1260; but it had not arrived at that
date at Stanworth,
Here is
which lies three miles further north.
At the same
accuracy to set beside the chronological.
time Burtonwood
in the Southwest had also not succumbed.
topographical

At this juncture

in the history

of brid

the sound-change

was

for Billington,
approaching
which is not far north
of
a barrier;
Withnell, was still holding out against the tide in 1340. This evidence
is supported by Thornley, which returns /I / in 1318.

I Luick §524
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25. The el h1äw seems not to be affected by the following
/w/ (cf. §4). In this el rounding of OE ä was at Sawley I by 1178: an
Other
early date, though to the south of the usual WCB territory.
Midland evidence for /Q/ from Sawley, Shardlow and Ludlow is too
late to bring revelations

concerning

phonology.

in hi äw is missing at Barton I after c1250 but
locality of Eccles c1277. The conclusion is
present at the neighbouring
that the change reached that district within the third quarter of the
Rounding

thirteenth
/Q/-form

This account receives ancillary evidence from the
century.
of 1309 from Barlow Moor, nearby and lying slightly towards

the epicentre of the sound-change, and from the absence of rounding at
Whitworth
a little further north after 1228 as evident from the local
/ä/-farm.
26. The change did not take place before the fourteenth
century at Stanlow (for which abundantly attested PN the Cartularist's
II or Oswaldtwisle,
hand offers no forms with <o> at all), Walton
forms

<a> to be significant in this
These are strangely opposed to the forms with <o> of 1306
regard.
from Wiswell. This last seems to show that the change came into La by
a later passage down the Ribble as well as from the Peak District in the
The suggestion is that rounding converged on the
thirteenth
century.
modern

Upper

Irwell

showing

the forms

with

is that YoW was
and South. An implication
for h1 äw before La was.
broadly
Another
is that both
affected
diphthongized
forms of the PN and forms with the original
long
vowel subsisted at Stanlow, Walton II and Oswaldtwisle.
from

North

27. The evaluation

of the evidence

for individual

els being

it seems appropriate
to attempt some generalization
about
the character of the findings. This will be done first for the schedule of
the sound-change
in time, thereafter for the extent of its coverage of
complete,

the country.
It is possible

to form

some

new view

of Jordan's

general

dating

/ä, > q/ to c1200 on the basis of the
of the sound-change
foregoing investigation.
Certain els are not considered
here because
They are al,
tells us nothing of this question.
their WCB testimony
ham,

hän,

häliy,,

Täda.

28. In the first place the single instance

of rä,

"boundary",
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places it ahead of the other els and of expected
with rounding at Roby before 1180.
The

SLa

in

change

els

äc,
about

cräwe,
1230, with

amenable

to Jordan's

deer";

place

is much

the existing

account.

with

the

view.

no

date

south,

is available

which

is not

by

affected

These

evidence.

earlier

A similar

further

are found

twä

skaal i,

by attestation

progress

for

rä,

the
are

"roe-

a consideration

for SLa only with rounding but which make their
appearance only at so late a date as to provide no especial confirmation
of a general change around 1200, are, with first certain record in SLa,
1292),
1273),
(Altham
1258),
(Whitworth
(Whitworth
1äd
1äm
3ära
Els attested

(Billington
cä1

1304), vrä

(Billington

1342).

is still found in här at Whitworth
after c1209; though this slight deviation may perhaps be accommodated
More threatening
to the
within
a rough overall dating of c1200.
The conservative

existing

form

is perhaps the instance of <a> at Maidstone
a still later date of change to the el stän in SLa.

account

which implies

in 1222,

29. There remains evidence that, if WCB is to be believed,
urges revision of Jordan's date at least for SLa. This comes from two of
the more extensively attested els. For evidence for hl äw at Eccles and
for bräd at Spotland assigns the sound-change
in those cases to the
Furthermore,
the unrounded
of the thirteenth century.
in
form of hl äw persists at Whitworth
in 1228 and at Oswaldtwisle
1333, the latter contrasting
of 1306 from Wiswell.
with the /Q/-form

third

quarter

As regards

these els, for which evidence is more than usually plentiful,
rounding needs to be postponed by a clear half-century even for places
in Salford Hundred.
30. A clear distinction

appears

within

the WCB

evidence
between that part of the country that was at some time affected by /I >
Q/ and another part that shows no sign of the change during the period
We have seen that the resistant territory varies according to
covered.
the date and the el selected for notice; but a certain general character
the topography
of the change also emerges.
31. The middle

Ribble

Valley

shows

a somewhat

of

mixed

as regards this change. Thee] skis i made good progress that
way, reaching Edisford by 1271; and cä1,1äd,
stän and vrä seem also
character
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to have succeeded in penetrating the district. This corner of the county
the /Q/-form
seems to have received
of hl äw from a different
direction, this last el being evident at Wiswell yet seeming to have met
However there is scant trace of
to the south at Oswaldtwisle.
entrenched boundaries that run through the area respecting any given
el; the only possible case in our evidence is that of Grenegore (cf. §9).
a barrier

32. Apart
coherent, nature
the surrounding
According
thoroughly
illustrated

from

the possibly marginal and changeable, yet
of the middle Ribble in the present question, SLa and
parts show a certain division on the sound-change.

to WCB,

of OE ä, in La was earliest and most
This is well
in the Southeast of the county.
effective
by hl äw (in spite of its following semivowel) and by bräd.
rounding

33. On the other hand it is notable that no Q-forms occur at
all north of the Ribble. This absence is thrown into relief by rounded
forms of skä. 1 i at Edisford, cm at Billington,
and
stän at Wilpshire
The conception
äc and bräd at Withnell.
united
of the river-valley,
in both banks, as a common delineator of dialect-areas receives some
support from the passage of the striking thirteenth century isogloss for
bräd between Stanworth and Withnell.
34. The foregoing

remarks

on the direction

and extent of the
and may even furnish a little

change serve to confirm the usual picture
further detail if the source is found to be worthy of so much credence.
WCB has, however, further information
that may be
on dialect-areas
rather more of a surprise.
Our

evidence

shows

that,

important,

fairly
as far as the present,
the observed area of La and Ch
North but also a conservative

sound-change is concerned,
has, broadly, not only a conservative
West. This appears from evidence for

/a, / in stän at Chester and
Garston and in bräd at Burtonwood.
Evidence for /q / in ski ii at
Ince I and for rä "boundary" at Roby, contrasting
especially with the
form of the former el at Scales some decades later, suggest
unrounded

that, on the whole, the resistance of Amounderness
success than did that of the Mersey Basin.
35.

It is noteworthy

that,

although

met with

Kristensson

more

does

not
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remark on it, his evidence' affords some support to the notion that SW
La offered resistance to rounding, although the dating of his evidence
is much later than the WCB <o>-forms from Ince I.
is that els of ON origin seem to have been
nor
susceptible to the change. For neither rä "boundary"
particularly
both
by
i
els, indeed, show
western
conservatism;
was
protected
skaal
the change early. Also vra, underwent the change at Billington in the
Another

Ribble

middle

point

Valley.

36. The evidence

vowel-change,

though

and not quite free of anomaly, is large enough to
in the effect of the change on different els, to discern

in sharpness

uneven

distinction

admit

for this prominent

time for some of them, and to discern general
between
forms.
division
territorial
the opposing

movement

over

particular
territorial

aspect

of this study seems to confirm

and
The

and add to existing

understanding.
37. With

regard to date, the conclusion
offered here is that
estimate of c1200 for the change is too early for SLa; this

the general

the less surprise

in view

of that district's

on the
periphery of the area affected. This study suggests the second half of
PN els, having
the thirteenth
century as the period when relevant
arrived in the county, saw the most advance through it before reaching

may occasion

on an outer boundary

exhaustion

with a conservative

place

form.

38. The foregoing

observations
on eME /ä/ as unchanged
from OE may be augmented by discussion of material accruing to the
primitive stock of els through combinatory
sound-change, as follows.
OE x in certain combinations

proper

ä and thus afterwards
to the latter in the Midlands

1SMEDI

maps 15,18

with

original

during the OE period
the ME Rounding
underwent
merged

and South. The combinations
affected in Anglian dialects are with following clusters /1 d/ and nasal
consonant plus homorganic voiced plosive, that is /mb, nd, ng/. 2

2 Campbell

§283; Jordan §22. The combinatory

was also produced
occur.

Campbell's

by several r-clusters
citation (§284) of scorn

lengthening

that caused this merger

before which OE ä did not normally
< OF escarn to show rounding

in this
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39. The unrounded
form as found in our material is subject
in certain
in that rounding
to reservation
may be hindered
circumstances where it might be expected for the el. Such cases do not
from the dialect as an independent
preclude rounding
A summary of these exceptions follows. '

sound-change.

40. The lengthening

of OE x that produced the merger with
In the
in three phonetic
x was regularly inoperative
circumstances.
first place it is wanting where the following
cluster consists of three
consonants, e.g. OE ci1 dru, 1ambru, en31 i sc. This leads to analogical
forms

Secondly lengthening fails in an
Iamb with /x/.
syllable, e.g. OE hanTode. Thirdly it does not appear
words, e.g. ME and, under, wol de.

such as ci1d,

antepenultimate
in little-stressed
41.

lengthening

Also

was not everywhere
of consistent
The remaining caution regards other
effect, especially before /ng/.
OE lengthening has just been seen
sound-changes.
and countervailing
not to apply where three consonants follow: as after it came into force it
was later

even before

retracted

in circumstances

two

to be

now

examined.
42.

Rounding
long

of

shortening

consonant-clusters

lg/.

ft,

/xt,

clusters:

double
fd,

was

before

vowels

of

versions
md, pt,

He also characterizes

lq,

Natur

"welche

ihrer

konnten,

so daß

der vorhergehende

clusters

It is not

clear

exclude

the

adduces
which

he exemplifies

why

is initial

in
in

xq,

Vokal

/kn/,
cicnu,
cnxf,

43. Another

we have

"chicken"

shortening

but

seen

2 Ekwall: "ME
3 Jordan §23

ä/ö-boundary"

148

fm,

following

pm, kn,

pn,
failed

shortening

Silbe bilden
bildete".

mentions

no others.

as stated

by Jordan

among

those

that

clusters,

he
and

"to know".

change

arose

position has no bearing on our vernacular PN els.
1 Jordan §22

and
Jordan

Silbenauslaut

pl. ) as shortening

cnäwan,

the

der zweiten

circumstances

which

"boy",

which

den

copiously

st

sb,

sd,

before

and

q/

m,

It,

consonants

of OE shortening

den Anlaut

the exceptional

cluster

(here

nach

1,

/d,

the clusters

as those

Of such

double

some

PNs2 by

in many

pre-empted

10003. As causes

around

the

exemplifies

/a; /

of

in the North

in the
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This affected
century, afterwards progressing southwards.
the vowel before final /nd/, as in modern hand, land etc. The timing
has not been fixed, though it is a consideration
only
of its movement

fourteenth

for the last part of the Whalley
44. Kristensson

period.

of eME /ä/
of his treatment
together; this covers the original vowel and the latterly lengthened
'
His material for /a/
in
this
nasal combinations.
occurs
vowel where
in combination
/td/ is, however, widely separated
with following
presents

most

from these, 2 in spite of its similar phonological
tendency and although
The presentation
he does actually discuss all this material together.
of
this chapter
/ä/

Kristensson

follows

lengthened

of vowels

the addition to original
and further adds the /al d/

in recognizing

in combination

material to the group.
45.

Evidence

for

in the
/a/ + nasal cluster is presented
Catalogue of Material as Group 2f since it belongs in origin with Group
2 and discussion
of these els will be found under
of the distribution
However they were in the end subject to lengthening
that heading.
and absence

of rounding

is also of interest

for the present

sound-

change.
46. A notable
the conservatism
<a>-forms from
opposed

feature of the distribution
of forms of 1any, is
of the Ribble-Hodder
confluence
area. The fifteen
Billington, Edisford and, though only early, Read, are

to a single

<o>-form from Billington,

which is hard to justify
of lengthening from the

without assuming the absence
phonologically
<a>-forms. The forms Langale, Langeland
give small grounds

for such

an assumption.
The
which

appears

Billington

surprisingly
area contrasts
conservative in words having original

with
/ä/.

the

Fylde,

Rounding

in 1an3, appears at Longley and already by 1271 at Great Marton.
47. Remaining
Rochdale

area probably

in 1any, in the
shows rounding
evidence
by c1235 (Whitworth)
and at Langtree, Leyland

1 SMED 111-38
2 The
material is set out on pp. 123-6 and cursory analysis appears on p. 141. The
corresponding

map is no. 20 and at least follows the other 1 maps, 5-19.
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1260.

hd, by

(The

modern

of the advancing
the rival form, recalling

substitution
offers
having

the conservatism
of SW La in words
though here the evidence is too early to do more

/1/,

original

due to
is perhaps
of Langtree
shortened form; cf. §43. ) Raven Meols

form

than tantalize.
48. The

that appear for stqng,
though
scanty
early, are located where they might from the
and disappointingly
foregoing be expected, in the far North and at Raven Meols.
<a>-forms

The

<o>-form of want from Edisford
<a> from the same district in 1ans, land.

contrasts

with cases of

Hand offers an unrounded form at Handsacre, Staffs,
SW.
from
far
But
deriving
1259,
late
for
form
late
so
as
remarkably
a
as
Billington, yields a high Local Coefficient
the Locality of Composition,
The XN

the form

for the instance,

shown

being

relatively
of Billington.

conservative
and more suggestive
should be distrusted on diplomatic grounds.
49.

north-eastern
and
Perhaps the form

though
of
evidence for the el 1and is plentiful
This account begins with that which seems to yield

The

variable clarity.
definite information

as to the present phonological

question.

<a>-forms are prevalent, the latest
certain dating being given: Raven Meols (c1215), Elswick (c1252), Great
Marton (1263), Edisford (c1280), Sunderland (-1333).
At the following

Localities

localities

<o>-forms are prevalent, together with the
earliest dating of this innovative form, are Spotland (c1180), Backford
(1245), Castleton (?c1260).
where

50. Hence territory
by

<o>-forms

includes

showing <a>-forms and not dominated
Valley.
It is
Fylde and the Lower Hodder

for 1and
safe to conclude that these areas were conservative
There is also a
throughout
the period for which they offer evidence.
as late as c1287. The
single
<a>-form from Shirland, Derbyshire,

probably

diplomatic

of this instance are not good. If it is an authentic
form it offers an eastern boundary
for rounding
in this el that is
far west for the date, though perhaps plausible at those
surprisingly
latitudes.
credentials

51. The material

affords

some insights

into the chronology
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Both forms are attested at Read; furthermore
a date of
of /ä > Q/.
Likewise
1183x1213 is indicated for the sound-change
at this locality.
the change seems to have taken place at Whitby in the period 1245x62.
This latter point suggests a reading of the 5-forms of the neighbouring
locality of Backford as new there, the change to be dated not long before
1250.
52. If the evidence

but shows
that rounding took place there at about the same time as at Whitby, it
suggests that the change was moving west rather than north in the
from
The <o>-form of Litherland
Mersey area.
support
receives
Upholland
(c1260), while slightly earlier evidence for /ä. / from further
of Litherland

is not equivocal

The projection
of a
comes from Raven Meols.
from the early
through SLa finds confirmation
westward
movement
<o>-forms of Spotland and Read.
west in West

Derby

53. The evidence for land has so far seemed susceptible of
The single
productive
analysis, but there is some anomalous material.
instance of <o> from Sunderland (a1278) falls well within the period
It
tradition
of the locality.
phonological
form of the same PN and may
constitutes
a less credible minority
perhaps be overlooked for phonology (cf. Appendix B §41).
covered

by the dominant

54. A more serious discrepancy is that between Spotland and
Marland.
Both these neighbouring
PNs attest the el amply. There is a
parallel to be drawn with Sunderland in that these two also have a
form in their evidence
this
minority
and that for both localities
a little

under one-eighth
of the instances
offered, with a strong overlap in time between the forms.

phenomenon

comprises

55. But it is not only that these two satellites of Rochdale
local testimony; for they clash as to the prevalent
have alternating
form, which is <a> at Marland, whereas the position
is reversed at
Spotland.
It cannot be safely concluded that the isogloss ran between
them; for Spotland

lies to the northwest

of the other, and acceptance of
this evidence would give a strange twist to the isogloss of a kind for
which no other support is offered here.
56. Granting
perhaps
period,

significant
whereas

the chronological

that their

that for

evidence

overlap
for

at both localities

<o> lasts throughout

<a>, well represented

earlier

it is
the

on, dies out in
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the late thirteenth

century.

Surrounding

evidence

for this el favours
in Rochdale during

form was predominant
century. If it is legitimate to offer a phonological

the view that the rounded

most of the thirteenth
resolution
of this evidence
that

habits

scribal

this may rest on a conjecture to the effect
PNs died hard, the
regarding these much-written

<a> taking much of the thirteenth century to pass out of use
after it had become superseded in the dialect. The conclusion will then
be that reliance should be placed on the <o>-forms.
archaic

57. The evidence

of Whitby and Litherland suggests that /ä
> 'q/ in land was slightly ahead of the same change in words having
original /x/:
cf. map (bräd etc). It is instructive to compare the same
Our evidence for this el yields
in sand.
vowel + cluster combination
of /X/
/ä. / in early or distant instances from Yorkshire; comparison
1259 with somewhat earlier evidence for the innovative
/Q/ at Backford and Sandbach shows the isogloss passing between
Cheshire and the Hull area in the second quarter of the thirteenth
century. But /Q/ is strongly reported for not only Cheshire but even a

for Sancton

as far north

place

as Cockersand

as early

as the turn

of the same

century.
58. The foregoing
of the sound-change
/ä/

arose

in words

affords a deduction

presently under
having following

study.
/nd/,

concerning the origin
This is that rounding of
in a formerly
therefore

and
and this lengthened vowel in other combinations,
A necessary
suit.
words having the original long vowel, followed
of the vowel in /and/ took
supporting
premise is that lengthening
place before the time noted here for rounding in the Mersey district (as
short

vowel,

noted

in §38).

59. The scanty evidence for the ON PN Randi belongs
distant place and may not show lengthening of the vowel.

to a

forms of wamb from YoW, even as late as
The unrounded
1287, may be compared
with evidence for sand. Rounded forms of
tang from Whitworth
confirm the character of the Rochdale area as
shown by evidence for l anr, 1and.
60

Here

the inquiry

as a cause of lengthening
South the OE reflex of Gmc -ar-

liquids

to combination
of original x before

turns

contained

with

following

rounding.

ea, producing

later

In the
ea34,
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But in the Midlands and
by the present matter.
the vowel x was lengthened, so merging with ä, which, in the
This may be the explanation
Midlands, then became ME /Q/.
of the
If this
type 4c form Stanyord, that is, by reason of the second el reard.
which
North

is not affected

is right, it shows that rounding reached Backford in this el well ahead
of others having the original long vowel (see the Map).
61.

The

final

of forms

be

in the
considered
consists of those els in which the vowel
This
evidence
with following
-td-.

group

to

assessment of early ME /ä/
arose in OE by combination
appears in the Catalogue of Material as Group 1c.
Modern

forms

of our PNs that contain the el al d show a
The <a>-spellings in the
vowel that did not take part in ME rounding.
Gazetteer therefore occasion no surprise. Yet the presence
Concordant
<ai d, al t> before a vowel in sundry PNs in this category sits ill
with the regular occurrence of the rounded form for La and Ch that is
for Group 1b. Now Aldborough
observable
and Altofts, though late,
of

are

in Yorks.,

which

we

have

seen to show resistance
The instance from Hapton

spread of rounding.
geographical
too early to show rounding, but the explanation
is less apparent.

Aldford,

of the other

to

the

may be
<a>-forms

62. A likely conclusion seems to be that, in the evidence of
Aldington,
Audlem, Audley and Garston, lengthening
was

in the antepenultimate
syllable (see §40; Chapter IV: the
Concordant
Gazetteer).
Some confidence in this view may be drawn
fugitive nature of the evidence for /q/ in this
from the comparatively
el. An exception is the apparently convincing picture of the change /ä

hindered

> q/

at Clitheroe

prior

restoration

in the period c1280xc1347. This is most likely due to
of the long vowel by analogy with the common

adjective.
63. The considerable
evidence for bald is vitiated by early
I and II material is subject to
All the Balderstone
sound-changes.
shortening of the vowel because the original XN Baldhere is trisyllabic.
Osbaldeston
So hard
instance

evinces OE shortening of the vowel under reduced stress.
The single
evidence for rounding in this word is wanting.
of

Osbaldeston.

wal da

is probably

similar

to

the

case

of

bald

at
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64. The vowel in hald is presumably
to aid in
comparable
in the antepenultimate
the failure of lengthening
syllable. There is no
of a long vowel by analogy as
positive reason to suspect restoration
is
with al d from Clitheroe; but if this had happened the implication
that

/ä, / was still in this el at Blackburn

in 1305.

65. The same duality

of a short form alongside an analogous
long form appears in the testimony of cal d as has been found for al d,
though this time with more thorough restoration
of the long vowel, so
the evidence of card the more useful in the dialectology
of
This is suggested by thirteen
rounding.
<o>-forms from Cold Coats,
dubious,
Whalley parish. A deed of a1208 from there is diplomatically

making

and having a high Local Coefficient; but
of judicial provenance
the deed of c1213 from the same locality is unexceptionable
and the
evidence suggests that rounding in cal d had reached the Whalley area

being

by this early date.
66. The modem
form

of

instance
movement

form of Caldecott

proves

in the antepenultimate
card shortened
of that el is to be doubted as evidence
of rounding

in Cheshire.

The

the existence
syllable,

of a

so this

affecting the early
<a>-forms from Swinton

syllabic structure. These forms, from further south
show a comparable
than Cold Coats and dated as late as c1275, are best interpreted
as
the same short form of the el that was not subject to
representing
The outcome of this is that our evidence for cal d probably
rounding.
includes no cases of /ä/
67.

Syncope

to set against the Cold Coats testimony.
of

vowels
unstressed
produced monosyllabic

combinations
of consonants
before the operation
of rounding.

1 Cases in point

between

certain

els that appeared
are

fa 1ud,

ca 1ed

heading
under another
of the present
exposition,
cranuc).
Evidence for <a> in falud at Marland sits uneasily with <o>-forms
from Billington
in that the latter-named
are assigned to a probably,
though not necessarily, later date. The less problematic
evidence for
(and,

at Marland indicates the arrival of rounding in the Rochdale area
is perhaps that the Marland
probably by c1260. The best supposition
local PN Twofoldhee
had both a long and a less frequent short form,
/q/

1 Campbell

§390
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analogical, the latter resulting from combination
I dh as has been seen for Balderstone (§11).

the former
following

68.

The

deducible

transformation

falud

in OE with

> fald

> fäld

after the operation
of Syncope, though
seems to date lengthening
Campbell (§284) argues that "long vowels before groups of late origin...
OE soundthe word to obtain a normal
may be due to reforming
pattern. " Evidence presented here for OE -al d- as retained in ME
makes that a doubtful
which

retention

responsible

the

short

case

1dr,

of

in this

consonants,

conjecture.

Another

case is that of cal ed, in
before
three
vowel
as occurring
(see §,40: cf. ci 1dru) is presumably

for the absence of rounding
69.

from the evidence.

generally

of the els showing OE a+
nd/mb/n3 have a
of their own. It has been observed that those in nd are the
of ME Rounding of the long vowel. The el 1and emerges as
early in the change; while for sand there is the detail of

rounding

at both

timescale
vanguard

rounding
shown

Some

and Cockersand
late in our other lengthened
Sandbach

appears
in a1 d, for which the change appears

on the edge of the territory

by 1230.

By contrast

group as
phonological
at Clitheroe, admittedly

generally affected, in the period

c1280xc1347.

70. The WCB

evidence for the change /a > Q/ contains
Possible solutions have been offered and a
numerous
ambiguities.
plausible
picture may thereby be allowed to emerge; but sufficient
The overall
material for these solutions is not available.
confirmatory
and
of isolated
pieces of fairly precise
amid a still largely uncertain local landscape.

is one

picture

information
71.
ventured

believable

However

here.

is
view of this sound-change
a general
This is that both Yorks. and both sides of the Lower

Mersey

with the markedly
more
showed resistance, so contrasting
Salford
SLa,
district
this
the
comprising
of
side
of
eastern
progressive
and Blackburn hds. Rounding is discerned here in some cases even in
the change being absent
the latter hd in the early thirteenth century
,
districts on either side of this phonological
from the conservative
salient.
72. WCB
move

northwards

of /ä/ was on the
seems to show that rounding
Ch
during
SLa
through
even
and
westwards
and
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Ekwall2
here
It
is too
that
is
thirteenth
the
suggested
century.
of
most
This has been seen to depend
exact about the Ribble as the boundary.
on the el in question and upon the date. In general his choice of the
century as the date by which that boundary
was reached seems too early. With Luick's more cautious account (see
§2 above) no real discrepancy arises here.
beginning

of the thirteenth

73.

A measure
(which is not the same as
of agreement
identity of results) may be discerned between the present findings and
the recent study by Kristensson3. That appears as offering an isophone
form being
for rounding of OE ä, the southern edge of the unrounded
indicated

reaches of the valleys of the Ribble, the Wharf
Isoglosses drawn on the map in the present work for
half of the thirteenth
century show the els at earlier

by the lower

and the Witham.
/N/ in the latter

stages in their northward
with the Ribble Valley
according

to Kristensson's

progress;
boundary

fits well on the whole
as reached a few decades later

the picture

evidence.

74. The presentation

of LALME

well defined; in that work the isophone
reached the Lune. 4 Although the LALME
untested

evidence,

the

one

in

on this point is also notably
appears by the C15 to have
dot maps in general

question

reflect

the suggestion
allows
form had disappeared

actual dialect that the unrounded
concerning
from La except Lonsdale by that time but was still the local form
most of Yorks.

for

75. Given the generalized presentation
of their evidence by
LALME and Kristensson it is hard to gauge whether the els did indeed
bunch together when they came to a halt in the late Middle Ages after
careers or whether their evidence
separate northward
Our
had
if
it
distinctions
the
the
opportunity.
els
among
however intended to show dialectal variation with as much
can be. The rather precise delineations offered here and
conclusions suggested
view of the northward

in SMED and LALME

yield

evidence

is

accuracy as
the broader

seem to allow a coherent
in La through the
passage of this sound-change

ages.

2 Ekwall: "ME a/5-boundary"
3 SMED I map 17
4 IALME I 464
map 633

would

147
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Group 5: OE z9o

Midlands

1. This sound is understood
and North and a recessive

WCB both

/d,

5,1,

this

condition

covers

were

most

of the present

6. OE go in this position
the WCB

affect

forms

foregoing

consonant

in this

ceor 1a3.

Cases of

position

appears

of rounding

none

34

+
As

of that

here

is included
either

/r/

/e/

and not
/e /. 2 This

or

heord.
may

to have

<e> in ceor 1a appear

change

combinatory

consonant

and

material

may yield

of feorSung,

through

carried

in WCB

its evidence

before

to lengthening

subject

this was inconsistently

'eo,

original

2. The

/E/

vowels

although

n/,

containing

may

Midlands. ' In

in the West

/0/

in the East

/e/

<e> and <o> occur, with one case of <u>.
OE short

in Group

ME

to yield

have
/a/

(rather

to date locally

as understood

A palatal

influence.

to

than

/e/)

in

to 1277x96 the
apply

following

4

The vowel in an open
the Southern instance of heorot.

syllable

yields

<e> in eofor

and in

3. The question of zgo in WCB is numerically
by
dominated
the divided testimony
of weorod, which affords a strong presence of
For the PN
both
<e> and <o> for the same timespan and locality.
<o>-forms of the el end in <-e> before the second el ME
whereas the <e>-forms do not. Evidently this name existed at

Wuerdle
hull,

the

forms,

the one in <-e> showed
(i)
first
Wuerdle
the
while
an
oblique
case
of
el
composition
out of
or accusative form. This last, weorod, may
contained the nominative
one time

in alternative

be compared to

eofor,

heorot.

4. The inflected
an unstressed

medial

1 Jordan §65
2 Jordan §84
3 Jordan §84.4
4 Kristensson: "OE eo " 109

of which

form may have been affected by syncope of
following
vowel,
vowel
a short, stressed
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is no warrant for it in the present case. ' This leaves
from
in /o/ resulting
instances
/r/
of Wuerdle
a following
+
if that oconsonant, to which may be added the instance of *vernoform represents OE wigo- (cf. OE Wyrtyeorn for the name of the British
there

although

King Vortigern).

This combination
/o/ in the North and /u/
yielded
does not appear in
in the Midlands. 2 This grammatical
alternation
forms of the PN Wardleworth,
which is derived from the other; but it
for
is evident
that the o-form of Wuerdle
was the usual model
formation

of the derivative.
The instance

with the
of /u/ from Wuerdle is contemporary
<o>-forms of that name. A possible inference is that Smallbridge was
being gained around 1270 either by the northern form of the vowel in
from the midland,

this position

or the other way about.

5. The predominance
of /e/ in these findings agrees with
Kristensson's
that OE eo had lost all rounding in the NW
supposition
Midlands before the end of the WCB period. 3 The /0/-form
that he
than his period does
in the evidence presented here.

constructs
century

as earlier

appear

in the thirteenth

Group 6: OE Eo
1. Good

coverage

of the period is a feature of the WCB
Eight els are to hand, yielding eighty-five

evidence for this variable.
instances; of these els ceo, prost
and treow offer a succession of
fairly accurate datings over a long period.
In phonology
the other els
are ranged together against ceo. Both variants offer lasting, parallel
But the form of ceo is due to a combinatory
coverage.
change and may be compared with Group 5: ceorl a. 4
chronological

ON

j6

fell together

with

eo in OE43, so the evidence

for

bj6 Sum belongs here.
2. The regular

development

throughout

I Campbell §390,574.4
2 Jordan §66.3
3 SMED 11127
4 This is
acknowledged

by Kristensson:

"OE *COe"

60.

the area is clearly to
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It is perhaps
that there is no trace of a
mildly surprising
West Midland rounded vowel.
But the evidence is
characteristically
that lie towards
the West
and includes
emphatic
even localities
/e/.

Midlands

region:

Childwall,

3. The digraphs
A likely
either
since

interpretation

Cronton,
in leof,

is perhaps

Prescot and Stanlow.
peof

are of uncertain significance.
that the spellings
<eu> and <ew>

/m/,
of spellings representing
from OE /go/
and
<eu> is
this sound in ME. 1

/0/ or are survivals
represent
/0/ is a regular development
used to represent

commonly

4. The second el of Walthescroft
(i) suggests /a/ arising
low stress, which would exclude it from evidence for the
through
However comparison
development
with
of go in stressed positions.
(ii)

raises the possibility

<e> in this
development
of the vowel in peo f.

that

the

that a strong pronunciation
PN represents
a local
Otherwise

did survive

and

monophthongal
the difference between

for by their respective dates, so that
in the genitive inflection
was lost and the main vowel
during
in this way being
c1259x77, the later form

the two forms may be accounted
the vowel
neutralized
discounted

as evidence for /e/.

Group 7: OE pöl
1.

P51 and its analogues are similar in form and meaning
Nor have dialectal
but no genetic relationship has been demonstrated.
The
been
determined
Smith's
beyond
remark
on
affiliations
pull.
following

variants

(i) OE pöi;

concern

us.

(ii) OE pult;

OE
doubtful
in
the
t:
status
vernacular
of
somewhat
pot
but with stronger associations with Celtic languages and
England.
with PNs in Northwest

(iii)

occurs 155 times in WCB. A full, and generally
comparison
of versions is given for this group in Chapter

This variable
encouraging,
II.

I Jordan §84n1
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2. WCB's

twice-made
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Skippool

I is in writing
The same body of

error affecting

<u> for

<o>, suggesting a phonological
substitution.
<pul >, this spelling
water is elsewhere in this deed denoted simply
obtaining in the original and surviving in the cartulary.
The case presents
We may
nouns.

a direct

contrast
that

between

proper

and

the former

asked more
conscious reflection of the original scribe, who may have felt inclined
form, leaving
to dignify it with a more widely accepted phonological
the unregarded
common noun in its native state. This scheme would
common

have

the

restoring
form.

speculate

tendency
and
such a refining
of 1347 removing
the placename to what he took for its authentic vernacular
copier

with faithful
a course of events, when combined
of variant forms elsewhere, imputes to the copier a high
However,
double
this
of dialectal
consciousness.
Such

rendition
degree

is a unique

mistranscription
with

case and as such cannot

be interpreted

confidence.

3. Of the evidence for el VI, deed 13.41 apparently
refers to
Both cases are of the SN of
the Rochdale
area, 16.26 to Kirkby.
Reginald.
Not he, but others of his SN, supply all our evidence for
Netherpool.

Reginald

attests

both

times

in company

with

Ivan of

Stanlow,

name, as we have seen, refers to another place near
Reginald cannot have been local to both Kirkby and
Rochdale, while Ivan was certainly, if his name is any guide, local to
of his associate and
neither. The fact that he did travel, the derivation
whose
Ellesmere Port.

the existence of the Netherpool family together raise the possibility that
deeds came from the
Pool of these two Lancashire
the Reginald
Ellesmere Port area. The admission of his name to the evidence for
"Netherpool"
in
11
pu

would

increase

the Overpool

testimony

of this

form to 15 cases.
Pool occurs uniquely in 9.19, which has Locality of
both seem to have
That place and Overpool
Reference Willington.
inconclusive
rival claims on el VII.
James

4. With regard to Poulton

VII, Roger so named occurs only
in its RL. Of the counties that WCB
in 14.54a, which is ambiguous
covers, the PN Poulton recurs in La and Ch but is wanting in YoW.
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Of the evidence for pul i, twelve instances from Poulton V
LCs. Single cases of
are in deeds (8.11,18-9) that have over-high
Poulton V, Netherpool
and el II are in RT. This leaves 87 <u>-forms of
diplomatic status.
unexceptionable
5. These 87 instances

Ch and
cover a wide range of dates. At the northern end of the area is Poulton
V, occurring
1234-1304. At the southern extreme Poulton I occurs
a1211; from not far away is el VII of p1296. Other witnesses to this deed
are Richard of Eston and William Gerard, who also attest the next one,
La and western

span western

which is to be dated to 1307x20 because Robert of Holland is Judge of
Chester (n27). In other words according to the relevant deeds the form
La
Ch
during
the
thirteenth
is
in
western
western
general
and
pul
century.
6.
alternative

For

these

two

counties

The

form

p51.
Without

same

only
locality

Liverpool
alone

the
offers
has far more

occurrences
considering reliability we could say that
of pull .
But when we examine
the four cases of pöi were heavily outvoted.
For Liverpool
these s-forms any credibility they may have evaporates.
(i) by
(i) is disqualified by the deed's provenance, Hale and Otterspool
both hand and CS.
The case of
reference

to other

<pol 1um> from

WCB

evidence.

Liverpool
It seems

cannot

be explained

to be a Latinized

by

acc. sg of

poll.

The conclusion
during the thirteenth

is that WCB's

century

throughout

7. The bulk of WCB's

verdict

pull

the area so far reviewed.

<o>-forms

Hampole

is for the form

occurs over a period of a century
local testimony seems to be conclusive.

belong

to a distant

exclusively

with

place.
<o>. This

This shows an awareness of both forms of the element on the
part of the compiler of WCB, in other words an awareness of wider
national phonological
patterns at which Cubbin has already hinted
(§73); nor is there any confusion
in all this extensive
testimony.
According

to our source, in the period

covered

a hitherto

unknown

isogloss, where the forms pul > and p5 i meet, runs between the places
in La and Ch that are listed in the Survey for this group, and Hampole
in Yorks.
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8. Evidence

for pal etc is geographically
in a
concentrated
remarkable way. The instances group evenly into thirds. Two of these
thirds comprise the evidence for Harnpole and Poulton V respectively
and are simple cases of one PN occurring very much. The remaining
diplomatic
of whatever
status, affecting
eleven
localities and twelve PNs together with the el, are all located within a
as the basin
characterized
small area. This area may be geographically
fifty-four

instances

of the Rivers Mersey and Dee.
9. To each of these three districts may be assigned its form of
Hampole
form
that
is,
the
to
and pul I to the other two
p51:
pöi
districts.
In determining
dialect-areas
we are in effect dealing with
three localities at a considerable distance, namely Hampole, Poulton V,
and Ellesmere Port, and the isogloss that parts Hampole from the other
two is quite rough. But it is an advance of knowledge nevertheless.
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'oncIuzions
1. The foregoing

investigation

may

be judged

in various

follows.
The first concern is as to how much empirical
as
ways,
The second is as to how far
information
on phonology it has yielded.
for
be
trusted
this information
can
genuine spoken dialect, in other
put
it.
bear
interpretation
the
the
on
material
will
words whether
it may be asked how far Cubbin's concern with comparative
In the train of this
reliability
of sources is upheld by the findings.
of
comes the last question, that of the precedent or other relationship

Thirdly

present data and findings
different approaches.

to those already offered

by writers

following

information
The volume of apparently phonological
that has
Seven major
been got by the present researches is not negligible.
headings
have been examined
in this chapter.
of phonology
distribution
of forms have
concerning territorial
for all of them. Information
offered for some els has been
others have yielded few and uncertain details.

Significant

findings

appeared
extensive;

2. The most gratifying study has been that of wel >a in Group
forms allowed the
There material for opposing
1 of the Analysis.
description
of a lengthy isogloss as running through the main territory
furnished
(Group
7)
The
a large body of evidence
under review.
el pst
an emphatic separation of forms on the map; though the
distribution
of this el in PNs appears to be so local as to
geographical
have precluded
the emergence of an isogloss that might do justice to
The far-reaching dialectal
the amount and consistency of the material.
yielding

examined in Groups 2 and 4 (OE x+ nasals and ä) have
For Groups
separate isoglosses for some of the els concerned.

oppositions

afforded
5 and 6 (OE ý_soand 'eo) a predominance of one variant form has been
found that reduces its rival to a relict, combinatory
existence, a state of
but is of linguistic
affairs that does not admit of a dialect-boundary

interest.
3. Another
material

question
the

raised is as to the character
findings

offered.

These

have

of the
been

as supporting
does
from
that
not always exhibit a straightforward
unearthed
evidence
dialectal
Diplomatic
analysis of the source has prompted
pattern.
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caution regarding a considerable
part of the WCB corpus. The study
has also had to contend with dual possibilities
in the phonological
signal to be read in the spelling of an el; this is the case with the
of land in <o> as stemming from either OE rounding
of a long /a/ that had arisen
vowel or ME rounding

appearance
the short

with the following

combination

4. Such

within

nasal cluster.
have

considerations

been

settled,

though

with
forms

more specific anomalies regarding
The approach
has been to isolate
this presentation.

caution;

appropriate
remain

general

of
in

and discounting
as far as possible with a view to minimizing
forms offering unreduced
follows of remaining
Specification
them.
difficulties
of this kind.

these

There are cases of opposing spelt forms within the evidence
localities that
for an el from the same locality or between neighbouring
are not readily explained by changes over time or where surrounding
This is
evidence does not lead to the expectation of a dialect-boundary.
by the extensive overlap of the two forms of. 1and in the
exemplified
Rochdale area before 1284 (cf. Group 4 §55). A more isolated anomaly is
the instance of i ans in <o> from Billington.
have not
evidence
surrounding
Five instances from Group 1
defeated all interpretation.
necessarily
Whitworth,
Wistaston
have been rendered
from
and Heswall
S. Forms

that

clash with

Much the same may be said of
on closer examination.
(Group
4 §16-7), in which
forms
of stn
case an additional
to discount
was adduced
an apparent
complication
phonological
inversion of occurrence in time between rival forms.
unobjectionable

6. The case of <o> in land from Sunderland
exemplifies
a
form that has not been properly discredited
as regards the apparent
by local
information
that it bears but is firmly outvoted
phonological
form.

evidence
believed

for the rival

predicting

the recurrence

about

the

dialect

This discovery
without

suggests

explaining

of such an unexpected

the

may be

what

presence

or

single instance.

7. Less satisfactory
is the view taken here of the single
form of hir from Wilpshire
in its opposition
to the three
rounded
Altogether,
however,
from Whitworth.
difficult
<a>-forms
cases in
our evidence

are perhaps

mostly

amenable

to elucidation.

Seriously
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forms,

do
while unwelcome,
of the WCB evidence for dialect.

anomalous
conviction

not

deny

the

general

8. Much

that has been said in this chapter in interpretation
have
might, however,
of evidence
of varying degrees of difficulty
Both for a sure
local evidence.
from more abundant
gained
forms and because of extensive gaps
understanding
of anomalous
remaining in the dialectal history a greater quantity of evidence might
be wished of our source. In regretting this it is nonetheless
suggested
that the amount

as instances of els from localities
than
more fertile of information,

of material

as well

as apparently
sources examined by Cubbin and used by earlier writers,
the exception of the Lay Subsidy Rolls.
9. It is hoped

that the phonological

is greater,
for other

perhaps

with

of the present
to other branches of

analysis

chapter is of some value and that a contribution
knowledge has been made by the way in earlier chapters.

Nevertheless

it has been an overarching concern of the work as a whole to probe as
for dialectal
far as may be the validity
of a general proposition
tests of reliability may be applied
namely that preliminary
phonology,
of PN sources for a given region and so to isolate one (or
more) of their number that may with confidence be fully inspected for
It yet remains to offer some
an authoritative
account of phonology.
to a number

assessment

of the wisdom

of this approach.

10. That

from WCB
coherent results have been obtained
may be supposed to bestow credit on whatever approach led to the use
However the character of the findings is subject to
of the source.
The former of these is internal and
from two aspects.
questioning
comprises any doubts as to the phonological
nature of the results. The
latter or external aspect consists in comparison
of the merit of findings
obtained here with those of other investigators.
It.

The phonological
nature of variation found in WCB has
not always been assumed. Mary Serjeantson supposed that the forms
of the whole work represented the date of the extant copy, c13501. It
may be allowed that this thesis gives a credible account of changes over
time in the forms of PNs, hence that that view is not now tenable. A

I Serjeantson: "Dialectal Distribution"

§120
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is that

the

approach
relatively
generous
of texts
credentials
adopted in the present chapter to the diplomatic
within WCB in which forms occur may have had too much regard to
It has already
material that ought to be excluded on these grounds.
weightier

consideration

II were exploratory
rather
However the view is offered here that the findings of
than definitive.
the Analysis should not be generally distrusted on any grounds such as

been indicated

that the findings

of orthography,
have bestowed

copying
or synchronous
an artificial regularity on the forms.

selected

scribal

12.

Justification

for

study

of Chapter

identity

of the

proceeding

whereby

that

might

WCB

was

of the
not only to the soundness
to be drawn from the evidence of that book

appeals

conclusions
phonological
but also to the supply of some general advantage that has otherwise
been wanting from investigations
in the field. It may be held that the
searching examination of the credentials of WCB carried out by Cubbin
and in the present work tends to lessen the doubts that attend the
discovery
of a regular pattern within a source. Such doubts are, for
instance, necessarily expressed regarding the clear pattern observable in
forms of pöi in the Moore MSS. 1 It may also be instructive to compare
in a large source on which much reliance has been
that
examination
placed but which has not undergone the preliminary
has been applied to WCB.
patterns

found

13.

SMED

distribution
offers
Maps2 showing
patterns.

unmistakable
Groups 2abe show a marked
But this may be
shires.

of

variants

that

shows

to our
material equivalent
between La and neighbouring

opposition
due to the

dialectal

or orthographic
peculiarities
of the respective county-scribes
of the Lay Subsidy Roll
boundaries
followed
the phonological
than
that
the
rather
administrative

no surprise

That there should be a rough correspondence
is
it is likely that most of the county-scribes
were

ones.
since

being
natives of the county for which they officiated, the implication
that forms that were native to the locality from which the scribe hailed
might have been generalized in his copy.
14. An isophone

I Appendix B§10

comparable

in clarity

to the foregoing

and
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applying to several els equivalent to our Group 4 appears in the same
but in fact
work. This one, however, does not mark county-boundaries
passes through the middle of La and of YoW, showing a few forms that
side of the general
appear
on the inappropriate
Another map2 supports with reference to OE -aw- the
isophonel.
finding of the present work concerning a phonologically
conservative
has not
SW La. The special phonological
status of this combination
anomalously

the emergence of a pattern for the spread of rounding in
in the manner of the
relevant els. These patterns are not objectionable
Group 2 equivalent
forms.
No reason appears for doubting
the

prevented

phonological
circumstance

nature
does

compilation

for

of information
not

redeem

which

patterns

But this
on these maps.
from the same
other evidence
that emerge may have another
shown

explanation.
15. The Lay Subsidy

Rolls are subject to the same general
caution as WCB respecting their CS, which, for the extant Rolls as used
by Kristensson, is in our terms grade 11.3 However no attempt appears
to have been made to examine the reliability of the various Lay Subsidy
county scribes, not to mention the diverse sources employed in SMED
for Ch and Co. Durham; in this those sources are unlike the Whalley
From this might be expected some incidence of occurrence
forms
their expected
outside
areas after the fashion
above from WCB; nor are such cases wanting.

cartularist.
of variant
exemplified

16.
anomalies
unrounded
the Ribble.

Kristensson4

very fairly draws
for OE ä.
material

to apparent
attention
He picks out three
his
within
forms from SLa and threes rounded forms from north of
Two of the former, from Roby and Rainhill, are actually

2 SMED I
maps 3-4
1 SMED

I map 17. It also passes through

the middle

of Lincs, but since it thus divides

the parts of Lindsey from the rest of the county it is not clear whether
not represent

a distinction

between

administrative

divisions

this may

as allotted

to the

Lay Subsidy scribes.
2 SMED I
map 18

3 McClure 188; Kristensson: "Lay Subsidy Rolls" 51
4 SMED 133
5 He
adduces a fourth form, for Wharles, only to discount it on plausible
derivation.

grounds of
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of this work that West Derby hd
The third is from Crompton
to rounding.

among those that help the contention
was the scene of resistance
His defence
near Rochdale.

<o>-forms

is conjectural

the methods

whereby

as the

promising

of the stray

or

doubtful.
17. The conclusion respecting
from the local sources
selected

was

most

WCB
for

is that it does have a certain advantage over other sources
phonology
in that patterns observed in it may with relative safety be ascribed to
actual dialectal phonology where other factors are not known to apply.
This establishes
for WCB a certain precedence
on the face of it as
regards its evidential
18.
comparative

status.

Altogether

the

for

justification

the

of sources as begun by Cubbin

reliability

inquiry

remains

into
that the

rather than that the source isolated by it
transcends all existing studies by the empirical accuracy of its picture of
the dialect. Study of phonology can only gain from any understanding
of the sources used. Nevertheless it is significant that the source that
advantage

is self-evident

seemed supreme to Cubbin in its record of OE y should have yielded
It is also true that WCB is distinguished
by
further useful information.
dimension.
An external
indication
of its general
a diachronic
B of the present work,
is given by Appendix
usefulness for phonology
which extends

study of our Group 7 through

19. In terms

of the amount

than most
abundant
Background.
However
exactitude
where

of

the

the phonology

our source is more
I:
in Chapter
mentioned

of evidence

sources

it does not alone

or comprehensiveness

a wider range of sources.

appear

in the

at least
For
seems trustworthy.

of its information

of other large sources

pre-eminent
on dialect,

quantity
of discernible
patterns, regardless of their evidential
status,
WCB seems to be more or less level with the Lay Subsidy Rolls. Other
sources have yielded far less satisfactory accounts than either.
WCB
clear that
more
admits
of
improvement
on earlier work that drew on a large collection of sources
Such books have mainly to do
as of equivalent
value for phonology.
with PN studies or with general nationwide dialectal tendencies, which
20.

did

not

It

is

discourage

perhaps

the

authors

from

making

at times

somewhat
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assured delineation

minutely

between

the territories

of alternative

forms)

For the overall character of the WCB evidence has been
examined following a discriminating
survey of various local

their
and Luick formed
judgments
of
phonological
on the basis of a large but raw collection
forms.
The wonderful
evince (e.g. on
precision that they sometimes
indebted
to a degree of
of ä) is in many cases probably
rounding
sources

by

unconscious

Cubbin,

whereas

in the scrutiny

selectivity

21. WCB

Ekwall

both

of evidence.

for the phonology
of the
area and period by virtue of the extent and degree of consistency of its
evidence. From these points of view it is perhaps best classed with the
Lay Subsidy Rolls.
But in the latter source the significance
of the
consistency

is of value as a source

is less clear.

observed

The trustworthiness

emerging from
assess than is the case for other sources.

phonological

patterns

22. Some
WCB, though

good

phonological

WCB

is now

findings

have

of apparently
much

easier to

emerged

from

more impressive than those given
in SMED. Our source if used alone would give a fairly sporadic view of
dialectal developments.
The question must be put as to the best future
they are not generally

course for ascertainment of dialectal phonology for the period. Neither
the inquiry that has led to study of WCB nor the convenient
national
on one class of
coverage of the Lay Subsidy Rolls justify concentration
source alone.
23. The recommendation
should
SMED

for the thirteenth
and possibly

century

even other

offered here is that phonology
depend on a collation of WCB with
sources

of similar

extent

which

may

Some sources that
prove to yield patterns of comparable consistency.
Cubbin laid aside may yet prove to be of some value. This is not to say
that information
obtained from all sources is of equal value but rather
that the claims of no single source or class of source allows scholarship
to dispense with all others.
24. Further

inquiry

I Analysis

lines of study in accordance
with the present
First
may be followed if conclusions offered here find favour.

Group 4 §§2,37
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is the continued
been exhausted
source

offers

of WCB. This has not
of the phonology
here, although it may be that questions for which that
Further
have now been treated.
the most information
investigation

of the evidence
also be of interest:

refinement
would

source's unusual provision
dialect over a long period.

of the kinds conducted
the dating particularly
of a holograph

record

in Chapters

II, III

so in view

of the
for
of evidence

25. The other line of study that may be projected relates to
similar inquiries to that carried out by Cubbin, namely the application
of his tests to a collection of sources for a chosen area with a view to
Such studies might
identifying
in more detail.
one for examination
apply to any part of England for which enough material was extant.
The approach
the historical
might even be of service respecting
dialectology
of other countries as well. ' The conditions of applicability
as based on those in which WCB was compiled
that had much need of local documentation
vernacular language was of low status.

I Cubbin §101

are a settled country
but in which the
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catalogue of

27

The Contents of Boxes 24 and 27 of the DDTo collection at the
LRO are here described by Envelopes. Bold, numbered refs are to WCB.

BOX 24
A. Nineteen deeds relating to Whalley Abbey and registered in WCB,
in envelope formerly containing thirty-three deeds including
these
1.17

15.42,52,66

5.52

16.22

13.21-2

17.21,34,40,57

14.8,22,54,89

19.81,111

from ac1347 relating to Whalley Abbey but not
in the Coucher Book, formerly in Envelope with A

B. Five documents
identified

1. Walter Langton, Bishop of Coventry, about Whalley Vicarage
1310
2. Whalley

Abbey to Richard Huddleston

3. William

Whitworth

Whitworth,
4. Whalley

at Whalley

Abbey about

Whalley

to Whalley

1322 / VERSO "Ti 19"

Abbey

about Withens
1325 / VERSO "Ti 14"

<Bradeschaghsl ak> in Whitworth,

in

at

1325

fitz Roger de Elston, Brother Roger and William of
Cuerdale, Chaplain, to Whalley Abbey about Cuerdale and
Walton II, at Cuerdale 1346x7

5. William
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6. THE STANWORTH

REGISTER1: a broadsheet in old charter
hand, giving copies of deeds, also in WCB, relating to the
property of Stanlow Abbey in Stanworth, each deed with
heading

in red, here listed in the order that they occur in
Heading in red to the Register: "Carte de
this document.
Rogeri de Stanworthe

Stanword

de terra de Stanworthe"

RECTO: 17.3,2,7,4,11,10,9,8,6,12,21,13,
30,14
17.16,40,41,42,15,17,8,22,25

VERSO:

Deed 25 is copied in a later hand, perhaps
from pc1347 relating to Whalley
with A

C. Nine documents
in envelope

D. Deed, said to relate to Townley family, whereby
grants land in Ribchester to Stanlow Abbey

16th-century.

Abbey,

Walter

formerly

Moton
17.49

E. Deeds, formerly

in WCB

loose, registered

2.31

15.7,8

14.70,75

19.19,38,56,66,89,110,123

18.28
from a1347, formerly loose, relating to Whalley Abbey
or to characters from WCB but not identified in that book

F. Documents

1. Richard fitz Thomas de Standen to son Thomas about
<Mal ueysegate> in Clitheroe 1331x2 / VERSO "Ti 20"
2. Richard

3. John

fitz Thomas

<We11egate>

in Clitheroe

Haslingden

and Adam

<Merclesden>
Edward

4. Richard

III

to son Robert

1331x2
Swyne,

about

<Blacay>

/ VERSO

"Ti 20"

/ VERSO
Chaplains,

and

about
"Ti 20"
to Richard

<Parkhulheye>

Fitton about Gilbert ?Southworth,

5. Archbishop

I

de Standen

quit-claim

tmp

1239

David Cassellensis about Stanlow Abbey, at

name offered by the present writer

of
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Oxford 1278
Peter about Henry de Lacy, Earl of Lincoln
late father Edmund de Lacy 1287

6. Archbishop

7. Robert

Pleasington

to son John about
at Blackburn 1287

Pleasington,

8. Two deeds tied together.

William

<Lumhurst> in

fitz Robert de Ashton

de Lee about Ashton

Henry fitz Wiliam

and his

to

1300x1 and 1310x1

9. Henry de Lacy, Earl of Lincoln, with many others 1306
10. Two documents

tied together:

Bishop Thomas

about
1306; and Bishop Gilbert about Whalley 1308

Whalley

of Furness and others about Whalley

11. Monasteries

Church

1308
Earl of Lancaster, in French, quits Adam Clitheroe
1313x4
and his brother Roger of services, at Kenilworth

12. Thomas,

13. ?Compotus

of Whalley

Hulton

14. Henry

of

<Shenynton>
15. Thomas

16. Robert

<Shenynton>

to son Henry

fitz Thomas

to John fitz Adam

<Wo1frichscol

about

of late tmp

de Clitheroe

Clerk, about Clitheroe

Shirburn

about

1320

1325; tied to two deeds

fitz Adam

Clitheroe,

Abbey

Edward

to Robert

III

de

1333x4
del Clogh,

es> in Edesford

quit-claim

1343x4

17. Richard fitz Richard de Hilton and Robert fitz Roger de
Radcliffe to Whalley Abbey about Blackburn 1346x7
Three other early deeds, one of Robert de Lacy (12th century),
two of Catterall family.
G. Documents

from ac1347, formerly

to Whalley

loose, seeming to bear no relation

Abbey

H. Loose documents

are of pc1347.

BOX 27
A. Deeds from c1200, formerly

loose, relating to Stanlow and registered
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in WCB

1.2,10,11,14

B. Deeds relating to Eccles and registered

in WCB

2.41

1.7,15
C. Documents

relating to Blackburn

in WCB

and registered

19.9

3.15,16
D. Deeds relating to Rochdale
folder with E

in WCB, formeriy

and registered

in

15.72

14.51,87,98
E. "Rochdale

parish": deed not identified in WCB.
de Whitworth
to Whalley Abbey, quit-claim
1339

F. Deeds said to relate to Burnley, Haslingden
folder with G, and registered in WCB

Robert fitz Andrew
about Whitworth

or Cliviger, formerly

3.22

1.9
G. "Burnley,

Haslingden,

in

5.38

Cliviger":

deed not identified in WCB.
Henry de Lacy, Earl of Lincoln, to Gilbert fitz Michael de <Leye>
about Cliviger, in French 1301x2

H. Deeds said to relate to Rossendale
registered in WCB

etc., formerly

5.2

in folder with J,

16.1

J. "Rossendale"

etc.; Roger de Meuland, Bishop of Coventry,
Stanlow Abbey, at Prees 5th Dec. 1285

K. "Whalley

Abbey

Canterbury,
floods

internal":

?John Peckham, Archbishop

?dispensation

to Stanlow Abbey

about

of

to move owing to

1289

L. "Non-Lancs.

": material

M. Two grants to Whalley
WCB
1. Adam
2. Thomas

of no relevance

to Whalley

Abbey, formerly

del Dene about Heleyhalghes
de ?Molton,

Henry de Wuerdle

Abbey

loose, not identified

in

1339/ VERSO "Ti 15"

Vicar of Rochdale,

about Alexander

fitz
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N. Grant of Robert de Lacy to Eudo de Lunguillers,
formerly loose

12th century,

P. Grant of John de Lacy, Constable of Chester, to Stanlow Abbey
1211x32
Q. Confirmation
Abbey,

by King Edward III of the privileges
York 1328, formerly loose

R. Sundry ecclesiastical
formerly loose

documents

of Whalley
5.43

Whalley

concerning

Abbey,

8.19

5.22,33,37,39
S&T.

Documents,
envelopes

4.22

registered in WCB, formerly
without distinction

loose, now in two

2.30

11.8

3.17-8

14.17,43,69,82,88

4.3,10

15.64

5.6,13,37,53,56,62,76,
80,89,93-4

16.14,20
17.37

6.22

19.3,20,54,86

7.12,20,30

20.8,16

U. Documents

from ac1347, formerly loose, relating in various
to Whalley Abbey or to characters from WCB, but not
themselves in that book
1. William

fitz Geoffrey

Wuerdle

Shaw to Alexander

about Healey

degrees

fitz Hammond

de

/ VERSO "Ti 15"

de Healey to son Adam about Geoffrey Shaw 1279x80
VERSO "Ti 15"

2. Adam

3. Peter of Chester,
exchanges

Rector

of Whalley,

Oee Castel > for

to Roger

Whalley,

<Brere l ay> and other

lands

12891

4. Four deeds tied together, whereof

For Roger's half of this indenture
no. 19.

one is of Adam

fitz Adam

see Box 25, deeds said to relate to Townley

family,
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de Blackburn to son Henry about Goosnargh, probably
13th century
5. ?Augustine,

Bishop of <Arme>, about Stanlow
Henry de Lacy 1284

Abbey

and

6. Three Bishops, perhaps foreign, about Stanlow Abbey

1289

7. <uercel l>, Bishop, about Stanlow Abbey, Edmund de Lacy,
late Earl of Lincoln, and Henry Lee, late Sheriff of
Lancaster
8. Henry de Lacy, Earl of Lincoln, letter to Robert
Seneschal 1291x2

<Heppehal e>,

9. Henry de Lacy to Henry Birtwisle about Habergham

1291x2

10. Alice de Lacy, Countess of Lincoln, to Hugh fitz Hugh de
Clitheroe about Newton
11. Adam

fitz Henry

William

de Blackburn

to Whalley

in French

<Coldecotes>,

Abbey

about

1308x9

12. Two Executors of Peter of Chester, Rector of Whalley,
Whalley Abbey 1314
13. Whalley

Abbey to Robert fitz Andrew

Whitworth
14. Adam

de Whitworth

about

about

1327

fitz John de Blackburn

to Robert Clitheroe

about rent

1339x40
15. King Edward III confirms
Preston 1344x5
16. Whalley

Plea about Whalley

heard at

with Richard fitz Robert de
and William fitz Henry Moton 1344x4

Abbey

Ribchester
17. Bishop Arnold

Indenture

about Stanlow Abbey

18. Bishop John about Whalley
W. Loose documents

Abbey

Abbey

are from pc1347.
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fool rn T?fstorical
ýialecfologý

1. Study is resumed here of a feature of phonology for which
WCB evidence was discussed in Chapter V: Analysis, Group 11. The
between analogues
distinction
of pool that was there
geographical
following
forms
in
is
the
of that word
pursuit of
offered
extended
Information
the early linguistic
through
remains.
already extracted
from the Coucher Book is so firm and coherent as to raise the question
of whether it may not be found reflected or amplified in other sources.
This investigation
of the history of pool draws on a wide range of
These include sources
material that requires a varied interpretation.
to WCB in time and territory
and therefore
covered,
similar
comparable in the difficulties that they present, as well as PN-evidence
from further afield and also the early vernacular material.
A dearth

affects all
of evidence for dialectal phonology
This is
periods of the language before the compilation
of WCB.
by irregular
transference
compounded
of features of a prestigious
2.

dialect

to texts

that belong

to less influential

districts.

A view of
of the early ME period has been

difficulties

specific to the evidence
given in Chapter I. Some reference to the earliest period
be helpful at this juncture.

may therefore

3. Of the numerous OE texts that have come down to us, of
here
be
fairly
few
those
to
the
of
are
charters,
great
majority
cited
which
Many of the charters are of doubtful authenticity and
are original.
many established post-Conquest forgeries are mixed in with the
1
for
Texts of genuine origin have
is
that
study.
material
available
accommodated

specimens of the linguistic

Sawyer: Anglo-Saxon

Charters;

usages of later copiers.

Charters of Rochester

Charters of Burton Abbey p. xiii-xv

p. xiii-xv,

xxii-xxvii;
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make geographical

study of OE phonology

a

It may nevertheless appear from what follows that the
for early dialectal phonology may be less bleak than has been
4.

outlook

For a new dialectal

supposed.
degree of geographical

is presented and an unusual
The proposed advances
attempted.

variable

exactitude
that have not hitherto

seen wide use in early English
rest on methods
in
linguistic
there is an encouraging
parallel
although
research,
for
for
OE
isoglosses
Kitson's provision
els,
a
number
of
of precise
2
It
OE
draws
from
boundary-clauses
he
the
of
charters.
evidence
which
is hoped that the results obtained by this pilot-study may lead to similar
work

on more

significant

than the phonology

better
and

documented

linguistic

variables

of pool.

5. For the ME period the present study extends the completed
of
of the WCB evidence by observation of the distribution
examination
the pool -group in the partly tested or untested mass of mediaeval
In the treatment
the investigation
will
of OE material
sources.
Afterwards
an assessment
will be
ground.
uncharted
of the different forms of pool
attempted of the historical relationships
The isogloss which emerges,
in the light of the survey of distribution.

penetrate

have
been
to
till
now
overlooked
seems up
as for that of WCB.

however,
period

for the earliest

6. The Whalley

evidence seems strong enough to establish
the p51 / pu11 isogloss as a linguistic fact; but it ought then also to
find support in wider documentation.
Therefore we shall now turn to
documents.
from
La
PNs
It is
other mediaeval
a selection
of
convenient
investigation

to use the names

1 For
previous

endeavours

are found in Ekwall.
hundred
Ch nor Lonsdale

that

Cubbin's

neither
and our
survey of sources will follow him in this. But the sixty-four
<u>-forms
in WCB that belong to La make an impressive start to a collection of
further
local contemporary
for
This
pool
evidence,
evidence
varying
.
for the more
in its reliability
as regards dialect, serves as a background
covered

in the field see Ekwall:

Contributions,

2 The present study was undertaken quite independently
Kitson's work was published.

Crowley

and Kitson.

of Kitson's and well before

Appendix B: pool
definite conclusions to be drawn from WCB.
collection the el pool is well attested both with
Rather than declare at once that the evidence is

7. In Ekwall's
<u> and with <o>.
however,
ambiguous,
investigation

we shall avail ourselves of the results of the
has been carried out into the reliability
of these

that

sources.
in the Ekwall
material' occur in
of the <o>-forms
from before 1350 that Cubbin finds wanting.
The sources

Some
documents

and forms in question
Domesday

dates.
with

Book 10861

Poulton
Lancashire

follow

le Fylde

Inquests2

Otterpool

(near Southport)

Liverpool

1226,1298

1311

Close Rolls3
Otterspool

(near Liverpool)

1228

Liverpool

only:
Pipe Rolls4 1211
Assize Rolls5 1246,1258,1259,1284,1285
Charter

Rolls6 1251

Lancaster Church 1330 has Skippool7 with <o> alongside
Poulton
with <u> and must be discounted on the grounds of
contradictory evidence for neighbouring places8.
8. The remaining sources that are cited do not for the most

1 Domesday Book; Cubbin §38
2 Lancashire Inquests XLVIII (1903) 128,286; LIV (1907) 16; Cubbin §19-22
3 Close Rolls 101; Cubbin §39
4 Pipe Rolls; Cubbin §24
5 Assize Rolls XLVII (1904) 62,81-2; XLIX (1905) 180,184,197,228-30; Cubbin §8-18
6 Charter Rolls 1 (1903) 373; Cubbin §53
7 Lancaster Church 471
8 Cubbin §9
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data.
body
Some
Ekwall's
of
a
of
<u>-forms
offer
very
promising
part
be
in
the
the
<o>-forms,
as
might
same unreliable sources as
occur
expected. Other <u>-forms occur in other sources that are discredited
by Cubbin. Therefore they are not being adduced to support the finding
that is based on WCB.
9. There remain several scattered cases of both p5 l and pu It
from sources that either fell outside the scope of Cubbin's inquiry or
offered him too little evidence for testing. They are:
pal

Early Lancashire Charters
Poulton

(near Warrington)

1094,1122

(near Warrington)

1246

Final Concordsl
Poulton
Liverpool

1321

Placita de quo Warranto2
Liverpool 1292

pull

Lay Subsidy Ro1131332
Poulton le Fylde
Blackpool
BL Index4

Poulton le Fylde 1256
Farrer: North Meols 11
Otterpool (near Southport) 1250
Early Lancashire Charters
Liverpool
10.
Liverpool

The Moore

in both variant

before 1194
furnish

Manuscripts5
forms.

Cubbin

a great many

cases of

could not assess this source

1 Final Concords XXXIX 100; XLVI 45; Cubbin §23
2 Placita de
quo Warranto;

Cubbin §50

3 Lay Subsidy Roll 61,68,70
4 BL Index 597,601.

Ekwall

(L157) mistakenly

5 Moore MSS 1-100; Cubbin §54

gives the date of this occurrence

as 1216.
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owing to its dearth of evidence for OE y and its evidential status is
do
forms
between
Shifts
in
to
of
preponderance
unknown
us.
p
occur within Moore but their significance and the general phonological
reliability of that source would need a separate inquiry
Cubbin's examination of WCB.

comparable to

The Lay Subsidy Roll has a third <u>-form, for Liverpool, but
this document was compiled at Lancaster and its evidence for SLa is
by
is
be
it
Cubbin
(§25)
by
trusted
to
unreliable, although
pronounced
does
it
detail,
in
in
has
it
Kristenssonl,
this
and
case
examined
who
agree with WCB.
in balance from
the rival forms emerge roughly
Further doubt may be cast on some of the
these untested sources.
Charters
Early
La
it
here.
For
the
to
tabulated
with regard
evidence
11.

Thus

by
Norman
be
to
the
early
used
erratic
spelling
relevant
recall
may
from
has
been
for
English
PNs
the Domesday Book2.
that
noted
scribes
Also the Final Concords run counter to the vindicated
source in the
by Cubbin.
Such
of OE y as investigated
of the development
four
Placita
leave
lone
to
the
the
oppose
of
<o>-form
objections would
helpful,
flimsy
is
Such
not
very
evidence
unchallenged
<u>-forms.

matter

but neither

does it overturn

the real and bulky

testimony

of WCB.

in the evidence of the Lay Subsidy Roll and
other scantily attesting documents allows us to rely on them, but the
(§85)
from
Cubbin's
that
to
observation
<u>-forms stand
gain credence
12.

Nothing

and more dominant forms is confined to
the area where the provincial form was used in speech. This applies all
the more strongly to the Moore MSS with their many cases of poi 1
fifteenth
from
fourteenth
In
the
centuries.
and
and putt successively
for
forms
in
the earliest period of that source
consideration
of variation
variation

account
borough

between

provincial

to be taken

ought

perhaps
open to immmigration
13.

Liverpool

1 Kristensson: SMED I p. xii
2 Hildebrand; Cubbin §38
3 VL4.2

of the status

from various

is mentioned

with

of Liverpool

as a

parts3.
<o> in

the

sixteenth
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century by both Lelandl and Camden. This may reflect local speech by
On the
that late period, though these two were not local speakers.
form,
last
Skippool
This
hand
later
is
15932.
a
with
<u>
other
reference
or not, may mean that whoever wrote it was
form
familiar
dialectal
the
the
the
with
still at
end of
sixteenth century
due
be
Otherwise
it
to what was then recent vowelI.
may
Puy
forms
is
late
in
The
these
of
value
unstressed syllables3.
shortening

whether

hard

locally

to gauge

unquestioned

authentic

the mediaeval picture is not affected. " Ekwall's
The
back
to
the
thirteenth
century.
early
<u>-forms go
but

forms
here
from
late
the
noted,
ambiguous,
very
evidence offers, aside
for
in
North.
isogloss
lasting
ME
the
pool
and
apparently
stationary
a
In the examination
of the evidence from WCB some
importance has been accorded to Hampole in Yorkshire as establishing
behind
the
i
an eastern
and
confining
a genuine
put -area
pöi-area
In
limit.
This seems to be supported by wider evidence for Hampole.
14.

of the EPNS the name is always listed with <o> until the
found
It
is
that
true
are
of
<u>
century.
some cases
mid-fourteenth
later on, but there are also some cases of <a>. The evaluation
of the
later
later evidence for Hampole may be difficult,
perhaps involving
the collection

soundchanges
issue.

or textual

corruption,

but it is not central to the present

The same survey has abundant
evidence for another
small place near Doncaster. This is Poole4, which is listed many times
with <o> both before and after the Black Death. Only one reference is
ambiguous, and this one is very late: (Poul ea Is. Poi t e> is given in
15.

15945.

16. Although emphatic evidence for a recessive or provincial
form is in the nature of things more satisfying, the Doncaster evidence
for /ö/ seems good enough to confirm the view that an isogloss

1 Leland 11192; V 25,40-2
2 The Registers
of the Parish Church of Poulton le Fylde
3 Dobson §278
4 S33.47
5 Yorkshire Feet
of Fines 11
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between
in
La.
The
the
the
there
/ö/-form
of
and
picture
ran
probably
West Riding is lent further support by the evidence of a place near
York called Pool Beckl. This is listed twice before 1400, both times with
The evidence of WCB as to the eastern boundary of the Puy I -area
does
be
but
its
Hampole,
to
seem
supported
suggestion
rests solely on
by local Yorkshire sources.
<o> .

17. An isogloss has now been established as running between
As it happens it seems to run roughly
two forms of the word pool.
down the Pennines. The treatment of La will next be expanded into a
form

found
PNs
be
England.
It
that
show a third
of
will
general survey
of the el, for pöl, pul 1 and py11 are all well attested in OE2.
18.

It cannot be definitely

determined

from

the La evidence
represent OE pull
or

the <u>-forms of that county
whether
back
front
both
in
ME
the
the
1
vowel are spelt
<u>.
and
as
pyl
But the main
Ekwall3 attributes these forms to OE pull
Nevertheless
.
is
WCB
in
that these <u>-forms are not
the
of
assessing
evidence
point
alone

difference
is
by
OE
This
tenet
the
consistent
supported
a reflex of
pö1.
in the quantity indicated for the /i / as between the two forms of the el
that are found in WCB.
19.

For the nationwide

the derivations

survey of early PNs we shall accept
for forms by the EPNS. A fourth form,

that are offered
has
it
from
Society's
though
the
t
14,
submissions,
not
appears
also
po
been established as an English vernacular word.
The approach made
here is to ask in which

counties

the different

corpus of mediaeval
resulting geographical distribution.
unevaluated

forms

manuscripts

are attested

in the

and to consider

the

table shows the counties to which forms of
for
documents
by
EPNS
PNs
in
English
the
the el p
etc. are credited
from before about 1500. Of course the Society has published volumes
for only half the counties.
So information
on Northumberland
and
20. The following

1 S34.6
2 Bosworth, Toller 1 776,779-80
3 L15
4 S26.69
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County

volume on La is
for comparison.
A cross means that a form is found in the
for a county, a nought that it is not found.

Durham

included
evidence

is taken from Mawerl.

county

Also Ekwall's

pöl

poll

pull

pyll

x

0

0

0

Cumberland

0

X

0

0

Westmorland
Yorkshire (North Riding)

x

x

x

0

x

0

0

0

Northumberland/

Durham

Yorkshire

(East Riding)

x

0

0

0

Yorkshire

(West Riding)

x

x

x

0

Lancashire

x

o

x

0

Cheshire

x

0

X

X

Derbyshire

x

0

0

0

Worcestershire

x

0

X

0

Gloucestershire

x

o

x

x

Oxfordshire

0

0

0

X

Hertfordshire

x

o

0

0

Surrey

x

o

0

0

Essex

x

o

o

0

Sussex

x

o

o

x

Berkshire

x

0

0

X

Wiltshire

x

0

0

0

Devon

x

o

o

x

Cornwall

0

x

0

x

from the
The EPNS reports modern Welsh pwll
evidence of the West Riding of Yorkshire. Ekwall gives the Old Welsh
form as pul > and as such it is entered here2.
21.

The North

is said to have a case of an Old Norse form
3.
This is similar
to modern Norwegian
peyla

Riding

which may be ancestral
distinct
in meaning to the forms dealt with here but is phonologically
from all of them. There is no suggestion that such a form ever entered

1 Mawer 237
2 S36.234; ERN105
3 S5.122; Torp: Nynorsk Ordbok 507
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language.

the English

22. The form

distribution.
is
1
of
general
clearly
pö

is
of sporadic, though very roughly southwesterly,
py11
Cornish
local
be
to
to
1
and
northwestern
seems
while pol

The form
distribution,
fastnesses.

despite
by
itself,
the
taken
i,
and
pul
vagueness of this category of evidence, shows a clear geographical
from
Gloucestershire
to
It
that
an
area
stretches
occupies
pattern.
Westmorland: in other words the lands that lie next to Wales and
Strathclyde. The foregoing table gives dramatic corroboration of the
isogloss found in WCB as dividing an eastern form from a western
However,

the form

type and extends the Put t -area into a solid western block. It appears by
the way that Smith's statement that pu 11 is "recorded only in OE
PNs"1 is unacceptable. (He may have meant that OE Putt was found
only in charter-boundaries. )
23. Yet in every county where put I is attested, pöI is found
too. A similar problem has been faced by scholars concerned with the
for
by
Kristensson
OE
in
It
La.
ME development
of
was supposed,
y
issue.
the
on
speech
example,
However, as has already been seen, it has been questioned whether it is
for
to
to
that
so
settle
nor need we
resort
assumption2;
necessary
awkward a scheme for pool.
that

local

had itself

been

confused

24. For as has been stated the evidence used here consists of
all documents whatever their value, and as we have seen with La they
form.
bound
intrusive
instances
the
to
of
more
widespread
contain
are
In most official documents pat is likely to be found outside the area
where it was used in speech, whereas provincial variants are liable to
display their actual dialectal distribution.
In the type of table that is
given here a universal distribution in writing may be taken to imply a
for
La, the county for which sources
Nevertheless,
prestigious status.
have been sifted, the one, WCB, that offers more ample and positive
evidence at least for the thirteenth century, emphatically prefers pul i
to its rival; and the outcome of that local survey casts its long shadow

1 S26.74
2 Cubbin §4-5
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over the mixed testimony of other western shires.
we have now to
consider pool as a word that occurs in early vernacular texts. We take
forms
basis
the
word pool that
our
of the vernacular
of
sample
all
as
in the Microfiche Concordance to Old English.
are listed as headwords
Having

25.

surveyed

further
eleven

To this collection

the PN-evidence,

occurrences

are added.

26. Now the MCOE evidently bases its entries on the worddivisions used in the various editions of OE texts on which it is based.
The implication of this for the student of OE is that the Concordance
varies in its treatment of compounds, listing them as one word or as
two according to each appearance in print.
A case in point is the first of our added occurrences of forms
from
found
boundary-clause
be
in
This
is
to
the
of
a
charter
of pool.
in which the landmark
Henstridge
heaued> is twice
<hors poles
mentioned,
apparent
<poles>

In accordance with its
so punctuated.
for
for
instance
its
MCOE
this
the
up
entry
principles
picks
but overlooks the same expression a few lines earlier where
the latter

time

is run

togetherl.

We will

the two as the
acknowledge
footing
the
earlier
case
a
syntactical
put
onto
with the rest of
same and
our collection; and, since it would seem perverse to include the one but
for
is
to
the
the
survey
any information
same case
added
our
not
other,
forms
of pool that it may yield.
on
<horspoles>

An example of a word originally
written separately but
losing its identity in editions is provided by three cases of <fi Sc po I>
in the OE Gloss of the Lindisfarne Gospels. This was written at Chester
27.

le Street; the scribe did not necessarily come from there but his text is
The phrase in question is listed by
said to be North Northumbrian.
Ross and Stanley (p. 122) as though it were run together and Venezky
and Healey have left its occurrences out of the MCOE entry for pöl .
Both these concordances seem to have followed Skeat2. Nevertheless a
does seem to have been intended for the expression on
word-division
each occasion

in the text;

1 Users
of the MCOE
2 Skeat
part iv 45

and we shall

should take the line-refs

restore

these cases to our

given in that work as approximate

only.
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collection of occurrences of p

in OE.

A charter from Pendock (a) is not cited in the MCOE for
pool, perhaps because it shares the bounds which it describes with
another document, which is there cited. But the two are quite different
dates. Given that the boundaries
remained the
charters of different
28.

same, then that the two charters should appeal to the same landmarks
is only to be expected, a circumstance moreover which does not stop
linguistic
from exhibiting
the two boundary-clauses
some different
forms,
not

including
the

over

occurrences
be included

variance
phonology

over the grammatical
They
of the root.

of the word in separate charters
in our sample.

case of pool,, though
are in fact different

and both documents

will

The last four cases are to be found in the boundary-clause of a
charter from the Teme Valley (a) which seems to have been
overlooked for the MCOE.
The foregoing
incorporated
29.

eleven cases of pool in four documents

are

into our sample.
four of the occurrences

However,

thus collected

seem to

be invalid.
A charter from Micheldever is cited by the MCOE, following
Birch, for four cases of <py11e> But two of these (§1:7) are amended
.
by Grundy (p. 234) to <wy11e>.
A charter from near Stow on the Wold is cited for two cases
of <pi ll e> which occur in Birch but seem to be an error for <will e> .
The
consideration,

foregoing
leaving

henceforward
be left out of
cases will
a final sample of 166 valid forms from OE texts.

30. The geographical distribution of simplex cases of pool in
OE texts may be understood by the abstraction of coherent, potentially
dialectal variant forms. Diversely spelt occurrences can be ascribed to
the dialectal forms pö 1, pu 11 and py 11.
It occurs
31. The credentials of pi 11 in OE are very doubtful.
only in corrupt texts full of ME forms. The truth seems to be that it is
late independent
related to pyl1 by the relatively
soundchange
of
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and represents a dislocation in time (and probably also in
unroundingl
place) of the OE y-form of pool. Pi 11 with its inflections may be
form
dialectal
known
to the late copiers
as
a
coherence
allowed
although it is perhaps a ghost form in ancient texts and likely to be
parasitic upon the genuine OE form py11.
late
form
in
is
the
t,
t>
copies
spelt
<pul
pi
back
in
it
the
that
either
or
ambiguous
might
contain
phonologically
the front rounded vowel. The latter case would mean that the copier
had updated the spelling of OE pyl 1. Such updating is likely to be
32.

Unlike

reflected in a relatively corrupt text bearing many ME forms.
Lastly
form

but

which

there is the form
represents

which is not a recognized
that has been acknowledged

Pot t,

a PN-el

OE
by

specialists.
33.

This distribution

is shown

in the following

table, which

defined
based
the
previously
sample
on the MCOE.
represents
Be it noted for reference to the accompanying
Kingsbridge is in the district of the South Hams in Devon.
of texts from the Valley
from Wilton to Wily village.

Locations
Wiltshire

stretch

Locations
Powick

for the Teme Valley

of

map that

the River

in Worcestershire

Wily

in

stretch from

to Broadwas.

dialectal
form
pöt

county

locality

Durham

Chester le Street

4

Cambridgeshire

Thorney

1

Warwickshire

Shipston

Worcestershire

Abbots Morton

2

Evesham

4

Stoke Orchard

1

Cleeve Cloud

I

Withington

2

Cirencester

2

Gloucestershire

1 Campbell §317

number
of cases

on Stour

1
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Pucklechurch

1

Bath

3

Henstridge

2

Curry Rivel

2

Ottery St. Mary

1

Topsham

4

Kingsbridge

2

Bradford Abbas'

1

Sherborne

3

Cheselborne

2

Purbeck

2

Chalbury

3

Tisbury

1

Wily Valley

7

Ringwood

2

Winchester

3

Micheldever

4

Cumnor

3

Watchfield

1

Middlesex

Hampstead

2

Essex

Loughton

2

Surrey

Chertsey

4

Merton

2

Merstham

2

Washington

4

Somerset

Devon

Dorset

Wiltshire
Hampshire

Berkshire

Sussex

Bognor
Kent

Regis

Godmersham

1

Lympne

2

Form Total

poll

pull

1

85

Cumberland

Dalston

I

Worcestershire

Overbury

1

Cornwall

St. Kevern

1

Form Total

3

Worcestershire

Teme Valley

12
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5

Worcester
Upton

Gloucestershire

upon

6

Pershore

2

Bushley

2

Chaceley

I

Deerhurst

2

Tidenham

1

upon
Doulting

Severn

Batcombe

Gloucestershire

pyll

Somerset

Berkshire
Hampshire

Somerset

pill

7

Pendock

Aust

Somerset

Severn

1
2
1

Form Total

42

Aust upon Severn
Bleadon

11
6

West Pennard

5

Curry

Rivel

2

West Ginge

2

Wallingford

2

Micheldever

2

Form Total

30

Bleadon

1

High Ham

2

Doulting

2

Mells

1

Form Total

6

Group Total

166

Most of the evidence in this table derives from grants of
land. It seems likely that these documents were generally drawn up by
Attached to the usually
the recipient upon a basis of local knowledge.
Latin formulae of the grant may be one or more vernacular clauses that
34.

describe

the boundaries

originally

to be drawn

had
Such clauses presumably
of the land.
up locally by someone who knew the landmarks
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has been apt to take a
referred to. In any case charter-criticism
document as a whole in considering location.
Even those charters that were forgeries as deeds of gift
This
in order to convince.
had need of a genuine set of landmarks
in the original local version, or at least some
might be forthcoming
forgery
from
it,
The
the
of
of
a
source.
combination
genuine
copy of
35.

the attendant need for an authentic boundary-clause
would seem to drive a wedge between these two standard els of a
It is enough here to note
charter for purposes of criticism of location.
that the OE boundary-clause
seems to be informed by a general motive
some grants with

that may save it from the controversy
grant in its status as a historical document.

for local authenticity
the pertinent

that besets

account for all but nine cases
from our OE collection.
(The exceptions are the ones from Dalston,
Chester le Street, Thorney and Winchester. ) This seems to provide a
for the OE testimony of the pool-group
textual background
promising
36. Now

these boundary-clauses

at least in the original state of the texts. Altogether
our collection as
here tabulated is found in seventy-eight localized texts. Such a text is a
document or part of a document, the latter for us in fact invariably
a
body
boundary-clause,
in a given
to
a
seems
originate as
which
single
place.
There is no case where a localized text that attests only
one variant of poop derives from the same place as another such text
that attests only another
given form. This is a good token of
hopeful
implication
the
that we
the
outset
and
carries
consistency at
37.

may

to do with

have

than merely

the phonological

character

of localities

rather

of texts.

38. It will be seen that this disparate

collection

of documents

does not come up to the standard of reliability
provisionally
attributed
by Cubbin to WCB and further inspected in this place. Twenty-three
texts are subject to some
cases in our table from eleven localized
documentary

to
without
reference
location.
None of these cases will be used as primary
comparative
of forms.
evidence of geographical distribution
criticism

form

on

grounds

alone

To begin with, all occurrences of pi11 are cases where the
is suspect in itself on broader phonological
The
principles.

Appendix
weaknesses of the remaining
documentary context.
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cases are revealed by reference to the

The Celtic grammar in which the form from St. Kevernl
is embedded does not inspire confidence in its status as an OE common
does
Celtic
its
The
hiscen>,
etymology,
phrase <to po11
with
noun.
text that we
meaning in the OE vernacular
not show the transparent
39.

find in other cases from our sample but has the character of a. fossilized
PN of the familiar type. It seems to have been taken into English in a
form fixed by Cornish name-formation.
in OE documents
Evidently
found
but
is
in
the question raised
this
>
only
role
pol
by the present case is whether its existence as a detachable common
of the word, an
noun in OE may not be deduced from the division
Cornwall

from

interpretation
Henstridge

for which we have already argued in the case of the
charter (in which, to be sure, the relevant form was amply

attested elsewhere).
There is a similar case in the phrase <to po11 waSin>
from Dalston.
On the face of it the status of this form as a likely
common noun in OE is perhaps stronger than for that from St. Kevern
40.

by

status of the English
of the possibly
more substantial
in Cumberland
than in Cornwall in the eleventh century2.
vernacular
More direct evidence is furnished by the later naming of the body of
reason

in question.

water

For the PN Wampool

implies

that

the earlier
fresh
to
subject

was still composed of separable components
This construction
allows
analysis in terms of English morphology.
be
English
The
to
11
case may perhaps even
seen
a
possible
word.
as
Po
phrase

be stretched

to take in the form from St. Kevern.

The
There are also internal clashes within documents.
lone u-form from near Aust on Severn occurs in the same localized
text (b) as do seven of the eleven local y-forms and these latter may
41.

large
be
taken
on
as
normal
so
a majority-verdict.
presumably
form from Bleadon, which is among those already reinterpreted,

is also

for the same reason, occurring as it does in a text together
This criticism affords no explanation
six y-forms.
of the isolated

objectionable
with

The i-

'Index of Old English Localized Texts s.
n.
2 Jackson 217-9
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forms; though at no form is it levelled alone.
Assessment

42.

is, however,

offered

of the remaining

doubtful cases.
from

Doulting

The

two

43.

Thus this Aust charter seems to hold a conflict

occur together with two
Such a mixed testimony
spelling
<pulle>.
cases of the ambiguous
both
has
been
in
by
insight
be
§§31-2,
the
that
shown
as
may
elucidated,
are possible later documentary representatives of an original
py ii.

two

i-forms

between

roota grammatically
variable
be
due
It
This
to
the
may
copying.
other
a
constant
one.
with
vowel,
of pool truly belongs
cannot be told whether the unique u /y-paradigm
to the OE dialect of Aust or was imposed by an unknown copier. At all
nominal

paradigms,

one with

the evidence of the charter as a whole insists on pyl l as the
by
form
for
locality.
is
The
the
the
strengthened
conclusion
normal
with its four unopposed
other document from the neighbourhood
yforms.

events

clash of forms occurs in texts from near
(b) and from Curry Rivel. In both documents two cases
Micheldever
of pöl are balanced by two of pyl 1, forms that show no clear kinship.
have allotted somewhat different
definitions
Reference-works
to the
44.

two

forms.

Another

Any

supposition

that they meant different things would
forms to exist side by side in the same

allow the two
presumably
dialect.
The Curry Rivel charter seems to favour this view by its two
in
insofar
the
11
as
expression
<1
>
as these contrast
used
and py
y-forms
with the use of both ö-forms on their own. The editor, Bates, perhaps
the difference

taking

"pool" respectively.
45.

for granted, translates them as "land-pill"
It is not clear what distinction is to be inferred.

Yet where

the two

forms

have been differentiated

and

in

or tidal bias for pyI 1 and
a greater connotation of stillness on the part of pa 1 .1 The phrase (I and
distinction,
in
itself
to
this
1>
a text
seems
especially
so
undermine
pyl
which also shows a knowledge of the other form. It is interesting that
meaning

most

by etymologists

of the OE y- forms

1 S26.68-9;Onions 696

it is with a riverine

in our table derive

from

the region

of the
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Lower Severn, where tidal creeks are a common feature. It may be that
those writers that postulate a basic distinction in meaning between pö 1
and pylI overlook the possibility of a geographical distribution in
landscape.
in
the
this
peculiar
part coincides with
which
y-form
In any event this hypothesis of semantic
less nourishment
in the Micheldever
charter.
46.

finds

differentiation
The

similar
both
py1,1>,

(on bone blacan pol> and <on bone readan
repeated, give it no cause. Undeterred, Grundy (p. 307) translates our
forms as "pool" and "spring" respectively and comments: "I read Wyll
for Pyll for, as far as I have observed, Pyll is always, in Hants. charters,
,
The letters 'p' and 'w' in Anglo-Saxon
used of a pool in a stream.
for one another. " This observation
is
easily be mistaken
might

phrases

habits
OE
the
general
of
seeming
of
curious,
Hampshire on the basis of its only known instance.
to treat

pyl i

from

But such special pleading is not needed for an
interpretation of the Micheldever forms. It may be asked what status
document
forms
have
by
is
the
that
under
alternative
can
not revealed
47.

into relative prestige commends an appeal to the
evidence for Winchester nearby. And in fact the West Saxon capital
(a)
himself.
in
King
Alfred
text
three
two
them
5-forms,
of
a
of
yields
If pal increased its currency as a more prestigious form, whether in
review.

An inquiry

later speech or merely as a scribal influence, its presence alongside pyl l
in the same localized text from Micheldever has an explanation. For
this would make the y- forms original and the ö-forms the result of an
incomplete early form of standardization.
If this understanding of
these two y-forms is right, then it is perhaps lucky to find them so
close to the presumed fountain of a-forms at Winchester.
Rivel, we may possibly also here be
by two cases of replacement
by an expanding
confronted
pöl of
form
have
latter
been
harder
to
1
i,
original
may
simplex
which
py
48.

Returning

to Curry

dislodge

"1 and pyl 1". In such a
as part of an established combination
case p5 i might have been known to a scribe as a superior form not
used in the speech of the place. In conclusion, an imbalance in prestige
the more satisfactory account of the clash
of pö1 and pyi 1, and the usage of the two forms in the texts seems
that they were
not to afford very good grounds for the assumption
differentiated.
semantically
would

seem to give slightly
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49. The main point for the present study is to establish not
but rather the default of firm
the falsity of such differentiation
evidence. Therefore these cases will be treated as being of genuine
firstly
implications
inconsistency.
The
that all
are
phonological
instances are confirmed in their places among our evidence for
in
forms
OE
in
texts
that
the
question are
of pool
and secondly
simplex
forms.
for
first
distribution
the
the
of
as
rank
evidence
not of
50. The remaining four forms that are subject to criticism on
by
documentary
are
so
external comparison.
of
context
made
grounds
All are from Berkshire.
but
the parish-bounds
given
y-forms
except that
word for word in anotherl

West Ginge yields two
in this

charter are repeated
<py11 > is there replaced by

certainly a copying-mistake.
hard to say which is right
indeed at all.

<wy11>, so that one of the two is almost
Both versions date from about 1200 so it is

without

reference

to the wider

evidence,

or

A few miles away at Wallingford
another double
occurrence of py 11 also finds an echo in another chartere, where
in
found
bounds
is
instead.
In
the
this
the
11
are
not
<wy >
again
case
same words, and so since pyll and wyll may mean much the same
thing, both versions may be authentic. Even so the document that has
51.

<wy11> is much the earlier, being of the twelfth century, whereas the
extant copy of the <py11>-document was made in about 1400.
52. The y-forms from Wallingford and West Ginge, together
with the two from Micheldever (b) that Grundy so reluctantly leaves in
the text, none of which is free from suspicion, strengthen each other's
credibility somewhat. If only one double occurrence out of the three is
right, it stands for the presence of OE pyl 1 in eastern Wessex.
The foregoing

discussion

leaves

143 cases of pool in
sixty-nine localized texts of which the evidence has not been faulted on
documentary
from Bleadon and
These include six y-forms
grounds.
seven more from near Aust which occur as the great majority in texts
53.

1 S51.746/§F VI: 5
2 S51.761/§G V: 6
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for which criticism has been levelled at lone dissenting forms, which
In
latter have been reinterpreted in the light of the majority-form.
forms
dialectal
into
inquiry
the
of
our
status
we shall next
pursuit of
distribution
143
these
the
cases.
geographical
of
consider
54. The first striking characteristic of the distribution of these
selected texts is that all but three of them are from the South and the
Southwest Midlands,
the East Midlands
and the North being
This
le
Dalston.
by
Chester
Street
Thorney,
and
represented
remarkable pattern in the case of OE forms of pool is no documentary
boundary-clausesl.
follows
but
the
of
pattern
of
survival
general
sport
Perhaps owing to the ravages of the Vikings, the distribution of these
texts favours at this early stage of the language the very half of the
later
be
linguistically
in
has
in
to
that
recessive
proved
country
general
ages2.
unopposed cases of pul 1 show a distinct
Of these all but two belong to the Severn Valley

55. The thirty-nine

pattern.
geographical
between Worcester and Gloucester,

that is to say within a span of some
is from Tidenham,
near the mouth of

that

One other
miles.
The last is from Batcombe,

marks

as a border-form

twenty-five

from
the rest. The
remote
river.
none of the
occurrences
are interspersed
with
above Gloucester
opposed forms; nor do any such forms intervene on the way down the
in the Severn Valley
In fact its distribution
west bank to Tidenham.
pull

adjoining

the Welsh language-area.

Five texts that yield the twenty-two
unambiguous
yforms come from Aust, Bleadon and West Pennard and are thus tightly
forms
from
lie
West
The
Pennard
small
clustered
a
area.
within
56.

some cases of <i> and <u> in East Somerset. The py n 1-area
landscape of forms
therefore seems to merge into a wider linguistic
Aust, Bleadon and West Pennard do
that have short root-vowels.
together suggest a linguistic territory, which however does not evince a

among

striking

correpondence

the u-forms.

1 Hill 24
2 Stenton 14-5,70-1

with

physical

geography

after the manner

of
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57.

The seventy-four

cases of
southern and west-midland
documentary
been
has
on
no
raised
about
which
suspicion
pöl
grounds divide into two distinct geographical blocks, one covering the
Midlands.
The
the other the Southwest and Southwest
counties of Kent, Sussex, Surrey, Middlesex and Essex muster twenty
cases of pö1 in ten texts and no other forms. The Southeast is a solid
/z/-area,
nor is there any evidence to contain its extension northward

Southeast,

or even Chester le Street. There is also room north of the
River Thames for a connection of the Southeast with the western <o>forms, while those of Winchester favour a straighter overland passage
between the two heartlands of the attestation of pal

to Thorney

58. The ten occurrences from Hampstead, Loughton, Merton
Lower
for
Thames
Chertsey
the
on
constitute good evidence
and
pöi
Thames
for
the
the
the
of
above
<o>-forms
valley
western
while
Abingdon
and those of its middle Cotswold tributaries yield eight cases
But unlike that
Withington
and Cirencester.
at Cumnor, Watchfield,
for put 1 in the Severn Valley, the plentiful
evidence for pay along
In between the eastern and
the Thames is parted in the middle.
western groups of <o>-forms, and touching the river at Wallingford,
are the doubtful

<y>-forms

of Berkshire.

The six questionable
<y>-forms
of Hampshire
and
far apart but if they do represent an eastern
Berkshire are relatively
then it appears to centre on the River Kennet. To the south it
/y/-area
falls short of Winchester, for which city pöi is well attested.
evidently
59.

Yet such an area is ill-defined
and seems to have little geographical
This incoherence contrasts with the cluster of <u>-forms
character.
from the Severn Valley and with the southeastern
/ö/-area.
60. Only to the north do the limits of this possible /y/-area
seem sharper, not because of the distinctiveness
of its own landscape
but because Wallingford
and West Ginge are not far from the Upper
Thames
attested.

sites of Cumnor
If

the

and Watchfield,

<y>-forms

for which

then it
genuine
its less suspect forms

are

<o>-forms
is rather

are
this

that provides
/ö/-area
neighbouring
with
definition
the
of the Severn Valley,
of the /u/-area
on the model
<o>-forms of Berkshire being confined to the Vale of the White Horse.

61. Doubts have been raised above on internal grounds about
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texts from

and Curry Rivel that attest four cases of pa i.
that occur in another localized text from Micheldever

Micheldever

The two forms
(a)

and

the

from

three

Winchester

have

documentary
escaped
(b) text in
Micheldever

but
the presence of the contradictory
criticism;
the basin of the valleys of the Rivers Itchen and Test disposes us to pass
For
over this whole area in our geographical survey of dialectal p5l.
it does not come up to the standards of consistency that have been set
for such coherent geographical
regions by the Severn Valley and the
Southeast and hence which we are now looking for for the basis of
This leaves a western group of fifty-one
phonological
conclusions.
in thirty-two

acknowledged
<o>-forms
Berkshire,
Wiltshire,
Dorset,
Worcestershire
62.

localized

Somerset,

texts from Hampshire,
Gloucestershire,

Devon,

and Warwickshire.
Upstream

we have found

of Abingdon

an unambiguous
from the
westwards

The case is similar as we proceed
All cases from Dorset and Wiltshire
Southampton
Basin.
/z/-area.

together

basin
belong
Henstridge
to
the
riverine
and
with
of the Salisbury Avon and the Dorset Stour, taking in the small vales
of the latter among the Western Downs, which basin thus yields
forms
twenty-three
among them.
and
no
other
credible
<o>-forms
those from Ringwood

This is the most impressive

from any geographically

testimony

defined

/ö/-area.
63. Such a geographical grouping of linguistic
evidence.
course suggested by the pattern of surviving
mean that actual spoken usage in less well documented

testimony

is of

This does not
areas was any

familiarity
the pool-group
as to either
more
with
or
vague
identification
of its members with given localities than such usage was
in the parts for which evidence is more definite.
The question has still
to be answered as to whether the rich testimonies of the Avon-Stour
Basin and the Lower
tell

us

about

configurations

Severn Valley

textual

survival
have actual dialectal

are interesting
or

whether

only
these

for what they
geographical

significance.

64. It is the Lower Severn that provides the simpler case. Just
east of this rich source of <u>-forms, in a country that descends from
the Cotswold
escarpment towards the valleys of the Severn and the
Warwick
unchallenged

Avon,

there

<o>-forms

is

a smaller
unbroken
from Shipston on Stour,

cluster
of nine
Evesham, Abbots
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Morton,

Stoke Orchard

and Cleeve Cloud.

Our

collection of forms
from its Severn cradle.

tells us that

does
>
not
pul

spread

This not only accords well with the
eastwards
findings of modern German dialectologists
concerning the tendency of
dialectbe
both
banks
in
to
tract
a
single
of a given
of river
valleys on
for
by
Cubbin
but
the
the
recently
noted
also recalls
propensity
area1
Ribble2 of a valley actually to serve as the edge of such an area. In this
light
in
Cubbin's
the
the
connection
observations seem
more relevant
of Bach's warning3

that the fundamental

dialect-boundaries
patterns of
It is still
one country and another.

a
vary somewhat between
matter for speculation as to whether this circumstance may come about
with the dependency of speech on speakers together with any tendency
of settlement to follow geographical patterns such as this.

may

In a survey of the bounds of that other region of some
apparent harmony between language and landscape which we have
drawn
be
line
Avon-Stour
it
Basin,
that
to
the
a
may
noted
styled
65.

the difficult

forms

and
of the middle parts of Hampshire
marks if not a clear frontier between locally prevalent forms
The
of pool then at least a difference in the quality of the evidence.
basin as represented by the distribution
of texts on the map is bounded

exclude
Berkshire

on the west and north by notable empty spaces. There seems however
to be nothing to hinder a westward extension of the presumed dialectarea to meet the seven <o>-forms of Devon.
desert

lies the
of North Wiltshire
/ö/-area
of the Upper Thames. An isolated cluster of four <o>-forms
in the valley of the Bristol Avon.
occurs for Bath and Pucklechurch
Thus the gap on the Downs where Kennet and two Avons rise seems
66.

Beyond

the textual

to be surrounded on three sides by evidence for pal and it seems most
likely that a single great /ö /-area stretched from the English Channel
through Wiltshire to Oxford and the North Sea.

67. It is towards the northwest that the landscape suggested

1 Bach §89
2 Cubbin §74-5,81-3
3 Bach §94
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by the texts acquires a measure of dialectal conviction.
Stour Basin has an evident limit towards Somerset.
depends
language
to
agree,
nature
and
seem
whereon

For the AvonThis boundary,

upon a chain of
Henstridge,
Tisbury and

outposts, to wit Bradford Abbas, Sherborne,
Wilyl, all attesting <o>. Both these contrasting linguistic zones of the
lowland
Avon-Stour
Basin and Somerset are physically
essentially
areas, while the line that divides them shows every sign of running
along the crest of a ridge of high land.
highThis clarity recurs for the whole area of relatively
(which shall exclude the
The /ö/-area
grade evidence for OE p5i.
difficult Lower Kennet country) is not only free of intrusion of opposed
68.

forms but is bounded

by a row of attestations to the west. Starting with
the occurrence from Ottery St. Mary and moving along the Avon-Stour
frontier
to Bath,
the outer row of <o>-forms
passes northward

Pucklechurch,
Abbots

Cirencester,

Morton.

If

the

Withington,

Stoke Orchard,

Evesham

and

linguistic

likely

of certain
significance
geographical features be acknowledged, as has already been suggested it
filled
be
in
do,
be
fair
to
take
to
the
/a/-area
out
as
may
proposed
may
a body the Cotswold Hills, the Rivers Wily, Nadder, the whole of the
Dorset Stour and the Bristol Avon in its middle

reaches.

69. Crossing the impressive curtain of <o>-forms towards the
Severn we come upon a thoroughgoing
change of linguistic country as
far as pool is concerned in the shape of the Severn Valley
/u/-area.
But below Gloucester the forms present a much more confused picture.
The two cases of pal from Curry Rivel,
only ones to be found beyond the limit
form,

a circumstance
70.

between

which

throws

Unobjectionable

Gloucester

and Taunton,

doubtful

as they are, are the
that we have noted for that
this limit into relief.

forms

for

this

area
western
which we shall call Low Somerset,
and one <u>-form from Batcombe.
noted

amount to twenty-two
<y>-forms
Since seventeen of these <y>-forms occur in the evidence for Aust and
Bleadon it seems fair to state that the coastal country on either side of
the Avon below Bristol is as firmly claimed for py11 as any area is for
its rivals,

and that this form has thereby

I Index
of OE Localized Texts: Wily Valley (a)

a good claim in the confused
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of Somerset as a whole.

landscape

Yet this Lower

Avon

country

is a

small one and the whole evidence for Low Somerset is of an unusually
mixed

character.

have been noted for the area athwart the Kennet
four
its
of
<o>-forms and six <y>-forms.
unevaluated
evidence
with
An even more complicated state of affairs arises for Low Somerset, for
Difficulties

the total evidence consists of twenty-four
<y>-forms and twelve
four
to
<u>-forms and two <o>-forms.
six
<i>-forms,
others,
wit

which

discussed
has
been
of the
possibility
already
less
form
into
the
territory
of
a
prestigious
a
more
penetration
of
It may find some
one in OE times as at Curry Rivel.
prestigious
support in the location of this ambivalent text on the edge of the Low
71.

The

area, leaning towards the /5/-area of Dorset and Devon. In
Somerset
it
is
linguistic
that
perhaps
as
of
confusion
apparent
such
further
form
has
in
terms
that
the
made
no
our
surprising
pal
headway than the two cases from this text just as it was mildly curious

Somerset

to find the cases of pyl 1 so close to the West Saxon capital. Be that as it
Curry
its
intruder
Rivel
nullify
as
an
at
we
may, in understanding
pal
local testimony.
72.

All

<i>-forms

have been interpreted

as original

/y/-

Two of them occur in the charter from Doulting along with two
(cf.
have
been
led
back
OE
§42). In
to
1
also
spelt <u>-forms, which
pyl
the light of the latter inference the isolated <u>-form from Batcombe,

forms.

which
must

has incurred
be

doubted

understood

no objection
on

as another

grounds

under
of

/y/-form

our documentary

procedure,
and is to be

regional
context
hidden by the changed

spelling-

convention.
No systematic examination of the language of the extant
versions of our OE documents has been part of our procedure but it is
and Batcombe charters are both
worth noting here that the Doulting
73.

late copies full of blatant ME forms and showing no knowledge of the
OE use of the letter
For authentic
would
<y> .
cases of pull
transmitted
presuppose the presence in the text of OE y as faithfully
But in fact the Doulting
charter, a text which
where appropriate.
to be of AD 705, is not merely linguistically
corrupt but is
purports
actually

peppered

with

<u>-spellings

for OE y:

thus

<hurst>,

<hull>
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documents
These
bur
i>.
<1
<
x2,
utie>,
evidence for genuine OE pul t.

are quite

inadmissible

as

The changeable nature of the Low Somerset evidence is
for
face
hopeful
it
the possible phonological
the
of
on
a
sign
not
However the instability
of the
of the OE boundary-clause.
reliability
74.

to do with variation through time rather than with
Curry
Rivel
Only
the
provide
<o>-forms
of
confusion.
geographical
for
local
a
external
of
substitution
of
an
evidence
even ambiguous
texts has mainly

This circumstance may arise because boundary-clauses
were not
copied far afield; otherwise it may point to a general respect on the part
which respect did not then
of scribes for local dialectal peculiarities,

form.

Either way the mixed testimony
extend to received spellings.
of our texts does not seem to afford grounds for discounting
claims of the OE boundary-clause.

of some
the local

That the extant testimony for pull
should hide some
from Low Somerset implies that the same process
/y/-forms
75.

original

from
behind
face
lie
it
the
the
the
some
of
<u>-forms
may on
of
Severn Valley.
However
of this
we have only availed ourselves
in
insight
textual
the
etc.
of
<pull>
order to
origins
concerning
elucidate a mixed testimony for Low Somerset such as does not exist
further

In a regional context the process presupposes
<y>-forms
mixed with the <u>-forms, as is not the case with the
and <i>-forms
Severn Valley evidence.
Furthermore
such
abundant
nevertheless
north.

cases of
minority
region.

<pul >> etc. are as deviant forms to be assumed to be in a
for their dialect-area, as is the case only for the southern
Given the scale of our evidence this ambiguity
need not be

seen as innate in all individual
imputed only to an indecisive
76.

Having

cases of <pul i> but should
regional

discounted

perhaps

be

testimony.
the

evidence

for

pöl

in

Low

Somerset

and added all local cases of <pu 11> and <p i11> to original
The unity
pyl i, we may at last firmly report the whole as a /y/-area.
favours a boundary with the /u/-area
in principle
in
of river-valleys
the corridor of the Vale of Gloucester over an incursion of pal from
the Cotswolds.
77. A connection between the /y /-area of Low Somerset and
in Berkshire and Hampshire
any eastern /y/-area
would at its most
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simple entail a strip of land where py il prevailed in speech and which
passed between Wily and Bath, some 25 miles apart, and through the
The territory would have to be wider from north
middle of Wiltshire.
to south at its eastern end if it were to include Micheldever
as well as
West Ginge.

It may be more plausible in terms of linguistic geography,
for
default
in
to assume that any
evidence
such a corridor,
of
and
Two
/y/-area
was detached from that of Low Somerset.
eastern
be offered

for such distribution.

One is

explanations
might
that py 11 in the historical period of our sample occupied a territory
Another possible
that was a broken-up
relict of its former extent.
explanation is that there was a migration of people who used the /y/form in their dialect which left no trace on the intervening
territory

possible

that they crossed.
The geographical picture of forms of pool from our OE
sample is all but complete. The evidence very strongly suggests in spite
Severn
Valley.
distorted
distribution
Lower
the
that
occupies
of
pull
78.

This seems to fill out the clear picture of pu 11 in the North that is
furnished (albeit at a later period) by WCB. The impression given by
the mainly ME PN-evidence of a marginal form that lies against the
of Wales is also projected backwards
has
based on East Somerset which

borders
region

in time.
the

Py 11 has a

appearance

of

a

southward continuation
of that of pul 1, and possibly another athwart
the Kennet.
P51 is found in texts from Devon and Kent and County
Again the
Durham
among all three.
and is most likely continuous
form
finds an echo in ME PN-evidence.
In that
this
easterly picture of
favour
distribution
OE
to
also
strongly
seems
connection
pu 11 over
likely
identification
ME
the
the
1
of
ambiguously
spelt
as
as
pull
pyl
found

in La sources.

It remains

to examine

four OE cases of pool that

represent the margins of our established regions.
79. A single case of <pul >> occurs in the document

from

from
25
the next acknowledged
miles
so
some
<u>and
form at Chaceley (see Map). Much nearer, ironically, is the suspect one
found among the <y>-forms of Aust.
lacks supporting
Tidenham

Tidenham

evidence.
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It happens that there was of old a ferry at Austl. It seems that
the Severn Estuary even this far down may have been of a narrowness
to unite rather than to divide the two banks linguistically,
and hence
that if py 11 obtained at Aust it may well apply to the Forest of Dean. A
parallel case for the linguistic effects of the Humber
has been made out by Kristensson2.

ferry at a later date

The extant <u>-forms from further
south are heavily
by the <y>-forms of the same area, a consideration
that
outweighed
may perhaps lead us along the more simple course of taking the
few
form at face value on the grounds
Tidenham
that relatively
80.

it
be
Standing
identified
to
alone
as
are
elsewhere.
<u>-forms
spurious
does on the map, this form only ranks slightly below others from more
evidence.

crowded

the wide-ranging
occurrences of pol 1 have to be
far
form
for.
A
is
in
North,
in
the
that
once
again
attested
accounted
the far South, and the remaining time in the Midlands does not at first
inspire the belief that its actual OE dialectal range can be accurately
81.

Lastly

down.

We must be awhile content with the observation
that
do
from
West
those of pu 11
the
the
three
country
as
cases
come
of
all

pinned

and pyl i.
an area for
which evidence is concentrated and it seems to lie on the boundary
between the zones of pöl and pull.
Yet the existing geographical
derived
from
the table of presence in PNs makes
1
of
conception
as
pol
82.

its

occurrence

The instance

in

an

OE

from

Overbury

vernacular

derives

text

from

from

Worcestershire

unexpected.
on the face of it show a hybrid spelling
as
forms
between
in the area,
two
the
that predominate
1,
and
pul
pöl
be surprising
if the present case were not in truth
and it would
has
intimately
related to either of these latter two. Dialect-fieldwork
The form

does

furnished
she.

distribution
in
forms
the
a parallel to Overbury
of
of
pool
For between Eastern and Northern she and La hoo there appears

1 VCH Glos 54
2 Kristensson:

"Another

Approach

to ME Dialectology"

151
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in the West Riding
83.
the Overbury

of Yorkshire

Otherwise
form

a small marginal

it may be phonologically

as a contaminated

1
zone of shoo.
more simple to take
The EPNS adjudicates

spelling.
thus: "eomodes poll
would seem to be for eamotes-pull,
is not far
stream of (or by) the river-meet. " Overbury
Warwick Avon and if its nearness to the river is persuasive

pool
from

or
the

then this

form stands to confirm the lower stretch of that river within the /u/area. At any rate surrounding
evidence leaves little room to be filled
by any third local form of pool.
84. OE cases of po 11 from Cumberland
Both seem potentially
geographical
expectations.
for small dialectal territories
languages.
A like observation
towards Wales.
85.

fulfill
and Cornwall
to stand in English

Celtic
related to those of neighbouring
may be made for the alignment of pu 11

In

surrounds
view of the vagueness that generally
dialectal delineation for the OE as for the early ME period it may be as
well to survey the boundaries of regions that emerge for pool from the
foregoing
For it should by now appear that we are not
evidence.
dealing

with the rough
OE dialectology2.

divisions

that have dominated

discussion

of

seems to have been crossed from north to south
by an isogloss that divides an eastern form pö i from three other forms
before
these latter lying to the
that show a short root-vowel
>>,
for the path of this isogloss in the
west. There is accurate information
86. England

southern

half of the land in OE times.

is a village for which the form p61 is
for which
These
two
1
occurs.
attested: nearby is Deerhurst,
pul
villages are just three miles apart as the crow flies. Our evidence for
the OE forms is so accurate at this point that the isogloss can be passed
87.

Stoke Orchard

between these two places.
To the north of them there is still less than six miles between

1 Linguistic Atlas
of England Morphological
2 Campbell §19-21; Luick §19

Maps 68-9
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lies east of our
lies west of it.

Evesham,
which

which

pöt

/

put i

isogloss,

and Pershore,

Further north the isogloss passes between Abbots Morton and
Worcester city, about twelve miles apart, and so disappears.
Downstream

of Gloucester

pul 1 yields
boundary

to pyl 1 as the form
The
of this last.

that

faces

from

Mells is some eleven miles
southward,
Bath and just over nineteen miles from Wily village.

p51 over the western
OE attestation of py 11 in Low Somerset belongs to Aust.
northernmost
Nine miles away is Pucklechurch, for which pöl is attested.
Tracing

the isogloss

Batcombe

is seventeen miles from Tisbury

and twelve

and a

half miles from Henstridge.
this stage the corridor between those places
in Somerset for which pyl1 is inferred and the villages among the
Western Downs for which pöi occurs remains steady at about fifteen
Westward

from

miles wide until it passes between Bradford

Abbas and Curry

Rivel.

88. West of the River Parret use of direct evidence permits us
from
Curry Rivel occur twentyto
that
the
<y>-forms
only
observe
This
seven miles from Ottery St. Mary with its lone <o>-form.
description

for the fertile
a blank
and then perhaps
comparatively
populous Vale of Taunton Deane. The situation of this
it in the
so includes
vale along a tributary
of the Parret, which
Hills,
Somerset lowland,
cut off from East Devon by the Blackdown
might

leaves

dispose us to think it more likely

that pyl 1 was in use there.

A man who walked down the true isogloss that marked
in
OE
from
limit
form
Midthe western
of the dialectal
p
Worcestershire
to the Parret would go about 150 miles. The no man's
land that our direct evidence leaves is between three and twenty miles
89.

wide.

If we may be permitted

to take into account the proposed unity
lie between Bristol and Sherborne,
the

that
river-valleys
fifteen
becomes
This is a linguistic
maximum
about
miles.
width
boundary of an extent and accuracy that would customarily be held to
be satisfactory
had such a one emerged from the more abundant
of some

testimony

of a later epoch.
90.

This isogloss may owe some of its sharpness

not only to
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the amount and clarity of the evidence but also to its distribution,
which is uneven not only as between the zone of Viking incursions
and the rest of the country but also within the fortunate southwestern
Five clusters of five or more localized texts may be distinguished
within none of which any locality is more than thirteen miles from the
fifty-two
flies.
Thus
the
encompassed
are
of the seventycrow
next as

half.

five

those of Thorney,
southern and western texts, that is excluding
Chester le Street and Dalston. It happens that three of these clusters lie
boundaries.
has so
This textual concentration
athwart our linguistic
disposed
the evidence
the precision
which
as to heighten
with
isoglosses may be drawn

in the South.

91. The clusters in question are the following.

A. all Worcs., Deerhurst, Cleeve Cloud, Stoke Orchard
B. Curry

Rivel, High

Mells,

Bradford

Pucklechurch,

Ham, West Pennard,
Abbas,

Sherborne,

Batcombe,

Doulting,

Henstridge,

Bath,

Aust, Tidenham

C. all Wiltshire
D.

all Berkshire

E. Essex, Middlesex, Surrey
92. It is hard to see any general reason for this phenomenon.
Four of these examples seem to show some correspondence
with riverbut this impression
is
valleys and hence perhaps with settlement
dispelled by the varied terrain of cluster B. As for any relationship
the dialect-areas

texts seem if anything
of pool, the corresponding
to gather in most force at the boundaries of these.

with

93.

The following

table shows

the density

of the foregoing

and numerical
Density is here

cases of this phenomenon.
distance in miles of one locality within a
assessed as the maximum
cluster from the next. The table also illustrates the usefulness of these
clusters in defining isoglosses by the balance of the support given to

strength

alternative

cluster.

forms

different
OE
by
in
of pool

localized

texts within

the
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textual
density

cluster

py l1

A.

9

19

5

14

B.

13

17

7

10

C.

7660

D.

13

532

E.

13

550

94.

This

survey
boundary-clauses

certainly
survival
linguistic

cannot

the

credentials

of

the

feature

implies

of pre-Conquest

that

however

have been changed by copiers
the whole be of genuine origin.

respects

harm

charters as originally
Although
many of the texts in our collection
are linguistically
corrupt or even spurious as documents the
in the body of them of so clear a pattern of distribution
of a

vernacular
local productions.

upon

texts yielding
pul 1/
P51

total
texts

much they may in some
their forms may nevertheless
This

pattern

that conflicting
principle
evidence such as so much
may be so reinterpreted
as to provide coherent results.

also sets up a
of the foregoing

95. The present excursus has brought to light much material
for addition to that of WCB in reconstruction
history.
of phonological
from that book have been have been
drawn
The conclusions
by local PN-evidence.
Moreover
the EPNS
strengthened
somewhat
County
Survey has provided
a distribution
of forms in which the
The MCOE has done
account of La that is given here fits very well.
much to help belief in the genuineness of the degree of accuracy that
Altogether
emerges from some of the WCB evidence.
here made is that further
has
pool
much
study of
plausibility
of the character of the WCB findings.

the suggestion
increased
the
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Note: - Placenames are followed by the italicized first two letters of the
(cf.
Appendix
located
B
in
the
they
are
names of
counties
which
§33), except that Sr stands for Surrey and Ss for Sussex.
Abbots

Morton

Wo B120: 5; EPNS IV 331

Aust on Severn GI (a) Birch 665: 6,7; EPNS XL 127
(b) Birch 936: 4,8,9,11;

EPNS XL 119

So Birch 749: 6; DEPN 30

Batcombe

Bath So (a) Birch 814: 25; DEPN 509
(b) Birch 1009: 7; DEPN 509
Bleadon

So Birch 959: 1,2,11,12;

DEPN 48

Bognor

Regis Ss Birch 898: 4; EPNS VI 140

Bradford

Abbas Do Birch 695: 3; DEPN 58

Bushley

Wo Birch 1282§5: 10; EPNS IV 105

Chaceley

Wo Birch 1282§6: 14; EPNS IV 192

Chalbury

Do Birch 958: 5,6,15; EPNS LIII 134

Chertsey

Sr Birch 34:9,10,18;

Cheselbourne

EPNS XI 105

Do Kemble IV 8- 730: 9; Finberg:

Wessex §619

Chester le Street Du St. John's Gospel cp. 5 vv. 2,4,7; cp. 9 v. 11,
Lindisfarne I 219v, 220,232; II/i 23; ii 31
Cirencester

Gl Kemble 111313 - 703:6; EPNS XXXVIII

Cleeve Cloud
Cumnor

Gl Birch 246: 4; EPNS XXXIX 93

Be (a) EPNS LI 724 - E. II: 3

(b) EPNS LI 731 - E. VI: 1,5
Curry
Dalston

Rivel So Bates 38 - 2: 10,11; DEPN 137
Cu EPNS XX 29; XXII xxviii - §: 9
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Gl

Deerhurst
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(Index of Texts)

Finberg: West Midlands

§187: 10; EPNS XXXIX 78

Doulting

So Birch 112: 2,9,10,11;

Evesham

Wo (a) Kemble 111235 - 662:9; EPNS IV 134

DEPN 149

(b) Kemble VI 220-1 - 1368: 11,60; EPNS IV 264-5
Ke Wallenberg

Godmersham

146 - §: 3

Hampstead

Mi

Henstridge

So Birch 923: 1,8; DEPN 235

High

Birch 1309: 2,3; EPNS XVIII 111

Ham So Birch 1294:2; DEPN 214
De Rose-Troup,

Kingsbridge

251 - §:3,4; 261

Es Kemble IV 157 - 813§6: 3,4; EPNS XII 65

Loughton

Ke Sanders 11142 - §: 3,4; Ward

Lympne
Mells

"The New Edgar Charter"

So Birch 776: 9; DEPN 321
Sr Birch 820: 5,6; EPNS XI 300

Merstham

Sr Birch 1196:4; EPNS XI 25

Merton

Ha (a) Birch 596§1: 4,7; Grundy:

Micheldever

"Hants. ", AJ LXXXIII

231-

6
(b) Birch 596§2: 4,10,11;
Ottery

Grundy:

St. Mary De Rose-Troup:

"Hants. ", AJ LXXXIV

"The Anglo-Saxon

Charter

305-8
of Ottery St.

Mary" 203 - §:3; 209
Overbury
Pendock

Wo Birch 541: 9; EPNS IV 153
Wo (a) Birch 542: 2,18; EPNS IV 154

(b) Birch 1208: 2,16; EPNS IV 154
Pershore

Wo Birch 1282§1: 7; EPNS IV 217

Pucklechurch
Purbeck

Gl Birch 887: 29; EPNS XL 64

Do (a) Birch 868: 9; DEPN 375

(b) Birch 910: 25; DEPN 122
Ringwood

Ha Birch 1066: 3; Grundy:

"Hants. ", AJ

LXXXIV

192-8
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(Index of Texts)

St. Kevern

Co Davidson

Sherborne

Do (a) Kemble VI 168 - 1309:4; Finberg:

284 - §9: 3
Wessex §617

(b) Kemble VI 186 - 1322:4; Finberg: Wessex §623
on Stour Wa Heuring 11347 - 197: 3 [doc. no. in Register, vol.
I]; Grundy: Worcs. 226-8

Shipston

Stoke Orchard

Gl Heuring I 246 - 170: 18; EPNS XXXIX 93

Stow on the Wold Gl

Birch 882§2: 5; EPNS XXXVIII

Wo (a) Birch 1107: 2,3; Grundy:

Teme Valley

223

Worcs. 62-4

(b) Birch 1282§7: 13,14; EPNS IV 223
(c) Birch 1282§8: 10; Grundy:
(d) Robertson 4:9,10,13

Grundy:
§2;
-

Ca Robertson 256: 16 - Appendix

Thorney

Worcs. 37-40

II §9

Gi Birch 927: 4; EPNS XL 264

Tidenham

Wi Kemble 111202 - 641: 15; EPNS XVI 194

Tisbury
Topsham
Upton

Worcs. 164-8

De Birch 721: 1,3,4,5;

EPNS IX 454

on Severn Wo Birch 1088: 1,2,9,10,12;

EPNS IV 174

Wallingford

Be EPNS LI 763 - G. VII: 2

Washington

Ss (a) Birch 834: 8,9; EPNS VI 240-1

(b) Birch 1125: 2,3; EPNS VI 240-1
Watchfield

Be EPNS LI 697 - C. X: 4

West Ginge Be Birch 1047§1: 4; EPNS L 469
West Pennard

So (a) Birch 61:4; DEPN 362

(b) Birch 903: 11,12,14; DEPN 362
Wily

Valley

Wi (a) Birch 595: 3; EPNS XVI 231

(b) Birch 757§3: 3; EPNS XVI 13
(c) Birch 782: 13,14; EPNS XVI 228
(d) Kemble IV 98 778: 1,13; EPNS XVI 219
-

App. B: pool

(Index of Texts)

(e) Searle 212 - §: 4
Winchester

Ha (a) Pastoral Care XLV 279: 15,283: 14; L p. xvii

(b) IElfric LXXVI (1881) 148 cp. 6:12
Withington

GI Birch 299: 20; EPNS XXXVIII

Worcester

Wo (a) Birch 219: 5,6; EPNS IV 95

(b) Birch 1139§3: 22,23; EPNS IV 95
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